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ONE TOUGH DOUBLE ACTION FAMILY 
Handgun hunting, silhouette shooting, 
target practice, personal and home protec
tion, private security work, off-duty and 
on-duty police service-Now there's a per
fect double action Ruger for every shooter's 
interest and need. This big, strong family 
of Ruger revolvers are built to an entirely 
new industry standard of strength and en
durance. These double action guns are 

designed for extended use of the most 
powerful Magnum factory ammunition 
manufactured today. 

STURM, RUGER 
& Company, Inc. 
123 Lacey Place 
Southport, Connecticut 06490 

Free instruction manuals for all Ruger firearms are available upon request. 

Entire contents © 1988 by Sturm, Ruger & Company, Inc. 
Redhawk and GP100 are registered U.S. trademarks. SP101 is a Ruger trademark. 
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COVER: Soldiers of Major Sa'ad Haddad's pro-Israeli 
militia and Israelis on the advance in wake of Israeli 
invasion of Lebanon. Beaufort Castle, scene of the war's 
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Buy 'em - Don't Fight 'em 
THE communist government in Angola, Chester Crocker of the 
I State Department, and Fidel Castro (with the complicity of the 

South African government, which should know better) have come 
up with a "plan" to get the Cuban mercenaries out of Angola. 

The gist of this U.S.-mediated plan is that South Africa will pull 
Its forces out of Angola (thereby effectively cutting off South 
African aid to Jonas Savimbi and his UNITA anti-communist 
freedom fighters inside Angola), and then tum South West 
Africa/Namibia over to the communist-dominated SWAPO 
terrorists, all in exchange for a promise by Fidel Castro to begin 
withdrawing at least some of his troops - at least the ones who 
haven't been dubbed pro-tem Angolans - from Angola sometime in 
the future. And just how is this so-called withdrawal of mercenary 
troops to be monitored? Well, according to an interview with 
Brazilian General Pericles Ferreira Gomes, who heads up the 
United Nations' team in Angola which is supposed to keep on eye 
on the pullout, it's simple. "The two countries [Angola and Cuba] 
are allies - there is no reason to mistrust them," this featherhead 
said. "When they tell us there are no more troops, we will tell the 
United Nations that they have all gone." · 

Masterful. In short, it is another typical State Department sellout 
of pro-American, anti-communist freedom fighters in another Third 
World country. And all without consultation with Dr. Savimbi. Of 
course. 

We have a much better plan to get the Cubans out of Angola. All 
it would take is a few thousand "green cards" and a few million 
dollars, which is peanuts against a trillion-dollar Federal budget. 
We would simply announce that any Cuban who came in and gave a 
satisfactory de-brief to us, the South Africans or Dr. Savimbi's 
people would receive a green card and a one-way airline ticket to 
Miami. (You would have to limit the plan to Cubans, or at least 
non-Angolans, else you'd have half the country on the south Florida 
welfare rolls in about two months, which could get expensive.) 
There would be a regular scale of payment in greenbacks for items 
brought in: say $750.00 for an AK, $30.00 for AK magazines, 50¢ 
apiece for cartridges, and so on. · 

If nothing else, this should be a cost-effe.ctive way to build up the 
Company's (read CIA) inventory of noisy toys, but it has other 
attractions. It wouldn't take more than five or 10 percent of the 
Cubans coming across to put the Cuban command in Angola into a 
state of significant paranoia over the loyalty of its troops. It's the 
same effect we got with the million-dollar reward we put up a few 
years ago for an Mi-24 out of Nicaragua. The Cuban command 
would institute all sorts of draconian security measures and general 
leaguering-up .. which would render the troops who decided to 
remain loyal to Castro and Gorbachev's colonial fantasies quite 
Ineffective. It could also hasten Havana's decision to withdraw ALL 
their troops before any more of them deserted. 

As they used to say in the class on handling of prisoners of war, 
it's cheaper to feed 'em than to fight 'em. 

And it's cheaper still to rum·'em into taxpayers. "" 
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COMBAT REVOLVERS 
The Best (and Worst) 
Modern Wheelguns 

by Duncan l ong 
This is a no-holds-barred look at 
modern combat revolvers. All the 
major fore ign and domestic guns 
are covered: the Colt Python, S&W 
Model 29, Ruger GP 100 and hun
dreds more. Know the gun that 
you may one day stake your life 
on. B'h x 11 , softcover. 115 photos, ,_ ______ .. 152 pp. $16.95 

HIDDEN 
THREAT 

HIDDEN THREAT 
A Guide lo Covert Weapons 

by M ark Smith 
Belt buckle guns, personal fl ame
throwers. knives disguised as pens 
or lighters, booby-trapped shotguns 
- these are disguised weapons in 
use on the streets. This insider's 
guide. compiled from confidential 
police files, reveals over 150 inno
cent- looking items that pose a ser-
ious threat. S1h x 8 1h , softcover, 

.._ _____ _. photos, illus .. 168 pp. $12.00 

KICKASSI 
More Mayhem from 
the Master of Malice 
by George Hayduke 

Just when you thought ii was safe to 
turn the other cheek, Hayduke and 
his pals return with their own twisted 
version of the Golden Rule: Do unto 
others before they do unto you! 
KickaHI is intended for entertain
ment purposes only. 5112 x 8112 , 

... _____ .... hardcover, over 200 pp. $17.95 

U.S. NAVY SEAL 
COMBAT MANUAL 

-• 
U.S. NAVY SEAL 

COMBAT MANUAL 
One of the most rare FMs in the field 
of military collecting, with specia l 
emphasis on underwater demolition 
techniques and explosives. Equip
ment and tactics employed by this 
elite fighting force are covered, as 
are SEAL weapons, communica
tions, driving, infiltration and exfiltra
tion , survival , and more. BV2 x 11. 
softcover. photos. illus., 240 pp. ._______ $14.95 

SWITCHBLADE 
The Ace of Blades 

by Ragnar Benson 
Snap. For most people, the click of a switchblade is an ominous sound. Once the symbol 
of the black-jacketed street hoodlum, switchblades have been feared by the public, 
scorned by mainstream knife collectors and outlawed by misguided federal and local laws. 
Yet these knives do have legitimate uses, and are experiencing renewed interest from 
sportsmen, adventurers and others who understand the value of a good one-handed 
blade. Because of their unfortunate reputation, solid information on switchblades is hard 
to come by. This volume tells you everything : types of switchblades and operating 
mechanisms; how to use switchblade, butterfly and gravity kn ives; collector's models; 
assembling a knife from a kit and federal and state laws. Learn what makes the 
switchblade the ace of blades. 5Y2 x 8Y2, softcover, photos, illus., 104 pp. $10.00 
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TO RIDE, SHOOT STRAIGHT AND 
SPEAK THE TRUTH 

by Jeff Cooper 
Combat mind-set, proper sighting , 
tactical residential architecture, 
nuclear war - these are some of the 
many subjects explored by Jeff 
Cooper in this illustrated anthology. 
The author also discusses various 
arm s, fighting skills and the impor
tance of knowing how to defend 
onesel f, and one's honor, in our 
rapidly changing world. 51> x 81>. 
hardcover, illus .. 384 pp. $26.00 

WORLD'S DEADLIEST 
R!MFIRE BATTLEGUNS 

by }.M. Ramos 
Exciting prototypes and never-pub
lished illustrat ions of experimental 
end limited-production models are 
included in this pictorial guide to .22 
rim fire weapons development. You'll 
learn about semi- and full -auto 
machine pistols, SMGs, military rifl es 
and revolvers from WW II to the pres
ent. S'h x B'h, sottcover, 174 photos, 

..._ _____ _.illus., 184 pp. $14.00 
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THE COMPLETE BOOK OF 
U.S. SNIPING 

hy Peter R. Senich 
Trace American sniping materiel 
from its infancy to today's sophisti 
cated systems wi th this volume, 
compiled from Senich's earl y books, 
Limited War Sniping and The 
Pictorial History of U.S. Sniping. 
Almost 400 photos, plus in formation 
gleaned from official documents and 
military archives, pack this definitive 

.._ ______ work. 8Y2 x 11 , hardcover, 375 pho-

lfll · l11 

tos, 288 pp. $34.95 

U.S. ARMY SPECIAL FORCES 
MEDICAL HANDBOOK 

Paladin's brand-new update of this 
classic best-se ller gives you the info 
you need to stay alive and stay well 
in the field- 600 pages show how to 
treat all kinds of diseases and injur
ies. Jn a new compact format, this 
book gives you the knowledge that 
makes the Special Forces medic so 
va luable. 4 Vi x 7'14. weatherproof 

._ _____ _, softcover. illus .. 608 pp. $19.95 
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SURVIVAL 
A Manual That Cou~ Sa\le Your Life 

by Chris and Gretchen }anowsky 
Life-saving first-a id and wilderness 
med ical care, water procurement, 
improvised surviva l tools and weap
ons- having this book in any emer
gency could mean the difference 
between life and death. One of the 
best guides we've ever seen, Sur
vival detai ls the L.1.F.E. system. The 
author Jives by it - you can live by 
it , too. 51h x B'h, softcover. illus .• 
208 pp. $14.00 

WITH BRITISH SNIPERS TO 
THE REICH 

by Captain C. Shore 
One of the great books on military 
shooting, With British Snipers to 
the Reich focuses on the British 
sniper- his techniques and weap
ons. Captain C. Shore offers info 
only a man who has stalked an 
enemy in combat could know, and 
includes observations on the fo r
eign weapons he encountered on 
the battlefields. 5'h X B'h, hardcover, 
photos. 400+ pp. $24.95 

MAKE MY DAY! 
Hayduke's Best ReYenge Techniques 

for the Punks in Your Life 
by George Hayduke 

Hayduke is back and meaner than 
ever wilh this all-new bag of bully
busting tricks. Hundreds of ideas 
from readers who rall ied to George 's 
stirring cry ("Do unto others before 
they get unto you") fill this antic 
anthology that will amaze and amuse 
you. Make My Day! is intended fo r 
entertainment purposes only. 5112 x 
8'k, hardcover, 224 pp. $17.95 

GET EVEN: 
The Complete Book of Dirty Tricks 
A hilarious overview of the methods 
people use to get even with big busi
ness, government and enemies. 
More sophisticated and involved 
tricks are included, such as ones 
devised by CIA and Mafia members 
and pol itica l dirty tricksters. Over BO 
sections present dirty tricks ranging 
from the simple to the elaborare. For 
entertainment only! 5~ x 8 ~. hard
cover. 192 pp. $17.95 
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Retail Your Price Retal7 Your Price Retail Your Price 

"Aussie" Bowie NEW $125.00 $89.95 Police $79.95 $59.95 Trailmaster-Kraton $175.00 CALL 
Predator CS "EXCLUSIVE" $149.95 Yellowhorse Customized Police $199.95 Trailmaster-Stag $250.00 $189.95 
BMF with teeth $180.00 $129.95 Diver .. NEW .. $87.95 $64.95 A.T.C. Kukri .. NEW .. $250.00 CALL 
BMF w/o teeth $168.00 $119.95 Mariner $69.95 $52.95 Emperor Collection $700.00 $550.00 
LMF with teeth $140.00 $99.95 Harpy $58.95 $44.95 Imperial Tanto $595.00 $449.95 
LMF w/o teeth $129.00 $91.95 Worker $58.95 $44.95 Magnum Tanto $200.00 $149.95 
LMF M-3 Tactical $152.00 $109.95 Hunter $58.95 $44.95 Master T ante $189.95 $142.95 
Parabellum Folders Standard $41 .95 $31 .95 Original Tanto $139.95 $99.95 
w/ swivel sheath $79.00 $59.95 Co Pilot $46.95 $35.95 Outdoorsman $139.95 $99.95 
w/ plain sheath $62.00 $46.95 Necklace Knife w/chain $40.00 $29.95 Recon Tanto .. SALE .. $89.95 $54.95 
Mark 2 CS "EXCLUSIVE" $79.95 Spyderkey-Wood $45.00 $31 .95 Mini Tanto $99.95 $74.95 
Mark 2 $73.00 $54.95 Spyderkey-Pearl $55.00 $39.95 Urban Pal $29.95 $22.95 
Guardian 2 Came $84.00 $62.95 Tri-angle Sharpmakers Urban Skinner $54.95 $41 .95 
Guardian 1 "EXCLUSIVE" $49.95 Standard $39.95 $29.95 Terminator $74.95 $56.95 
Command 1 $58.00 $43.95 Deluxe $71.95 $53.95 Shinobu-Large $79.95 $59.95 
Mark 1 $62.00 . $46.95 Shinobu-Medium $59.95 $44.95 
Guardian Came $62.00 $46.95 

S.f).fj. Shinobu-Small $24.95 $14.95 
Guardian $51.00 $38.95 Clipmate-Large $79.95 $59.95 
Shoulder harness for boot knives $8.95 Clipmate-Medium $59.95 $44.95 
LST Folder $24.00 $17.95 Reran Your Price Clipmate-Small $19.95 $14.95 
Ultralight LST $19.00 $13.95 SOG Bowie $210.00 $169.00 

Trident $210.00 $169.00 

\TI f~'l1f) lllNf)X 
Tigershark **NEW** $139.95 $114.95 l~I{ Tomcat Folder $79.95 $67.95 

Retail Your Price 
Retail Your Price EKS/F $99.95 $79.50 

S.O.S. w/SwissChamp $138.00 $89.95 

I .. 1lNSiiY 
EK SWAT **NEW** $99.95 $79.50 

SwissChamp $90.00 $59.95 EK M-4 $139.95 $104.50 
Champion $71 .00 $49.95 
Craftsman $69.00 $48.95 Retail Your Price 

Super Tinker $36.00 $24.95 Standard Kit (3 stone) $33.00 $24.95 

f~IlllIS Ill~l~\71~ Spartan $23.00 $15.95 Deluxe Kit (5 stone) $48.00 $36.95 

Classic $18.00 $12.95 Diamond Kit (4 stone) $90.00 $49.95 Retail Your Price ·c· Clamp Mount $20.00 $13.95 Jereboam 1 $285.00 $209.95 

lllJ(~({ Jereboam 2 $285.00 $209.95 
Shadow 1 (aka J 3) $285.00 $209.95 

Retail Your Price J).)l.'11
• 

Mark 5 $225.00 $169.95 M-9 Bayonet-issue $164.95 $99.95 
Aviator $170.00 $129.95 M-9 Bayonet-parkerized $164.95 $99.95 

Retal7 Your Price Mountaineer $160.00 $119.95 XL Tl Titanium w/sheath $75.00 $49.95 6" Diamond stone • $48.00 $34.95 
Kalinga $112.95 $84.95 8" Diamond stone • $81 .95 $57.95 
Akonua $99.95 $73.95 12" Diamond stone • $119.95 $83.95 

lll~Nf~Iltl1ll) I~ General $54.95 $41 .95 •specify Fine, Coarse or Extra Coarse Grit. 
Special $49.95 $36.95 
Pathfinder $41.95 $31 .95 Retail Your Price 

Bushmaster $69.95 $49.95 

'l
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Itllll~Ill .. INI~ 
Bali-Song Video $29.95 

(~ll1l l\71~() Ill) 3" WeeHawk USA #30 $59.95 $47.95 
3" WeeHawk USA #35 $74.95 $59.95 

Retail Your Price Reta# Your Price 4" WeeHawk Custom $325.00 $275.00 
Survival Staff $199.95 $159.95 Survival Hunter $195.00 $169.95 4" Bowie Custom $325.00 $275.00 
Devil's Darts Survival Skinner $195.00 $169.95 
Arm Model w/sheath Survival Folder $69.00 $59.95 $390.00 $329.95 
Leg Model wlsheath $79.00 $69.95 ' 

l\7l~S'l
1

l~llN 
Retail Your Price 

Bowie w/sheath $86.95 $64.95 
Bowie w/plaque $86.95 $64.95 

Send to: CUTLERY SHOPPE 
Dept SF, 5461 Kendall Street, Boise, ID 83706 
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Ill~ll!I1lN l{1l-ll1lll Leatherman Tools - Made in USA Your Price 
Retail Your Price Regular-Satin $32.95 

Ka-Bar USMC WW2 $40.00 $29.95 w/Capcrimper-Satin $46.95 
Ka-Bar Outdoor Diner $25.00 $18.95 w/Capcrimper-Black $49.95 

Get OU' full color catalog, 
'Nilh great deaJs on the top 
knife brandG. Just send $1 
or cal 208-376·0430 to get 
your copy, PLEASE, do not 
cal the.800" numbef as we 
reserve lle&e lines fer cus-
tcmers placing Ofdere ... 

TOLL FREE ORDER l.JNI~ 

INFORMATION UNE: 1-208-376-0430 
ADD SHIPPING:$5 to48 states--$7 APO & FPO-- $8 for C.0 .D. 48 states only- $10 Alaska, Hawaii & 
Canada. Foreign orders (excluding Canada). please wrtte for shipping costs. PAYMENT: We accept 
VISA, MASTERCARD, C.O.D. (cash only), Money orders & checks (checks allow 21 days to clear). 

FAX Machine Orders: 1-208-376-7608 
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AFRICAN 
MIGS ... 

Sirs: 
We need help 

locating photographs of 
MiG fighters - MiG-15 
through MiG-29 - for 
an upcoming 
Squadron/Signal book. I 
would like to hear from 
pilots, crew chiefs, 
maintenance personnel 
etc. . . . who may have 
worked on or flown 
MiGs in Africa, Asia or 
the Middle East. 
Dependent on quality 
and the country covered 
I am willing to purchase 
good photos. Write: 
Nicholas J. Waters III 
5509 Darby Lane 
The Colony, TX 75056 

KHALKHIN
GOL. .. 

Sirs: 
Enjoyed your story 

'Tigers of a Different 
Stripe" (SOF January 
1989). What few people 
realize is that the 
Japanese had good 
reason not to attack 
Russia in support of 
Germany. They'd 
previously lost 18,000 
soldiers to Marshal 
Zhukov's Russians at 
the battle of 
Khalkhin-Gol in 
easternmost Mongolia in 
August 1939. That 
forced the Japanese to 
tum their attention 
towards the Pacific. 
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Edward Flores 
Oakland, 

California 

FLAK 

STENCH 
OF FILTH ... 

Sirs: 
I've never read your Stench Of Filth (SOF) 

magazine but reluctantly picked it up at a newsstand 
recently. Now I wonder why I had to spend almost 
four bucks for this fucking newspeak of terror, 
Nazism and racism. Pure instinct led me to Al J . 
Venter's "Beaucoup Coups" (SOF, December '88) 
- a hare-brained and rueful praise to Bob Denard, 
the bloodiest mercenary the African continent has 
ever harbored. 

Venter thinks "It is impossible not to respect and 
like this old warrior. " Either he doesn't know 
Denard or he's the kind of man who would praise a 
mass-murderer or mafia don. I do know Denard, Al. I 
just want to prune the lies Venter so skillfully and 
casually presented as "facts: " 
1. In 1975 Denard was - and still is - wanted in 
Zaire as a dangerous criminal after massacres he 
perpetrated in Kisangani during his foolish attempt 
to implement white rule over the country in 1967. It 
is unlikely that President Mobutu Sese Seko wa 
Zabanga (whose very name means warrior of might 
and lasting grudge) would have sought the services 
of a man who so blatantly defied him a few years 
earlier. Furthermore, by that time, the joint forces of 
the FNLA and the Zairian army were still sweeping 
triumphantly over Angola and Cabinda. The fact is, 
Mobutu never dealt with Denard. 
2. Venter translates the French word Jes Affreux that 
Zairians gave to Denard' s killers as "tough guys." 
I'd advise him to buy an English-French dictionary 
and see that the English equivalents for this word 
are "dreadful, horrible, abominable, atrocious, evil, 
etc . . . " If this is what Venter considers to be 
features of a "tough guy" then one should find a 
consistency with his "respect" for the bastard who 
opened with a commando dagger the womb of a 
Zairian pregnant woman and emasculated a rebel 
prisoner. Juste pour voir! 

Shiloh Okole Elanca 
Boston, Massachusetts 

Glad you enjoy our magazine so much, but Al does 
not define Jes Affreux as "tough guys, " but rather as 
"The Terrible Ones," a term originally tagged to 
mercenaries who served in the Congo during the 
early '60s. 

Since you blew that one, we tend to doubt your 
other allegations concerning Denard - especially 
the bit about the commando knife. However, send 
us some proof and we'll be glad to publish it. 

KO KALIS 
CONTRADICTIONS . . . 

Sirs: 
While I regard Peter Kokalis as the 

world's foremost authority on 
selective fire weapons, some of his 
statements and assertions in his 
"Killing Effect" article (SOF, 
December '88) are so contradictory 
as to cause him to lose credibility. 

He rightly blasts the use of 
Duxseal, pine board, wet phone 
books, etc. . . . as a suitable flesh 
simulant and then proceeds to rely 
on Ordnance Gelatin for his test 
results. While OG may be better 
than the previously mentioned 
products, the only real flesh simulant 
is flesh. Thus, his results will no 
doubt meet the same result as other 
test mediums. 

It's wrong to shrug off the value of 
kinetic energy. Kokalis writes: "A 
thrust with a dagger, which may kill 
in a few minutes, will deliver far less 
energy than a blow from the fist." 
No shit, but I would much rather 
have the guy OK and on the ground 
than to have delivered a fatal stab 
but have the assailant still up and 
about. Kokalis harps on the high 
velocity myth but fails to point out 
that Hydro-shock does not occur 
unless bullet velocity reaches 2,000 
fps. Thus, with commercially 
available ammunition, the only 
factors which can be considered are 
blunt shock trauma and the 
temporary and permanent wound 
cavities produced by the ammo. 
With this in mind, you cannot 
logically leave the ability of ammo to 
inflict blunt shock trauma out of the 
performance equation. Kokalis 
continues by referring to the 
Winchester and Remington 
185-grain HPs as "anemic" but calls 
the 158-grain LHP adequate. 
Hmmm. 

Finally, we have Kokalis' 
statement that overpenetration is 
"every police chiefs misguided 
nightmare." The NRA makes 
available to its law enforcement 
firearms instructors information 
about damage awards in 
officer-involved shootings. 
Municipalities have incurred 
judgements up to $10.2 million. 
Overpenefration is indeed a valid 
concern. 

Michael B. Shields 
Florida 

Peter Kokalis replies: Mr. Shields 
would be well advised to read the 
article again slowly and thoroughly. 
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INCWSE WILL TAKE 
PLACE AUTOMATICALLY. 
WE WON'T WlVE TO 

VOTE FOR IT. 

~-·I 
~ 

Others have not had the same 
difficulty in understanding it. 

We use 250A Ordnance Gelatin in 
10-percent solution at four degrees 
celsius because it reproduces the 
penetration depth measured in living 
swine leg muscle. Furthermore, 
comparison shots fired into living 
flesh demonstrate that it duplicates 
both bullet deformation and spatial 
distribution of bullet fragments as well. 

I stand by my statements 
concerning kinetic energy. Proof of 
its relevance to wound ballistics rests 
upon those who wish to employ it. 
In any event, properly concentrating 
wound ballistics research upon tissue 
disruption essentially turns the 
momentum versus kinetic energy 
argument into a non sequitur. 

Mr. Shields refers to 
"Hydro-shock" but I can only guess 
what he means. Whatever it is, I'm 
sure it depends upon other criteria 
besides just velocity. 

With regard to Shields' "Hmmm" 
sarcasm, the Winchester and 
Remington 185-grain .45 ACP JHP 
bullets are "anemic" because they 
over-expand and under-penetrate. 
The . 45 ACP Silvertip penetrates 
only 10. 4 inches of soft tissue, while 
the 158-grain .38 Special LHP will 
penetrate 12.5. 

The information provided by the 
NRA to its Jaw enforcement firearms 
instructors was obtained from the 
"Liability Reporter," a publication of 
"Americans For Effective Law 
Enforcement Inc. " Their survey of 
only 16 police departments was 
conducted more than a decade ago, 
Jong before expanding handgun 
ammunition became prevalent 
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among law enforcement agencies. 
Their data is no longer relevant. 

FUZZY-HEADED 
COMMAND GUIDANCE ... 

Sirs: 
Hate to say it, but we Americans 

can be very fuzzy-headed about 
foreign affairs. Your "Command 
Guidance" ("Sanctions Promote 
Apartheid," December '88) was a 
prime example. To say that 
sanctions are hurting black South 
Africans has some legitimacy, but 
they have hurt white South Africans 
even more. Just how much 
sanctions have hurt blacks was made 
known to me just the other day by a 
black South African during a 
discussion. When I asked him how 
he felt about sanctions he laughed 
and said, 'Tm black; I've been 
sanctioned all my life." I have yet to 
meet a black South African who is 
against sanctions. After all, what 
would you rather have, a democratic 
society or a job making toothpaste 
for scut wages? 

We will not "create a starving, 
homeless segment of South Africa 
and deprive if of hope" as you so 
dramatically put it. You can' t deprive 
someone of hope if they don't have 
it in the first place. It would appear 
that you drew your conclusions 
about apartheid based only on the 
slanted newspaper and television 
accounts. This issue is much more 
complicated than is presented in the 
media. 

The government of South Africa 
has no intentions of eradicating 
apartheid. Believe me, I'm down here. 
From my window I watch as the 

South African Defense Force cordons 
off entire blocks and searches 
everyone and everything in them. 

I can't say I hold any sympathy 
for the South African government. 
After all, we sow what we reap. We 
all have to fight to be free so it's just 
a matter of time until blacks do so. 
You say terrorism will swell on a 
bloody wave. If apartheid isn't 
terrorism then what is? Please 
gentlemen, before you give us any 
more command guidance on this 
subject, come down here and 
experience it yourself. 

Sgt. J .J. China!, USMC 
Pretoria, South Africa 

Violence begets violence, Sergeant 
China/, and South Africa's 
moderates - black, white and 
mixed race - already face enough 
problems without outsiders 
advocating armed revolution by any 
part of the population. 

Indeed, many forms of injustice 
still prevail in South Africa - as 
they do in Angola, Zimbabwe, 
Zambia, Tanzania, Mozambique and 
most other African countries. Yet 
South Africa has in place political 
and economic systems that hold the 
potential for peaceful transition 
(intransigence on the extreme Left 
and Right notwithstanding) which 
the others rarely experience. 

"Solutions" to South Africa's 
myriad problems number in the 
hundreds, none by themselves the. 
final answer. However, in our view 
expanded U.S. business interests in 
South Africa will result in more jobs 
fo_r blacks, training and educational 
programs, opportunities for 
advancement to middle- and upper 
level management positions, better 
family health care - and the 
economic clout necessary to make 
black South Africans clearly heard 
by government. Of all the 
"solutions" we've heard, we think 
it's the most pragmatic. 

And incidentally, we don 't rely on 
distorted media accounts for our 
source material either: Bob Brown 
has made eight trips to South Africa 
since 1974, and SOF staffers 
another 30-plus. 

LETTERS 
Your input has made FLAK 

one of SOF's most popular 
columns. Write and tell us your 
opinion of SOF or any subject 
you consider worth our readers' 
attention. We reserve the right 
to edit for content and brevity. 
Send letters to FLAK, c/o SOF, 
PO Box 693, Boulder, CO 
80306. ~ 
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It's four inches long. It weighs only five 
ounces. The Mini-Revolver: one of the 
most widely carried - and dangerous -
weapons in America. Find out the inside 
story on this and 49 other deadly hand
guns in this FREE BOOK! 

4960 $24.95 4135 Sp. ed. 4358 518.95 4994 519.95 5009 S19.95 4317 S18.95 3707 S19.95 

5074 S24.95 4325 S19.95 1610 S17.95 4986 S24.95 3798 S17.95 3764 S27.50 

5058 S19.95 8219 Sp. ed. t 3657 $19.95 8268 S17.95 3285 $19.95 1958 Sp. ed. 5066 $18.95 2782 $17.95 5082 $18.95 4978 $17.95 4341 $18.95 

Here's how the Club Plan works: You'll get 3 books for only 98~ plus shipping and 
handling and your FREE BOOK, when accepted as a member. We reserve the right to 
reject any application. However, once accepted, if you are not complete ly satisfied with 
your introductory books, return them within 10 days at our expense. Your membership 
will be canceled and you wi ll owe nothing. The FREE BOOK is yours to keep in any case. 
Huge selection: As a Club member, you'll have over 350 titles to choose from - a 
tremendous variety of the very best military books in print. Many feature rarely seen 
photos, illustrations and maps. Many books are difficult to find anywhere else. 
How you save money: The Club offers its own complete hardbound editions 
(sometimes altered in size to fit special presses) . Club editions save you up to 30% off 
publishers ' hardcover edition prices. A shipping and h(!ndling charge is added to each 
shipment. 
Club magazine: About every 4 weeks (14 times a year) you'll receive the free Club 
magazine describing coming Selection(s/ and Alternates. In addition, up to 4 times a 
year, you may receive offers of special Se ections, always at discounts off publishers' 
prices. If you want the featured Selection(s) , do nothing - shipment will be made 
automatically. If you prefer an Alternate - or no book at all- indicate this on the order 
form and return it by the date specified. You' ll have at least 10 days to decide. If you have 
less than 10 days, and you receive an unwanted Selection , you may return it at our 
expense and owe nothing . 
The choice is always yours: Your only obligation is to take just 4 books at regular low 
Club prices during the next 2 years. You may resign anytime after purchasing your 4 
books, or continue to enjoy Club membership as long as you like. 

Club editions save you up to 30% off publishers' edition prices quoted above. 
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~111 .. 1'1'1\ll y N.Y. 11535 

* * lf. 110()1{ f;J .. IJll®* * 
AtlEIUCA'S #I SOUllCE 1~ou MIU'l'AllY noon:s 

Mr. 
Mrs. 
Ms. 

Yes, please accept my member· 
ship application and send me the 
3 books marked in the boxes to the t--------------- -
right, plus my FREE BOOK. Bill me 
only 98& plus shipping and hand· 
ling for the 3 books. I agree to the 
Club Pian presented in this ad, and 
understand that I need buy just 4 
more books at regular low Club 
prices anytime I want during the 
next 2 years. 
No-risk guarantee: If not delighted 
atter examining my 3 Selections, I 
may return the books within 10 
days at Club expense. My member· 
ship will be canceled and I will owe 
nothing. No matter what I decide, 
I may keep my FREE BOOK. L _____ _ 

Address 

City 

I FREE BOOK I 
. #5025 . 

Apt.No. 

State Zip 

Note: If you already own GREAT COMBAT HAND· DS991 

GUNS choose another title for your FREE BOOK. _ ___ _ 

If under 18, parent must sign """7--c-c~-.,---
Members accepted in U.S.A. and Canada only. Canadian members 
serviced from Canada. where offer is slightly different. 49 

---------- -~g_J 
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EAPONCRAFT 

by Mike Sparks 

A Brighter Idea 

FIGURE 1 FIGURE 2 

MANY of us in the military have 
replaced the large and clumsy GI 
anglehead flashlight with smaller, 
more compact Mini-Mag® type flash
lights. Colored lens kits are available so 
this flashlight can also be used with a 
subdued beam in tactical situations. 
The problem with all of this is that there 
is no storage space to hold these extra 
lenses, so you must carry them in your 
wallet, where they are likely to fall out 
and get lost or be left behind. As col
ored lenses are important for military 
signaling, they must be readily avail
able. Aside from a redesign of the 
flashlight's lens cap (I have written to 
two mini light companies on this but 
have gotten no response), the simplest 
option is to return to the cumbersome 
GI anglehead flashlight. 

Fortunately, a simple field-expedi
ent technique can tum the Mini-Mag 
flashlight into a suitable replacement 
for the anglehead light. The rubber ex
ternal lens cap holder (Figure 1) can be 
combined with a small "wristwatch" 
compass (Figure 2) and modified to 
store extra lenses when not in use. The 
optional lens that is most likely to be used 
should be snapped into the lens cap 

FIGURE 6 
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holder ring - this will usually be the red 
lens (Rgure 3). The remaining lenses are 
placed on top of this lens, inside the cap 
holder (Rgure 4). 

The spare lens kits available on the 
market do not have subdued, green, 
blue-green or spoked-pattern clear 
lenses for military signaling purposes 
as does the GI anglehead flashlight. 
This can be solved by using the Mini
Mag colored lens as a template to cut 
lenses from a GI lens (Figure 5). Three 
or four Mini-Mag colored lenses can be 
made from each GI anglehead lens 
used. Just find a GI flashlight with its 
switch broken (there are plenty of 
them around) and salvage the lenses 
instead of deep-sixing the entire flash
light. The lenses for the GI flashlight 
can also be obtained separately 
through commercial sources. 

Whatever lenses you have, they are 
now sitting loose inside the rubber lens 
cap holder. This is where the wrist
watch compass comes in. They are 
available from many sources; I got 
mine from Brigade Quartermaster, 
Dept. SOF, 1025 Cobb Blvd., Kenne
saw, GA 30144, for $4.95. To modify 
it for our purpose here, simply cut off 

FIGURE 7 FIGURE 8 

F(GURE 5 

FIGURE 4 

the band on the bottom used to strap 
the compass to your wristwatch (be
lieve me, the way it sticks out from your 
wrist it'll soon break off anyway) and 
file the square comers off to make the 
compass round. It then can be pressed 
inside the rubber lens cap holder to 
retain the extra lenses. Now your Mini
Mag flashlight has a built-in compass in 
addition to a selection of readily ac
cessible but safely stored optional 
lenses (Figures 6 & 7). 

One last problem to solve, since the 
rubber lens cap holder is a separate 
piece, is how do you keep it handy? 
The answer is to attach the entire lens 
cap holder, compass, spare lenses and 
all, to the Mini-Mag lanyard. There is 
no integral eyelet on the lens cap hol-

Continued on page 83 

FIGURE 9 FIGURE 10 
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SHARPENTIER 
SWORD CANE A 
GREAT BUY AT 
$89.00 POSTPAID 

Carried by woodsmen in i 
the French forests and 
countryside, the Shar
pentier is a quadra-foil 
sword cane in the finest 
tradition. 32" high-car
bon steel blade inside; 
outside is a highly lac
quered beechwood 
shaft and handle. The 
handle boasts handsome, genuine 
horn on its nose. 36" overall length. 
Pin-in-groove locking mechanism; 
quarter turn locks & unlocks. This 
sword cane is handmade in a small 
French village. It's a quality piece 
through and through, and a collec
tor's must at $89.00 postpaid. 

NIGHT GUARD 

JUST PLUG IT IN ... now you've got a portable 
security system with built-in alarm AND flood
lightl Does NOT require hard wiring - just plug 
NiteGuard into any standard outlet, aim it to
wards area you want to protect, and you've got 
instant security. Powerful INFRARED SEN
SOR scans huge area 50-feet long and 100-
feet wide. When intruder is detected, 
NiteGuard Pal-1 provides DOUBLE protection 
from its floodlight and loud 85db alarm (for 
floodlight only, a switch disarms alarm). You 
can use this security system inside or out. It 
comes with yard spike, wall mounting bracket 
and padded bottom for table top use. TAKE 
NITEGUARD WHERE YOU NEED SECU
RITY, WHEN YOU NEED SECURITY. Quick & 
easy to use. Bonus: NiteGuard Pal-1 system 
also can operate additional lights automatically 
thanks to receptacle on main unit. This allows 
you illuminate secondary areas or set up an 
entire perimeler security system, all from the 
main sensor. NiteGuard is ideal for protecting 
your home, shop, boat, RV, campsite, plane, 
construction site; perfect for surveillance & 
military applications. Take anywhere - small 
(6" x 4" x 8") and light (3.5-lbs.). One year 
warranty. $84.00 + $3.00 shipping. 
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The Warmth & Comfort of a SWEATSHIITT. The Style 
& Good Looks of a WATERPROOF SPORT JACKET. 
Brand New! Finally somebody got smart and put 
these TWO great styles togelher: Inside is a zippered 
SWEATSHIITT. with warm & comfortable fleece hood 
& belly warmer to keep you snug. Next comes a 
100% coated nylon lining with 4-ounces of polyesler 
fill for the kind of warmth that doesn't weigh you 
down. Finally, the outside jacket is WATERPROOF 
Nylon with snaps on front and on side pockels. This 
tough outdoors jacket has a good looking matching 
knit collar, cuffs and waistband for an overall 
appearance that says Top Gun no matter what game 
you're playing. It's the layered look in one GREAT 
jacket! Available in S, M, L, XL and XXL (see flite 
jacket sizing) and be sure to tell us Black, Red. Navy, 
Royal or Silver. $42.00 postpaid. 

$7.00 Each 

New to the United States, CS-38 Po
lice Size unit packs a potent punch of 
CS tear gas. Its powerful blasts pro
vide professional strength to neutral
ize attackers. The raw material for 
CS-38 is manufactured in Israel, then 
filled in France by SNPE, the state
owned manufacturer of gun powder, 
explosives, solid rocket fuel and tear 
gas devices for the French and for
eign armed forces. Nowyou,too,can 
have this super effective CS tear gas 
device. Police Size contains a wal
loping 113-grams, which is more 
than most large size models. And 
here's the best part: Dutchman buy
ing power brings CS-38 to you at the 
special price of $7 .00 for one, and 
SA VE when you order six for $30.00 
($5.00 each). Order CS-38 today, we 
pay shipping. 

DISTANT SOUND 
DETECTOR 
MULTIPLIES 
SOUNDSOOO 
TIMES 

The VanSleek 
FARFOON® 

The most sophisticated yet developed. Made 
for professional hunters to hear approaching 
animals at a great distance, the VanSleek has 
now been discovered by the security industry. 
On city terrain sounds leap across blocks and 
slreets. Guards are using VanSleek in prison 
yards to listen to convicts. The range of uses of 
the VanSleek Farfoon is astonishing and satis
faction is overwhelming. Receptivity plus. 
VanSleek is superior to direct receiver 
products ... utilizes a built-in 3-1/2" parabolic 
dish for Sound Mirror effect previously found 
only on larger, more expensive unils. Conven
ient size, small enough for use in tight places. 
Weighs about 2-lbs. Solid-stale circuitry. Pow
ered by 6 pen-light batteries for increased am
plitude. $148.00 postpaid and worth it! 

SECRET EAR 
For Protection 
& Surveillance 
Via Your 
Telephone. 
Tele·Monitor 
2000 ~ts you 
discreetly 
listen in on unusual 
activities on any premises 
via the telephone. SmaU device (5'h'' x 3'h'' x 1") plugs 
~to any modular jack. Does not require beeper/pager: takes 
just a touch tone phone. Simply call number Tele-Monitor 
is attached to. access by pushing the correct touch-tone 
buttons. Once activated. super sensitive mike picks up the 
mos! minute of sounds. Monitor computer & printer 
operations while you're away: use for security to hear any 
unusual sounds - smoke alarm. surge alarm, cries for 
help, muffled sounds ol burglars at work. Compatible with 
any American phone exchange. Up to four units can be 
anached to one phone line, so you can monitor from room 
to room. Normal phone operations are not affected. 
American-made. state·Of·the-art and priced right for just 
S169.00 (additional units 5150.00 each). 

STROBE LIGHT 

This emergency strobe can be seen up to FIVE 
MILES thanks to Xenon Tube construction. 
Compact & lightweight (about 6-oz.) security. 
Two models: 1) Portable "pin on" (powered by 
one D cell battery) and 2) "suction cup" model 
for use on boals, cars (operates off cigarette 
lighter). Both strobes are weather proof and 
made of tough plaslic. SIXTY FLASHES per 
minute! Versatile applications for use in emer
gency situations, ideal for military operations, 
signalling, etc. At this low price keep one in 
every vehicle you own - $19.00 for one, with 
each additional unit $14.DO each postpaid. Mix 
and match models, your choice. 

$63 postpaid 

50,000VOLTS! 

·The Nova XR5000 Stun Gun can protect you 
·from attackers. STUN GUN will instantly 
"scramble" attacker's nervous system causing 
immediate (temporary) paralysis\ By simply 
touching your attacker, even through many 

· layers of clothing, he will drop helpless. STUN 
GUN is not lethal and is safe to user. Cannot 
transmit shock back to you. Requires 9v nicad 
battery and charger, $16.00. The Nova is sold 
with a FREE lealher holster for $63.00 post
paid. This is the authentic American made 
product. Put 50,000 volts in the palm of your 
hand. Order today! 

BUG BOX 
You Need The 
BUG BOX 
For Telephone 
Privacy 

Assure complete telephone privacy with this 
telephone tap detector. It's the only device we 
know of that prevents same line eavesdropping 
PLUS noti1ies you of unauthorized intrusion 
onto your line. While most tap-detectors must 
screw onto your phone's mouthpiece, the BUG 
BOX is totally independent: plug your modular 
phone into t iny (3" x 2" x 1 ") BUG BOX, then 
plug BUG BOX into the wall jack. Now you've 
got TOTAL privacy - BUG BOX's indicator light 
lets you know ~ someone is eavesdropping 
AND if someone has intentionally (or uninten
tionally) tapped your lines inside our outside 
the house from the line feed. BONUS: Attach 
BUG BOX to every phone in your house, then 
you, AND ONLY YOU, can access the phone. 
BUG BOX not only tells you if someone else is 
on the line, it KEEPS THEM OFF wtth its Pri
vacy Shut-out Circuit. THEY CAN'T LISTEN IN 
EVEN IF THEY WANTED TO! Buy one BUG 
BOX and use tts indicator light to tell you if 
someone else has come "on line·; buy as 
many BUG BOX's as you have phones, and 
have it both ways - total Privacy Shut-out plus 
visible light indicators. We know of NO OTHER 
TAP DETECTOR THAT HAS BOTH THESE 
FEATURESI Order BUG BOX for $48.00 post
paid, and each additional unit tor $30.00 each. 
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A FEW GOOD MEN. By William 
Overgard. St. Martin's Press, 
Dept. SOF, 175 Fifth Avenue, 
New York, NY 10010. 1989. 356 
pages. $18.95. Review by G.B. 
Crouse 

IN the 1930s, newspaperman and 
social critic H.L.Mencken is supposed 
to have said that "Americans will do 
anything for <;:entral America except 
read about it." If Mencken had had an 
opportunity to read A Few Good 
Men by William Overgard, he might 
have changed his mind. Legendary 
Marines, Latin American revolutionar
ies, a left-wing journalist and.the ever
present United Fruit Company all 
come together in this novel about a 
wild chase across Nicaragua in 1931. 

When Nicaraguan rebel leader Au
gusto Cesar Sandino inadvertently 
kidnaps the daughter of the American 
consul in Bluefields, he quickly finds 
himself being pursued by General 
Smedley Butler and a hastily assem-

U.S. ARMY UNIFORMS OF THE 
VIETNAM WAR. By Shelby Stan
ton. Stackpole Books, Dept. 
SOF, Cameron and Kelker 
Streets, Harrisburg, PA 17105. 
1989. 244 pages. $24.95. Review 
by William L. Brooks 
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IN REVIEW. 

bled band of Marines. 
With "techno-thrillers" all the rage 

these days, it is refreshing to read some
thing in which the characters aren't over
shadowed by technological wonders, or 
the reader inundated with pointless de
scriptions of complex weapon systems. 
Not that A Few Good Men lacks detail. 
It doesn't by any means. Overgard's de
scriptions of everything from the Nicara
guan jungle to the decks of the USS 
Cleveland to the weapons, uniforms and 
equipment of the Marines are accurate 
and colorful. 

Going to battle was a far simpler 
affair in 1931, but even today's mod
em weapons can't upstage the likes of 
characters such as the legendary 
Marines Smedley Butler, recepient of 
two Congressional Medals of Honor, 
or Chesty Puller, a captain in the novel, 

General William Westmoreland 
visits troops of the newly arrived 1st 
Brigade, lOlst Airborne Division 
(Airmobile) In August 1965. General 
Westmoreland wears the first 
pattern tropical uniform or "jungle 
fatigues" which was characterized 
by exposed buttons on the pockets, 
epaulettes and side tabs. Jungle 
fatigues were the primary field 
uniform In Vietnam after 1963 and 
the regulation duty uniform after 27 
October 1967. lOlst Airborne 
officers in foreground wear first 
pattern pre-1964 utility uniforms. 
Photo: DoD 

Marines in Nicaragua. Many of the 
Marine Corps' heroes and future 
leaders got their start fighting the 
Banana Wars of the '20s and '30s. 
Photo: DoD 

then wearing just the first of his five 
Navy Crosses. 

Shanghai Tango, Overgard's pre
vious novel, focused on Marines in 
China in the '30s and combined a 
plausible plot, accurate historical in
formation, salty military vernacular, 
abundant humor and appropriate rev-. 
erence for the U.S. Marines to produce 
a thoroughly enjoyable book. Using 
the same formula, A Few Good Men 
may be the only thing anybody has 
written about Central America in a 
long time that you will actually enjoy 
reading. 

U.s. Army Uniforms of the Viet
nam War is the first comprehensive 
survey to depict the clothing and 
equipment used by the American sol
dier throughout the Vietnam conflict. 
Stanton uses more than 400 photo
graphs with detailed descriptions. This 
is a superb book. 

You'll have a complete look at reg
ulation uniforms, including Army 
Green, Blue, Tan, Khaki, White, Util
ity, Tropical Combat, Green Cord, Hot 
Weather Field, and Hospital Duty, as 
well as the MACV and USARV regula
tions concerning duty and field attire in 
Vietnam. Descriptions contain backup 
from appropriate orders and explana
tions of uniform deviations that conflict 
with official regulations. 

In 11 fully illustrated chapters, Stan
ton shows and describes all the types of 

Continued on page 85 
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Buy Direct & Save! Visa, Mastercard and American Express accepted! 
Low Prices! Top Quality Merchandise! 

Call 1-312-253-7080 for Fast Delivery! Mail Orders Accepted - Send Check or Money Order! 

~-" Ninja" I ., 
Pistol Crossbow 
1 cw hand-held crossbow is com
pact, si lenl and deadly. Powerful 
40 lb. draw. Micro-adjustable 
sigh1s. Alum inum body, con
toured pistol grips. 11 - 1/4"" over
all. Comes with 3 - 6"" bolts. 
#214005 $49.95 

Pprotection for 
your phone, 
compu1cr 
modem. 
FAX or 
telex. 

Tap Detector -
an indispensable 

tool which lets you 
know when anyone 

is tapping ei ther your 
home or office phone. 

If 1he green light goes out you 
know someone is listening in! You 
can then continue your conversa
tion, alter its course or simply end 
it. Use "Tap Detector" and have 
peace of mind. Easy instructions. 
#311 400 (Re1ai l £56.) $29.95 

Gun Screwdr iver Kit 
#240400 Chapman Kil $22.95 

Grenades 
Look and feel like 
1hc real lhing but 
a re complete ly 
harm less. Full 
weight wi th de
tachable lever 
and pin. WW II 
Pineapple 
#172 IGO · 

$9.95 ea. 

New 60,000 Volt Mini-Zapper 
Smallest. lightest stun gun avai l
able. Weighs only a few ounces 
but packs a 60.000 volt bite that 
will stop any attacker. A one sec
ond jolt will cause muscle spasms 
and a dazed condition but will not 
cause permanent damage. Under 
no condition can you suffer a 
charge-back 10 your body. I year 
warran1y. Uses 9 volt battery. 
#3 10802 $49.95 

i-Cad Battery & C harger 
#3 10801 $ 19.95 
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"Little Black Box" 
Amazing device au1oma1ically 
starts your recorder whenever the 
telephone is picked up and slops 
recorder when phone is hung up! 
Attaches anywhere a long the line. 
Plugs i1110 any recorder. Creates 
no interference or noise on the 
line. I "x2"x2'". Warning: Nol 10 
be used for surveillance! 
#310 101 Alliga1or Clip $29.95 
#3 10 I 02 Modular Plug $29.95 

Badges & ID Case 
Flaunt your authority! Profes
sional badges in s ix styles - Spe
cial lnvestigaior. Security Guard, 
Special Officer, Deputy Sheriff. 
Special Police, Private Detec1ive. 
1-1/2" wide. 2- 1/4" high. Nickel 
plated brass. Specify model when 
ordering. Comes comple1e with 
badge holder and ID Card. 
#B5- $6.95 

New 1.0 . in America! 
The au1hor. an anonymous priva1e 
investigalor, specializes in help
ing clie nts "get lost" - perma
nently ! 'ow his expertise can be 
yours. Create a totally new person 
- wi th bona fide binh cenificate. 
passport. driver's license. credit 
cards, Social Securi1y number and 
more! 120 pages. 
#Pl 11 $ 15.00 

Tear Gas Guns 
Eigh1 sho1 .22 caliber revolver or 
6-Shot automatic fires tear gas car
tridges or blanks as fast as you can 
pull 1he trigger. Heavy-duty metal 
construction with quick. easy 
ejection. Checkered grips. Comes 
with holster, tear gas and blanks. 
8-Shot Revolver 
#260 I I 0 Blue 
#260 120 Chrome 
7-Shot Automa tic 
#2605 10 Blue 
#260520 Chrome 
Exira Tear Gas ( I 0) 
Blanks (50) 

New 
Crosman 
CO, Pellet 
Revolver 

$19.95 
$24.95 

$21.95 
$26.95 

$3.00 
$4.00 

Brand new look-a-like, feel-a-like 
and shoo1-a-like model of 1he fa
mous .357 Python. Handles and 
shoots like the real 1hing. Fires 
.177 caliber pellets a1 veloci1ies up 
10 390 fps wi1h a 6" rined-s1eel 
barre l for incredible accuracy. 
Comes with 6-shot and NEW IO
sho1 clip and maintenance kit. 60 
sho1s per CO, cartridge. 
#464403 $69.95 
.177 Cal Pellc1s, 250/pkg. $3.95 
CO, Cartridges. 5 to pack $4.95 

.._. ... _..,..,.. 

Rambo III Miniature Bowie 
Exact replica of 1he giant 16" Rambo® Ill Bowie ... only 1his one is just 
6-1/2" long! Blade leng1h is 4". Tang stamped RAMBO® Ill. Cowhide 
sheath included. Genuine hardwood handle. Heavy-duty Stainless Steel 
handguard and bun cap. Cus1om designed by Gil Hibben. 
#K246 Minia1ure Rambo® Ill 
# K 106 RAMBO Ill. Full Size (Re1ail-5+3ll.) 

$29.95 
$99.95 

Knife Desig11 Patellf pe11di11N hy Gil 1-/ibben offlibben £11u•rprises. ® / 988Caro/co. 
All Righ1s Resen-ecl. Used under At11l10ri:atio11 

New Z- 77 
Automatic 
All New! Fires 

20 rounds as fast as you can 
pull the trigger! Aulhentic s1yling. 

20-rd. magazine. Folding stock, adjust
able sling. Solid s1eel smoo1hbore barrel. 

80 shots per CO, cartridge. Fires .177 BB's al 
350-440 fps. Weigh 2 lbs. 3 Oz. Length: Closed 16-1/2"'. Open 25"' 

#464407 Z-77 Au1oma1ic $49.95 
#464405 Copperhead BB's. 2500 per pack $4.95 
#460604 CO, Cartridges. 5 10 pack $3.95 

Ordering Information 
By Mail : Use coupon or separate sheet. Mail order with check. 
money order or credit card information to Your Supply Depo1, Lid., 
1831 W . Algonquin Rd. #2 15. Mt. Prospect. IL 60056 
By Phone: Call 1-3 12-253-7080. Have all product and credi1 card 
informalion ready. Hours 9 A.M . to 5 P.M. CST Monday-Friday. 
COD orders accepted. COD charge $5 extra. 

Super Snooper 
Ex1remely sensi1ive. pointable. 
elec1ronic lislening device ampli
fies and feeds all available sounds 
through s1ereo headphones (in
cluded). Au1omatic shut-off cir
cuit measures incoming signal and 
pro1ects you from harmful high 
volume noise. You can hear a 
whisper al I 00 yds.; a car door 
shutting at 5 blocks: your dog ho1 
on a 1rail 2 miles away. Uses stan
dard 9-volt battery. Warning: ot 
to be used for eavesdropping. 
#3 10300 $84.95 
Bionic Booster increases 1he re
ceivirn? surface area 37 times. 
makin!! it more directional and 
powerful. Snaps on and off easily. 
#3 10301 $34.95 

"The Black Book of Oirty 
T ricks" 

"Improvised Muni1ions Hand
book"' is the most sough! afler 
here-10-fore impossible 10 ob
rnin Am1y Manual. Includes 
revealing chapters on: Mines & 
Grenades, Small Anns Weap
ons & Ammo, Mortars & Rock
ets. Incendiary Devices, Fuses, 
Ignition & Delay Mechanisms. 
Tells how 10 make Rocke1 
Launchers, Pistols, Sho1guns 
and Recoilless Rifles from easy 
to obtain mate rials and more! 
#BB $10.00 

Mini-Nuck Keychain 

fl 
1 $7.50 # BN2 

"The Big One" 
\Vorld's Larges! Sur vi\1al Knife 
This is 1hc knife you've been 
waiting for! Macie tough. i1 
features a big I 0 inch 420 
srninless steel blade. Sports 
men. hunters. fishcnncn. 
•mcl campers will find 
"lltc Big One" can take 
it no mancr how tough 
the task. It's more than 
just a knife. Features: 
• 5" watcrtigh1 black 
aluminum hollow 
handle. 
• Liquid filled 
compass. 
• Rugged black 
leather sheath 
with sharp· 
cning s1one. 

• Survival 
kit inside 

handle fca· 
ll1res wire 

saw. matches. 
needles. nylon 

line. fishhooks. 
and sinkers. 

#17718 
$24.95 

Phaser Super Tear Gas 
The safes! personal defense prod
ucl available. Ultra-high emission 
fi re extinguisher valve shoOls 1ear 
gas at distances up 10 20 feet. 
Renders assailant instan1ly help
less. causing extreme burning to 
eyes, nose and 1hroa1. Will no1 
cause pemianent injury. 
#26 1201 $14.95 

Double-Lock Handcuffs 
Oflicial Delective type carried by 
police officers. Nickel pla1ed 
hardened steel. 
#270200 $ 14.95 

r- - -Yo~;s;p-;1; De;;, Ltd.1 
1831 W. Algonquin Rd. #21 5, I 

Mt. Prospect, IL 60056 
Illinois Residents add 7% Tax! I 

For Fas t Delivery 
Call (312) 253-7080 

Qty Number Description/Size/Color Price I 
I 
I 
I 

Sublo!al I 
Shipping/Hand. $5.00 I 

Charge my: 
Visa D MasterCard 0 Amex D 

Tax- IL Res Only 
Expiration Dare _____ _ 

Total r--- I 
Name ____________________ _ 

Address - -------------------

City --------------------

I 
I 
I 
I State Zip Dept. SF12 

Supply. Depot docs nOI wurrnnt that yo~ muy lcg<llly 1iurchase, possess or I 
curry air guns. s tun guns. etc. By ordering you acknowledge rhat you nrc 

I an adu h and !here are no lcg;.I/ rcs1ric1ions 10 purchusing. .J 
... ____________ _ 
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SINCE World War II, there has 
been no more successful a sub
machine gun (SMG) than the UZI. 

Originally produced only by Israel 
Military Industries (!Ml) in Tel Aviv, 
Fabrique Nationale d 'Annes de Guer
re in Liege, Belgium, also manufac
tured many thousands under license. It 
eventually became the most widely 
distributed submachine gun in the 
Western World. (For a technical criti
que of this excellent weapon, see 
"SOF Tests the UZI," SOF, Septem
ber '81, page 42.) Almost four decades 
have passed since the UZI' s inception, 
however, a nd pistol-caliber sub
machine guns have just about seen 
their last days in the smoke and haze of 
the battlefield. 

In an effort to re-energize interest 
within the United States, where the 
UZI is still widely employed by law en
forcement agencies and where the 
semiautomatic carbine versions 
account for untold numbers of dead 
beer cans each year, Action Arms Ltd., 
(Dept. SOF, P.O. Box 9573, Philadel
phia, PA 19124; phone 215-744-
0100) has recently fielded an array of 
intriguing caliber conversions for all of 
the many versions of the UZI, including 
semiauto-only and selective-fire types. 

Because its barrel and bolt are easily 
removable, changing the UZI' s caliber 
presents no problem for the operator. 
Be advised, however, that shorter UZI 
submachine gun barrels of any caliber 
cannot be . installed in the semiauto
only variants. These barrels must be 
turned on a lathe to fit most registered 
UZI carbine full-auto conversions. 
Furthermore, Action Arms Ltd., does 
not sell selective-fire, caliber
conversion kits to anyone except legiti
mate government agencies and Class 
3 dealers known to them. 

To me, the most interesting of these 
caliber-conversion kits is the one cham
bered for that great war horse, the . 45 
ACP. This kit includes a bolt, SMG or 
carbine barrel (10.2 inches or 16.1 in
ches, respectively) , one 16-round 
magazine, magazine loader, instruc
tion pamphlet and black plastic factory 
case. The semiauto kit also contains a 
set of nested recoil springs and a firing 
pin carrier. Suggested retail is $215 for 
the semiauto kit or $235 for the com
parable full-auto components. By the 
time you read this a 28-round, caliber 
.45 ACP drum should also be avail
able. Projected price is $80 to $100. A 
'SQ-round drum is already available for 
caliber 9mm Parabellum UZls. 

To avoid the problem of maintaining 
proper stripping pressure, the UZI drum 
incorporates a so-called "constant veloc
ity spring," which is nothing more than a 
clock-type rolled flat spring, as found on 
the successful PPSh41 and Thompson 
submachine gun drums. 
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Text & Photo by Peter G. Kokalis 

UZI Caliber Conversions 

.45 ACP cases fly from UZI 
submachine gun fitted with 
Dutch-contract long wooden 
buttstock - hand checkered and 
presented to author by Israel Galili. 
An excellent mating of two famous 
war-horses, faulted only by a meager 
16-round magazine. A 28-round 
drum, now available, should 
increase the appeal of this 
conversion kit. 

Avoid generic brands of .45 ACP 
ammunition (such as "white box" 
Federal, Remington or Winchester). 
They may function correctly in a pistol, 
but they're not hot enough to cycle the 
UZI' s heavy bolt. SOF tested the . 45 
ACP UZI kit with 230-grain Full Metal 
Jacket (FMJ) Black Hills ammunition 
(Black Hills Shooters Supply, Dept. 
SOF, 3401 South Highway 79, Rapid 
City, SD 57701 ; phone 605-348-
5150). There were no stoppages of 
any kind during our 500-round firing 
sequence, but the cyclic rate bounced 
up and down a bit. 

For control, we first fired a batch of 
115-grain FMJ 9mm Parabellum Black 
Hills ammunition through our un
altered UZI. Average velocity through 
the UZI's 10.2-inch barrel was 1,258 
fps with a match-grade standard devia
tion of only 8 fps. All velocity testing 
was conducted with the superb new 
Oehler Model 35P Proof Chrono
graph. Ambient temperature was 74 
degrees F. 

Most bizarre of the UZI caliber
conversion kits is the one chambered 
for the peculiar 9x21mm cartridge. It's 
only a silly 2 millimeters longer than 
the 9xl 9mm Para bell um cartridge and 
offers no ballistic improvement of any· 
kind . Loaded with the NATO
standard, 124-grain FMJ 9mm projec
tile, !Mi's Samson ammunition in this 
caliber steps forward with an average 
velocity of 1,350 fps and a standard 
deviation of 30 fps. Nothing special 
here and only a barrel with the cham
ber reamed an additional two milli
meters is required to effect the conver
sion, as the standard 9mm Parabellum 
bolt and magazines will suffice. So, 
why bother? 

It seems this odd duck owes its exist
ence to international political buffoon
ery. The Italian government does not 
permit anyone outside of its own police 
and armed forces to possess a firearm 
chambered for what it considers to be a 
"military" cartridge, such as 9mm Par
abellum. United States Naval Intelli
gence units stationed in Italy desired to 
issue UZ!s to their operatives. Creating 
a new " non-military" cartridge 
appeard to satisfy everyone. Our Nav
al Intelligence personnel would have 
their UZ!s by merely changing the bar
rels and the Italian government could 
rest easy, assured that no one was 
stalking the vineyards armed with 
"military" ammunition. Alas, after !MI 
tooled up and produced both 
ammunition and barrels, Italian au-
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Announcing the ... 

AMERICAN ARMED FORCES 
UZI COMMEMORATIVE 

The first Uzi Commemorative ever issued to the general public, a work of art in Gold, Steel and Wood. 

"One of the world's 
great firearms in a 
fitting tribute to the 
world's best fighting 
men." 

Garry James, Guns and Ammo 

U zi. The very name symbolizes the ultimate in 
compact firepower. 

Without a doubt the Uzi is one of the most 
widely-known and respected firearms in the world. 
When U.S. interests are threatened; when an embassy is 
under siege; when an American airliner is hijacked; 
when a special unit is deployed on an "unusual" 
mission; then you'U see special weapons-and Uzis will 
be there! 

Now, for the first time, the general public has the 
opportunity to own a commemorative Uzi. But this 
opportunity is available to 011/y 1500 arms collectors in 
the world, as that is the strict edition limit. 

Presentation Grade 
The American Armed Forces Commemorative is 

unlike any other Uzi ever made ... 
• For the first time ever, this Uzi is mirror polished 

and blued to a gloss black presentation-grade finish 
(field-grade Uzis are simply painted black). 

• 24-Karat Gold gleams off 17 components: maga
zine release, pistol grip bushing, barrel retaining nut, 
sear and trigger pivot pins, trigger, four stock screws and 
nuts, cocking knob and two sling keepers. . 

• Patriotic American symbols and inscriptions are 
emblazoned in 24-Karat Gold across the receiver and top 
plate, further declaring this to be a special Uzi. 

• For years the factory has fitted only folding metal 
stocks to Uzis. But, this Uzi is fitted with a furniture-

To personalize your Uzi your name and I or motto can be 
engmved m1 the reverse of tlte receiver. 
finished wooden butt stock, like on rare, early military
issued Uzis. 

•The pistol grip and horizontal foregrip shine with 
a special, black, heavily-textured finish-symbolic of 
unconventional, often-mysterious operations associated 
with the Uzi. This further sets this Uzi apart from any 

other Uzi ever made. 

because 
play barrel. But 

ute and without 
quickly replace 

length firing bar-

• Your Uzi looks 
fuUy-automatic version 
it has the short dis
in less than a min
any tools you can 
it with the full
rel provided. 

•With your Uzi you also receive 
a deluxe black silent sling, 24-
Karat Gold plated sight adjustment 
tool, Certificate of Authenticity and firing instructions. 

Awesome Firepower 
Each Commemorative Uzi fires the readily-avail

able 9mm ammunition the same as issued to our 
American armed forces. 

This Uzi is made by l.M.I., the official maker of the 
Uzi and supplier to the governments of the U.S., 
Germany, Israel and the Netherlands, to name only a 
few. 

Limited Edition; Only 1500 
For the first time ever, the special serial numbers 

"UZI 001" through "UZI 1500" will be used. Yes, only 
1500 will be made-a small limited edition by any 
standard! The important "firsts" embodied here and the 
low edition limit, coupled with the great interest in Uzis, 
are your assurance of future value. This Uzi has all the 

• '. · 
., 

' 

Tl1e woode11 butt stock is fitted 
with a do111ed, gold-plated cloi
sonne enamel medallion honor
ing "Tire American Armed 
Forces Aro1111d the World." A 
seco11d e11n111elled i11lny-n gold 
n11d black " US." 111ilitan1111ednl
lio11-is i11letted i11 the rear grip. 

earmarks of being one of the great collectibles in this 
field. 

Because this Uzi fires in the semi-automatic mode, 
no special submachine license is required to own one. 
Anyone who can own a regular hunting rifle can own 
this. And because this Uzi actuaUy fires, it could be 
called upon to defend your home and family. 

Satisfaction Guaranteed 
The American Armed Forces Commemorative Uzi 

is available exclusively from The American Historical 
Foundation. To place your reservation, simply call our 
Member Services staff, toll free at (800) 368-8080, return 
the Reservation form, or visit. Once your reservation is 
received, we will help coordinate delivery through your 

O AHF 

Protect a11d display yo11r Uzi i11 the optional American 
Waln11t Display Case. It 111ay be wall 11101111ted or displayed 011 
table or stand. Lined with military-green velvet, it is fitted 
with a locking acrylic-glass lid to protect your Uzi against 
dust and 1111nuthorized handling. 

local firearms dealer. If you have an FFL, send a signed 
copy, and your Commemorative will be delivered 
directly to you. With your reservation, you will be made a 
Member of the Foundation. 

Your satisfaction is guaranteed or return within 30 
days for a full refund. 

This landmark Uzi provides a permanent connec
tion between you and the American troops on duty 
around the world protecting our liberties. A work of art 
in gold, steel and wood, it is a reliable, firing firearm, 
which the experts are already calling a "major land
mark" in arms collecting. 

r----------------------------------------· 
RESERVATION 

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Return in 30 days for a Full Refund 
To: The American Historical f.oundation 

1142 West Grace Street, Dept. G58 
Richmond, Virginia 23220 
Telephone: (804) 353-18U 
TOLL FREE 24 hours : (800) 368-8080 
Yes, T wish to reserve the fi ring, 24-Karal Gold plated 

American Armed Forces Commemorative Uzi, issued in a 
strictly limited edition or only 1500. I w ill also receive a 
Certificate of Authenticily and membership in the Foundation. 
Satisfaction g uaranteed. 

0 My deposit (or credit card authorization) of 595 per Uzi is 
enclosed . Please D charge or 0 invoice the balance due .. 
0 in ten equa l monthly payments of$210. D in full. 

D Please also send the optional Walnut Display Case al $195. 

D My payment in fu ll is enclosed ($2195 per Uzi; Display Case, 
add $195). 

D Please personalize my Uzi, at $25 and send the Personaliza
tion Request Form. 

Name ...... . ... . 

Address . . . .. ... . .. . . . . .... . ... . . .. . 

Daytime Telephone ( .. . .. . .... ) 
For Visa. MasterCard or American Express, please send account number, 
expiration date and signature. Vuginia residents add 45% tax. 



thorities decided the 9x21mm car
tridge was uncomfortably close to the 
terrifying 9mm Parabellum round and 
forbade its issuance. 

If you'd like to be the only kid on the 
block with an UZI SMG or carbine 
chambered for this cocktail party con
versation piece, a barrel will set you 
back only $90. Samson ammunition in 
this caliber carries a suggested retail 
price of $15 for a box of 50. 

Moving on to a matter of greater 
substance, we have .41 Action Express 
caliber-conversion kits. To convert a 
9mm Parabellum UZI SMG or carbine/ 
pistol or Micro-UZI SMG to this caliber, 
you need only a barrel and 20-round · 
magazine, which costs $135 including 
a magazine loader. 

Named for Action Arms, Ltd., the 
.41 Action Express (AE) is manufac
tured by !MI, who refer to it as the 
.41x22mm - an incongruous mixture 
of an English caliber designation and 
metric case length; .41 caliber trans
lates to 10.4mm. There are any num
ber of European historical antecedents 
in that nominal caliber. Most of them 
are rimmed revolver cartridges, and 
the numerical connection is un
doubtedly no more than coincidental 
as the .41 AE has a rebated case. 
Which is to say that the extractor flange 
is distincly smaller in diameter than the 
case body. Its base is, in fact, exactly 
the same diameter as that of the 9mm 

Parabellum round, allowing use of the 
original slide or bolt from any 9mm 
Parabellum pistol or SMG/carbine we 
wish to rechamber for the .41 AE car
tridge. Case capacity of the . 41 AE is 
70 percent greater than 9mm Parabel
lum and only 15 percent Jess than .45 
ACP. 

Ammunition provided to SOF fea
tured a 200-grain, truncated-cone FMJ 
bullet. Muzzle velocity out of a 7. 9-inch 
(only 7 inches of which is rifled) Mini
UZI barrel averaged 916 fps with a 
standard deviation of only 18 fps. All 
UZ!s are unlocked, blowback oper
ated, and this is almost 100 fps less 
velocity than some have reported out 
of locked-breech, 5-inch pistol barrels. 
This 200-grain FMJ projectile should 
exhibit sufficient penetration in soft tis
sue. However, it does not deform or 
expand, and a 170-grain Jacketed 
Hollow Point (JHP) bullet is under de
velopment. Let's hope they don't go 
velocity crazy and push it to the point 
where it over-expands and under
penetrates. If provided with 
mushrooming bullets, propelled at 
modest velocities, this cartridge holds 
great promise for effective perform
ance. By the addition of nothing more 
than a new barrel and magazine, con
version to . 41 AE could bring your nine 
mike-mike almost up to the level of a 
point-four-five. 

The magazine loader provided with 

all of the UZI caliber conversion kits is a 
simple sheet-metal frame with finger 
loops on each side. Slip the loader over 
the magazine and pull downward on 
the finger loops. This will depress the 
follower and the cartridges stacked 
above it and permit you to insert a 
round under the feed lips. 

Confusion still reigns about the orig
inal 9mm UZI magazine loader, as in
structions were never provided. It 
holds five loose rounds and does not 
accept a stripper clip. To save your 
thumb, just take another magazine -
fully loaded if you have one - rotate it 
90 degrees and with its feed lips press 
down on the five cartridges in the load
er. It's not as complex as the MP5's 
Teutonic marvel, but it works every bit 
as well. A projection on the bottom of 
the UZI 9mm loader can be used to 
unload magazines: Hold the magazine 
with the bullets facing down. Press 
against the side (never the rear - you 
might ignite the primer) of the second 
cartridge in the magazine with this pro
jection to compress the bllower spring. 
This will release the cartridge above from 
its pressure against the feed lips and it will 
drop by gravity out of the magazine. Just 
repeat until the magazine is empty. You 
can also use the nose of a rifle cartridge 
for the same purpose with any magazine 
of any caliber. 

Continued on page 76 

DISCOVER A WORLD YOU DIDN'T EVEN KNOW EXISTED 

STARLIGHT 
WEAPON SIGHT OR VIEWER 

DRASTICALLY 

~:Pc~CED $1,495.00 
This is not a misprint. Our 
Purchasing Agent made an incredible 
buy on these reconditioned units and 
now we can pass this savings on to 
you. The An/PVS-2, with its high 
performance nitrogen filled lens al\<! 
high gain 25MM intensifier tube, is 
the best performing first generation 
scope issued in quantity to the U.S. 
Military. We sold this unit for many 
years at $2, 750.00, but now can offer 
it at almost a 50% price reduction. 
ORDER ONE TODAY AND SAVE. 
These "like new" units won't last long 
at THIS PRICE. The chances of this 

otter ever being repeated are slim to --J:i=~=•E~\l!!ll 
none, so if you have ever wanted a .~ 
high quality Starlight scope, the time 
to act is now! 

First generation reconditioned 
intensifier. 

4 X Magnification. 

Range 400 to 600 yards for weapon 
aiming, up to 'k mile for 
surveillance, depending on light 
level and terrain. 6 MONTH 
LIMITED WARRANTY. 

This versatile unit, with optional 
adaptors can be weapon mounted, 
or used for low light level 
photography. 

Shipped with: Tripod/pistol grip 
adaptor, daylight lens cover, 
operating manual and batteries. Add 
$100.00 for AR15/M16 mounting 
system. Other mounting systems 
are available, prices on request. 
Add $15.00 for regular UPS 
shipping, $30 for Next Day Air. 

Many of Nature's Occurrences and Animals 
Only Appear at Night -

Experience What You've Been Missing! 
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WHEN NOTHING BUT THE BEST WILL DO 
AN/PV5-4 STARLIGHT NIGHT VISION SYSTEM 

CURRENT STATE OF THE ART 
AN/PVS-4 2ND GENERATION NIGHT 
VISION SYSTEM - This is the finest unit 
available today. We are the National 
Distributor for Q.E.C., the current military 
contractor for 15,000 units of the 
AN/PVS-4. We can offer you the same untt 
the military receives at a MUCH LOWER 
PRICE than our compemors, due to this 

large production volume. ..-..... ~·-·· CALL FOR PRICE QUOTE. 
New unit with exc. cond. intensifier 

tube. $2,850.00 
We use genuine MIL-SPEC A.R.M.S. 
mounting systems. 

We offer a full line of top quality products, 
plus the unsurpassed service knowledge of 
night vision experts. We service, and stand 
behind every product we sell. For more 
infonnation on additional night vision 
systems, goggles and viewers, write or call: 

Excalibur Enterprises 
P.O. Box 266 --

Emmaus, PA 18049 
215-791-5710 

FAX 215-797-3922 
Excalibur gives you the covert edge without shooting holes in your budget! 

• Quality mu/ti-purpose products • Competitive prices 
• Experienced technical support • Fast shipping 

.. j ust four of the reasons our customers co~ back agajn and again. 

SEND $4 FOR OUR COMPLETE CATALOG 
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Like a puzzle 
nearing completion, all 
the piece·s to the 1 ~th 
Annual SOF Convention 
and Exposition are falling 
into place ••• 

SOF 3-Gun Match 
September 19-23, 1989 

Desert Sportsman 
Rifle & Pistol Club 
Las Vegas, Nevada 

Patterned after military and 
police encounters and situa
tions designed to test practical
ly oriented skills with rifle, pistol 
and shotgun. Shooter is re
quired to engage targets be
fore, during and after negotiat-

. ing man-made obstacles or 
natural terrain features. Veter
an shooters as well as novice 
competitors will find the course 
safe, challenging and fun. Li
mited to 250 competitors, so 
sign up today! For· more in
fotrnation and application send 
an office size self-addressed 
two-stamped envelope to: 

Michael Home 
408 E. Harding 

Bakersfield, <:A 93308 
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Hotel 
Sahara Hotel 

Las Vegas, Nevada. 

SOF Convention 

Rates: $52.00/night SID (plus 
73 tax) before June 17, 1989. 
Mer June 17, 1989 rates are 
$56.00/night (plus 7% tax). 
Cutoff date for room reserva
tlo n js August 17, 1989. 
Sahara Hotel Room Reserva· 
tion # is 1-800-634-6666. Be 
sure to tell them you are an 
SOF Conventioneerl 

Registration 
Preregistration fee is $135.00 
if received by September 10, 
1989. Mer that date registra
tion fee is $150.00. Early Bird 
registration deadline date is 
July 4, 1989. All Early Bird.s 
receive a special 10th Anm
versary Commemorative 
Badge - which will be given 
out at the Convention. No can
cellation refunds will be given 
after August 31, 1989. 

10th Annual 
SOF 

Convention 

SOF Expo 

&Expo 
Sept. 20-24, 1989 

Sahara Hotel 
Las Vegas, Nevada 

September 22-24. 1989 
Over 200 dealers and retailers 
displaying and selling top-of
the-line and state-of-the-art 
military and police guns and 
gear. Open to the public. (Chil
dren age 13 and under not 
admitted) $5.00 admission; 
For exhibitor information write: 
SOF 1989 Expo, POB 693, 
Boulder, CO 80306. 

••• but there's just one piece missin.g! ~OU! . 
Help us complete the puzzle by sendmg m your reg1stra
tio~ form. Today? Thank you! 

i ____ _ 
~-----------------~----------

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

10th ANNOAL SOF CONVENTION REGISTRATION 

YES! I want to be a part of the SOF 1989 Convention and receive my special 
Early Bird 10th Anniversary Commemorative Badge (to be given out at the 
convention). 

I understand my Early Bird registration must be received by July 4, 1989 to 
qualify for my Badge. 

D Payment enclosed - payable to SOF Convention '89 
D MasterCard D VISA 

Card # _____________ Exp. Date __ _ 

Signature-------------------

(please print) 

Name: ___________________ _ 

Address:--------------------

City: ___________ State: __ Zip Code: __ _ 

No cancellation refunds will be given after August 31, 1989. 

Circle T-shirt Size: Mail to: SOF 1989 Convention & Expo 
S M L P.O. Box 693 

XL XXL Boulder, CO 80306 
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AFGHAN 
PULLOUT ... 

Reports out of Kabul 
as we went to press 
indicated the Soviets 
had begun to pull out of 
Afghanistan in a big 
way. 

SovComs were 
leaving by the hundreds 
in daily airlifts by 
mid-January, and 
diplomatic sources said 
large convoys of trucks, 
tankers and armor were 
seen heading north 
toward the Soviet 
border along the Salang 
highway. Other convoys 
were seen heading 
south along the same 
road, presumably 
carrying food, fuel and 
ammo to the Kabul 
regime, which is holed 
up in its increasingly 
isolated capital. 

Most experts give the 
Kabul regime about 60 
to 90 days after the 
Soviet pullout, which is 
supposed to be 
completed by 15 
February. It may last a 
bit longer, according to 
SOF Editor and 
Publisher Robert K. 
Brown, who spent 
several weeks inside 
Afghanistan at the end 
of last year. Brown 
expects the mujahideen 
to police up Moscow's 
remaining rodents in 
good order, but he 
also thinks the latter will 
fight like cornered rats. 

Throughout the war 
there has always been a 
steady flow of Kabul 
regime deserters coming 
over to the muj, but 
these have generally 
been conscripts who the 
communists 
press-ganged into their 
army. The last battles 
will be fought by true 
believers who know 
they are marked men 
and may well fight with 
the desperation of the 
damned, Brown says. 

There's no doubt the 
muj will win, RKB 
believes, but it will be 
no cakewalk, and they 
could lose a lot of brave 
men in the process. 
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-BU_L_L_E-TI....,..(\ 

BOARD\~ . 

SOF ski detachment turned out In fur headgear 
liberated from the Red army In Afghanistan. From 
left to right: Alan Brown, Dennis Herbel, SOF 
Editor and Publisher Robert K. Brown, Mike 
Wiiiiams. SOF will hold a "bachelor" ski weekend 
In April, date to be determined. For further Info, 
write Ski Weekend c/o SOF, P.O. Box 693, Boulder, 
co 80306. 

A challenge from the local post of the American 
Legion resulted In a hastily organized trap shoot 
between SOF staffers and some members of the 
Legion post. The Legion team (kneeling front) 
outshot SOF by a wide margin. Representing SOF 
(sort of) were, from left to right, Jeff Bergeon, Terry 
Miller, Derry Gallagher, Becky Miiier and G.B. 
Crouse. 

REUNIONS 
AND EVENTS ... 

The 46th Naval Construction Battalion will hold 
its 1989 Reunion 27-29 April at the Ramada Inn, 
Eureka Springs, Arkansas. 

Run for the Wall, Inc., of San Diego, California 
will sponsor a cross-country motorcycle run from 
San Diego to the Vietnam Memorial in Washington, 
D.C. Riders will leave San Diego 19 May. Those 
wishing to participate who cannot make the whole 
trip are invited to join the run for part of the 
distance. For further information contact Run for the 
Wall, Inc., P.O. Box 65, MCRD, San Diego, CA 
92140; (619) 283-9879. 

PEACE REPORTS 
EXAGGERATED . .. 

So many people are saying peace 
is breaking out that SOF staffers are 
being asked if we'll have anything 
left to write about. 

Not to worry. While it's true that 
the Iranians and Iraqis seem to be 
taking a little R&R (as in rearming 
and regrouping), the Soviets are 
slithering out of Afghanistan, and the 
Cubans may or may not be leaving 
Angola, the world is still far from 
being a kinder, gentler place. 

In fact, according to William 
Eckhardt of the Lentz Peace 
Research Lab in St. Louis, there 
were 22 wars in the world last year 
(in which 416,000 were killed) and 
that's only counting conflicts in 
which there are at least 1,000 dead 
and one of the beligerents is a 
government. (According to that 
standard, it's not clear whether 
something like last January's 
all-Shi'ite intramural in Lebanon, 
which had accounted for only a 
couple of hundred K!As as of this 
writing, qualifies as a war.) 

Somehow we think we'll manage 
to keep busy. 

You WANT 'EM, 
I'LL FIND 'EM . .. 

Firm supporters of free enterprise 
that we are, we're delighted to 
announce that Derry Gallagher, who 
has been serving as Expo Director at 
the SOF convention, has started his 
own business. · 

Gallagher's new company is called 
Insearch, Ltd., and it will provide 
investigative research services to 
attorneys, private investigators and 
other interested parties. Among its 
offered services are the locating of 
missing persons, witnesses and 
defendants, and hidden assets; as 
well as pre-employment checks, 
department of motor vehicle checks, 
credit checks, and corporate 
histories. (For more information, and 
a fee schedule, send $3 to Insearch, 
Ltd., P.O. Box 17072, Boulder, CO 
80308.) Needless to say, Derry has 
our unqualified recommendation 
and we wish him all the best. 

Gallagher's duties as Expo 
Director have been assumed by SOF 
Convention Director Bill Brooks. 
SOF' s Advertising Director, John 
Bressem, will serve as Exhibit Hall 
Manager. 
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O RDER FOR M 

The Franklin Mint 
Frankl in Center, Pennsylvania 19091 
Please enter my order for The Official Vietnam Veterans Memorial 
Bronze. Bill me for a deposit of$59. *when my sculpture is ready 
to be senc and for four monthly installments of $59. * each after 
shipment. The handsome hardwood base is included at no addi
tional charge. • Pius my state salesta.,· aud 

a total of$3.for shippi11g and ha11dl ing. 

t, 
~'' '~ ,,,,.~ 

• .. ~1~1 
VIETNAM 
VETERANS 
MEMORIAL 

FUND 

Please mail by April 30. 1989. 

Signature _________________ _ 
All OADEAS AAE SUIJfC T 10 4CCEPU1HCE 

Name __________________ _ 

Add ress _________________ _ 

Cit y, State, ZiP----------------
11 124- 53 

THE OFFICIAL VIETNAM VETERANS MEMORIAL BRONZE 
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"Look! A Libyan pharmaceutical shipment!" 

SAME OLD 
SHIT DEPARTMENT ... 

Last fall Libya's Muammar 
. Khadaffi seemed to have swallowed 
. his pride and decided to restore 
diplomatic relations · with Chad, 
whose army turned his ass every 
way but !Oose the previous year, 
and settle his remaining differences 
with the Chadians peacefully. · 

That seemed out of character at 
the time, and now it's begir:ming to 
look like it was. Chadian authorities 
are now reporting that their troops 
killed 122 members of the Sudanese 
Islamic Legion in a series of clashes 
last December. The Sudan, you may 
recall, is presently ruled by 
pro-Khadaffi officers who seiZed 
power in a coup a couple of years 
ago. We' ll bet you all the camels in 
Khartoum that the Sudanese Islamic . 
Legion is bankrolled· by Khadaffi. 

Then there is the case of Yasir 
Arafat, who last fall told the world 
that he had decided to stop being a 
terrorist and (although he nearly 
choked saying it) that Israel had the 
right to exist. That led the State 
Department to declare that it would 
begin a dialogue with the PLO. 

That led Elias Freij, the mayor of 
Bethlehem, to suggest a 
UN-sponsored truce which would 
end the intifada, the Palestinian . 
rioting on the West Bank. 

So what did the born-again 
moderate Arafat have to say about 
that? According to a translation of an 
Arafat speech in Saudi Arabia 
prepared by the U.S. Embassy in 
Riyadh (which has a tape) Arafat 
said (and we quote): "Whoever 
thinks of stopping the intifada before 
it achieves its goals, I will give him 
10 bullets in the chest." 

The difference, presumably, is that 
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the old, radical Arafat would have 
emptied the entire ·magazine of his 
AK into his honor's balls. (Mayor 
Freij prudently withdrew his 
proposal.) 

HONOR 
ROLL. .. 

El Salvador/Nicaragua Defense Fund 
contributors: 

"The Reverend" from Chesterfield, 
MO; Lohr E. Miller; Timothy D. 
Conner; Raymond C. Fischer - In 
memory of all who have worn the 
"Screaming Eagle" patch; John A. · 
Kutz, 

Afghan Freedom Fighters Fund 
contributors: 

In memory of John W. Stevens, Dr. 
J.E. Gervay. 

Our heartfelt thanks go out to these 
people and the numerous other donors 
who requested their names not be 
printed. 

The Afghan Freedom Fighters 
Fund, which SOF administers, has 
been in operation since shortly after 
the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 
December 1979. During that time, 
SOF readers have donated more 
than $100,000. 

All of the money has been 
channeled directly to leaders of 
selected Afghan anti-Soviet 
resistance groups, for their use and 
discretion in buying weapons, 
ammunition and supplies. No funds 
have been spent for our costs in 
administering the fund. Due to legal 
and customs hassles here and in 
Pakistan, donations of weapons and 
equipment instead of money have 
been out of the question.· 

Since we have not yet convinced 
the IRS that killing communists is an 
"educational or charitable" activity, 

, donations are not tax deductable. 

The Afghan War is not over yet. If 
you want to help win it send your 
contribution to Afghan Freedom 
Fighters Fund, Box 693, Boulder, 
co 80306. 

OUT OF 
AFRICA ... 

Robert MacKenzie, a decorated 
veteran of three armies and director 
of the international conservative 
organiZation Freedom, Inc. (and a 
SOF contributing editor), recently 
helped obtain the release of a British 
lV journalist who was held for 18 
months by the RENAMO guerrillas 
who are trying to topple the Marxist 
government of Mozambique. 

Nicholas della Casa was captured 
while filming a documentary on the 
fighting in Mozambique in June 
1987. RENAMO took him prisoner 
on charges he was a spy and held 

·him for 18 months. 
He was released to MacKenzie 

shortly before Christmas, after a 
group - including retired U.S. Army 
General Jack Singlaub, Bruce 
Anderson of the London Sunday 
Telegraph, Monica Germane of Die 
Welt, Sibyl Cline of the 
Washington-based U.S. Global 
Strategy Council, and Tom Schaff of 
the Mozambique Research Center in 
Washington - treked into 
Mozambique to get him. The trek 
was necessary because RENAMO 
stipulated that della Casa could not 
leave the country via Maputo, capital 

· of the communist regime. 
That proved a bit exciting; hostile 

Malawian tribesmen tried .to block 
their passage before they linked up 
with RENAMO regulars. 

The release of della Casa came 
after months of secret negotiations 
between MacKenzie, acting on 
behalf of the journalist's mother, and 
RENAMO. MacKenzie's previously 
established friendship with RENAMO 
President Alfonso Dhlakama didn' t 
hurt matters. 

Della Casa seemed to have 
emerged from his captivity none the 
worse for wear. He came out 
praising his captors and their cause 
and reported even gaining weight. 

THAT'S AN ORDER 
- OR IS Il? ... 

There's been a lot of reaction to 
SOF's exclusive report on FDR's 
secret plan for pre-emptive strikes 
against Japan (see "Tigers of a 

Continued on page 96 
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• ·:.- •• • .,. ~·=jt:::::a-r.;-111!~NfJ::~
• Anglehead Flashlite -

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED 

.:. • Camouflage T-Shirt -

t 
Top quali ty, 50% cotton. 50% 
polyester Choose ~-::-,,.......-iiiiii:s;;;~,,.,_ 
D Woodland Camo ~·" · 
Item #T-510 . .. $6.95. :' :' 
D Desert Camo "": ""'---'''-_,. 
Item #T-511 ..... $8.95. 

• D Tiger Stripe Camo 

f Item #T-512 ....... $8.95. 
D Urban Camo ·I 11em #T-565 ...... . .. s8.95. 
D Big Folks Woodland Camo 

•.1 Item #A-625 
• ~ XXL .. ..... .. . ...... $9.95. 

Cij?f~1iit~i?itJt 
indeslruclable plastic; 
waterproof, non-gl are. 

clips onto belt. 
Uses 2 standard D cell bat

teries (not included) and comes 
complete wi th spare bulb and 

extra lenses. 
Item #R-165 . . .... ... $6.95 

All In-Stock 
Items Shipped Wdhin 

24 Hours. 

J :xLj~~i~~- ·s·~~:~ - Sorry! Na Dag Tag PrlnHna Onlelll By Telepllane. 

J 
50% cation. 50% polyester. .IJIJ!m~~R 
Sizes XS-XL (tell us your 
waist size when ordering). 

• Dog Tag Silencers - black. non
g1are rubber bumpers for tag. 
Item #X-650 ..... ...... ......... .... $1.95/palr. 

Choose: 

t Woodland Camo. 
Urban Camo. 

WE SHIP C.0.0.-C.O.O. FEE $4.50 
Ollve Drab (OD) Green. 

.. Item #C-240 .. . $6.75. 
• T-Shirts - With a bold. yet subtle message. 
Made in USA. 50% cotton. 50% polyester. Dynamic full 

f • Brass Screened 
'S Eyelets • 

co lor silkscreen1 Choose: S. M, L. XL .. .. ... $9.75/each. 

I ~ 

~ 
,\ 

•• ··· ·, ··· ~ I • Cartridge Holder Hat Band ~ •---<>~!t:<lll\I 
• • Jungle Hats _ (except Dessert Garno) ~~:~"°'~~~~~~~-~ 
I These "boonie hats" are the real thingl! Each in 100% !!! 

cotton ripslop. Sizes: S(7); M(7'!4); L(7'h); XL(H'<). Waste 'Em All - Item #T-715 Bad ta the Bone . Item #T-760 
• Choose: 

D Woodland Camo .......... . ..... . Item #H-210 SHIPPING 
D Olive Drab (OD) Green .. . · · · · · · · · · Item #H-225 Please include appropriate shipping cos ts from chart below with 
D Tiger Stripe Camo .... .. . · · ·· ··· ·· Item #H-230 each order. Amounts shown include costs of poslage. packaging. 

• 0 Solid Blaclc ..... . ......... - .. . .. Item #H-235 insurance and handling. 
0 Khaki ... .. ... .. , ....... • .•.. . .. Item #H-240 Orders up lo $ 10.00. 
Choose Anyane .......... . .. ... . ....... . $12.95. Orders from $10 .01 to 20.00 

• Jum?le Hat - A copy of the real thing. ~:~:: : ::~~ g~~: :~ ~~ .~~ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
made in the U SA. A great value at $7.95/each! Orders from $50.01 to 7000 . 

• Item #H-245. Select : Orders from $70.01 to 90.00 . 
a~D Woodland Camo O Tiger Stripe Camo Orders over $90.00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 

• 0 Ollve Drab (OD) Green 0 Black • Clnadlan Onten-Send Double Amount Indicated . . ,.. . . -~~~ ... ~~'·•-=-· ...... '-''.&.--~ ........... Iii . ,,, . . 

• • .. 
~ 
4 

Worn by US pi lots of Navy, Marines. Army, Air Force ' 
and NASAi Precision ground glass lenses are gray/ ,_. 
green in color. block 80% of visible light and provides 
UV protection. Straight. paddle temples. •. 
Specify: Gold or Black Frame !-
Choose: 
D Standanl size (52 MM lens) 

~::a~-~!0e· i58 MM. ie~s·J · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · $31.
95

· 1 
Item #R-335 . ..... . .. .. . .. .... . . ....... $34.95. 

WHEN IN NEW YORK CITY VISIT OUR 
ORIGINAL STORE AT 319 W.42NO ST., 

NEAR TIMES SQUARE. 
(PRICES MAY VARY AT NYC STOREL 

We're America's 
Army & Navy Store!! 

• • 

-1 
I: ... 

0 



SOF Black Ball Cap with Scrambled Eggs. $9.95 
#2020 SOF Silver Ball Cap with Oak Leaf Cluster -

your favorite pin or av.w d fills the center. $9.95 
#2021 SOF White Ball Cap with Oak Leaf Cluster. $9.95 
#7130 SOF Leather Coasters (set of 4). $5.95 
#7120 SOF Stein - Clear glass with red SOF logo. Holds 12 ozs. $7.50 
#7100 SOF Shot Glass - Clear glass with red logo. Holds 4 ozs. $4.95 
#7090 SOF Can Wrap - Black wrap with logo In white. $4.95 
#5005 SOF Sports Bag - Black with SOF logo. Large size - custom made. $24.95 
#5007 SOF Urban Recon Pack - Grey with black straps. This pack is insulated 

and will keep your favorite beverage cold. (Not for use with ice.) $9.95 
·#5006 SOF Sports Bag - Large custom made in grey with black straps. $24.95 
#7051 SOF Tie - Navy blue with SOF logo In red. $12.50 
#1515 SOF World Tour Jacket - Black Satin Jacket with SOF World Tour logo in yellow. 

Sizes s, m, I, xi $49.95 
Size xxl $51 .95 

----------------------------------------------------------------· 
QTY. ITEM NO. SIZE 

SUB TOTAL 

Please include $1 .75 for the first Postage & Handling 

item ordered - include 75¢ t o r 3.7% Sales Tax 
each additional item for p ostage (Colo. res.) 
and handling. Overseas orders 
add 30%. Please allow 4-6 weeks TOTAL 
for delivery. 

AMOUNT SOF EXCHANGE 

Mail to: SOF EXCHANGE, P.O. Box 687, Boulder, CO 80306 

We accept lelephone orders on MasterCard and VISA - call toll-free 
1-800-323-1776, operator 131 . 

PAYMENT: 0 VISA 0 MASTERCARD 0 CHECK ENCLOSED 

CARD#·--------------------~ 

EXPIRATION DATE_~-----------------
NAME _____________________ _ 

ADDRESS ____________________ _ 

CITY _____________ STATE __ z1p ___ 
4
~

16
=

9 
For customer service calls, dial (303) 449-3750. 



SURVEILLANCE • COUNTERSURVEILLANCE 
INFORMATION SECURITY • VIP PROTECTION 

WORLD'S SMALLEST LASER GUNSIGHT 
Aim with the speed of light! 

State of the art weapons sight. Our laser is used by more SWAT 
teams, armed forces, sportsmen and individuals For self defense 
than all other lasersights combined! 

• Only 6" long f 
• Weighs just 11 ounces 
• Uses standard · 

9 volt batteries 
• Fits rifles, pistols 

and shotguns 
• I year factory warranty · 

Reg. $495. Only $399. 
Dealers call! MounlS available for mosr firearms. $45. u. 

ULTRA II The size of a quarter, it is so 
sensitive it can pick up sounds 
20' away and transmit them to 
any FM radio receiver [even the 
one in your car) up to several 
blocks away! Ultra II uses a four 
stage circuit and quality compo
nents to achieve maximum 

performance. Uses 9 volt battery. Simple final assembly required. 
Intended for testing and experimentation; lllegal to use for 
surveillance. Reg. $195. Special 5149. 
Lithium 9 Volt Batteries $15 ea. [Lasts 2-3 times longer) 

INFINITE EAR 
Listen into your home or business from 
any phone in the world! 

[JI)_\ a >h'~·~·~•MNC> YOU to hear every sound in the build-

{ 

Ing it is placed Into. The Infin ite Ear 
plugs into any modular phone jack or 
can be attached anywhere along the 
phone line. Simple to use, just dial the 

~ ~~~ U ~~:t~~z~~~~t~~et;:ns~~; 
[included]. Now you can listen into 

your premises for as long as you like. Great peace of mind when 
you are away! The Infinite Ear with anachments and complete 
instructions. Reg. $389. Special only $249. ea. 

TRANSTEC 
Don't.be trapped by hidden "bugs" 

Transtec fits Into your pocket and 
silently vibrates when It detects an R.F. 
transmitter (bug] In your presence, 
from up to 20' away! It warns you but 
doesn't tip off anyone else! When it 
gives a warning signal, Transtec can 
now be used with its special antenna 
attachment to verify that an actual 
"bug" is presem (not an Innocent 
signal) and then can be used to 
"sweep" and locate it. 
Transtec $695. 

ALSO AVAILABLE 

EVALUATOR 
New microprocessor checks 
for phone taps 

Evaluator Is based on 
new technology, never 
before available. Other 
"tap detectors" are only 
simple voltage meters, and 
they jusr won't pick up real 
taps. The Evaluator takes a 
fingerprint of the voltage, 
resistance and capacitance 

of your individual phone llne, stores it ln memory, and then 
performs a check every minute, 24 hours a day and warns you with 
a flashing LED readout If conditions change. 

Easy ro use, sets up in minutes and monitors your line for "taps" 
or any other abnormal changes. $695. 

Must be Installed on a "clean" line. See our CM-3 complete 
countermeasure package $2,495. 

Note: California, along with most other states, has expanded its 
wiretapping laws to allow local and state agencies to tap phones. 
This may compromise your privacy! 

TELEPHONE SCRAMBLERS 

$299. ea. 

Fits over any phone. 
Secure conversations be
tween two or more persons 
[each needs a scrambler]. 
With over 13,000 access 
codes, all an eavesdropper 
will hear Is "garbage." 
Quick and easy to use. 
Works on cellular, tool 

Minimum of 2 required [Ship/Insur. $10.] 

AUDIO JAMMER 

- -~ ... 
Defeats room bugs! 

Produces pseudo-random noise that will 
defeat all microphone-based eavesdropping 
devices. 

Difficult to filter out and if properly used, 
all an eavesdropper will hear Is a loud hiss. 

Audio Jammer (pocket size) Reg. $195. 
Sale $129. (Ship $5.50) 
Audio Jammer II high-power unit 
available-call! 

This 
remarkable, 
rechargeable 
flashlight Is also 
an electric stun 
gun,. Carry 

50,000 volts of power with you day or night! Security that's 
always in your hand when you"need it! High Impact, llghrwelght. 
Complete with recharger. $149. [Ship/Insur. $S.50] 

ELECTRONIC VOICE CHANGER 

Works over any phone, 
makes your voice totally 
unrecognizable! 

Change your voice from 
deep to very high or vice 
versa. No one will know who 
is calling. 

Reg. $498. 
Unll1ed offer 5298. 

BULLET PROOF VESTS 

,,..... ' 

L 
BUG DETECTOR 

Stops .357 magnum and 9 mm 
pistol. High quality vest made from 
22 layers of Kevlar. Rated class llA. 
Covers front and back for full 
protection. 

Compare these vests with others at 
over $400. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Only $269. [Ship/Insur. $10.] 
Optional hardplate available. Stops 
9 mm sub-machinegun. $99. 
Call now! 

Professional quality hand held 
transmitter ("BUG") detector uses 
state of the art L.E.D. readout to 
Indicate the presence of an R.F. signal 
and will lead you to the source. 

Also enables you to quickly determine 
If the signal is an actual bug by listening 
through the headphones (Included). 

Will detect room bugs, telephone 
transmitters, bumper beepers, etc. 
Instructions Included. High quality! 

DL-1000 Hand Held Detector $695. [Ship/Insur. $10.) 

WARNING 
NOT TO BE USED FOR SURREPTITIOUS INTERCEPTION 

OF ORAL COMMUNICATIONS. ALL EQUIPMENT IS SOLD 
SUBJECT TO PUBLIC LAW 90-351, TITLE Ill, 18 U.S.D., 
SECTION 2511, ALL LOCAL, STATE AND FEDERAL 
ORDINANCES, RULES, REGULATIONS, ETC. IT IS THE 
SOLE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE BUYER [NOT THE SELLER] 
TO CONSULT LEGAL COUNSEL FOR INTERPRETATION 
OF ANY LAWS APPLICABLE TO THE AREA OF 
INTENDED USE. 

• Complete countermeasures system. Enables you to professionally check for phone taps, room bugs, 
carrier bugs, laser listening devices, and more! Detailed instruction manual included; comes in fined 
briefcase. $2,495. [Ship/Insur. $24.50) 

•Telephone recorder switch and special ~hour recorder. Uses standard 120-minute cassenes. Starts 
and stops automatically. Voice activated. Complete $165. [Ship/ Insur. $7.) 

• Frisk 'Em metal weapons detector. Special $59. [Ship $2.) 

• IBM PC Computer Securlty.·Data encryption. Calli • Professional long range parabolic microphone. 

We are security professionals. We will be happy to answer your questions and provide you with 
the latest in privacy assurance devices. 

If you need ... the straight scoop ... high quality equipment ... great service, at fair prices . . . 

Send $3. (refundable) for our latest CATALOG. You won't find the quality and selection 
anywhere else. 

Executive Protection Products, Inc. - The Professionals 
1834 First Street • Suite S • Napa • California • 94559 • (707) 253-7142 

MasterCard • VISA • American Express • COD 
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ZAPPER 
STUN 
GUN 

50,000 volts of power! 
This quality stun gun will instantly 
"scramble" any assailant's nervous 
system causing immediate, but 
temporary paralysis! By simply 
touching your attacker anywhere, 
he will drop to the ground a helpless 
blob of "jelly." Effective even 
through many layers of clothing. 
Operates on a regular 9-volt battery. 
Measures 6 x 2 x 3/4 inches. 

#A007 ......... $49.95 

X8000 
STUN 
GUN 

80,000 volts of power from a 9-
volt battery! This gun is the height 
of hi-tech know-how. Just touching 
an assailant for one second will 
cause a loss of balance, loss of 
muscle control and a dazed 
condition. A 2 second jolt will have 
him on the ground complete ly 
immobilized. Measures 6.9 x 2.4 x 
1.7 inches. Real awesome power! 

#SH23 ......... $79.95 

"IMMOBILIZER" 
STUN 

D~~ 
100,000 volts of stunning and 
immobilizing power! This non-lethal 
Stun Device is visually intimidating 
with its high intensity discharge 
affective up to 20 feet on most 
attackers. This unit is designed for 
law enforcement, guards . 1Hatchmen 
or anybody exposed to potentially 
hostile situations. This "Super Stun 
Gun" measures 12 x 1.5 inches. It 
uses 8 AA cell batteries with a 
recharge jack built in. A membrane 
switch is recessed for safety consid
erations. This one is awesome! 

#AC1 .....•.•• $119.95 

9-volt Battery and 
Charger Kit..$15.95 
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LIGHTNING 
ZAPPER 
STUN 
GUN 

This unique stun gun is similar to our 
regular Zapper in a most enlighten
ing way. In addition to the stopping 
power, it also delivers a burst of high 
intensity light directly into the 
attackers eyes. Chances are that his 
optic nerve will be so overdosed 
with excess light energy that he will 
not be able to see you let alone 
continue the attack. If he does, the 
"Lightning Zapper" delivers its 
painful bite, leaving him dazed and 
confused. 7 inches long. 

#AOOS ......... $59.95 

lll 

I Dealer Inquiries Invited! 

NOVA 
XRSOOO 
STUN 
GUN 

100% American made and used by 
hundreds of police departments 
around the world, the Nova will 
instantly "scramble" an attacker's 
nervous system causing immediate 
but temporary paralysis. The faster 
pulse rate assures instant dropping 
power. Requires a 9-volt Ni-Cad 
battery and charger . Measures 6.25 
x 2.24 x 1 inches. 

#NV1 .......... $69.95 

This is one of our most popular 
models. It features a unique curved 
handgrip. This design protects you 
from being attacked from behind. It 
has a full 50,000 volts of power. The 
state-of-the art micro-chip tech
nology assures you against activator 
switch burn out and loss of voltage. 
The "Defender" is powered by a 
normal 9-volt alkaline battery or a 
rechargeable 9-volt. Comes with a 
handling strap. The "Defender" 
measures 6.5 x 2 x 3/4 inches. 

#WC1 ........... $54.95 

MINI 
ZAPPER 
STUN 
GUN 

The smallest, lightest stun gun 
available. Th is gun weighs only a 
few ounces and measures less than 
4 inches , but it packs a full 50,000 
volts of biting, stunning power. New 
space age technology has enabled 
us to produce this fu ll-strength stun 
gun in a small package about the 
size of a normal beeper. Comes 
with a handy belt cl ip. Uses a 9-volt 
battery. Measures 4 x 2.3 x 1.3. 

#SH1 .......... $59.95 

"FX" 
STUN 
GUN 

The advanced personal protector. 
The FX includes a loud, piercing 
personal alarm siren , a high intensity 
strobe light AND 50,000 volts of non
lethal stopping power. It is powered 
by one alkaline 9-volt battery or a 
rechargeable battery . The FX 
measures 7.5 inches long by 2.5 
inches wide. Protect yourself 
against rape, murder, or assault with 
the new space-age "FX" stun gun. 

BT1 ............ $79.95 

Ordering Information: 
By Mail: Use coupon below or separate sheet. Include check, money 
order or credit card information. 
By. Phone: Call 1-800-527-4434. Haveallproductandcreditcard 
information ready. Arizona residents call 1-602-371-1023 Hours 9 AM 
to 5 PM MST Monday-Friday. Sorry, no COD orders accepted. 

Satisfaction Guaranteed! 
We accept VISA, MASTERCARD or AMERICAN EXPRESS 

rG~Tciia~Se~rltyP7o~ci~~~~~-
4001 East Fanfol • Phoenix, AZ 85028 
Qtv. Number Description Price 

C harge my• 0 MasterCard 0 Visa 0 Amex SubTotal 

Credit Card Number 
Shipping $3.50 

Tax 

Expira lion Date 

D Check Enclosed D Money Order Total 

Address _____________________ _ 

City State ___ Zip J ------------------APRIL 89 



I WAS THERE 
by Gus Moreno 

Things That Go Thump 
in the Night 

RETURNING from a daylight re
connaissance patrol, I could see our 
gunny (gunnery sergeant) waiting by 
the wire. His eyes were locked on mine, 
as his crooked grin lifted the cigar that 
always hung from his mouth. I knew I 
had perimeter guard, ambush patrol or 
listening post (LP) that night Without 
waiting for him to speak, I asked, ''Which 
one is it gunny?" I could tell I must have 
spoiled his surprise - in a half growl he 
hissed, "LP!" 

After chow we set up our LP on the 
bank of a large bomb crater, trying to 
keep from sliding into a pool of water 
that had formed at the bottom. Shortly 
after we set up, the rain slowed and we 
heard footsteps all around us. With the 
volume turned down all the way we 
clicked the mike to alert our base. 

We heard a squishy "thump; " 
something had landed at our feet. 
Thinking it was a grenade, we waited 
for the blast. Nothing happened. Then 
another "thump," and nothing. This 
went on several more times until we 
heard the final "thump" and the sound 
of someone running in the mud. Char
lie was "reconning by rock." He was 
hoping that we'd make a sudden move 
and give our position away. Luckily, 
we were both too scared to move and 
Charlie's plan failed. 

Although pucker factor was quite 
high for the rest of the night, we saw 
the sunrise without further problems. 
As we began gathering our gear to link 
up with the rest of the 1st Battalion, 5th 
Marines, I spotted an odd-looking 
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What once caused a brush with 
death becomes a harmless war 
trophy relegated to a dusty shelf in 
the den. 

piece of bamboo sticking out of the 
mud about a yard from where our feet 
had been. For some reason I reached 
down and pulled it out-dumb move I 
know! - and felt a chill run up my 
spine. At the other end of the "stick" 
was a ChiCom grenade! 

Charlie figured that if rocks wouldn't 
flush us out, a grenade might. The last 
"thump" we heard must have been 
this grenade. Thankfully, Charlie's gre
nades were not as reliable as ours, or I 
wouldn't be around to tell of this nar
row escape. 

After our debriefing I felt that it had 
all been worthwhile. Gunney wasn't 
too happy and was muttering about 
how tired he was after being awake all 
night on alert. You see, we forgot to 
call the base camp after we decided it 
was all clear and had kept the volume 
turned all the way down on our radio. 
One thing is for certain, I wouldn't be 
pulling LP the next night - instead I 
opted for a "safer" night ambush. 

I removed all explosive material 
from the grenade and brought it back 
home as a war trophy. It now sits in my 
basement on some cluttered shelf with 
other forgotten memorabilia. But, 
sometimes when it rains, that fateful 
night comes back to me, and the time I 
first saw that grenade seems like only 
yesterday. ~ 

8 
The 

oat 
That 
Flies 

So light Qlnd com
pact. The versatile. 
timeless Klepper 
America, the world's fore
most folding boat, can go onto 
a plane, or into your car trunk. Stow 
in two pack-bags and enjoy the ultimate 
in travel freedom. It's a professional's 
boat. ideal for beginners. 
lir••~r--,-71 A true year 'round 

boat, it sets up in 
minutes for river 
touring, lake cruis
ing, some white-

_J. J wat er. fish ing. 
....,.42dZ!i£*~ sailing, and sport 
i---...._~----' rowing . Klepper 
developed and continues to lead in sea 
kayaking. And the Atlantic has been 
crossed by Kleppers. 
Get more information about 
these legends. Send for a free 
illustrated brochure and choose 
the boat to fit your recreation 
needs. 
r;:------- -
1KLEPPER \ 
:@AMERICA\ t~~~~~. 
135 Union Square West, kayaks 
New Yor\c., New York 10003 SOF 

r ~~ 

1 
Please send information on : 

D folding boats D kayaks 
I D accessories 

I Name __________ __ _ 

I 
1 
Address _______ ____ _ 

I City _____________ , 

I 1 
~ate __________ ___ Zip _ _______ _J 
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SOI~ RHODESIA 

BUMP 
AND 
FUEL 
DUM 
ltchin' and 
Bitchin' in 
Mozambique 
by John Coleman 
Illustration by Ralph Butler 

Senior Editor John Coleman was a colour 
sergeant/acting commando sergeant ma
jor in the RLI when the following incident 
took place. He still itches when he thinks 
about it. 

RHODESIAN Light Infantry troopies, 
being the highly motivated killers they 

were, loved to go on external operations. It 
was a chance to hit the terrorists where they 
lived, to lay waste to their training camps 
and .resupply bases inside the " safe" 
havens of Mozambique and Zambia. 

Rhodesian external ops were planned and 
based upon information gathered from a 
variety of intel sources; - tactically , that 
usually meant deep-penetration Selous 
Scout or SAS teams eyeballing the target 
area, with aerial photographs and inter
pretation provided by the air force. 

Sometimes , though, it just didn't work 
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out that way. 
It was September 1978 and 3 Comman

do, 1 RLI, was on R&R after six weeks of 
fire-forcing the bush up around Mtoko. In 
normal form, the commando traded FNs 
and MA Gs for bottles of potent, cane sugar
based firewater, and dispersed throughout 
the greater Salisbury area and beyond. 

Late one afternoon I got a call from our 
boss, Major Bruce Snelgar. "Colour? I 
need you to round up 20 of the lads ASAP 
and get them down to the commando 
block.' ' He gave me names of NCOs and 
specific troopers he wanted included. 

" Okay, sir. What's the drill?" 
"Have 'em bring their bush kit," was all 

he 'd say , and I knew it meant an external 
operation was afoot. 

I hooked a cab and hit all the known 
hangouts , from the four-star Monomatapa 
Hotel to the little dives frequented only by 
hoods, whores and RLI troopers. I didn't 
fool anyone when I said , "Need a few 

-..:. .......... 

blokes back at the commando for a work 
detail , and you ' re it." Commandos on R&R 
were never denied their seven days off be
tween six-week bush trips - unless some
thing major was in the wind. 

By 1900 that evening, some 70-odd 3 
Commando officers, NCOs and troopies -
nearly everyone in the Salisbury area -
were milling around, waiting for some 
word. Major Snelgar, who had only recent
ly taken command, was not impressed. 

"Godammit, Colour. I said 20, not the 
whole bloody commando! This is supposed 
to be a hush-hush op." 

" Sir, you tell one bloke and everyone 
gets the word. Just the way it works, and 
they all want to go." 

He lightened up a bit. In command terms, 
it is better one 's troops are overenthusiastic 
than unavailable. He gave me a list of names, 
about a dozen in all. "I want these people 
along," he said. " You pick the rest." 

I immediately added my own gunner and 
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two riflemen, thought about it for a minute, 
and then filled the remainder with solid, 
experienced troopers from the commando. 
When names were called, the chosen few 
made their way upstairs to the commando 
classroom. The rest just stared at me. 

"Enjoy your R&R, buggers," I told 
them, and beat a hasty retreat upstairs. Half 
those guys would almost kill to jump on an 
external operation. 

Major Snelgar gave us an abbreviated ops 
order. All four RLI commandos - 1, 2, 3 
and Support - and most of the air force 
were going to bounce into northern Mozam
bique, shoot up a large ZANLA terr training 
and supply camp, secure a stretch of road 
for an air force Islander to land, and haul out 
captured prisoners, equipment and docu
ments. Our job was to set up the forward 
admin base inside Mozambique from which 
the Alouettes of 7 Squadron would operate 
in support of the other commandos. 

Silence greeted this. In essence, we would 
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be hauling petrol drums around for the chop
pers and running radio-relay links. Not quite 
what we had in mind, but there it was. 

We gathered around aerial photographs 
taken of our target drop zone. We , and a 
slew of 55-gallon drums of aviation fuel , 
would be dropped in via DC-7 . It looked to 
be all right, but then the photos were taken 
by a Canberra bomber at a height of several 
thousands of feet so as not to give the game 
away. It was kind of a football-field shaped 
area whacked out of the bush, with a small 
stream running down the middle. 

" What' s on the ground, major?" one of 
the NCOs asked. Snelgar shook his head 
and shnigged. "No recce for some reason, 
though the photo-interpret wallahs say it's a 
clean area - good place to jump.' ' I think a 
few of the chaps wondered what qualified as 
a "clean area" in the eyes of the photograph 
interpretation section. I certainly did. 

We spent the night on Nkomo Barracks' 
airfield . This was home for the Selous 
Scouts, and its security was a lot tighter than 
what might be expected around New Sarum 
air force base in Salisbury. Hundreds of 
combat-loaded troopers gathering around 
aircraft in Rhodesia screamed " external," 
and there were unfriendly eyes about who 
would be quick to report it. 

Oh-dark-thirty the next morning and we 
were on our way. I sat by the open port-side 
door to catch some air and watched mile upon 
mile of virgin Rhodesian bush veldt slide by. 
Then we were over lake Cabora Bassa in 
Mozambique, still heading northward. 

We finally went into a lazy circle, then 
lined up for the first fuel drop. Drums flew 
out the door, followed by our own equip
ment pallet. Then: " Action stations! " 

Major Snelgar was first out the door a 
moment later, and nine troops managed to 
jump before we ran out of DZ. We circled 
back, and the rest of us went on our way. I 
watched Rhodesian aircraft off in the short 
distance, everything from Lynxs and Hunt
ers blasting the countryside to Alouettes and 
Dakotas dumping out stop groups and paras 
from the other commandos. Everything 
seemed calm below me, except ... 

Three-quarters of the fuel drums had 
missed the DZ and hung up in trees. So did 
Major Snelgar's first batch of jumpers. So, 
in fact, did most of the second group . I got 
lucky . I landed in a pile of rocks. 

It wasn't the pilot's fault. He couldn't 
know there was a nifty little 12-knot wind 
gusting along the ground, sending drums 
and troopies into the treeline. An advance 
recce team, however just might have 
noticed unstable wind conditions around 
that time of day. 

It was fortunate, actually, that we didn't 
land in our intended drop zone. Photo inter
pretation or not, someone failed to notice 
that the reason that the cleared area was 
clear was that locals had chopped down all 
the trees - leaving three-foot stumps stud
ding the field . A ground reconnaissance 
would have told us that and taken that for
saken little patch of impaJers off the books 
of potential DZs . 

We only took two casualties - surprising 
considering the circumstances. One had land
ed on the edge of the DZ and snapped his ankle 
on a tree stump, and the other landed on a fuel 
drum and knocked himself silly. We got them 
both out by Alouette, and set to work cutting 
drums out of trees and manhandling them over 
to the most open patches on the DZ-cum
chopper landing zone. 

Problem number two. There exists across 
southern Africa a little bit of flora we called 
buffalo bean. Buff bean is about the size of a 
thin Pinto bean, and has scores of cilia, or 
hairs , growing from each bean. And you 
won' t find just a couple of buff beans grow
ing here and there; those suckers grow in 
groups of thousands . And those little hairs, 
when they jump off a buff bean and dig into 
your skin , itch. Not your normal, everyday 
little itch, but a skin-ripping, drive-you
fuckin ' -crazy itch. The LZ was one big 
patch of buff bean. Too bad someone hadn't 
noticed that little fact before we jumped. 

Thank God for the little muddy stream. 
The only way to get rid of buff bean is to 
pack your skin with mud, let it dry then pull 
it off, and out comes those hundreds of tiny, 
maddening hairs. 

If it hadn' t been such a pathetic scene it 
would have been funny, watching hard-core 
fire force commandos manhandling 55-
gallon drums of Avgas over tree stumps, 
pushing through patches of buff bean while 
sweating like pigs in the 100-plus degree 
heat that aggravated the buff bean itch, then 
drop everything and run like hell to roll in 
the mud . On top of it all , gas-hungry 
AJouettes were swooping all over the place, 
looking for a few feet of open ground be
tween the stumps, and in the process blow
ing buff bean hairs into ears, noses and 
mouths. No one was immune from the 
attack of the hair balls, and by nightfall we 
all looked like little mud men let out to play. 

To finally break our backs , the whole 
operation turned out to be pretty much a 
lemon. Few gooks, and damned little of 
anything else . Somehow, the terrs had 
known we were coming. It wasn't the first 
or last time that would happen. 

Some three or four days later we chop
pered back to Rhodesia, stopping enroute at 
a convenient little gas station set up by the 
air force on a rock in the middle of Cabora 
Bassa. We'd already christened our little 
foray ''The Great Bullshit and Buffalo Bean 
Raid," but Major Snelgar was a bit more 
formal in his after-action report . 

"In this instance, aerial photography was 
a liability rather than an asset," he wrote. 
" In planning future cross-border opera
tions, particular consideration should be 
given to first-hand, on-site ground recon
naissance of intended parachute drop andlor 
aircraft landing sites. If security considera
tions preclude such a recce, then Officer 
Commanding, Photo Interpretation Sec
tion, should be on-call to accompany in
bound operational troops and personally in
spect DZs/LZs selected by his section." 

I doubt if that ever happened, but it was a 
damned good idea anyway. ~ 
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SOI~ SIDEARMS 

Springfield Armory's Omega rears back in recoil (inset), 170-grain JHP belches from 
Colt's Delta Elite during SOF's T&E of lOmm Auto cartridge and two pistols 
chambered for this new round. 

PERFECT 
THERE is nothing new about caliber 

1 Omm handguns. In 1901 , a lOmm car
tridge, called either the Hirst or Hohlege
schoss, of undetermined German or central 
European origin, was adapted to one of the 
early Roth pistols . Nothing much came of 
it. In 1911 , Colt demonstrated throughout 
the Balkans a version of the Model 1910 
pistol chambered for a 9.8mm round. It 
fizzled . In 1924, a Joplin, Missouri, gun
smith developed a handgun caitrJrlge that he 
called, without modesty, the .40 Eimer Colt 
Special . It was made from .401 Winchester 
Self-Loading Rifle cartridge cases cut back 
to a length of 11/4 inches. It remained a 
wildcat, and interest quickly waned. 

In 1972, a similar, but rimless, wildcat 
appeared. Called the .40 G&A, it was made 
from cut-down .30 Remington brass and 
featured the 180-grain Jacketed Soft Point 
(JSP) bullet developed for the .38-40 bot
tleneck rifle/handgun cartridge (introduced 
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in 1874 as a black-powder round). Nobody 
but its promoters got enthusiastic until Jeff 
Cooper and Tom Dornaus mated an almost 
identical cartridge to a copy of the Czech 
CZ75 and convinced Norma FFV of 
Sweden to rev up production of this lOmrn 
dreamboat. As everyone by now should 
know, the so-called "Bren Ten" pistol 
failed in the marketplace, Dornaus & Dixon 
went belly up and Norma was left with a 
mountain of unusable brass. 

Colt (Colt Industries - Firearms Divi
sion, Dept. SOF, P.O. Box 1868, Hartford , 
CT 06101; phone 203-236-6311) rescued 
Norma in 1987 when it introduced the Delta 
Elite pistol chambered for the lOmm Auto 
cartridge. In appearance, there is nothing 
startling about the Delta Elite. With some 
important differences, it is but another ver
sion of the illustrious Ml911Al. 

The Delta Elite remains locked-breech , 
short-recoil operated. Cosmetic external 
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differences between the Delta Elite and 
Government Model .45 ACP pistol include 
high-profile , fixed front and rear sights with 
three white dots (of no value in stress sce
narios) , Colt Commander-style ring ham
mer, a long-tang grip safety in the manner of 
the Officer' s ACP, a long and ungrooved 
steel trigger and neoprene wraparound grips 
made by Mustang-Supreme and carrying 
sinister-looking red enameled " Delta" 
escutcheons. As with all current Colt 
M1911 pistols , it sports a mainspring hous
ing fabricated from plastic. I find that to be 
aesthetically infuriating - especially so on 
a pistol that carries a suggested retail price 
of $657 .50. We substituted a Pachmayr 
(Dept. SOF, 1875 S. Mountain Ave., Mon
rovia, CA 91016; phone 818-357-7771) 
flat-type, checkered neoprene and alumi
num mainspring housing for only $14.95. 

With chamber pressures averaging 
37 ,000 psi and approaching a maximum of 
44,000 psi, some serious, but subtle, inter
nal alterations were required . While the de
tested firing-pin safety remains , the even 
more despised collet bushing has been re
placed by a short, solid bushing of the Com
mander type (note: SOF's test specimen 
was, for unknown reasons, provided with a 
coll et bushing). 

The barrel is of larger diameter at the 
muzzle end, its locking lugs are uncham
fered to provide a greater bearing surface 
and the chamber area has been strength
ened. Double, nested recoil springs, with 
the shorter one having a reverse coil, slip 
over a synthetic Delrin® recoil spring guide 
rod reinforced with two steel shims. Poten
tial ''stress risers '' on the frame were round
ed wherever possible . After years of pound
ing , M1911Al frames will often crack 
above the slide stop's cutout. Although 
usually benign , these hairline cracks are 
unsightly . To preclude their occurrence on 
the Delta Elite frame, Colt removed the 
bridge across the slide rail above the cutout. 
Contrary to early rumors that the slide was 
heavier, no weight was added, and at 39 
ounces, empty, the Delta Elite is no greater 
a burden than the .45 ACP Government 
Model. The magazine well is beveled. 

However, even with these modifications , 
as it comes out of the box the Delta Elite just 
won't do if you intend to carry it in harm's 
way. Once again we turned to Robbie 
Barrkman (The Robar Companies, Inc ., 
Dept. SOF, Suite B, 21438 N. 7th Avenue, 
Phoenix , AZ 85027; phone 602-581-2648) 
for the modifications we felt were required 
to maximize functional reliability, enhance 
the inherent accuracy potential and increase 
the speed with which the weapon can be 
employed to incapacitate an opponent. 

First, we deactivated the grip safety by 
pinning. It was obsolete the day Browning 
designed it. No modern pistols use this de
vice. Barrkman's trigger work included in
stallation of a grooved, lightweight aluminum 
trigger with the stop removed. Reducing over
travel with a stop is great for shooting gongs, 
but if the stop works loose and binds up the 
trigger on the street, you're dead meat. Ham-
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Springfield Armory's Omega (foreground) 
and Colt Delta Elite - both chambered for 
IOmm Auto cartridge. Both proved reliable, 
but Omega appears to have an edge on 
durability. 

mer and sear engagement surfaces were 
stoned to obtain a crisp 3 Y2-pound trigger pull. 
The sear was then heat treated to resist wear. 
All other bearing surfaces in the trigger 
mechanism were polished and inspected for 
correct engagement. 

M1911Al front sights will usually sail 
down range after just a few hundred rounds. 
Barrkman's serrated-ramp front sight is in
stalled by first machining a groove . 700 
inch long and .045 inch to .050 inch deep in 
the slide. The sight itself is silver soldered 
into position with high-temperature solder. 
It is then profiled with a milling machine to 
ensure uniformity and perfect vertical align
ment. The ramp's serrations are cut last. 

Because of the numerous bullet weights 
that will eventually be offered for the 1 Omm 
Auto cartridge and the fact that most shoot
ers will experiment with reloads , fully 
adjustable rear sights are an absolute ne
cessity on pistols chambered for this cali
ber. There is none better than the Bo-Mar, 
and no one does a slicker job of installing it 
than Robbie Barrkman. Instead of beating it 
into the slide's factory dovetail , Barrkman 
mills out the rear of the slide and neatly 
silver solders the sight base into position. 
The result is a more secure installation with 
a lower profile and improved appearance. 

The slide's ejection port was opened and 
relieved at the rear. This is a standard proce
dure designed to improve ejection reliability 
and prevent dents on the empty cases. The 
latter is an important consideration for re
loaders. 

The barrel was throated (polished around 
the chamber mouth) and its feed ramp 
polished. Barrel bushing and slide-to-frame 
tolerances were not altered, as reliability is 
more important than any marginal improve
ment in accuracy potential. 

Every sharp corner and radius line on the 
frame, slide and rear sight was rounded and 
subdued by polishing. There is nothing on 
this pistol that will snag on the holster or 
clothing or interfere with a " tap, rack , 
bang" maneuver. 

Finally, most of the components were 
finished with a new process, recently de
veloped by Robar, called "Black NP3. " 
Black NP3 is a surface treatment for steel 
that provides the appearance of black 
chrome by combining sub-micron particles 
of PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene, that is, 
Teflon®) with autocatalytically applied 
nickel/phosphorus. Previously available 
only as a satin-nickel finish , the addition of 
another step in the process now produces a 
nonglare, black surface that is dry lubri
cated, low friction and extremely resistant 
to wear. As the PTFE is evenly distributed 
and locked into the nickeUphosphorus mat
rix, when wear occurs, fresh particles of 
PTFE are exposed to keep the surface lubri
cated. No lubricants of any kind are re
quired, and powder residue and carbon foul
ing can be easily removed with a dry cloth . 

These modifications cost approximately 
$600, with a full one-year warranty. That 
approximates the original cost of the pistol. 
If your intended targets are beer cans, that's 
too expensive. As a professional tool , only 
you and your family can decide how much 
your life is worth. 

There is another option. Springfield 
Armory's (Dept. SOF, 420 West Main 
Street, Geneseo, IL 61254; phone 309-944-
5631) Omega series is no mere clone of the 
M1911Al. The frame itself(manufactured 
at Fabrica de Armas de Itajub:i, Minas 
Gerais , Brazil), however, is exactly that of 
the .45 ACP M1911Al , with the single 
exception of a 9mm Parabellum ejector. 
And yes, thank God, the arched mainspring 
housing has been fabricated from steel, not 
plastic. The hammer configuration is of the 
original spur type. Its Mustang-Supreme 
rubber wraparound grips are identical to the 
Delta Elite's except for their lack of the 
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enameled Delta escutcheons. The trigger
pull weight on SOF's test specimen was a 
horrendous eight pounds. I find nothing else 
to whine about in the Omega's frame group; 
Early magazines (identified by their 
"forked" followers) often induced feeding 
failures , but they have been replaced by a 
magazine designed specifically for the 
lOmm cartridge. Its rounded follower has 
eliminated all of the feeding problems. 

When we move up to the slide group, 
some significant innovations become im
mediately obvious. Design of the Omega 
pistol was a joint effort between Springfield 
Armory, Inc. and Peters Stahl of West Ger
many, where the entire slide assembly, in-

eluding the barrel, is manufactured. Both 
the barrel and slide are ported on either side 
at the muzzle end to reduce muzzle climb. 
These ports were cut by the EDM (Electro 
Discharge Machining) process. Those who 
do not desire this option can so specify, as 
the Omega pistol in a single caliber carries a 
suggested retail price of $849 with either a 
5- or 6-inch barrel , ported or unported. 
Three calibers are available: .45 ACP, 
lOmm and .38 Super. Hammer forged , the 
lOmm Auto barrel has six grooves with a 
right-hand twist ofone turn in 16 inches. To 
provide a better gas seal and enhance the 
accuracy potential, Omega barrels are.rifled 
using a polygonal system with rounded 

DEbTA ELITE SPECIFICATIONS 
Caliber:. . . . . . . . . . . . . lOnuri Auto. 
Operation: ........ • .. Locked breech, sh<:>rt recoil. Semiaut<:>matic. Single-action. 
Feed: . . . . . ... . . . . . .. . Seven-round, detachable, single-coJumn, box-type maga-

zine. 
Weight, empty: .. .... . 39· ounces. 
Length, overall:. . . . . 8.$ inches. 

Height: . . . ... . ·.: . . 5.:3 inches. 
Thickness: . . . . . . . . .. . . 1.3 inches. 
Barrel: ........ . ...... Six-groove with a right-hand twist of one turn in 16 inches. 

Barrel length: .. .. .. ... 5inches. 
Sights: ... . . . ....... .. Fixed, front and rear; 'blade-type, serrated"ramp front with 

s,ingle white dot; open square-notch rear with two white 
dots; high profile. · 

Finish: . .... . .... . .... Blued. 
Furniture: ...... .. . . .. W~aparound neoprene .grip panels with red "Delta" enamel 

escutcheons. 

Price: ................ $657.50. 
Manufactur-er: .. .. .... Golt Industries-Fireanns Division, Dept. SOF, P.O. Hox 

· J868, Hartford, CT 06101; phone (203) 236-6311. 
T&E Summary: .. ..... Requires extensive modific;ations for reliable street applica-
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tions. A design of unquestioned reliability for three quar
ters of a century. JOmm Auto cartridge exhibits effective 
performance, but no better than pre-existing rounds. 

ABOVE: IOmm Auto 170-grain J acketed 
Hollow Point bullets recovered from tests in 
IO-percent ordnance gelatin. Note 
fragments , which did not move far from the 
wound track. Norma bullets at left exhibit 
symmetrical expansion when driven at 1,280 
fps, but quality control was abominable. 
PMC bullets on the right yielded more 
ragged mushrooming because of their 
serrated jacket and deeper interior cavity. 
In each instance, expansion was 
approximately one and a half times the 
original diameter, with adequate 
penetration to about 15 inches. 

lands and grooves. Although more massive 
in appearance, the Omega slide weighs but 
an ounce more than that of the Delta Elite. 

Because of its multi-caliber capability, 
the slide has what appears to be two spring
Joaded extractors. Only the one on the right 
serves as such. The left-hand claw is a posi
tioner that centers any of the three optional 
calibers against the bolt face. Originally, 
these double "extractors" were retained by 
European Torx®-head screws on the under
side of the slide. Even though they were 
peened, they exhibited a tendency to back 
out, which resulted in failures to extract. 
Currently , retention of these components is 
by means of a solid steel pin through the top 
of the slide (as seen on all Browning Hi
Power pistols manufactured since 1960). 
The firing pin is retained by a vertical pin 
under the rear sight assembly. 

The barrel is Jocked to the slide by a 
single top Jug which recesses into the large, 
open-topped ejection port in the manner of 
the SIG-Sauer and Glock series . There is no 
front barrel bushing as the muzzle mates 
with a hole in the slide (a milled forging). 
The barrel diameter has been stepped down 
on a lathe by about . 004 inch for its entire 
length to the rear of the muzzle ports. This 
assures reliable operation after fouling has 
accumulated on the barrel and slide. All of 
this is, by now, rather commonplace. 

The underside of the Omega's locking 
system, however, is anything but conven
tional. It was determined that, because of 
the high pressures generated by the lOmm 
cartridge, a Colt-type pivoting link would 
unlock the barrel and slide before the bullet 
left the muzzle. A unique method was de
veloped to both retard unlocking and reduce 
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the slide's rearward momentum. A substan
tial lug on the barrel's underside has been 
cut with a forward and upward sloping cam
way. As the barrel and slide'travel rearward 
in recoil, this ''barrel nose' ' strikes a mating 
cam at the · end of the full-length, recoil
spring guide rod . The guide rod, in tum, is 
held rigidly to the frame by the slide stop's 
axis pin . No modification of the Ml 911Al 
frame was thus required. After the barrel 
nose hooks on to the guide rod's cam, the 
barrel is drawn downward, unlocks from the 
slide and terminates its rearward travel 
while the slide continues back in recoil. 

Press fit to the guide rod is a half-moon
shaped steel buffer bushing that absorbs 
most of the slide's recoil momentum. This 
small component can be easily replaced -
which is certainly more economical than 
replacing a cracked slide or frame . This 
system provides five times more surface 
area for locking than a swinging link. Over 
the long haul, all of this should yield in
creased durability and reduction in wear to 
both the reciprocating components and 
those bearing the full impact of the recoiling 
and counterrecoiling forces . A single-coil 
mainspring is sufficient. Both it and its end 
plug are held to the guide rod by a 3mm 
alien-head screw, which I would remove 
and store in a coffee can in case it might fit 
something else where it is needed. 

Fully adjustable sights are standard on all 
of the Omega pistols . Turning the lateral 
adjustment screw on the open square-notch 
rear sight in a clockwise direction will move 
the sight and the point of impact to the right. 
A witness mark on the blade and index 
marks on the sight base give some indica
tion of the sight's movement for windage 
zero. Turning the elevation adjustment 
screw clockwise will lower the point of im
pact. The rear sight assembly is retained in 
its slot in the slide by a single Torx®-head 
screw. The fixed blade-type front sight is 
held in place by a 1.5mm alien-head screw. 
It should be easy to replace. At least I.hope 
so, since I do not care for the hooked target 
sight provided on our test specimen as it will 
surely snag on both holsters and clothing. A 
serrated, ramp-type is superior. Gratefully, 
there are no colored dots, squares or bars on 
the front or rear sights. 

Except for cleaning up the trigger pull, 
there isn't much here that required the atten-
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tion of a custom pistolsmith. Were I to pack 
this piece, I would deactivate the grip safe
ty, replace the hammer with a ring-type to 
reduce hammer bite when firing from a 
strong Weaver hold, de-horn the sharp cor
ners and refinish with black NP3 . 

But, would I carry this or any pistol cham
bered for the lOmm Auto cartridge? Midst 
all the hoopla and reams of admiring puffery 
published in the popular gun press, has any
one examined the actual wound ballistics of 
this round? One writer shot into plywood 
boards and redwood studs. Quite a few have 
calculated the "muzzle energy. " That's 

about it. What is this round's true perform
ance potential against human targets? 

To date, two bullets have been offered in 
l Omm Auto factory ammunition - a 200-
grain Full Metal Jacket (FMJ) and a 170-
grain Jacketed Hollow Point (JHP). We can 
disregard the 200-grain FMJ as it will pene
trate deeply but will not mushroom to en
large the wound track (permanent cavity). 

Using methods developed at the U.S . . 
Army's Wound Ballistics Lab (See "Kill
ing Effect," SOF, December '88, page 60), 

Continued on page 73 

Springfield Armory's Omega lOmm Auto pistol fieldstripped. 

OMEGA SPECIFICATIONS 
Caliber: ....... . .. ... . lOmm Auto, .38 Super or .45 ACP. 
Operation: . .. ....... . Locked breech, short recoil. Semiautomatic. Single-action. 
Feed: ...... . . . .. ..... Seven-round, detachable, single-column, box-type maga-

zine. 
Weight, empty: .. .. . . . 42.9 ounces (5-inch barrel and slide). 
Length, overall": ....... 8.5 inches (5-inch barrel and slide). 
Height: .............. 5.5 inches. 
Thickness: ........... . 1.3 inches. 
Barrel: ... . .... . . ..... s· -groove with a right-hand twist of one tum in 16 inches 

(lOmm Auto); hammer forged, polygonal rifling. Avail
able ported or unported. 

Barrel length: ......... 5 or 6 inches. 

Sights: .. . ..... . .. .... Removable, hooked target-type front. Fully adjustable, open 
square-notch rear. 

Finish: .... . .......... Blued. 

Furniture: . . ....... . . . Wraparound neoprene grip panels. 
Price: . ....... .. . . .... $849, one caliber; additional calibers: $336 with factory 

installed barrel. 
U.S. Distributor: ...... Springfield Armory, Inc., Dept. SOF, 420 West Main 

Street, Geneseo, IL 61254; phone (309) 944-5631. 
T&E Summary: ....... Ported barrel and slide appear to moderate muzzle whip. 

Needs serrated ramp-type front sight for street carry. 
Locking system provides five times the surface area of 
Colt's swinging link and should substantially increase 
durability. Changing only barrel and magazine extends 
potential to three calibers. 
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SOF STRATEGIC ANALYSIS 

WINN IN 
THE 

PEACE 
Mujahideen, Soviets 

and Quislings Jockey 
for Power 

in Afghanistan 

by David Isby 

I T was the ruins of a beaten army. At the head of the column 
was a command armored car, the white flag of surrender 

hanging limply from its radio mast. The rest of the column was 
pushed off to the roadside . Papers and litter blew freely, 
drifting around the wheels of what had once been two batteries 
of artillery, now a derelict collection of howitzers, fie1d guns 
and trucks. At the sight of a camera, the victors mounted 
knocked-out tanks, brandishing rifles and captured helmets. 
Beyond were the prisoners, already past the shock and fear of 
capture, trying to smile weakly and appear ingratiating and 
inoffensive. Trash was everywhere; papers blown by the wind, 
wrecked equipment, strewn explosive ordnance treated with 
disregard to the procedures hammered into those who do 
business in combat boots and fatigues. When a modem army is 
beaten, it does not decompose gracefully. In an instant its 
equipment becomes junk, its one-time soldiers social rather than 
military problems. A battlefield after the shooting stops is a 
more dangerous version of a city dump. 

It could have been France in 1940 or South Vietnam in 1975. 
The weapons and the prisoners had been, not long before, the 
914th and 925th battalions of the army of the quisling Republic 
of Afghanistan and their allies, the Achakzai tribal militia. 
Their firebases and strongholds, impregnable throughout the 
war, were - through a judicious mixture of firepower and 
negotiation - in the hands of their enemies, the Afghan 
resistance. 

By mid-October 1988, communist forces in Kandahar 
Province had been forced back to perimeters of the outposts 
around the city and air base. The last outpost on the road to 
Kandahar, Takht-e-Pul, was held by militia and subjected to 
repeated rocket and mortar bombardments by a resistance that 
was now better armed than the communists. Trucks full of 
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Victors ham it up for the camera: mujahideen enjoy fruits of 
victory on knocked-out T-55 tank. Photo: Elizabeth T. Ashe 

Chinese-made 107mm rockets, dully metallic and businesslike 
in their olive drab wooden shipping boxes, saw to that. Trucks 
belonging to the resistance drove at night, with their lights on, 
and dumped their loads of rockets in the open, near the firing 
positions. 

Helicopters that once owned the skies of Kandahar Province 
were now wary, and self-preservation limited their operations 
when they flew at all. Soviet advisers in charge of maintenance 
at Kandahar air base had turned over their tools and manuals to 
their Afghan charges and wished them good luck. (Two crashes 
- a MiG-21 fighter bomber and an Antonov transport -
resulting from engine failure promptly ensued.) The 12-barreled 
107mm Type 63 multiple rocket launchers (MRLs) around 
Takht-e-Pul did not move but stayed ranged in on target, 
waiting for each truckload of the People's Republic of China's 
favorite export, for the communist forces could do little in 
response. One weekend in October, after a particularly intense 
barrage, the militia at Takht-e-Pul loaded up its surviving trucks 
and bugged out to Kandahar. It was certainly a different war. 

The men who fired the rockets were different, too. Even the 
Kandahar resistance, always brave but seldom a well-oiled 
machine, was now an effective fighting force . In 1987, it had 
made its first crack in the Kabul regime's military. Now it 
aimed to be in on its crumbling. Part of the transformation was 
due to its weapons . 

The Stinger surface-to-air missile (SAM) was the first really 
significant weapon delivered to the resistance and was most 
important . The hunched ugl.iness of the Hind attack helicopter 
in flight is becoming a memory in Afghanistan. Survivors used 
to say the ground shook when the Hind's 57mm rockets struck 
home, but now resistance rockets are striking home. Around 
Kandahar in October 1988 were five of the four-tube, 
Egyptian-made Sakr MRLs; their big, long-ranged round, 
though heavy to load, packs much more of a punch than the 
Soviet-style 122mm rocket that had been the long reach of the 
resistance . A Sakr rocket sounds iike a big airliner taking off 
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THE GENEVA ACCORDS 

In 1988, for the first time, a diplomatic event was more 
important in shaping the war in Afghanistan than results on the 
battlefield. The Geneva Accords came about after an intense 
emphasis at the start of the year on the Geneva negotiation 
process. 

United Nations-sponsored indirect talks between Pakistan and 
the Kabul regime started back in June 1982. Neither the Afghan 
resistance nor the Soviet Union were parties, although the 
Soviets were part of Kabul's delegation and the Pakistanis kept 
the resistance leadership informed. The talks were "indirect" 
because the Pakistanis refused to recognize the Kabul govern
ment and so would not sit at the same table. Iran, though invited, 
would not participate without resistance representation. 
Throughout the process, the Special Representative of the 
Secretary General, Diego Cordovez, shuttled between delega
tions in Geneva, or, when there was no session there, between 
capitals. 

From 1982 to 1985, the Geneva process was seen, largely, as 
a cynical ballet, a pretext for the Soviets to claim that they were 
trying to negotiate an end to the war while inflicting brutal 
punishment on Afghanistan. Meanwhile, they could use the 
Geneva talks to deflect international condemnation by nations 
that did not want to seem to be undercutting a valid peace 
process. It is not·surprising that, pre-Gorbachev, there was little 
movement. 

The first signs of serious movement in Geneva came before 
the Soviets decided to abandon their quest for a military victory. 
In December 1985, the communists first discussed a timetable 
for a Soviet withdrawal. At first they presented an impossibly 
long time frame, but Gorbachev's statement to the Party Con
gress in February 1986 that he looked toward withdrawal ''in the 
near future" gave the first, faint cause for optimism. But all of 
this would probably have i:emained mere rhetoric - the Soviets 
had been promising to withdraw from Afghanistan since soon 
after the initial invasion - were it not for resistance battlefield 
successes. and the continued political failure of the Kabul regime. 

Nothing more came of the Geneva process until the failure of 
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ABOVE: Kabul regime forces around Spin Baldak had one battery 
each of D-30 122mm howitzers and ZiS-3 76.2mm field guns. Photo: 
Elizabeth T. Ashe 

when one is fired . It is best not to be in earshot when it 
detonates. The first two MILAN antitank guided missile teams 
also made their way to the Kandahar resistance in mid-October, 
and much good was expected from the weapon that had proven 
so effective in the Kunar Valley and in Nangarhar and Kabul 
provinces that summer. 

But the weapons were only part of the story. Throughout 
Afghanistan, the resistance is doing well because many units 
have finally been able to merge the requirements of a modern 

Kabul's last-ditch attempt to revitalize its policy of "national 
reconciliation" that would leave it in power. Kabul's unilateral 
ceasefire called in January 1987 only resulted in even more 
battlefield reverses for communist forces throughout 1987, 
rather than rallying Afghans to the cause of national reconcilia
tion as it was intended. 

Moscow therefore gave the orders: Cut a deal in Geneva. By 
rnid-1987, the diplomatic offensive was gearing up. The Soviet 
foreign minister stated in January 1988 that the Soviets desired 
withdrawal within a year. This was followed by a well
publicized Soviet announcement in February that if an agree
ment were reached by 15 March, the withdrawal would begin 60 
days after that. The document finally signed on 14 April 1988 
provided: 
•mutual "non-interference and non-intervention" between 

Pakistan and Afghanistan, which mandated a cutoff in the 
supply of arms for the resistance without mandating a cutoff in 
Soviet support for the Kabul regime. 

•encouragement of voluntary return of Afghan refugees. 
• withdrawal of all Soviet troops within nine months. 
•the USSR and United States to guarantee the terms. 

Afghanistan's resistance had no standing in the agreement and 
were mentioned only as ''mercenaries'' that Pakistan agreed not 
to support. Because the asymmetry of the terms proved un
acceptable to the U.S. Congress, there was a private understand
ing between the Soviets and Americans that if the Soviets kept 
supporting the Kabul regime the United States would continue to 
supply arms to the resistance. 

Despite this, there was considerable opposition to the Accords 
not only, understandably, from the resistance but also from 
some members of Congress. Senator Gordon Humphrey (R
NH), called it a "slow-motion sellout" and pointed out that 
continued U.S. aid to the resistance, while permitted under the 
separate Soviet agreement, would violate the main agreements. 
The Soviets stated that the 60-day delay in implementation was 
to give the Pakistanis time to dismantle resistance facilities in 
their country. The Kabul regime also reserved the right to retain 
Soviet " advisers" (numbers unspecified), under provisions ofa 
1921 treaty. 
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Author inspecting Afghan small arms. There is nothing more 
fun than roaming around the Frontier in the company of heavily 
armed Pathans. Photo: David C. Isby 

EXPERT AUTHOR 
David Isby, renowned expert on Soviet weapons and tactics, 

has kept a close eye on events in Afghanistan for SOF over the 
past years although, as he recently put it , pinning down the 
rapidly changing situation there is " like trying to spear a rolling 
doughnut. ' ' 
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ABOVE: Map shows current status of military and political power 
in Afghan provinces. 

war of national liberation with Islamic and Afghan realities . 
But despite conceding the battlefield to the resistance , the 

Soviets are not yet through with Afghanistan. In November and 
December 1988, large-scale air strikes removed any chance of 
Kandahar .quJckly falling . Tu-26 Backfire bombers , based in the 
Soviet Union , turned their attention to the rocket positions 
around Kandahar. Many of the Afghans who had become so 
confident in their invulnerability to air attacks found themselves 
hit by bombs delivered in large quantities from far above 
Stinger range . MiG-27 Flogger attack aircraft joined in the 
strikes . Even SCUD surface-to-surface missiles, designed to 
deliver nuclear or chemical weapons against NATO, were used 
with conventional payloads against villages captured by the 
resistance in Nangarhar Province. 

But the Floggers, Backfires and SCUDs will not change the 
course of the war - all the Kremlin 's horses and all the 
Kremlin's men cannot put Najibullah's regime together again. 
The Soviets could not secure a military victory in 1986 when 
they had the upper hand on the battlefield and could have called 
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in every Backfire between Kabul and Kharkov to form a conga 
line from bomb storage dumps to the Afghan countryside, and 
they cannot secure one today. 

Rather, the Soviets are going to try to maintain their position 
in Afghanistan the old-fashioned way. In the words of Anthony 
Arnold, a veteran observer of both the Soviet Union and 
Afghanistan (and one who perceived that the Soviets were 
eventually going to withdraw their military presence even as I 
was arguing that they were settling in for the long haul): 

"The Soviets, having moved progressively from economic to 
political , to ideological to military investments in Afghanistan, 
are now running the film in reverse . They are abandoning the 
military and ideological; making great bleats about the political 
(but knowing that, too, is doomed) and are counting only on 
retaining the economic (to be used eventually as a platform, of 
course, for renewed politico-economic pressure) via the northern 
tier of provinces, as well as other policy gimmicks." 

Soviet Policy: New Methods, Same Goals 
The basic nature of the Afghanistan war is changing. 

Obviously, changes are evident on the battlefield. In previous 
years, multiple battalion forces of the Kabul regime's army did 
not go into the bag, and resistance trucks did not ·drive with 
their lights on. Nor were resistance forces pressing hard against 
major cities or actually sitting (as of December 1988) in seven 
provincial capitals (which they are running quite well, without 
large-scale, inter-Afghan violence). But the major change is that 
the war has moved from a primarily military to a primarily 
political and diplomatic struggle as a result of the signing of the 
Geneva Accords in April 1988 (see page 31). 

Do the Soviets really intend to carry out the Geneva Accords 
and withdraw? Despite repeated threats and the escalation of the 
war, despite the introduction of new aircraft and SAMs 
deployed from the Soviet Union in November, the withdrawal is 
likely to continue, although it may be stretched out. The 
Soviets, if they were to renege, would find that tlie momentum 
for withdrawal has built, both domestically and internationally. 
Few Soviet soldiers seem keen on winning the last posthumous 
medal of a war they have been told is winding down. In the 
fighting around Paghman in the summer of 1988, even 
paratroopers of the 103rd Guards Airborne Division showed a 
great reluctance to go into the attack. The introduction of Tu-26 
Backfire bombers, the recent arrival of 30 fresh Soviet MiG-27 
Flogger attack aircraft at Shindand airfield in Afghanistan in 
late October and the use of SS-1 SCUD-B SAMs in November, 
while a significant escalation, were also notable iri that they did 
not involve lots of close ground fighting. 

Afghan leaders in Peshawar, tasting victory, think there will 
be a complete withdrawal by spring 1989. While Afghans are 
no more immune to wishful thinking than any other group, this 

BELOW: Another knocked-out tank, another war. This Renault 
FT-17 six-ton tank, by former Kabul regime stronghold of Bala 
Hisar (high fort) at Spin Baldak, represents how far British tanks 
penetrated in the 1919 Anglo-Afghan War before being destroyed 
by Afghans. Photo: Elizabeth T. Ashe 
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is likely to reflect their broad and deep contacts with the Kabul 
regime, most of whose members are now seeking to arrange 
their futures . 

There's also a consensus in Peshawar, the city in Pakistan 
where the major resistance groups are headquartered, that a 
Soviet-controlled security zone in the north will not come to 
pass. There have been rumors of this since the opening years of 
the war. Such a zone would have its capital at Mazar-e-Sharif 
and its perimeter either on the crest of the Hindu Kush or on 
the northernmost ring of its foothills. This would ensure 
continued Soviet control of Afghanistan's natural gas and most 
of its other resources. The security zone might eventually even 
be directly annexed to the Soviet Union. But such a zone would 
have to be maintained and defended either by Soviet or 
communist Afghan ground forces backed by Soviet air power, 
which would mean a continuing war. 

There is no confirmed evidence of large numbers of 
stay-behind Soviet forces in the north. While some Soviet 
central Asians, civil and religious as well as military, have been 
inserted in Afghan institutions up north, these appear to number 
in the dozens rather than in the hundreds and, without the 
Soviet army between them and the resistance, they should not 
count on sticking around long enough to collect their pensions. · 

The Soviets, having by 1987 come to the realization that they 
were not going to win the war in Afghanistan on the battlefield, 
are now seeking to achieve their goals through other means. If 
war is indeed, as Clausewitz said, diplomacy carried out by 
other means, then the Soviets are out to prove the reverse of the 
statement true as well. In agreeing to withdraw their forces 
from Afghanistan, the Soviets did not agree to lose the war. 
Rather, they have decided that military force is of minimal or 
even negative utility in carrying out Soviet policy goals, not 
only in Afghanistan but also in the regions it borders: Pakistan 
and the sub-continent (where Russian interest dates to the 19th 
century) and Iran and the Persian Gulf (Russia has invaded or 
occupied parts of Persia 11 times). These long-standing foreign 
policy interests are likely to survive both the withdrawal of 
Soviet troops from Afghanistan and Gorbachev 's domestic 
internal changes. 

The Soviets are also looking to reduce their costs. Not just in 
rubles spent or helicopters shot down, but in terms of hurt 
relations with the United States, the West and the Third World . 
Turning the war into a political and diplomatic struggle will 
minimize these costs. 

Why do these costs matter more now than in previous years? 
In 1985-86 the Soviets appeared willing to invest many years in 
fighting a war of attrition to achieve their goals. Now, they 
have seemingly reassessed and modified their objectives. 
Perhaps they have come to recognize the emergence of 
governments in Tehran and Islamabad that are more acceptable 
to Moscow than the current regimes is more important in 
deciding victory or defeat than seeing the red flag flying over 
Kabul. If it would have taken the Soviets, at best, a aecade of 
warfare to achieve their goals in Afghanistan, then it may have 
seemed just as effective to rely upon political, diplomatic and 
economic pressure, combined with internal penetration, to bring 
them to the same place in the same time frame. 

More important, a real strategic victory would not be an 
Afghanistan turned into an impoverished satellite nation, or 
even pliable governments in Iran or Pakistan. Rather, it remains 
getting access to the West's resources and decoupling the 
United States from its allies, with both rendered impotent. With 
this as the most desired strategic end, it must have seemed that 
the military struggle in Afghanistan was not bringing this 
jubilee closer. 

Afghan Resistance - Trying Not To Undercut Success 
Afghanistan's resistance groups are having difficulty adapting 

to the new war. Militarily formidable , they remain political and 
diplomatic weaklings, although the well-known Afghan ability 
to improvise is starting to assert itself, and there is some 
improvement. Their battlefield success, made possible in large 
part by the supply of U.S. Stinger SAMs, led to the Soviet 
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TOP: Ruins of a beaten army and the downfall of communist power 
in southern Afghanistan: Ganjisoh, Kandahar Province. Photo: 
Elizabeth T. Ashe 

ABOVE: There are few more inspiring sights in the world than 
communist armored vehicles flying the white flag of surrender. This 
standard BRDM-2 Soviet-made scout car was a battalion 
commander's vehicle, at the head of the column as be surrendered. 
Photo: Elizabeth T. Ashe 

decision to de-emphasize the military option. But Gorbachev 
has been willing to change policies to maintain larger goals and, 
too often, the resistance has not changed with him. 

The Afghan resistance's Peshawar-based political leadership 
has moved to adapt to the new war, but they are out of their 
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Pakistani Baluchistan. Stone cairns by roadside are "cursings." 
When a Baluch gets really angry, he builds one of these, with all his 
friends and relatives bringing a stone. The curse - and feud - last 
as long as the cairn stands. Photo: David C. Isby 

dep!Jl and know it. That Afghan political power has shifted 
away from Peshawar and into Afghanistan has been shown by 
trips inside by many of the seven major Peshawar-based party 
leaders in 1988: Khalis, Hekmatyar, and Rabbani have made 
extensive trips into Afghanistan, and Gailani and Mojaddidi -
whose trips to Afghanistan during the war have usually been of 
short duration - have also been inside. All these men are 
seeing much of their power shifting more to the field 
commanders and, secondarily, to tribal leadership. They are 
trying to reinforce their links to the men with the Kalashnikovs 
who, in the end, will decide the future of Afghanistan. 

Many mujahideen field commanders have little patience with 
Peshawar and what they see as its frequently divisive and 
self-serving politics directed toward partisan ends. They have 
seen how the Peshawar leadership was cut out of the Geneva 
process and is now not responding to the evolving political 
situation, further reducing their stature and utility. Field 
commanders put more of a value on competence and 
cooperation between groups than does Peshawar, which 
contributes to the friction. The recent Pakistani practice of 
supplying covert aid directly to selected commanders is being 
used, largely, to strengthen Pakistani control and does not get 
aid to those with the best fighting record. It has also had the 
effect of cutting out of the allocation process Peshawar leaders 
who used military aid as their main way of maintaining control 
over field commanders. But party allegiances of field commanders 
have not become irrevelant. They use their party loyalties as a way 
to forge larger cooperative efforts, as well as to play politics on 
their own. Party loyalty also frequently reflects underlying 
religious, local, or ethnic ties that remain vital and, indeed, are 
likely to increase in importance. 

Revival of the importance of tribal links in the Pathan 
country of eastern Afghanistan suggests that traditional Afghan 
ways of conflict resolution still work, more evidence that 
Afghanistan is unlikely to become another Lebanon in the near 
future. In the south, the resistance finally broke open the 
approaches to Kandahar by persuading the Noorzai tribe to 
defeat their traditional rivals, the Achakzai tribe, which 
provided most of the communist militia in that area. Captain 
Halim, the battalion commander who owned the BRDM-2 
armored car flying the white flag, also used traditional links to 
deal with the resistance. 

At Asmar in the Kunar Valley, in October, the local militia, 
made up of Hill Mohmands, wanted to switch sides. They 
contacted Mohmand tribal elders in Pakistan, who in turn put 
them in touch with Mohmand resistance commanders who 
arranged the tum-over of Asmar. In September, before the 
former communist governor of Kandahar was seized by the 
WAD (Kabul's KGB-trained secret police), he was negotiating 
with fellow Barakzai Pathan Hadji Abdul Latif, the "Lion of 
Kandahar," who is one of the leaders of the local resistance to 
turn over that city. 
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Chinese-made Type 75 14.Smm heavy machine gun - "Ziqroiat" 
to the resistance - opens fire. Both sides make extensive use of 
heavy machine guns: 20 were captured at Spin Baldak. Photo: 
David C. Isby 

Peshawar has been in a heavy-duty conspiracy mode 
throughout 1988. Negotiation is flourishing within parties, 
between parties and other power sources, and with the 
Pakistanis, whose policy toward the resistance has been in a 
state of flux since the death of Zia and the November 1988 
elections (although the underlying commitment has certainly not 
been called into question). There is much talking with contacts 
inside Kabul and even with the Soviets, the most significant 
being meetings between mid-level resistance leaders and Soviet 
representatives in Islamabad in November, and that between the 
Soviet ambassador to Kabul and Deputy Foreign Minister Yuli 
Vorontsov and resistance leaders in Saudi Arabia in December. 

Despite meeting with the Soviets and trying to propose a 
successor government in 1988, none of what the resistance is 
doing has created either a climate or a mechanism for its 
effective assumption of governmental power in Afghanistan. 
Currently, the Interim Government under Engineer Ahmad 
Shah, formed during the Geneva process, is the Rodney 
Dangerfield of Peshawar: It gets no respect. Undercut by the 
emigration of three of its cabinet ministers and largely ignored, 
it still has support among some Islarnists; politically and 
ethnically it remains limited, with the perception being that it is 
weighted too heavily in favor of Islarnists and eastern Pathans 
to be a truly national government. The seven-party Peshawar 
Unity remains weakened by its reversion to the three-month 
rotation of its leadership, ending hopes that emerged when 
Khalis accepted a two-year term as rais (leader) in 1987. 

Throughout 1988, there remained further divisions in 
Peshawar concerning their attitude toward the Cordovez plan. 
Proposed by the special representative of the U.N. Secretary 
General (who continued to work the Afghanistan issue despite 
being recalled to his native Ecuador as foreign minister and 
despite being distrusted by much of the resistance leadership) it 
called for an interim government of Afghans who were with 
neither the resistance nor the Kabul regime. Most of the 
traditionalist party leadership in Peshawar would accept the 
plan, some because they think it would mean a return of the 
king. lslarnists will not generally accept the plan, although none 
have slammed the door on it. They see it as an attempt to 
impose a government for which the Afghan people neither 
fought nor voted. 

But to a large extent, these arguments are academic as long 
as the Soviets remain in Kabul. It is also uncertain whether 
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field commanders would accept the Cordovez plan; no one is 
going to give up their Kalashnikovs. Indeed, it is uncertain 
whether anyone can get the impartial Afghans envisioned by the 
Cordovez plan. In Peshawar, there also remains a division as to 
whether a jirga (the traditional decision-making body of 
Afghans, an approach supported by the traditionalist parties, 
naturally enough, as well as Pathans who see it as a way to cut 
other ethnic groups out of power) or an election should be 
called to decide the form of a post-war government. The 3 
January announcement of the composition of an interim 

POSTWAR PERIL: 
SOVIET MINEFIELDS 

Reconstruction of post-war Afghanistan is likely to be a long 
and difficult process. It will take at least three to four years for 
the refugee population in Pakistan to move home if disaster is to 
be avoided, so thorough has been the destruction of much of 
Afghan agriculture. But the clearance of mines and other explo
sive ordnance from Afghanistan is probably the most important 
single item on the reconstruction agenda. Estimates on the 
number of mines in Afghanistan in 1988 range from three to 16 
million. The scope of the problem is such that without effective 
mine clearance, reconstruction of Afghanistan may fail; large, 
uncleared areas will be unusable for productive agriculture 
which will cause people to stay where they can be provided with 
food, either in camps in Pakistan or towns in Afghanistan. 

In the Panjshir Valley, free of communist troops since mid-
1988, minefields are strangling the return of agriculture. Aro'und 
towns such as Rokha, already desolated by years of intense 
fighting and Soviet occupation, no one could go get a straying 
calf without risking their life. 

Throughout the war, the Soviets used offensive minefields to 
apply firepower throughout the country without risking man
power. Offensive minefields were inserted by helicopters, fight
er-bombers, rocket artillery or manually, often by special opera
tions forces. The PFM-1 "butterfly" antipersonnel mine was 
the mine most often used in these fields. A copy of the U.S .
designed BLU-43 "Dragontooth," it is effective but cheap 
enough to be used in massive quantities. The TVLT (a gray, 
triangular weapon) and other airdropped systems are also in 
evidence in these fields. 

Intended to block resistance movement, these mines will also 
block the return of refugees or relief supplies. Many of these 
mines, especially PFM-ls, are intended to self-destruct after a 
limited life (a PFM-1 can be deadly after eight months), but a 
U.S . State Department official has stated, "A large number of 
the antipersonnel mines used by the Afghan government and by 
the Soviets do not destroy themselves. These mines will be with 
us for decades." The poor level of Soviet ordnance quality 
control guarantees that many mines will not detonate. 

Extensive defensive minefields around communist outposts 
and other permanent and temporary positions were barriers 
designed to keep often unenthusiastic garrisons of regime troops 
in, by preventing desertions, as well as keeping the mujahideen 
out. This is one of the reasons why the location of these mine
fields was often kept secret. Many of the posts defended by these 
minefields were in valleys, near towns, or at crossroads or choke 
points. This means that defensive minefields were often in the 
best agricultural land, or blocking areas needed for commerce. 

Perhaps the most common single mine in Afghanistan is the 
circular plastic PMN. Usually buried, it cannot be easily defused 
and is resistant to standard mine detectors. The POMZ-2 stake 
mine is also widely used, usually triggered by a trip wire. Also 
found in these fields are OMZ-3 bounding mines - based on the 
wartime German ''bouncing betty'' - which shoot a grenade to 
chest height before exploding. There is also an improved all
plastic version of the OMZ-3. Other types of mines include the 
shoebox-shaped wooden PMD-7, although its metal fuse can be 
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assembly to be implemented post-war is an attempt to reach a 
compromise acceptable to all parties and is further evidence that 
the resistance is finally starting to amount to something 
politically, just as the meetings with the Soviets show its 
increasing diplomatic importance. Whether it will work is, of 
course, unknown. 

There is an increasing tendency for Afghans to throw up their 
hands and say simply, " The people will decide." This is true. 
If Kabul is entered, it will be by fighting men, many of whom 
have been cooperating or at least coexisting for years. The 

picked up by a skillfully used mine detector, and a broad range of 
antitank mines. 

The Soviets claim to be clearing minefields as they withdraw, 
as they are required to do under international law; they say they 
have cleared three quarters of the 2, 131 minefields they put 
down. In reality, when they have abandoned positions, they 
have left minefields in place so as not to alert the mujahideen -
or local regime forces - to their imminent departure. Afghans 
have thus suffered terrible casualties following withdrawals. In 
the days following abandonment of the fort at Charnkani, in 
Paktia, the Freedom Medicine surgical hospital at Thal in Pakis
tan received more than 50 mine casualties. Many more never 
made it to the hospital. Similar losses have been reported else
where in Afghanistan, even though the people involved are 
largely mujahideen, usually experienced in dealing with mines. 
Overall minefield casualties in Afghanistan are estimated by the 
United Nations at 30 to 50 a week. Losses that would be inflicted 
on refugees returning from the camps have the potential of being 
even more tragic. 

Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan, who is coordinating resettlement 
and reconstruction efforts for the United Nations, has a French 
engineer lieutenant colonel seconded to his staff for mine
clearing advice. The prince realizes that Afghanistan is the 
largest mine-clearing task the world has ever faced. After asking 
for international help, British, Turkish, French and U.S. delega
tions have gone to gather information in Pakistan and prepare 
advice and recommendations for the United Nations . Other 
nations have also volunteered their support. 

Programs for training Afghans to identify and remove mines 
have been discussed. Both the United Nations and supporting 
governments, including the United States, have been developing 
them. Ideally, each post-war Afghan village will need its mine
clearing teams as much as it will need a blacksmith or other 
specialists. 

But the mine problem is such that in addition to pressuring the 
Soviets to perform their obligations under international law, the 
United Nations and friendly nations need to look toward orga
nizing an international ordnance-clearing effort in post-war 
Afghanistan. This would be similar to those that were carried out 
in the Suez Canal area after the 1973 Middle East War and in 
Dacca harbor and elsewhere in Bangladesh after the 1971 India
Pakistan War. Such an international effort would first have to 
survey and locate the concentrations of not only mines but qther 
unexploded ordnance. They could then commence clearing the 
more concentrated fields, leaving the cleanup and the smaller 
fields to trained Afghans. 

One reason why an international effort, calling on the mine 
clearance abilities of a number of different nations, is likely to be 
required is the difficulties inherent in clearing modem mines, 
especially when their position has not been well mapped or 
mapped at all. The recent mine-clearing experience in the Falk
lands suggests that the Afghan situation is likely to require a 
tremendous effort indeed. In the Falklands, British armed 
forces, probably the best in the world in countennine warfare, 
deployed professional Royal Engineers and multi-service ord
nance disposal teams over a relatively limited area. Yet, in the 
end, much of the Falklands is still off-limits because of mines 
and is likely to remain so. Afghanistan, trying to recover from 
the impact of a decade of war, cannot afford the same result. 
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Afghan resistance has done a credible job in the 85 percent of 
their country that was outside Soviet control when the 
withdrawal began. Certainly success can strain alliances . This 
was seen near Kandahar, when groups that worked together in 
battle started to squabble over the spoils of victory. It all may 
come right in the end, but it also is no way to implement 
policy. 

New Administrations, New ChaUenges 
The changing nature of the war presents problems for the 

incoming U.S. administration's Afghanistan policy. The 
widespread perception of the Afghanistan war as essentially 
being history was terribly counterproductive throughout 1988. 
The situation, now becoming more dynamic, is unlikely to wait 
for the new U.S. and Pakistani governments to evolve new 
policies . Covert aid is still required in Afghanistan, but U.S. 
support cannot be limited to Stingers. There is a need to let the 
Soviets know that reneging on the withdrawal would greatly 
hurt overall U .S.-Soviet relations. There is afso a need to help 
the Afghans adapt to the new war, although it is difficult to 
conceptualize and implement an aid program that will do as 
much for the Afghan resistance politically or diplomatically as 
the covert aid program did militarily. 

Foreign Intrigue 
Afghan resistanee attempts to come to grips with the 

changing nature of the struggle has Jed to an increase in 
attempts by their foreign supporters to influence their decision 



making. Pakistan has always been the most important outside 
influence. Pakistani policy is unlikely to change dramatically in 
the period between the selection of Benazir Bhutto as prime 
minister and the expiration of the timetable for the Soviet 
withdrawal. Yet it appears that, at the highest level , the 
post-Zia Pakistani government does not see Gulbuddin 
Hekmatyar as the "chosen instrument" to shape resistance 
policy as did Zia, especially after April 1988. 

This has been favorably received by other resistance parties, 
but the shift to a more evenhanded approach toward the various 
resistance organizations was, before the November 1988 
elections, not always evident in the field. Many field-level 
officers of the Pakistani Inter-Service Intelligence service (ISI) 
were still pro-Hekmatyar, and through 1988 made sure that a 
preponderance of resources such as developmental aid intended 
to include road- and bridge-building money and provision of 
tractors given out to the resistance alliance have ended up in the 
hands of Hekmatyar. The rest of Peshawar does not know why 
U.S. policy continues to allow the Pakistanis to do this, 
considering U.S. leverage with Islamabad and given that the 
amount of U.S. aid flowing into Pakistan is hardly insignificant. 

After being fully loaded, the 12 barrels of this Chinese-made type 
63 107mm rocket launcher (nicknamed "BM-12" by the 
mujahideen) are fired electrically in rapid sequence. Photo: 
Elizabeth T. Ashe 

While Pakistanis are committed to a resistance victory in 
Afghanistan, they realize that even this potential endgame is full 
of hazards. Hence, before the completion of the Soviet 
withdrawal, Pakistan does not wan·t to see large-scale resistance 
victories - such as taking major cities or ambushing 
withdrawal convoys - that would allow Soviets to abrogate the 
Geneva Accords and keep an unending military presence. 
Pakistanis believe - and much of the resistance agrees - that 
there is little sense in suffering casualties and expending 
ammunition to capture cities or cut roads that cannot be held in 
the face of continued Soviet air power. Rather, the time is seen 
as ripe to prepare for the moment when, insha1Jah (God 
willing), the Soviets finally do leave and the downfall of Kabul 
can begin. 

Pakistanis are not the only outside force seeking to influence 
the resistance. Arabs - especially Saudi Arabian-based 
adherents of Wahabi Islam - provide substantial money to the 
resistance. Sayeff, long friendly with the Arabs, has made Arab 
money more available to the other Islamist parties, especially 
Jamiat, with which Sayeff has been working more closely in 
recent years. But the Wahabi practice of paying Afghans to 
convert to their brand of Islam has stirred widespread 
resentment. In the final analysis, no foreign aid or action, be it 
by the Pakistanis, Arabs, or even the United States, is likely to 
yield either long-term influence or control in a post-war 
Afghanistan. 



Resistance RPG-7 gunner with improved Chinese-made. round 
loaded. Photo: David C. Isby 

1988 - THE YEAR IN AFGHANISTAN 
The year 1988 was marked by a number of events, both 

political and military, that would shape the future of Afghani
stan. 

Despite progress in Geneva, there was also , at first , substan
tial resistance to the settlement proposals . Pakistan, fearful of a 
continuing war that would block the return of refugees, held firm 
until practically the last moment to the demand for a transition 
government to rake over from the Kabul regime. Pressure from 
Washington , the difficulties the resistance had in organizing 
itself and a realization that once the Soviet army left, the 
Afghans would sort things out for themselves within a year, Jed 
to the Pakistanis changing their mind. The Pakistanis also made 
concessions on the timetable of the withdrawal . A meeting 
between Gorbachev and Najibullah in Tashkent on 7 April put 
the seal on Moscow's efforts to deliver Kabul regime com
pliance with Soviet policies . 

The Soviets have never seen negotiation as precluding other 
fomis of state policy. The Soviets' terror campaign in Pakistan, 
continued. (Although the 10 April explosion in an ammunition 
dump near Rawalpindi that destroyed much of a pre-agreement 
supply surge may have been an accident, the losses were significant: 
Spanish-made 120mm mortars, man-portable, line-charge projec
tors for minefield clearing and many Stinger SAMs were lost.) 

The Afghan resistance, pressured by the fast pace of diplo
matic events, was prodded to respond by the Pakistanis and its 
other foreign supporters, including the United States and Saudi 
Arabia. One result was the creation of a Peshawar-based Interim 
Government in February, with Engineer Ahmad Shah, Sayeff' s 
number two, as nominal chief. Answering Kabul's attempted 
outreach to the resistance and its supporters in the form of a new 
constitution in 1987 that supposedly made the regime "demo
cratic, " the new government left seats open for those aligned 
with the Kabul regime - especially non-PDP A and army mem
bers - who might wish to join. Provincial councils would 
provide decentralized government. This flowed from Pakistan' s 
January 1988 agreement that former Kabul regime members 
could participate in a successor government . Khalis , elected as 
leader for two years the previous October, resigned and was 
replaced first by Hekinatyar, in June by Gailani and in Septem
ber by Rabbani, who Jed the resistance delegation to the United 
Nations, United States and Saudi Arabia in November 1988. 

On the battlefield, the impact of the relief of Khost - accom
plished with much fanfare by Soviet paratroopers on 30 Decem-
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Inside Kabul 
In Kabul, Najibullah has wagered the city can be held and 

that the resistance will choke in the new war that is coming up. 
He is not willing to compromise either diplomatically (he' s still 
holding out for a coalition in which the army and WAD would 
remain) or on the battlefield (he has not pulled back troops to 
defend Kabul but rather has tried to hold as much as he can). 
Internationally , those skeptical of the resistance 's capabilities 
remember the war in North Yemen in the late 1960s, when the 
regime in Sana, universally expected to fall to Saudi-backed 
rebels as soon as their Egyptian supporters withdrew militarily 
in the wake of their own defeat in the 1967 Arab-Israeli War, 
used its air power and the loyal elements of its military to 
prevail. 

It is unlikely that the North Yemen model will be realized 
and that Najibullah will have his way, however. The increasing 
divisions in the PDPA (Afghan Communist Party) suggest that 
even the threat of a Soviet withdrawal is not likely to make the 
regime hang together. Rather, it will probably fracture, with all 
except the hard-liners looking to make a deal with the 
resistance. A coup by non-communist soldiers seeking the same 
goal is also possible. 

Replacement of Najibullah has been rumored throughout 

ber 1987 - lasted but a few weeks . The resistance soon reoccu
pied most of their old positions throughout Paktia Province. In 
March another smaller offensive was launched that relieved the 
fort at Urgun, also in Paktia Province. 

In the north, Ahmad Shah Massoud continued assaulting 
regime outposts, taking Burqua in January and starting down the 
Panjshir in April, taking government garrisons. Before · the 
Soviet withdrawa.I started, reinforcements arrived to cover the 
retreat, and in April a mechanized column pushed down the 
main road from Kandahar to Ghazni to keep the road open. 

Even before the first Soviet withdrawal, however, the oper
ational mosaic that the communists had so painstakingly main
tained since 1980 started to crumble. Barikot was abandoned on 
22 April, followed by other posts in the upper Kunar and in 
Paktia (Ali Khel, Chowni , and Chamkani). In April-June, the 
seige of Khost resumed after two transport aircraft fell to Sting
ers in March, again cutting off daylight airlifts . In the south, 
garrisons were pulled back toward Kandahar. As early as 
March, the Kandahar resistance had gone over to the offensive, 
taking the district capital at Panjuai west of Kandahar on the 
main road to Herat, with Darwazgui, Athgul in Zabul Province 
and Maruf, near Kandahar, falling within days. 

The Soviets left Qalat, the provincial capital of Zabul, on 18 
April , but Kabul troops held out until 18 June when it became the 
first provincial capital to be entered by the resistance since"l 979. 
In the west the Soviets pulled their troops toward the airfields at 
Herat and Shindand, the government garrison at Khak-e-Safid 
near Shindand falling on 4 April. 

In May, the first major Soviet unit, the 66th Motorized Rifle 
Brigade, left Jalalabad (starting, as promised, on the 15th) for 
the Soviet border. While it encountered only light resistance, 
other Soviet troop movements were not as fortunate .. In mid
June, Afghan resistance even succeeded in blocking the road 
between Gh~ni and Kabul, forcing withdrawing Soviet forces 
at Ghazni to take a longer route. But, on the whole, the Afghans 
have hot been trying to destroy withdrawing Soviets. 

Naj.ibullah, taunting that, "Nobody has taken Kabul in the 
past and nobody will take it in the future,'' was not ·giving up 
without a fight, not only on the battlefield but politically and 
diplomatically as well. He brought non-PDP A members into the 
government, including the prime minister, and made diplomatic 
overtures to India (warmly received) and the West (rebuffed). 
Other changes were seen in the· north , suggesting that this might 
be his ''national redoubt.'' Kabul defenses were indeed formid
able but vulnerable to interdiction. However, while the regime 
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1988, but by the end of the year it was uncertain whether it 
would take place . Najibullah at least has some tribal influence 
among the Pathans, while going with a non-tribal Kabuli 
intellectual who is, on paper, not a member of the PDPA, is 
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BELOW: Captured Soviet-made BTR-60PB APC of Republic of 
Afghanistan army. These have replaced many regime BTR-152s as 
they were lost, or broke down. Photo: David Isby 

seemed doomed, as late as November-December the Soviets 
seemed to believe a diplomatic solution could be achieved. This 
would require a cutoff in covert aid to resistance organizations 
and external pressure (especially by the new U.S. and Pakistani 
governments) on them to accept a coalition with the current 
Kabul government as the mature and meaningful compromise. 
This compromise, however, would leave the army and WAD, 
the tools of state power, intact and controlled, in the final 
analysis, by the Soviets. But even if the Peshawar leadership 
courd be persuaded to support such a plan-an almostjmpossi
ble task - the fighting men inside Afghanistan certainly would 
not. They would not consider coalitions with Kabul even in 
1986, when the military situation for the resistance looked bad 
indeed. They are certainly not likely to do so with victory 
apparently in their grasp. 

The first provincial capitals taken in June were later aban
doned in the face of superior firepower, as was the city of 
Kunduz, first handed over to the resistance and then abandoned 
by it after a counterattack preceded by heavy air attacks in 
August and September. This led to the resistance suspending 
large-scale attacks on cities, although by October seven provin
cial capitals had been abandoned to it. Throughout the summer, 
the Soviet withdrawal continued, reaching the halfway point in 
August, by which time even Soviet generals were publicly 
stating that the Kabul government was unlikely to long survive 
the Soviet withdrawal in its present form , although other Soviet 
sources soon contradicted them. The Panjshir and, by October, 
the Kunar valleys were abandoned to the resistance. Both these 
valleys , once fertile, were desolated by the Soviets. 

In August, President Zia of Pilistan, the most significant 
foreign supporter of the resistance, was killed in a plane crash 
along with the U .S . ambassador and most of the Pakistani high 
command. The cause - sabotage by Pilistani radicals or WAD 
was suspected - remained uncertain. Zia's death, however, 
came too late to affect Pilistani support for the resistance in 
1988, but it meant that Hekmatyar would no longer receive 
backing as a chosen instrument of political power. The months 
between the signing of the Geneva Accords and Zia's death were 
probably the high-water mark of the Pilistan-Hekmatyar rela
tionship. But it is unlikely that Pakistanis thought that funneling 
him much of the -incoming aid, both developmental and covert, 
would buy them lasting influence in Afghanistan. 

The communist hold deteriorated most rapidly in the south. 
Approaches to Kandahar were cleared by calling in the Noonai 
tribe to defeat their traditional rivals, the Achakzai, who fought 
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ABOVE: "Quad-fifty" is always a favorite weapon in low-intensity 
conflicts. This communist version consists of four Soviet-made 
12. 7mm DShKM heavy machine guns on a Czechoslovakian-made 
mount in back of BTR-152 Soviet-made APC, now in the hands of 
the resistance. Photo: Elizabeth T. Ashe 

for Kabul. By October, after Spin Baldak on the Pilistani border 
fell, Kabul tr9ops were pressed back to the gates of Kandahar as 
the Soviets withdrew. 

In Kabul, to reduce the danger of a Khalq coup, their lead
ership was sent abroad or eased away from power. Anny lead
ership was reshuffled. Najibullah was expected to be dropped 
from the payroll, but no obvious successor was likely to fare 
better. A new high-caliber Soviet ambassador, Yuli Vorontsov, 
was sent to Kabul in order to help reach a political solution where 
General Mikhail Mitrofanish Zaitsev, the hard-charging com
mander in chief, Southern Theater of Strategic Military Action 
(TVD), had failed in achieving a military one since he took 
command in 1985. 

The resistance did not try to destroy withdrawing Soviet 
forces or mount pitched assaults on cities, preparing to wait until 
the Soviet withdrawal finished, although barrages of 107mm 
Chinese-made and 122mrn Soviet- , Chinese- and Egyptian
made rockets continued. Kabul and Jalalabad were hit through
out the spring and summer. Attacks on Kabul resulted in con
siderable civilian casualties, although many of these were-from 
communist fire. Resistance rockets destroyed a massive muni
tions dump at Kalgay in August, resulting in heavy casualties. In 
response, terrorist incidents in Pakistan continued and cross
border air attacks increased, with the Pilistanis shooting down 
several intruders. 

In early November the Soviets escalated, while appealing to 
the United Nations to help bring about a coalition that would be 
acceptable to Moscow. How the United Nations would force the 
Afghan resistance to accept a government they did not think 
legitimate when all the power, military and diplomatic, of the 
Soviet Union could not do the same thing remains obscure. The 
Soviet withdrawal was halted; 30 MiG-27 Flogger-D fighter
bombers and batteries of SS-1 SCUD-B SAMs arrived in Af
ghanistan and were used in combat, as were Tu-26 Backfire 
strategic bombers flying from the Soviet Union . Kabul forces 
counterattacked eastward from falalabad , retaking the border 
post of Torkham, which had fallen to the resistance some weeks 
earlier, before abandoning it again at the end of November after 
resistance MILAN antitank guided missiles had weakened re
gime tank forces. 

Meanwhile, Ahmad Shah Massoud, who had been using his 
central forces as the cadre for a 13,000-man army intended to 
liberate seven provinces and, if needed, cut off Kabul after the 
Soviet withdrawal, moved to interdict the Salang Pass in re
sponse to the Soviet November escalations. 
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ISRAELI CRUSADER 
Author Rami Carmel participated in 

the events described in this article. An 
American by birth, Carmel served seven 
years in the IDF regular army, conclud
ing service with the rank of captain, and 
is also a graduate of the Sayeret course. 
Today he is studying at Tel Aviv Uni
versity . 
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for Galilee . 
Among the many bitter and hard fought 

battles in that war, the most striking was the 
assault by soldiers of the Israel Defense 
Forces' Golani Brigade on Beaufort Castle. 

Beaufort Castle was built by the Crusad
ers on the foundations of an existing Arab 
fortress during the first part of the 12th 
century. It had the distinction of being the 
only Crusader castle never to have been> 
taken by storm. The castle changed bands 
several times, but only as the result of ex-

tended seiges during which 
the defenders 

were starved into submission. The strength 
of the castle 's fortifications stem to a great 
ex.tent from its topographical position. Built 
on Mount Shakif, six. miles solrtheast of the 
Lebanese town of Nabitiye,, Beaufort is 
perched on the edge of a 1,200-foot cliff 
overlooking the Litani River dl:lits southern 
and eastern sides. The nortbenf and western 
approaches to the castle ridg~ consist of a 
steep slope some 200-300 feet,,high, which 
is totally impassible to vehicle8 and makes 
an infantry assault an ex.treme>y unappeal
ing proposition. Besides dominating its im
mediate surroundings, Beaufort also towers 
over the northern part of Israel's Hulah Val
ley, a pastoral, agricultural region popu-

Ramparts of Beaufort castre, captured by 
, Sayaret of the Golaoi Brigade ~uring 

Operation Peace for Galilee. Pltoto: 
AP/Wide World 'If 
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BEAUFORT 

lated by kibbutz farming settlements. Kib
butz tractors plowing the rich fields of the 
Hulah were in clear view of the castle that 
loomed 1,500 feet above them. 

During the late 1970s and early 1980s, 
PLO terrorists had turned Beaufort's topog
raphical dominance to their advantage by 
positioning an observation post there to 
direct artillery shells they periodically fired 
against the Huleh kibbutzim. This periodic 
shelling transformed daily life into a grim 
ordeal reminiscent of the London blitz . 
Come nightfall , the entire population of 
northern Israel was forced underground . 
Kibbutz children were forced to spend their 
nights in bomb shelters, sometimes for 
months at a time. In response to PLO artil
lery attacks, the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) 
launched a series of commando-type raids 
against terrorist targets throughout southern 
Lebanon. The raids were designed to keep 
the terrorists as insecure and off balance as 
possible. Capturing Beaufort Castle , 
however, was never seriously considered 
because of the inordinate number of casual
ties it was estimated such an operation 
would cost. 

In June 1982, the situation came to a 
head. For a period of three weeks, most 
towns and farms throughout northern Israel 
were subjected to an intensive bombard
ment from more than 50 of the PLO's 
Soviet-made Katyusha rocket launchers and 
artillery pieces. Fire continued until the IDF 
was able to pinpoint and destroy the 
Katyushas and 130mm guns which had been 
dispersed and camouflaged among the ubiq
uitous orange groves of southern Lebanon. 
With their artillery destroyed, the PLO has
tened to agree to an American proposal for a 
cease fire. On both sides of the border the 
respective forces settled into a regimen of 
recouping their losses and preparing for the 
next round. From intercepted radio traffic, 
it was clear to the IDF that Beaufort Castle 
had played a major part in directing Pales
tinian fire. The Israelis had no intention of 
allowing such a situation to recur - and 
they decided they must find a way to capture 
the castle . 
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Militia forces under command of Major 
Sa'ad Haddad, a staunch ally of Israel, 
advancing in the wake of the Israeli 
invasion of southern Lebanon in 1982. 
Photo: Sygma 

The unit designated for the task was the 
Golani Brigade's reconnaissance unit, 
Sa yeret Go Jani, one of the few elite, special 
warfare units of the Israeli army. At any 
given time Sayeret teams are scattered all 
over the country doing field exercises, 
attending courses or on operational duty. 

When news of the shooting in London 
reached Tel-Aviv, Israeli Chief of Staff 
Lieutenant General Rafael Eitan, on his 
own initiative, issued orders to begin con
centrating IDF regular units along the 
Lebanese frontier. The object of this move 
was to shorten the army's preparation time 
in case the Israeli government ordered a 
large-scale retaliatory military operation. 
Sayeret Golani teams were recalled to their 
home base in order to receive an additional 
equipment issue prior to joining the remain
derof the brigade in its assembly area by the 
Lebanese border. 

On 5 June 1982 the cabinet met in Jeru
salem to determine Israel's response to the 
assassination attempt. At 1100 a flight of 
eight F-4 Phantoms hit terrorist targets in 
and around Beirut. Among the targets 
bombed were the Beirut sports stadium, the 
stands of which had been used by the PLO 
as an ammunition dump. The PLO re
sponded with a series of bombardments by 
more than 100 artillery pieces and rocket 
launchers of towns and farms throughout 
northern Israel. At a second cabinet meeting 
that afternoon, Prime Minister Menachem 
Begin decided that the time had come to put 
an end to the PLO artillery threat once and 
for all. Orders were issued to the IDF gener
al staff to mobilize reserve units and imp le-

ment the plan for the invasion of Lebanon. 
H-hour for the operation was designated as 
1200 on 6 June, when the first Israeli units 
would cross the Lebanese frontier. 

At 1100 that morning, theGolani Brigade 
began to move from its assembly area near 
Kibbutz Yiftah. Shortly before moving , 
Sayeret Golani received a three-tank pla
toon of Centurions as reinforcement for the 
Beaufort operation. The Sayeret's orders 
were to proceed north independent of the 
brigade's main body to secure the Akiya 
bridge over the Litani River. Since the 
Akiya was the sole bridge over the Litani in 
the ceptral sector of operations and an entire 
armored division was due to pass over it en 
route to Beirut, the bridge' s capture intact 
was vital to the Israeli plan of operations. 
Once the bridge was secure, the Sayeret was 
to climb north out of the narrow, precipitous 
valley on a steep, paved road leading to the 
village of Ka' akait el-Jisr which overlooked 
the river. From there the unit was to drive 
east to approach the castle from its much 
more accessible western side. 

The attack plan .called for the positioning 
of a combined tank/mortar firebase on a 
ridge 1 ,400 yards northwest of the castle. 
While this position provided covering fire, 
Sayeret infantry would then conduct their 
assault. The natural obstacle presented by 
the castle ridge had been enhanced by the 
Palestinian defenders. They had laid a 
mixed antitank/antipersonnel minefield that 
effectively blocked all approaches to the 
castle ridge except the main access road. 
This was a narrow paved road leading up to 
the castle from the village of Arnoun, one 
kilometer to the north . Using both suppres
sive fire provided by the firebase and the 
element of surprise, Sayeret troopers would 
storm through the mines and up the access 
road while still mounted on their M-113 
armored personnel carriers (APCs). When 
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they were 200 yards from the castle forti
fications, the infantry would dismount and 
continue the assault on foot. 

The 50 or so Palestinians defending 
Beaufort had elected to make their main 
defensive effort outside the walls of the 
castle itself. The area around the helipad 
situated 150 yards south of the castle was 
converted into a fortified complex of ce
ment-reinforced trenches and bunkers. 
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These fortifications commanded the north
ern and western approaches to the castle 
ridge, including the access road. The south
ern and southwestern slopes were covered 
by a trench and minefield system laid out 
around an old, shot-up, radio-telephone 
antenna situated 650 yards south of the castle. 
The Palestinians were extremely well-armed 
for a force their siz.e. In addition to the ubi
quitous Kalashnikov assault rifles, they were 

equipped with four DShK 12. 7mm heavy 
machine guns, two B-11 107mm recoilless 
rifles, three 82mm mortars, and a number of 
RPG-7 antitank launchers and PKS general 
purpose machine guns. 

Soon after crossing the frontier, Sayeret 
Golani began to lag behind its timetable. 
The hilly terrain of southern Lebanon con
tains few roads, and on that Sunday morn
ing in June they were crammed with Israeli 
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mortar-equipped APCs of the fi.rebase force 
took position on a low ridge 1,400 yards 
northwest of the castle. Simultaneously the 
assault force began a northwesterly flanking 
movement toward the village of Amoun. 
When the column approached to within 500 
yards from the village, it came under heavy 
automatic weapons and RPG fire from the 
outlying houses. At this stage the PLO on 
the castle ridge began picking off the Israeli 
vehicles with a pair of B-11 recoilless rifles. 
Within less than 10 minutes, three Israeli 
APCs had been hit and reduced to smolder
ing hulks. Kaplan was hit by a burst of 
machine-gun fire, taking two bullets in the 
chest. Within the first few minutes of the 
battle, Sayeret Golani was out its command
er. Lieutenant Motti, the ranking officer, 
immediately assumed command. He 
directed the firebase to silence the recoilless 
rifles while he led Sayerer infantry against 
the Palestinians in Amoun. Until this point, 
the Israelis still had a reasonable chance of 
reaching the castle with enough daylight 
remaining to attack as planned. However, 
the unexpected house-clearing operation in 
Arnoun used up what little daylight there 
was left. The assault on the castle ridge 
would take place at night. 

Brigade was informed that Kaplan was 
'hors de combat due to strong resistance 
encountered in Arnoun. Major Guni Harnik 
was riding in the brigadeXO's M-113 when 
the news came in. The 27-year-old officer 
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Beaufort Castle, 3'/: miles north of the 
Israeli border. This castle served as a 
Palestinian observation post, directing 
artillery and rocket fire onto Israeli 
settlements in the Galilee. Photo: AP/Wide 
World 

had been Sayeret commander during the 
preceding two years. He had completed bis 
tour of duty and had been relieved by 
Kaplan only two weeks previously. Having 
been in command during the period when 
the Sayeret had trained on the Israeli castle, 
he was intimately aquainted with both 
objective and attack plan. Guni was due to 
have been discharged from the regular army 
on the day war broke out. He intended to 
spend a year traveling around the world 
prior to attending the Hebrew University in 
Jerusalem. The outbreak of war, however, 
caused all other considerations to be post
poned. When news of the assassination 
attempt reached Israel, Guni was home on 
discharge leave. He immediately returned 
to the Sayeret quartennaster' s store to be 
reissued bis equipment and rushed to bri
gade HQ in search of something useful to 
do. Now his hour had come. 

Lieutenant Colonel Gabi directed Guni to 
move up and assume command of the 
attack. He immediately commandeered the 
nearest M-113 and began a wild drive to
ward Amoun, some two miles to the south. 
Suddenly, in the midst of the battle for 

., 
Amoun, the Sayeret radio net Clime alive 
with an old, familiar voice. · 'Tirosh, this is 
Revenge Commander. Hold on·, 1 am on my 
way." Like wildfire , the news swept 
through the Sayeret down to the youngest 
trooper: "Guni is on his way. ¥ ow. every-
thing will be all right." ' 

Night bad since fallen. While traveling at 
full speed, the driver of Guni'S:'APC failed 
in the darkness to see a roadsid:'e ditch and 
the vehicle overtwned. No Olfj~ was hurt, 
but the Israelis began to come' fuicter small 
arms fire from several houses( some 100 
yards away. Guni quickly organized the 
vehicle's crew and they set ofl' at a trot to 
cover the remaining half mile;: separating 
them from the main force. 

By the time Guni arrived, the Sayeret bad 
cleared Amoun of all remaining opposition, 
killing 16 terrorists at a cost of' only four 
wounded. Now the Israelis were poised to 
attack the castle ridge itself. Wasting no 
time, Guni assembled bis o fficers and 
NCOs for a quick planningando1liers group 
where he laid down the ne\V plan of attack. 
Mines laid along the ridge Hmite<i acce&s to 
the castle area to the approach road leading 
up from Amoun. Despite the l~ck of sur
prise that such an assault route w~uld entail. 
Guni preferred it to the dangers of crossing 
an uncleared minefield. After be bad 
finished explaining the new plan, Guni dis
missed his officers so they could deliver a 
similar briefing to their men. 
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These young lieutenants who command
ed Sayeret teams were on average 21 years 
of age. Their qualifications and experience, 
however, belied their youth. Each of them 
had successfully been through the arduous 
18-month Sayeret course and had been 
hand-picked for officers' school. All of 
them had gained a wealth of combat experi
ence in Israeli raiding operations in Leba
non during the previous two years. 

Yuval was a strapping blond kibbutznik 
from Ein Harod, a farming settlement in the 
Jezreel Valley in Galilee. His elder brother 
had been killed in the fighting on the Golan 
Heights in the 1973 Yorn Kippur War. As a 
member of a bereaved family , Yu val had 
needed the consent of his parents to serve in 
a combat unit. Upon his induction into the 
army three years earlier, he had pleaded 
with his father to sign the official IDF re
lease form. His father had signed, but un
known to Yuval, the outbreak of war was 
causiqg him to have second thoughts . 

Erez and his team's mission was to lead 
the column up the approach road and attack 
and clear the trench and bunker system 
around the antenna. Erez was a tall, slender 
21 year old from the northern port city of 
Haifa. After completing the extra year of 
service required ofIDF officers, Erez hoped 
to study law at one oflsrael's universities. 

The most difficult objective was reserved 
for the oldest team in the Sayeret. Aside 
from a few of the unit's officers, Sayeret 
Golani had no long-service professional 
cadre . Combat teams are comprised of 
youngsters doing their three-year manda
tory military service. Within the unit, 
however, there is a certain hierarchy based 
on length of service. The oldest team re
ceives the coveted appellation Vatika, or 
"Old Timers." Vatika receives the best 
equipment and conditions; it also receives 
the toughest missions. Vatika's objective at 
Beaufort was the key to the entire assault. 
The team was to attack and clear the trench 
and bunker system located by the helipad. 
These trenches completely commanded 
botli the approach road and the entrance to 
the castle itself. Until they were taken, the 
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Militia forces are warmly greeted by 
villagers as they advance with the invading 
Israeli forces. Photo: Sygma 

Sayeret on Beaufort ridge would be cut off 
from the outside. The lieutenant command
ing Vatika was another kibbutznik named 
Avikam. Burly Avikam had another four 
months of service remaining before he was 
due to be discharged from the regular army. 
He planned to return to his kibbutz and 
become a wheat farmer. 

Guni decided that his tactical command 
team would remain at the hairpin tum in the 
access road so it would be centrally posi
tioned to react to events. The youngest team 
in the Sayeret had just completed its basic 
training prior to the outbreak of the war. 
Guni designated it as tactical reserve and put 
it on call by the casualty-clearing station at 
the base of the ridge. Once the outlying 
defenses had been captured, Guni planned 
to wait for morning to attack the castle it
self. The wait would enable him to bring up 
the tank from the firebase position to deliver 
close-range cannon fire in support of the 
attacking infantry. 

The attack was scheduled to jump off at 
2000 hours. During the last few minutes 
remaining prior to the assault, the Sayeret 
troopers made final adjustments to tneir 
weapons and equipment. The young Israelis 
also tried to prepare themselves mentally for 
what was, for most of them, their first major 
battle . The prevailing feeling was one of 
cautious optimism. The short firefight in 
Arnoun had served to reinforce their quiet 
sense of self confidence. The Israelis had no 
doubts that the superior quality of their per
sonnel and training would bring them vic
tory in the coming battle. The only question 
in their minds was, what would be the cost? 

At 2000 exactly, Yuval and his team 
moved quietly toward their positions . 
Simultaneously, Erez led the main forma
tion through the darkness up the road lead
ing to the castle above. Since the destruction 
of the two recoilless rifles 90 minutes ear
lier, the castle ridge had been totally silent. 

This caused some of the keyed up young 
Israelis to venture the hope that the ridge 
positions had been abandoned by their 
Palestinian defenders. " Perhaps they all 
bugged out,'' said one trooper to his buddy 
in a tone of half-question I half-statement. In 
a few moments , however, such wishful 
thinking would be shattered by the sharp 
crackle of machine-gun fire. The 19- and 
20-year-old Israelis would soon find them
selves fighting for their lives in a savage, 
close-range firefight. 

The paved access road climbs up the 
ridge from Amoun, passing directly be
neath Beaufort to a point some 500 yards 
south of the castle. There, the road doubles 
back in a hairpin tum to the north and leads 
directly to Beaufort's southern entrance. As 
Erez came abreast of the tum, the stillness 
of the summer night was shattered by the 
cacophonous stutter of automatic weapons ' 
fire. The darkness suddenly took on a 4th
of-July quality as the night sky was criss
crossed by glowing worms of green tracers . 
Now that the firefight had ended any vestige 
of surprise , Arie, the Sayeret artillery 
liaison officer, radioed a request for illu
mination. Within seconds, the throaty whis
tle of incoming artillery was heard and the 
entire castle ridge was suddenly bathed in a 
pale yellow, shimmering light. The light 
cast by illumination flares swinging slowly 
beneath their parachutes transformed the 
advancing Israeli infantrymen into 
marionettes moving jerkily as if at the end of 
a puppeteer's string. 

From the initial burst of Palestinian fire , 
the air was full of that strange, low, buzzing 
sound peculiar to bullets passing overhead. 
The Israelis instantly went to ground and 
tried to identify the source of the enemy fire. 
This turned out to be easy enough. An un
ending stream of green, iridescent tracer 
was issuing from the antenna area. Like 
strange species of firefl y, beautiful but 
lethal to the touch, glowing tracers whipped 
back and forth across the Israeli positions , 
destroying everything they came in contact 
with. Within the first few seconds two 
Israelis were killed and another two wound-
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----------
ed, all from the Vatika. As medics dragged 
the wounded behind cover to begin treat
ment, the Israelis began to return fire. After 
several minutes, Erez realized that the enemy 
was too far away for his fire to have any real 
effect. He would have to work his way much 
closer. "Team, advance by element bounds," 
the young officer shouted over the noise of the 
firing. Then, he and his troopers were up and 
moving forward. Two elements of the team 
remained under cover to provide suppressive 
fire, while the third maneuver element 
sprinted forward to the next line of cover. 

Most of the enemy fire was corning from 
a solidly built bunker situated on a small 
hillock at the cliff's edge. Nicknamed Nik
ba by the Israelis during pre-mission plan
ning, the· bunker was one of the main defen
sive strongholds in the antenna area. The 
PLO defenders had sited a DShK. heavy 
machine gun in the bunker and were using it 
to deadly effect. As Sayeret troopers work
ed their way forward, the Palestinian 
machine gun began to take its toll. By the 
time the Israelis were approaching the Nik
ba, Erez, his team NCO and two of his men 
had been wounded. Another trooper was 
dead. Under extremely heavy machine-gun 
and assault rifle fire, the attack on the bunk
er stalled. The seven remaining unhurt team 
members took cover, returned enemy fire 
and began to treat their wounded. 

When the command team received word 
of the fate of Erez and his team, Guni de
cided to dispatch help. He had no available 
troops , but could send an officer to assume 
command of the Nikba attack . "T", the 
Sayeret intelligence officer, immediately 
volunteered . T was an American-born for
mer Sayeret trooper who had since gone to 
officers' school. The outbreak of war had 
caught him between assignments, and not 
wishing to miss the war he naturally re
turned to his old unit. The slot of Sayeret 
intelligence officer was vacant, so T nomin
ated himself for the job . He similarly 
nominated himself to take command of the 
remnants of Erez's team pinned down be
fore the Nikba. 

It took T several minutes to travel the 300 
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First successful assault on Beaufort Castle 
-June 1982. 

yards separating the command group and 
Erez's beleaguered troops. In the mean
time, the team medic had been killed, leav
ing the wounded without any source of 
medical treatment. Once he had linked up 
with the team T wasted little time. Quickly 
assessing the situation, he left two troopers 
with the team's RPD machine guns as a 
firebase element. (Israeli special operations 
units use the Soviet RPD light machine gun 
as their squad automatic weapon . The 
weapon is coveted due to its light weight 
and superb reliability . The squad machine 
gun in use by regular line ·infantry uni.ts is 
the FN MAG.) He led the remaining four 
unwounded soldiers in a deep left flanking 
maneuver along the cliff edge. Leading the 

Israeli Oag Oies over Beaufort Castle after 
Israeli forces successfully stormed its 
defenses on 6 June 1982. Photo: Sygma 

•••• 

way along the. 1,200-foot precipice, T de
stroyed a mortar pit with a well-placed gre
nade. Under intense covering fire from the 
pair of RPDs, T and ~his intrepid little band 
climbed the 20-foot-high hillock toward the 
blindside of the bunker located at its sum
mit. Upon reaching the bunker , T threw 
several grenades through the firing port and 
the door. When these failed to silence the 
machine gun inside, he resorted to the use of 
a "Gurcharge" which collapsed the bunker 
on top of its occupants. A Gur charge is a 
demolition charge consisting of five kilo
grams of high explosive, encased in a hard 
plastic outer covering. The covering con
tains a handle so the result is similar in shape 
to a large rectangular flashlight. The handle 
enables the charge to be easily thrown, and 
it is especially useful in house-clearing op
erations. 

Although the initial burst of fire had 
killed or wounded a third of the Vatika, 
A vikam showed no hesitation i~ leading his 
men toward their objective 200 yards to the 
north . Vatika troopers advanced quickly 
and reached the helipad fortifications with
out further incident. The Palestinians in the 
helipad trenches and bunkers were fully 
occupied exchanging fire with Yuval ' s fire 
team group below. The terrorists were com
pletely unaware of the imminent threat to 
their rear. However, when A vikam reached 
the end of the main trench, he discovered to 
his chagrin that Northern Command Intelli
gence had made a serious blunder. The air
photo analysts had failed to detect that the 
cement walled trenches were too narrow to 
allow a man to move along them while 
wearing webbing equipment. The surprised 
Sayeret troopers had no choice but to clear 

Continued on page 77 
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SOF on the Ground 
in Peru's Cocaine Valley 

by G. B. Crouse & Gene Scroft 

Abarren saddle between two heavily 
wooded hills was the only practical LZ 

(landing zone) I could see from the air. As 
we made our descent, a Drug Enforcement 
Administration (DEA) agent seated next to 
me indicated that as soon as the helicopter 
neared the ground I should jump out. Since 

LEFf: Brown with pilot of State 
Department C-123. Pilot nonchalantly 
smoked a cigar standing under fuel tank 
while aircraft was being fueled. Photo: G.B. 
Crouse 

BELOW: Suspect apprehended by Peruvian 
anti-drug police near site of destroyed coca 
lab. Photo: Robert K. Brown 

he was armed and wearing a flak jacket, as 
were the troops from the Peruvian anti-drug 
police riding in the DEA Huey, I asked ifhe 
was going too. He shook his head no. 

Just wonderful, I thought, watching the 
ground corning up fast. I'm about to be the 
first one to jump out of the chopper with a 
bunch of drug police into a potentially hot 
LZ and the only person I could communi
cate with, the DEA agent, wasn 't getting off 
the bird. 

It wasn't the first detail about this flight 
into the jungle that had struck me as odd. 
The first warning sign came when our escort 
from the Ministry of the Interior, who was 
to accompany us to the jungle, was suspi
ciously called back to Lima ' ' fo r an 
emergency. ' ' 

Fernando, chief of press relations for the 
Interior Ministry, had been promising a trip 
into the upper Huallaga Valley for days. 
After numerous delays, we didn't have 
much hope of it happening, but sure enough 
Fernando showed up at our Lima apartment 
dressed for the interior. Wearing more tiger 
stripes than the Cincinnati Bengals' offen
sive line and carrying a pistol , submachine 
gun and night vision device, he was a sight 
to behold. 

Our interest in the upper Huallaga 
stemmed from the coca production there 
and American and Peruvian governments' 
efforts to stop it. Somewhere between $3 
and $5 billion is generated by the cocaine 
trade and roughly 75 percent of the raw 
product is produced in Peru. Ninety percent 
of that comes from the Huallaga. 

Located on the eastern slopes of the 
Andes, its tropical climate and extensive 
river system make it one of the most fertile 
regions in the country . Foodstuffs, howev
er, do not represent the major source of 
income in the valley. In the Huallaga, coca 
is king. 

LEFf: Upper Huallaga Valley. All of the fields are coca. Photo: G.B. 
Crouse 

The reasons for this are economic. Roads 
over the Andes that link the valley with the 
coastal markets and Lima (where one third 
of Peru's 20 million people live) are un
paved and barely passable even in the best 
weather conditions. This lack of good 
roads, along with chronic - some would 
say criminal - mismanagement of the eco
nomy by successive governments has made 
it impossible for the Huallaga's farmers to 
make a decent living on traditional crops. 
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PERIJ'S,GIJERRILLAS 
In addition to thc.\nar9otics pro91em, 

Peru. is faced with two major insurgen
cies:theradically MaoistSendero Lumi~ 
n0so (Shining Path) and the Marxist 
Tupac Amaru Revolutionary Nfovement 
(MRTA). 

Sendero Luininoso (SL) took its name 
from a 1960's student group called the 
Revolutionary Student Front for the 
Shining rath of Mariat~quiL(Mariate
quil was a revolutionary writer in the 
1920s). SL's undisputed leader is Abie 
mael G~an (Gonzol(){ Rynoso, who 
is called the "fourth sword ofcommun

.. ism ',' by, bis .. JoIIov,rerSc (a{fer Marx .~ 
Lenin and Stalin). He surfaced as a revo" 
lutionary,while sel'Ving ~s . a philosophy 
professor in the University of San Cris
tobal de Huamango in Ayacucho in 
1962. Originally a. member of the pro
Casµp National Liberation Front, he 
broke with that organi~ation in , 1965 

_over the issue of creating ' ' Foqliista'; 
guerrilla b ands to .. opeply \\'age war 
against the government. Guzman felt 
that the establishment of;a fiLm base of 
support was necessary befo~ engaging 
in armedcconflict and that the Foquista 
groups v,rere ~remature.The qui~k de
structionof the ill.ctrained bands by the 

• .Peruvia11 army vindic~ted Guz.man's 
' position. 

InJ970, after trying foi. five yeiu:s to 
work with other radical groups, Guzman 
created Sendero Lurninoso. · For · seven 
years he d~vo~d his. efforts to. recruiting 
a dedicated and ideologically "pure'' 
cadJt. l31:gely . from students of lndiap 
descent. Initially, in order to ·make the 
SL li true Indiap movement, all m~~bers 
had to 00 able to speak Quechti~; the 
principal Indian dialect. This policy was 
later . changedin order to attract .more 
people to the. movement. From 4977-
~ 98? the.S L ~.9sorbed other revolution
ary groups that claimed to represent the 
aspiration,~ ()f ,9te II1dian pop~.lati()f!· B~ 
the end of 1980 the SL could claim to be 
the only .majqr movemynhthat. repre
sented the impoverished,and bitter,Jndi
ans ... Alth,ougg .. they compose sc;upe 45 
percent of Peru' s population, the Indians 
have never been fully incorporated into 

. Peft1vian society. Add to this neglect the 
historic hatred between tile native 
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Peru's crumbling economy and the mas
sive demand for cocaine in the United States 
have made coca production an all
encompassing industry in the upper Hualla
ga. Out-of-work youth, fortune hunters, 
and ne 'er-do-wells of all sorts have flocked 

Farm near Tingo Maria. Plants surrounding 
buildings are coca; harvested leaves are 
drying in sun. Photo: G.B. Crouse 

population and the Spanish "invaders" 
and you have a revolution waiting to 
happen. , 

The SL opened its active campaign 
against the government in 1980 when it 
buried ballot boxes in Ayacuch-0 and 
hung dogs in the streets of Lima to pro
test national elections and, strangely 
enough, the rise of "moderate" Deng 
Xio Peng in China. Guzman's boys ru,:e 
so radical that they believe Albania is a 
revisionist state. From this rather feeble 
start the SL has grown to a force of5 ,000 
armed guerrillas. It is important to real
ize that these figures are estimates. The 
SL doesn't publish membership lists. Its 
actiyitie.s have led to more than 12,000 
deaths, caused more than $1 billion 
worth of damage and forced ,the govemc 
ment to place large sections of the coun
try under martial law. 

Guzman has planned for a protracted 
struggle to evolve roughly in three stages, 
much like the theory of guerrilla war de
veloped by Mao Zedong in the t930s: 
• Stage One i.s a period of ''agitation and 

propaganda." The purpose of this 
stage is to mobilize a .!>ase of support in 

MRT A camp near Janjui. Note quality 
of uniforms, weap<1ns and equipment. 
Photo: Caritas Magazine 

to the valley and transformed its once sleepy 
villages into boom towns of gold-rush pro
portions. In Tingo Maria, the major city in 
the valley, the local car dealership special
izes in expensive Japanese-made, four
wheel drive pickup trucks. Banana growers 
don't often buy those types of vehicles. 

Our drive to the airport to catch our flight 
to the Huallaga was filled with ominous 
warnings from Fernando about dangers of 
the jungle. Having been in the Peruvian 

ire c?untryside1 establis~. a dedicated 
cadre and the first ruOiments ofa guer
rilla army and l~y tbe.gr()undwork for 
an expanded arrned struggle. 

•Stage Two involv~s the. creationof 
selected "liberated zones." Tliese will 
serve as both strangholds .and symbols 
of achievement. This according to a 
document released by Sendercr in 
.fvfarch 1982, "Let's Advance the 
Guerrilla War!'' 
Note: Th{} movement has entered this 

·period. Sendero's actions in this stage 
are expected to develop slowly., as the 
movement woFks to polarize society, 
continues to widen its area of rural 
control, a~d make its first move to 

' bring· the war to the cities by estab
lishinp a n.~tw()~k ofurbap supporters. 

• Stage Three involves a general upris
ing in .the countryside, the collapse of 
urban . society, and the destruction of 
the Lhna regime. This is to beaecom
plisfled by gradually surrounding and 
beseiging the cities and finally striking 
fram within, the urban, network, 
The SL uses terror ~s an instniment to 

eI!forct.l. revolutiqnaryprder: in areas that 
have fallen under their control. An 
eyewitness gave .this 11c.count of.revolu
tionary justice in 1984: 

"Tuey stood the bay in the plal:a, call
ing him a traitor and a coward. Then, in 
front of eveiyone, the)' cut off bis head 
wtth a.Jcnife. The!e was nofhing that we 
cbuld do to save him. Five minutes later 
<;>ne of, .thern, yelled 'whoever does the 
same thing will receive the same punish
ment!' Then they left, shouting alle
giances to comrade Gonzolo." 

Tbeviolent policies ofSendero have 
cost them some spppart ~ong the peo
ple, but some have been intimidated and 
now support them out of fear . .l'Iatred of 
the government and promises of a better 
life in the future allows the SL to main
tain a strong hold over some Peruvians, 
especially the young campesinos. 

The pther major giierrilla gJ:\JUp that 
operates in Peru is the0Movimiento Rev
olutiopario Tupac Amaru (MRTA
Tupac Amaru Revolutionary·· Move
ment). Thisgrou~ fir§t appeared in 1983 
and takes its natl1e from Tupac Amaro Il 
(Jose Gabriel Condorcanqui}, leader of 
the last great Indian revolt against Span
ish rulein 1780-82. MRTA is aMarxist 
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jungle before, I was tempted to discount 
much of what he had to say, but nonetheless 
I found myself paying attention to his dire 
warnings. After all, it was his country and 
he was better acquainted with potential 
hazards than I. 

Once at the airport we met the crew of a 
U.S. State Departmen,t C-123 that would 
take us to Tingo Maria, about 200 miles 
over the Andes from Lima. Piloted by a 
former Air America pilot, the airplane was 

guerrilla group of 300-500 (again, num
bers are imprecise) professing ideologi
cal ali gnment with the Cuban and 
Nicaraguan governments , the Salvador
an FMLN, and has close contacts with 
Colombia's M-19. It bas no links with 
the Sendero Euminoso. 

MRT A's first significant action took 
place in June 1984 when it occupied a 
radio station and broadcast a message 
denouncing the International Monetary 
Fund. Later that same month it con
ducted simultaneous attacks against 
Lima and Cusco. 

Originally thought of as only an urban 
terrori st group, the MRTA has in
creasingly conducted attacks in the 
countryside. In the town~of Juanjui in 
November 1987 a well-disciplined 
MRTA force of 120 defeated a 90-man 
police force . The MRTA guerrillas were 
equipped with load-bearing equipment 
and uniforms and were well-armed with 
AKs , FALs and even an Ml6. These 
men were well-trained and hardened 
field troops, not just a bunch of college 
kids. The film also showed that they had 
broad support within Juanjui . They were 
warmly greeted by the inhabitants and 
small children proudly carried the guer
rillas' weapons. It was clear that the 
reaction wasn' t forced. 

Unlike the SL the MRT A is skillful at 
the propaganda game. Police captured at 
Juanjui were condemned to death by the 
residents . It is unclear if this reaction 
was forced by the situation, but knowing 
the way most Peruvians feel about the 
abusive police their condemnation was 
likely genuine. But the MRTA released 
them to the town priest. It was a prop
aganda masterstroke. Mercy to a van
quished foe and support for religious 
traditions . Though not a large group, 
MRT A's pragmatic line will attract 
many of the people who are dissatisfied 
with the government (which is practical
ly everyone) but frightened by Sendero 
radicalism. MRTA is definitely a threat 
to watch for the future. 

Presently there doesn't seem to be any 
outside material support for either guer
rilla group. The SL doesn' t want it for 
fear that it might dilute the "purity" of 
their revolution and the MRTA hasn't 
been able to find many backers in inter
national communism . Though not pro-
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the last C-123 in government service 
(although there were plans to acquire two 
more for use in Peru). Naturally, nothing 
occured on time , giving us an opportunity to 
chat with the pilot and crew and ask ques
tions about the security situation at our des
tination. The pilot showed us bullet holes -
recent bullet holes - in his airplane , which 
sort of answered most of our questions. 

The flight to Tingo was uneventful , save 
for the magnificent view of the 23 ,000-foot 

MRTA guerrilla photographed shortly 
after rebel attack on police garrison at 
Janjui. Photo: Caritas Magazine . 

viding direct aid to the groups , commun
ist governments are not ignoring the 
situation in Peru. The ·soviet Embassy in 
Lima is one of the largest in Latin Amer
ica though at present the Soviets seem to 
be emphasizing co-opting of the coun
try ' s legal leftist parties rather than sup
porting the insurgents. 

Forces aligned against the insurgents, 
the police and the army, are in a sorry 
state . These armed forces are hampered 
by a traditional garrison mentality , a 
lack of confidence caused by inadequate 
training, and feeble support from the 
government. The 1988 budget gives the 
anny only about enough money to pay 
salaries , nothing more. With troops 
making only $15 and full colonels only 
$200 per month, it's no wonder that cor
ruption is rampant. 

The armed forces' only solution to the 
insurgency seems to be to act more tyrri
ble than the terrorists. Since guerrilla 
bands are seldom pursued by govern
ment forces the war amounts to little 
more than reprisals against villages that 
support the communists. While I agree 

Andes mountains , which at times were 
higher than the aircraft. Our cargo consisted 
of supplies for the State Department' s 
Narcotics Assistance Unit , operating in the 
valley, and workers in State's coca eradica
tion program. 

Our landing was greeted by Americans in 
tiger stripes with assault rifles, one of whom 
asked ifl was the guy from Evergreen (once 
a CIA proprietary , now a privately held 
aviation company with State Department 

that violence must be used against the 
guerrillas and their supporters and that 
there is little roo~ for peacetime "hu
man rights" in a civil war, force should 
be combined with programs that prove 
the legitimacy of the government by pro
viding for the peopfo's basic needs . As it 
stands now the Peruvian forces ignore 
the carrot and rely only on the stick. 

In 1984 a native Queche speaker, 
General Adria ·Huaman Centeno, was 

,put in command: of the Ayacucho 
emergency· zone, the birthplace of Sen
dero Luminoso. He told the newspaper 
La Republica that: 

" The solution for Ayacucho is not 
military, because if it were, if the issue 
were to kill everyone in Ayacucho, I 
could solve it in half an hour . . . We are 
talking about human beings, about i)eo
ple who have been making demands for 
160 years without getting anyone' s 
attention, l}Ild we are now reaping the 
results ."' 

General Huaman was quickly re
placed. 

President Garcia has no idea how to 
run the war or the economy' and has 
almost two years left in office. Garcia, 
head of APRA or Accion Popular Revo
lucionaria Americana, was elected with 
a huge mandate in 1985 but his regime is 
now totterjng toward a coup. Charisma
tic, Garcia preaches a popular anti
imperia1ist (read anti-American) and 
nationalistic line. His policies of dis
couraging foreign investment to induce 
self sufficiency, limiting international 
debt payments to only 10 percent of 
Peru 's Il1iniscule gross national product 
(thus drying up development loans) and 
subsidization of agriculture to keep food 
prices low for the urban masses (a popu
lar program until the treasury ran out of 
money and began paying farmers with 
worthless IOUs) has created an inflation 
rate of 2,000 percent per year and dropped 
Garcia's popularity rating to four per
cent among the masses. 

The country suffers from gross mis
management, hyperinflation, guerrilla 
violence and abusive armed forces. 
Without leadership that has the intelli
gence and strength to correct these de
ficiencies - and that leadership is no
where in sight - Peru's future looks 
very dark indeed. - Gene Scroft 
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Robert K. Brown and G.B. Crouse with 
Peruvian anti-drug police on airfield in 
Tingo Maria. Photo: Jack Thompson 

and other goverriment contracts .) I told him 
no, but added that if the pay was good I 
would be wil ling to listen to a reasonable 
offer. He looked annoyed, shrugged and 
walked away. Eventually we were met by 
an officer from ·the anti-drug police who 
escorted us to headquarters . 
· After a briefing from the CO we retired to 
the local hotel for lunch . Some of the DEA 
folks dropped by to tell us their expected 
take-off time and discuss some ground rules 
about photos , the use of their names and so 
on. A few minutes later we were off to the 
airfield. 

Fernando had made the flight to Tingo 
and participated in the briefing and lunch, 
and then just before we were to launch, he 
received an urgent message. Jack Thomp
son and I, riding to the airfield with the 
escort, SOF Editor/Publisher Bob Brown 
and some troops, decided the message was 
probably something like: "All chickenshits 
return to Lima at once.'' 

As it turned out, there was a near coup in 
the capital and the message was very 
genuine and very urgent , but we didn't 
know that at the time. Arriving at the air
field, sans Fernando , I noticed another 
anomaly . Everyone going on the mission 
was wearing body armor, but no one offered 
a vest to Brown, Thompson or me. And 
then , l suppose because I was a visiting 
journalist and loaded with camera gear, they 
gave me the port-side doorgunner's seat, the 
most exposed place in the helicopter. I was 
thrilled. 

After a short discussion about what the 
drill would be once we were airborne, we 
lifted off. 

I'd seen the jungle north of Tingo from 
the air and on the ground before, but the 
coca cultivation was even more intense be
low us than it had been up north. It would be 
impossible to estimate the number of large 
and small plots of land with coca growing 
on them; it would be easier to count com 
fields in Iowa. They stretched literally as far 
as the eye could see . 

Before leaving Lima, we 'd been told 
about a visit from a representative of an 
aerospace manufacturing firm that built re
motely piloted vehicles for military recon
naissance. This clueless fool had arrived in 
Peru with a proposal to use RPVs for over
flights of the Huallaga Valley to " find " 
coca fie lds. 

Locating coca is the least of anybody's 
problems; a blind man could find coca fields 
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in the Huallaga. No effort is made to con
ceal growth of the crop. Seeing the extent of 
coca production from the air, you begin to 
get an idea of the size of the problem. In the 
Huallaga three coca crops are grown per 
year and estimates place the total amount of 
land under coca cultivation at from 140,000 
hectares to 200,000 hectares (345 ,000-
494 ,000 acres). The economy of the upper 
Huallaga Valley , and much of Peru, is coca 
driven. 

Rather than ruining the local economy 
and the ability of small-scale farmers to feed 
their families, the DEA concentrates on 
trying to destroy the Jabs . By the time the 
plants are in the hands of the Jabs, the 
peasants have already been paid by the traf
fickers. 

After drying the leaf for a day or two 
(after four days the leaves began to rot) 
farmers pack them into 11 .5 kilogram sacks 
called mrobas, worth about $40-50 to the 
wholesalers . 

Wholesalers tum the leaves into paste in 
their labs by a complicated chemical pro
cess. After soaking the leaves in sulfuric 
acid for about 12 hours the leaves are dis
carded and the liquid is mixed with kero
sine. Solids that form in the mixture are 
removed and the new liquid is mixed with 
lye (often in the form of concrete mix) . The 
lye solution is mixed in a chum and then 
combined with small amounts of limestone 
chalk until it turns white. When this solution 
is squeezed through a cloth the substance 
remaining on the cloth is coca paste. Paste 
sells for about $640 per kilo . Since paste is 

worth so much more than leaves , farmers 
are increasingly making paste before selling 
to the wholesaler. 

Paste is then washed by mixing it with a 
solution of ammonia and bicarbonate . The 
resulting solid is called "washed paste" or 
"base" and sells for about $3,500 a kilo. 
This process - making the "base" - was 
usually performed in Columbia, but is now 
becoming a big business in Peru. Cocaine, 
basically baked base , is then shipped to the 
United States and Western Europe . 

Thus big, big money rides on control of 
the Huallaga. 

Not far from Tingo Maria we began to see 
communist propaganda painted on the road 
and buildings , something I hadn ' t seen up 
north. One building even had a hammer and 
sickle flag flying over it. But leftist insur
gents weren't the target today. The anti
drug police concentrate on drugs and leave 
the rebels to the army. Cooperation between 
the two organizations is almost unheard of. 
In a recent incident a DEA helicopter was 
grounded by gunfire and its crew, including 
an American, were on the ground and under 
fire . The army , which could have dis
patched helicopters and a reaction force 
didn't, saying all the oil in their helicopters 
had been "contaminated." Sure it had. 

In fact there has been cooperation be
tween the army and the drug traffickers. 
During a state of emergency in 1984-85, the 
Peruvian military received information 
about guerrilla activities from the narcos in 
the Huallaga Valley. 

There has been much discussion about 
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cooperation between Marxist and Maoist 
guerrilla groups in Peru and the drug trade. 
Straight answers are hard to come by; every
one has their own ax to grind, and when 
asked about cooperation between the two 
groups the answer tends to be more parochi
al than straightforward. The best informa
tion available would suggest that there have 
been links at times - but there is no perma
nent alliance nor shared agenda. They are 
unlikely allies as the narcos are interested 
only in profit while the guerrillas are dedi
cated to creating a new order that would 
make it impossible for the narcos to exist, or 
so they say. 

But even more than politics , money 
changes everything. There are times when 
the narcos cooperate with the police and 
with the guerrillas. Cooperation is actually a 
misnomer; it is actually more of a protection 
racket. The local police are usually paid 
$5 ,000 not to notice planes taking off for 
Columbia, the guerrillas (they have guns, 
too) are paid another $5,000, and to keep 
the masses happy an additional $5,000 may 
go to the local community. 

Everybody is happy that way. Everybody 
but the DEA, and we were with the DEA. 

After flying over the jungle at what I 
considered entirely too low an altitude (we 
were dodging trees), the DEA agent seated 
next to me indicated that we were going to 
land. Poising myself on the edge, I waited 
until the ground was five or six feet away 
and jumped. I'd been told by the CO back at 
headquarters that when the choppers landed 
I should get out and away as quickly as 
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possible. Apparently he hadn't given his 
own troops the same advice. After hitting 
the ground I moved quickly away from the 
bird and dashed to the nearest cover, some 
10 meters away. I dropped to one knee and 
turned to the soldier behind to see what his 
next move was going to be. 

Nobody was there. 
Well that's just fine, I thought. I'm 

dashing around the jungle in shorts and run
ning shoes, carrying a camera, and the guys 
with the guns and flak jackets aren' t even 
off the helicopter yet. 

They finally did get off, trotted in my . 
direction and paused just Jong enough to 
look at me as if I was a bit of an idiot before 
pushing on into the jungle. I followed and 
watched them set up something of a defen
sive perimeter on the narrow ridge while the 
first helo took off and the second one, with 

. . . a blind man could 
find coca fields in the 
Huallaga. 
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Brown aboard, approached. 
After the second helo off-loaded its 

troops we retraced our steps to the LZ, 
cautiously looking for mines and booby
traps, and formed a column. Our objective 
was a drug lab the DEA had destroyed a few 
days ago. They wanted to see if any of the 
former proprietors of the place had re
turned. There were several young men in 
the area who explained they had come to 
gather wood and other building materials 
from the wreckage. That seemed to satisfy 
the boss, but further down the trail, nearer 
the actual Jab, they encountered a poor slob 
who hadn't the good sense to leave the area 
when the helicopters landed. When he was 
approached he had the proverbial hand-in
the-cookie-jar look on his face. He was 
quickly policed up and taken away to be 
"interviewed." 
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Police station under fire in Ayacucho. Local 
residents seem less than concerned about 
the attack. Photo: Caritas Magazine 

After inspecting the wreckage of the for
mer lab and interrogating the suspect we 
returned to the LZ. As the choppers landed, 
the suspect was bundled into the first bird. 
He'd probably never even ridden in a four
door sedan before and from the less-than
eager look on his face, he wasn't thriJled at 
the prospect of his first helicopter ride. 

We turned north after lifting off as the 
DEA agents wanted to show us the scene of 
a recent battle between a prominent local 
narco caJied Machis and the Sendero Lumi
noso (SL), a Maoist guerrilla group. The SL 
had gained control in the area and were 
forcing the workers - Machis' workers -
to attend political indoctrination sessions, 
sometimes at 0400. Machis sought to orga
nize local resistance so Sendero attacked his 
compound in the village of Paraiso. What 
ensued was a fierce battle between the nar
cos' hired gunmen and the guerrillas . After 
taking it in the shorts for a couple of days, 
the narco used white bed sheets to spell out 
SOS in 10-foot letters in the courtyard of his 
compound, hoping the army, the police, the 
DEA or anybody who could read would 
come to his assistance. The DEA seemed to 
find this vastly amusing. 

They'd nonetheless gone to his rescue. 
Machis is now in a Peruvian jail. The 
wreckage below attested to the ferocity of 
the battle. Burned and bullet-damaged 
buildings stood vacant, illustrating the 
effectiveness of the guerrillas when they 
assemble in strength. 

But the narcos don' t always lose . Soon 
after the Machis incident, in Uchiza (de
finitely not a Club Med kind of place), a 
local narco called " Barbrito" (Little Beard) 
discovered on his return from a business trip 
to Colombia that Sendero Luminoso had 
taken over his operation, killing his wife 
and brother in the process . Barbrito hired 
hoods and killed enough guerrillas to drive 
the SL out. But not for long. Barbrito 
learned the SL was headed back to Uchiza 
with a 100-man column. He cut a deal with 
the police. If they would ignore all the 
shooting, he would ambush the SL and then 
let the police take credit for the body count. 
Such a good deal the police could not resist. 

We didn' t find that good a deal- or any 
action - throughout the balance of the 
afternoon . We flew about, frequently 
swooping low to examine suspected drug 
lab sites, but returned to the airfield at Tingo 
with little to show for the day . 

The patrol had lasted only an afternoon, 
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but it seemed longer. For the DEA agents 
assigned to Tingo it was only one of hun
dreds they would make in their tour of duty 
there. Extra pay and an exotic setting seem 
less than adequate compensation for the 
agents who volunteer for duty in Peru. Most 
of them, like those we'd accompanied, 
spent their tours in the Huallaga, going out 
daily to locate labs and gather intelligence 
about narco activities in the valley. 

After the flight several of them joined 
Brown, Thompson and me in the hotel bar 
for a drink (or two), where Jack and I 
humiliated them at darts, evidence of our 
misspent youth. The most lively topic of 
discussion was, of course, how to tackle the 
cocaine problem. All the agents seemed 
amused and at the same time disdainful of 
stateside politicians ' proposed "solutions" 
to the cocaine problem. 

The United States actually has two 
approaches to the cocaine problem in Peru: 
eradication and interdiction. And as govern
ments are wont to do it has assigned the task 
to two agencies: the Justice Department's 
DEA and the State Department's Narcotics 
Assistance Unit (NAU). Generally speakng 

the NAU handles eradication and the DEA 
interdiction. The NAU goes after the plants; 
the DEA takes over once the plants are 
processed. 

Eradication through the use of herbicides 
(principally tebuthiuron, known as 
"Spike") is difficult to implement. Spike's 
manufacturer, the Eli Lilly Company, has 
refused to sell the product to the State De
partment because of concerns about poten
tial misuse. There is also a possible problem 
with Jong-term effects . Environmental 
groups - Greenpeace sent a man into the 
Huallaga to argue against use of chemicals 
- cite laboratory tests of Spike which 
caused liver damage in rats. In addition , 
Spike is basically a nerve agent that kills 
wood plants by being absorbed by the roots. 
Now coca is an extremely hardy plant that 
will grow almost everywhere. Its only natu
ral enemy seems to be a worm that quickly 
dies of narcotic overdose after eating the 
leaf. A chemical that kills this plant would 
have to be some pretty powerful stuff. And 
since most farmers grow their coca side-by
side with other woody crops (citrus, 
papaya, etc .) these plants would also likely 
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be affected by Spike. 
Official claims to the contrary ring of 

desperation to produce results and environ
mentalists aren't buying. What they fail to 
factor in is that the coca industry is also 
ravaging the countryside. Paste labs dump 
huge amounts of kerosine and sulfuric acid 
into the Huallaga River and its tributaries. 
Local fishermen in the valley complain that 
many of their favorite rivers no longer have 
fish . Farmers are also burning down 
thousands of hectares of jungle to grow 
coca. During the dry season much of the 
valley lies under a thick layer of smoke from 
these fires. 

Peru has used Spike on an experimental 
basis but there are no plans to begin wide
spread use. 

Buying the fields from the farmers is also 
being tried, but for every hectare removed 
through purchase, four to five more are 
being planted. In addition there are reports 
of farmers using the money they receive to 
finance new production in other fields . 

The NAU eradication program is also of 
dubious effect. State employs 450 farmers 
to pluck the coca plants by hand. The latest 
twist is a power cutter, a weed eater utilizing 
a rotating steel blade instead of a plastic 
cord. The NAU agent who proudly showed 
the photo of the "coca eater" proudly 
claimed that the new machine would signifi
cantly increase the program's effectiveness. 
An agent from State however, admitted that 
if there were no new land placed in cultiva
tion it would take until the year 2070 to 
destroy the coca now being grown in the 
Huallaga. As one wit said: "It' s like 
emptying a lake with a teacup." 

The DEA's effort is directed at busting up 
labs and stopping the flights. Drug labs de
stroyed in the morning can be rebuilt hours 
later a mile away. The Peruvian landscape is 
covered with unmapped runways, and with 
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Communist propaganda and roadblocks on 
road north from Tingo Maria, symbols of 
protest left by locals unhappy with 
American-supported Peruvian coca 
eradication campaign. Photo: G.B. Crouse 

money, machetes and sweat, cratered run
ways can be replaced by new ones within 
days. 

A high ranking DEA official told SOF 
they were anxiously awaiting the arrival of 
some helicopters, including two gunship 
birds. He didn't specify what, exactly, they 
would shoot up with the gunships. Heavily 
armed helicopters blasting away at drug labs 
might be satisfying at a gut level but it won't 
put the labs out of business and might create 
a lot of guerrillas. People get upset when 
someone starts leveling houses and killing 
everything that moves. 

All of the proposed solutions would im
pose great economic damage on Peru. More 
than 90 percent of the agricultural produc
tion of the Huallaga Valley is coca and the 
peasants don't spend their days in the fields 
cultivating coca to improve their tan . There 
is a tremendous market for their product and 
little viable agricultural alternative. Wide
spread unemployment and increased pover
ty would result if farmers are stopped from 
growing coca. Growing other crops would 
result in their incomes being slashed by 
some 75 percent. It would also undoubtedly 
push many of the farmers into the fold of the 
active insurgency in Peru, destabilizing the 
government. 

Not that the farmers aren't political now 
- they are. Many farmers are organized 
into self-defense fronts, with ties to leftist 
political parties in Peru. Known as FEDIPs, 
the groups lobby against American eradica
tion efforts in the valley and push for legal
ization of coca production. They are capa-

''All chickenshits return 
to Lima at once." 

ble of shutting down the valley through 
strikes, roadblocks and other means. 

To make matters worse, the Huallaga 
Valley is increasingly tied to Colombia. 
Colombian narcos have recently begun 
buying directly from Peruvian producers 
and less from middlemen. Economically, . 
the Huallaga's most important ties are with 
Colombians r!lther than with their own 
country. 

Colombian drug lords have intervened 
directly in the affairs of the valley, at one 
point dispatching 300 armed men to help 
protect labs and supply routes. Their reach 
extends to Lima as well. Several members 
of an Italian organized crime syndicate 
visiting Lima to look into getting involved 
in the cocaine trade were murdered shortly 
after their arrival. A hapless Italian tourist 
who arrived shortly after the murder of his 
countrymen, and who had no ties to organ
ized crime, was killed within hours of his 
arrival, mistaken by the Colombians for 
another mafioso. 

Although much of the money generated 
by the cocaine trade is banked, or invested 
overseas, an estimated $600-700 million re
turns to Peru yearly: That money plays an 
important role in .the overall economy. Ev
erything from banks. to businesses iii the 
service industry would be damaged If it 
were stopped. , · 

While our efforts to stop coca cultivation 
and processing may well contribute to the 
destabilization of Peru, they do not seem 
likely to reduce the production of coca in 
Peru. It is difficult to foresee the current 
eradication-interdiction efforts of the DEA 
and NAU having an impact on the core of 
the coca industry in Peru. The agents, offi
cials and pilots we met were hard working 
and dedicated to a man, but their efforts and 
resources are at least inadequate, and quite 
possibly inappropriate as well. What's 
worse is that some of them may be killed 
carrying out their duties , a tragedy in itself 
which would be compounded by the fact 
that their efforts are unlikely to have much 
impact on America's cocaine problem. 

Some experts would disagree of course, 
but after seeing the breadth of coca produc
tion on the ground it's difficult to view the 
cocaine problem as being other than de
mand driven. Sooner or later America is 
going to have to face up to the fact that the 
cocaine problem has to be solved in the 
streets of America - not in the jungles of 
Peru's Huallaga Valley. ~ 
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S011 COMBAT 
UPDATE 

BEIRUT'S- . 

TN Lebanon, life might be cheap, but the 
.I.tools for ending it are not. . 

It's a reality of economic life in the eastern 
Mediterranean that conflict has become ex
pensive, especially in the last two or three 
years. Five years ago the PG-7 warhead of the 
RPG-7 rocket system cost about U .S. $100, or 
350 Lebanese pounds. Now it still costs U.S. 
$100, but in Lebanese money the price has 
risen - because of the devaluation of the 
Lebanese pound- to £35 ,000. The same is 
true of ammunition for small arms, artillery , 
rocket shells and other projectiles. All par
ties involved in Lebanon, from the Right to 
the Left, are feeling the economic pinch . 

Syria, the main supplier of arms to many 
of the more radical movements operating in 
Lebanon , is _badly strapped for cash. Iran, 
normally one of Syrian President Assad's 
main providers of financial aid, has until 
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Hard Look at Hard Lines, 
Hard Times in Lebanon 
Text & Photos by Al Venter 

recently been engaged in a war of its own 
against Iraq . Nor are oil revenues what they 
once were, a fact oflife that affects Tehran , 
Damascus and Baghdad as severely as it 
does the Libyans and , ultimately , those 
fighting in Lebanon. 

Late in 1988, traveling along the Green 
Line in Beirut or toward Christian positions 
near the Shouff Mountains or along the 
northern Christian "frontier" facing the 

Lebanese city of Tripoli, I found that there 
were few contacts between opposing forces. 
Battles, when they occurred , were waged 
with automatic rifle fire rather than with 
artillery or rocket barrages. 

Sniping has become a part of life on both 
sides of ragged separation lines, with all 
forces favoring highly accurate single-shot 
fire from sophisticated, Steyr-Mannlicher 
hunting rifles with high-powered telescopic 
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GUERRILLA WARFARE 
WRITER 

Al Venter, a Contributing Editor to 
Soldier of Fortune Magazine , has stu
died guerrilla warfare around the world 
for many years , authoring books such as 
The Terror Fighters, Africa at War, The 
Zambezi Salient and Africa Today. He 
has also made a documentary film on 
AIDS, entitled " AIDS : The ·strategic 
Implications for Africa.'' This article is 
the result of a half-dozen trips to the 
Middle East. 

Author Venter with Oak jacket and Ml6 
in Beirut. 
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Shots ring out and Lebanese Force 
Command (LFC) soldiers take up defensive 
positions along Green Line. 

sights rather than automatic fire from the 
ubiquitous AK . 

The last time I visited Lebanon , in 1983, I 
was able to move freely on both sides of the 
Green Line and went often to the southern 
cities of Sidon and Tyre. At that time a 
single rocket into an enemy position would 
often provoke a day-long response. On one 
occasion I watched a Lebanese Force Com
mand (LFC) soldier fire an RPG-7 rocket 
into a Syrian army position on the second 
floor of what was once an apartment block 
in Beirut. He must have caused damage, 
because an hour later the front erupted along 
its entire eight-mile length. 

The Christian side was bombarded for the 
next 24 hours by a fury of high explosives 
that kept the night sky lit until dawn. We · 
were pounded by the full range of mortars 
- 82mm, l 20mm and l 60mm - salvos of 
122mm rockets from dozens of well
positioned BM-2ls lining the perimeter of 
the city, and RPGs by the score. Regular 
bursts from four-barreled ZSU-23/24s 
arched across the sky in 50-meter wide 
swathes northward toward the mountains 
and the town of Juniyah . 

The scene was awesome. We watched it 
from the top of a half-finished, 24-story build
ing that was being used as a mortar spotting 
post by the Christian soldiers. My own milit
ary escort, a young Sorbonne-educated LFC 
officer, was killed after being sideswiped by 
an RPG-7 rocket that threw him down the 
building's elevator shaft. To this writer it was 
a personal tragedy . Had I not been there, the 
young man would still be alive. 

No one in Beirut today will dispute that 
this kind of scene is unlikely to happen 
again. A visit to this once great city strad
dling seven hills presents a different picture 
from five years ago. 

In the first place, no Western correspond
ent would dare to associate himself with any 
radical Moslem force for fear of being kid
napped . Those reports that do come out, 
consequently, are mostly filed from the 
Christian-held enclave of the Lebanese 
Force Command. 

Also , the activities of all foreign corre
spondents are strictly monitored . It is possi
ble to visit the Green Line , but for most 
these excursions are brief and cursory and 
under strict escort. 

I spent several days in Christian positions 
and found that conditions had changed 
markedly from my earlier visits. As in the 
past, most of the effort directed toward the 
enemy takes place at night. During the day 
the lines are lightly manned , although ex
cellent intelligence on the part of the LFC 
intelligence organization (it calls itself Al 
Istkhbarat and seems to be nominally in 
control of much of the Christian "sector" ) 
appears to have given several small-scale 
conventional attacks short shrift in recent 
months . 

There actually appears to be little incen-
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ABOVE: Face of Christian fighting man in 
streets of embattled Beirut. 

tive for either side to take new ground, as 
they did in the past, although Christian 
forces did gain some additional streets in the 
central sector after a concerted attack sup
ported by the Syrian army 18 months ago. In 
reality, addit.ional terrain would mean a new 
defense structure with supplementary ram
parts and incumbent security problems. Be
cause money is short, that is simply not 
practicable. Hostile Moslem positions -
Syrian, Amal and Hezbollah (Party of God) 
- surround the "perimeter" of all Christ
ian Beirut, south, north and east. 

Almost all the disputed territory between 
opposing forces, especially toward the 
south, the Shouff Mountains and the air
port, lies along a ragged, ramparted line that 
includes such defenses as abandoned con
tainers, derelict army trucks, sandbags, col
lapsed walls and anything else behind which 
a man or a vehicle might be able to take 
cover from enemy fire. 

In numbers of men, Christian forces 
appear to be thin on the ground during day
light hours, though they are apparently sup-

BELOW: RPG-7s are mainstay of light 
infantry weapons on both sides of Green 
Line. This LFC soldier swears by it. 
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ABOVE: Christian woman maintains 
communications between strung-out 
Christian defenses. 

plemented after dark. A good amount of 
heat-sensitive and infrared equipment was 
seen to be employed, apparently by both 
sides. Extensive use of some incredibly in
genious booby traps prevents surprise 
attacks. These include trip wires attached to 
explosives, heat sensors, claymores and 
man traps. 

An average "control post" might consist 
of a half-dozen LFC soldiers in olive-drab 
uniforms (which are remarkably similar to 
Israeli army issue), usually playing the Arab 
version of scrabble, draughts or the ever
popular backgammon. These forces are 
lightly armed with Kalashnikovs and a few 
RPG-7s. 

Radio communications with a nearby base 
are constant and, from what I was able to 
observe, heavier backup is available on short 
notice in the form of captured Russian B-10 
recoilless guns, American 106s and even the 
occasional Syrian T-54155 battle tank. These 
were not on display, it was hinted, because 
of fairly elaborate Israeli innovations that 
had been added, including laser sights and 
anti-rocket cladding. In the southern region, 
north of the Israeli border, the World War II 

M-4 Sherman tank is still occasionally in 
evidence among Christian positions with the 
South Lebanese Army (SLA) . 

The role of the Syrian army surrounding 
Christian Beirut is unclear. The head of the 
Syrian army in Lebanon is General Said 
Bairak Dar, and Syrian intelligence in the 
country is under the control of General Gha
zi Kanaan. According to a spokesman of Al 
Istkhbarat, the 30,000 Syrian soldiers in 
Lebanon (there are also about 3,000 Syrian 
intelligence agents) have regularly pounded 
Christian positions in the past, usually at 
night so as not to betray the source of fire. 

When complaints are raised about shell
ing, the local Syrian commander invariably 
blames one or another of the Moslem fac
tions arrayed against the Christians. He has 
not been able to explain the presence of 
several Syrian soldiers taken captive during 
a night attack on Christian soldiers in early 
1988, nor has he been able to shed any light on 
the fact that at least a dozen larger weapons 
systems captured by the LFC in January 1988 
had Syrian army markings on them. 

Clearly, the war along the fringes bf the 
Christian quarter of Beirut remains at a very 
low level . One observer remarked that in the 
fall of 1988 there was a good deal more 
shouting of insults between opposing forces 
than actual firing. But that, he said, was 
because neither side was eager to waste 
ammunition. 

Still, conflict goes on . The million-odd 
Christians in Lebanon have, in recent years, 
been faced with a manpower problem. Con
sequently, a system of conscription has 
been introduced for all children leaving 
school. They serve 12 months. Both Christ
ian and Arab school-leavers are affected, 
and Christian girls are obliged to play their 
part in LFC uniform as well. 

Many more Moslem civilians have been 
entering the Christian areas of late, largely 
to avoid contact with radical Islamic fac
tions such as the Hezbollah, who regard 
anyone but hardliners as enemies. These 
people are more or less accepted as residents 
within the Christian community, although 
they are required to make their contribution 
to society - hence conscription. 

In the past year, uncertain conditions in 
Moslem west Beirut have also caused a vari
ety of strange bedfellows to congregate in 
the Christian area. After the departure of the 
U.S . Embassy from west Beirut, the Soviets 
and the Libyans also moved to the areas 
controlled by the Christian LFC. 

At first some were unsure whether this 
was a correct (or at least a wise) move, since 
Christian areas have in the past been 
afflicted by numerous car-bomb explo
sions . These wreaked terrible havoc, killing 
hundreds and maiming many more. 

Although the Christians retaliated with 
their own car bombs in the Moslem areas, 
the exchange was only stopped when the 
LFC inteIJigence organization, Al Istkhbar
at, rounded up several cells of agents who 
had been planting them. Among those cap
tured were Syrian, Amal and, surprisingly, 
Christian agents, all of them in the pay of 
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SUMMARY OF 
LEBANESE POLITICAL 

FACTIONS 
HEZBOLLAH 
Certainly the most radical of all the Mos
lem political or religious movements ac
tive in Lebanon. It is directly linked to 
Iranian fundamentalist interests and re
sponsible for much recent Middle East 
hijacking and hostage talcing. There are 
substantial numbers of Iranians within 
Hezbollah ranks in Lebanon. Organiza
tion is sympathetic to Arafat PLO in
terests in south Lebanon; PLO forces 
have aided Hezbollah elements in the 
past during conflict with Amal. Hezbol
lah is anti-Syrian at present as a result of 
the number of Hezbollah cadres who 
were killed when Syrian forces entered 
Beirut again during 1987. (Syrian forces 
came to Amal's aid against Palestinian 
camps at the time). Passionately 
opposed to Christian Lebanese Force 
command. 

AMAL 
The largest Islamic political and military 
grouping in Lebanon today and the big
gest anti-Christian adversary . Headed 
by Nabih Berri, Amal is strongly allied 
to the Syrian presence in Lebanon at 
present. This movement is strictly 
Shi'ite and has been heavily involved 
militarily against Lebanese Force Com
mand. Has recently fought a succession 
of battles against Hezbollah. 

SUNNI MOSLEM 
Centered mainly around the northern 
Lebanese city of Tripoli, which has al
ways been a Sunni stronghold to the 
exclusion of most Shi'ite elements . 
Strong Arafat allies and common in
terests with Hezbollah but not allied to 
Hezbollah. Passionately opposed to Syr
ian presence in Lebanon. Sunnis are 
fighting Syrian army as well as the Ala
wite Syrian sect which is pro-Assad and 
also the Christians (Lebanese Force 
Command). 

DRUZE 
In the past, a powerful contender for 
military authority in the Lebanese poli
tical quagmire. Sometimes allied to the 
Israelis and the Syrians, though for 
obviously different reasons. Droze are 
eager to carve out their own "inde
pendent'' enclave. They are led by 
Walid Jumblat, who is known to have 
executed orders from both Damascus 
and Jerusalem in the past. Jumblat is 
often irrational in his actions and pro
nouncements, which some say is the re
sult of drug abuse. 

SYRIAN ARMY 
Some 30,000 Syrian soldiers and an esti
mated 3,000 Syrian intelligence officers 
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A small bag of bones is all that remains 
of Druze combatant handed over in 
exchange for Christian prisoners. 

are reported inside Lebanon, headed by 
Syrian General Said Bairak Dar, in 
charge of the Syrian army, and General 
Ghazi Kanaan, who coordinates Syrian 
military and political intelligence. They 
are supposed to be controlling mainly 
Moslem west Beirut, but there are large 
areas south of the airport and dominated 
by Hezbollah elements where they do 
not enter. 

AMIN GEMAYEL 
Head of a Christian Phalangist political 
movement. He was elected President of 
Lebanon after the 1982 assassination of 
his charismatic brother Bashir who is 
still revered by the majority of Christians 
in the country. He doesn't have a very 
distinguished track record. Lebanese 
pound fell from 3.5 to the U.S. dollar 
when he took power five years ago to 
about 360 to the U.S. dollar today. He 
was due. to stand for new elections last 
summer, but the elections were aborted 
because of Syrian interference. Tradi
tionally the Lebanese president is always 
Christian. This is being disputed by the 
more numerous and radical Moslem 
Lebanese . Amin Gemayel 's biggest 
problem is that he tries to be "all things 
to all men.' ' He is a lackluster performer 
who has been accused of being more of a 
playboy than a politician. 

SULEIMAN FRANJEI 
Elder statesman of Lebanese Christian 
politics but radically pro-Syrian and 
virulently anti-Lebanese Force Com
mand. He has sworn to avenge the death 
of his son Tony, who he believes was 
killed by rival Christians. Lives in Mos
lem area north of Beirut's Christian en
clave (which in itself is a very good 
reason for being anti-Lebanese Force 
Command). 

LEBANESE FORCE COMMAND 
Certainly the most vital and progressive 
of all Lebanese political and military 
organizations. It is exclusively Christian 

but appears to be attracting more Mos
lems who seek the ordered protection of 
Christian east Beirut. Headed by the 
ascetic Dr. Samir Geagea, a graduate of 
Beirut's American University, who is 
also chief of staff of the movement. 
Geagea took over power during a palace 
coup in January 1986, when the then 
chief of staff Elie Hobeika, who was 
exposed as being in the pay of the Syri
ans, was outsted. Hobeika and his fol
lowers now live in the Syrian-controlled 
Christian enclave of Zahle, east of 
Beirut. The Lebanese Force Command 
is the effective controlling force (govern
ment) in Christian east Beirut and domin
ates an area of about 1,200 of the 10,400 
square kilometer country. Closely allied to 
the Israeli-dominated South Lebanese 
Army on Israel's northern border. 

THE LEBANESE ARMY 
This originally Christian force (and the 
official army of Lebanon) is still tech
nically commanded by a Christian. Until 
the election rumpus of the summer of 
1988 it was constituted in a ratio of about 
60:40 in favor of Islamic Lebanese. It 
was active throughout much of Christian 
and Moslem Beirut but was regarded 
with suspicion by most Christians, since 
the 6th Brigade was found to be giving 
some of its weapons to Amal (including 
recently arrived U .S. tanks) and the 11th 
Brigade some of its heavier war mate
rials to Walid Jumblat's Droze forces . 
Most observers in Lebanon in the past have 
predicted the imminent demise of the 
Lebanese army. This, in fact, has not hap
pened because most Christian officers and 
men have fled to the sanctuary of Christian 
areas and· they have been assimilated by 
the Lebanese Force Command. 

THE SOUTH LEBANESE ARMY 
(SLA) 
A creation by Israeli interests in a bid to 
secure Israel's northern flank from 
attack by radical Moslem elements, it 
was formed in the middle '70s by an 
Israeli reserve officer, Lt. Col. Yoran 
Hamizrachi, who "created" the new 
force out of largely ex-Lebanese army 
elements headed by a former LA career 
officer, Sa'ad Haddad (deceased). Since 
then the SLA, centered around the 
southern Lebanese town of Marj 'Uyun, 
has become an efficient, professional 
military force which has taken part in 
several operations with Israeli forces in 
South Lebanon. It is strongly opposed to 
the presence of United Nations 
peacekeepers because of the latter's in
efficacy. The SLA contains a good 
sprinkling of Moslem soldiers, mostly 

. Shi 'ite, but is opposed to the radical 
tenets of both Hezbollah and Amal. The 
South Lebanese Army is headed by a 
former Lebanese regular officer, Major 
General Antoine Lehad. 
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Israeli army patrol on the move with 
elements of South Lebanese Army (SLA) 
near Marj'Uyun. 

Syrian interests. 
It was explained that the original motive 

for planting car bombs had been to destabil
ize the Christian sector, and, ultimately , to 
make it ungovernable. It is interesting that 
the Palestinian Liberation Organization 
(PLO) has mapped out exactly the same 
strategy for radical Arabs in Israel. 

Lebanese Force Command representa
tives make no comment on what has hap
pened to the car bombers . Other sources 
indicate that all have been summarily put to 
death after being tortured . In this country of 
extraordinary contrasts, little quarter is 
sought or given . 

Ultimately, however, the greatest prob
lem for the Christians in Lebanon is political 
(in contrast to the Moslems, who are 
plagued with the even worse problem of 
fanatical religious groups). Between July 
and September 1988 the country attempted 
to elect a new president. Syrian interests put 
forward their own candidate, but this was 
rejected by the Christians , with the result 
that Lebanon today has no formal govern
ment. The outgoing president, Amin 
Gemayel, proved universally unpopular -
with the Moslems because he is a Christian 
and among his fellow Christians because it 
was during his period in office that the 
Lebanese pound collapsed, falling from 3.5 
pounds to the U.S. dollar to 360 in five years. 

There are other problems. Amin 
Gemayel suceeeded to the presidency on the 
death of his brother, Bashir, a man revered 
in Christian Lebanese circles as a charismat
ic and powerful leader who refused to deal 
with the Syrians or any other hostile forces. 
Bashir Gemayel was killed in a bomb explo
sion that destroyed one of his offices. It was 
subsequently discovered that the bomb had 
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been laid by agents in the pay of Damascus. 
One of the criticisms of Amin Gemayel is 

that he is a playboy, not a leader. While he 
has no truck with the Syrians (he refused to 
sign an accord with Damascus that would, 
in effect, have made all Lebanon a Syrian 
colony), there has been much muttering 
about his lack of control over affairs of 
state. He is also accused of putting the in
terests of his own Phalangist Party ahead of 
the national interests of Lebanon. 

There is also resentment of the manner of 
his control, which is regarded as autocratic. 
His two children, for instance, have been 
involved in a number of incidents in which 
people have been killed. On 12 March last 
year, two officers of the LFC were fatally 
shot in the streets of the Zouk District of 
Christian Beirut by the bodyguards of the 
president's 18-year-old son Pierre, 
apparently for no other reason than that they 
objected to their car being pounded by the 
bodyguards who were attempting to make 
way for their charge, who was caught in a 
traffic jam of his own making. Another ugly 
incident was caused by Nicole, President 
Gemayel's daughter. Accompanied by her 
bodyguards , she demanded entry to a play at 
the George V Theater in Adonis, Beirut. 
When no one would give up a seat for her, 
the bodyguards sprayed the theater with 
gunfire. One person was killed by a 
ricocheting bullet. ·A report in the Middle 
East Times (Vol VI: No 14) notes that this 
was the fifteenth time that someone had 
been killed by the bodyguards of the 
Gemayel family . There are many who 
would like to see the last of the Gemayels. 

What is worrying many Christians is that 
the killing of the LFC officers George 
Chaouh and Ziad Habshi by Pierre 
Gemayel's bodyguards could set off a 
Mafia-style gang vendetta involving the 
militias of the president's Phalangist Party 
and the LFC. 

But perhaps the most serious blow to the 

Christian Forces in recent years was the 
defection of their former chief of staff, Elie 
Hobeika, to the Syrians. Although no one is 
certain quite to what extent Hobeika was 
involved with Damascus, it is known that he 
was prepared to sign the accord with Syria 
in January 1986 that would have given Pres
ident Assad control over all Lebanese 
affairs, both Christian and Moslem. 

It is important to recognize what the Syr
ian-Lebanese Accord would have meant if it 
had been signed by the Christians: 
l) There would have been no distinction 

between Syrian, Amal (Moslem) and 
Christian interests; 

2) Syria would have had the right to dictate 
the movements and operations of all 
military forces in Lebanon, including 
those of the Christian-oriented LFC. 
Syria would have taken over the training 
and appointment of Lebanese officers; 

3) While the Christian religion would not be 
affected, the official religion of Lebanon 
would be Islam; 

4) The Lebanese pound would have been 
linked to the Syrian pound, though, in 
truth, that could only mean an improve
ment of the debased Lebanese currency; 

5) The Lebanese market would have be
come part of the Syrian market with 
commercial and trade policy dictated by 
Damascus; 

6) Politically, Lebanon would no longer 
have had its own external diplomatic 
relations. They would all have fallen 
within the ambit of the Syrian ministry 
of foreign affairs. 

The palace coup of 15 January 1986 that 
got rid of the LFC chief of staff, Elie 
Hobeika , thwarted Syrian schemes for the 
region . The Syrian response was to launch a 
series of artillery attacks on the Christian 
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LFC soldier with captured B-10 recoilless 
gun taken a few months ago from Syrian 
soldiers who tried to make incursion into 
Christian territory. 

sector, followed by the car-bomb attacks . 
Elie Hobeika, meanwhile, was allowed 

to leave the country with some of his follow
ers. His argument in a subsequent interview 
was that the accord would at least have 
brought some measure of peace to his coun
try, which had been wracked by conflict 
since 1972. Hobeika now lives in the Syri
an-controlled Christian enclave of Zahle, 
near the Syrian border. Damascus backed 
this man (who is by·no means a spent force) 
as a candidate for Lebanese elective office; 
there are indications that he would win a 
seat in the multinational Lebanese parlia
ment if the election were ever to take place. 
Few members of the LFC with whom I 
discussed the matter were prepared to give 
Hobeika an even chance of staying alive 
very long if he returns to Beirut, even as a 
member of parliament. 

The role of the Lebanese army, as 
opposed to the LFC, remains unclear in the 
long term. With the collapse of the election 
accord, most Christians in the regular army 
fled to the LFC. The army had been very 
well supplied by the Americans, but on 
several occasions some of the hardware has 
found its way to radical Moslem move
ments. The 6th Brigade was found to be 
giving some of its weapons to Amal, includ
ing recently arrived U.S. heavy tanks, and 
the 1 Ith Brigade "donated" a good quanti
ty of their heavier war materials to Walid 
Jumblat' s Druze force. 

The man to watch in Lebanon in the fu
ture is Christian LFC Chief of Staff Samir 
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Geagea. It was he who toppled Elie Hobeika 
and who subsequently put up a powerful 
stand against Syrian military and intelli
gence efforts to destabilize the Christian 
enclave. An austere, ascetic-looking intel
lectual who remains unmarried and devotes 
at least 18 hours a day - Sundays included 
- to ensuring Christian survival in a hostile 
Moslem environment, Dr. Geagea is a 
graduate of Beirut's once-exclusive Amer
ican University . He also has vast practical 
military experience in a succession of Leba
non ' s wars and insurrections . 

The fact that there have been several 
attempts on Dr. Geagea' s li fe in the past 18 
months (according to Al Istkhbarat 

Dangerous moments in trying to detect 
source of sniper fire in downtown Beirut. 

sources) , almost all of them sponsored by 
Syrian interests , is indicative of the strength 
he is able to muster among Christians living 
in Lebanon. It is also maintained in certain 
quarters that there is a likelihood that Dr. 
Geagea might ultimately succeed Amin 
Gemayel as president of Lebanon. In this 
writer's opinion, that is improbable , since 
with the obtrusive presence of the Syrians in 
the country this position is largely that of a 
figurehead with no effective command or 
power over any of the opposing factions, 
Christians included. Ultimately, it must be 
the Syrian influence in Lebanon that wiU 
decide the course of Lebanese politics for 
the foreseeable future. However, strong as 
it is, Syrian power in Lebanon is not unlim
ited . Without Christian support , the Syrian 
presence in Beirut is confined to the Mos
lem parts of the city, but even there, in south 
Beirut where the Hezbollah is most active 
the Syrian army will not go. Much of the 
fighting that has taken place in Beirut be
tween Amal and Hezbollah in 1988 and the 
first months of this year appears to be rooted 
in an attempt by Syria to reassert its influ
ence in these areas. 

That Syria is trying hard to bring all of 
Lebanon to heel, there is little doubt. And 
that the Syrians will continue to attempt to 
influence the forthcoming Lebanese elec
tions is also certain. What remains unsure is 
to what extent President Assad will bring his 
military forces in the country to bear on 
those of the LFC. 

The head of Al Istkhbarat, who asked not 
to be named since he is also a prominent 
Syrian target , told me that Damascus was 
expected to make serious efforts at destabi
lizing Christian areas during the next year. 
He expected that the area south of Juniyah, 
all the way into Christian east Beirut, will be 
heavily shelled. There is also likely to be an 
increase in the number of car bombs that the 
Syrians will attempt to send into the enclav
e; already several car bombs have exploded 
near the Christian port of Juniyah . Whatev
er the outcome, the Christian " pocket" is 
likely to survive intact. 

The LFC has fought for more than a dec
ade to retain its status and its hegemony . Its 
military wing has proved efficient in more 
than a dozen onslaughts launched by Syria, 
Amal, the Palestinians and Hezbollah in the 
past three or four years . Its links with Israel 
remain intact in spite of an earlier flirtation 
with PLO elements who were thought use
ful to the LFC to counter Amal intrusions. 
Economically, despite all odds, the Christ
ian area is thriving: Business booms, 
irrespective of inflation, and scores of new 
buildings are going up all the way from 
Juniyah to east Beirut. On the ground , the 
man in the street reflects an optimism I have 
not seen in Lebanon for 15 years . Problems 
are real , but conditions could be-and have 
been - worse. 

Whatever the outcome, it is the LFC that 
arguably holds the key for a stable and new 
Lebanon; although no one can ignore the 
presence of a growing radical Moslem pre
sence in the rest of the country . ~ 
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SOI~ CAMERONE DAY 

FRANCE 
ON 21 BEERS 
ADAY 
SADLY, I would have to remain in Paris 

an extra seven days . 
Damn! 
Of course , one of the hazards of foreign 

reporting is that you often have to spend 
time in unpleasant places waiting for every
thing to come together. 

I was stuck in Paris because I had under
estimated the amount of time needed to get 
briefed by French officers and officials prior 
to my catching the only direct Air Afrique 
flight to Chad on Saturday. I'd originally 
planned to arrive in Paris early in the week, 
but I didn't arrive until Thursday morning , 
which didn't leave enough time for the 
meetings. 

I decided to try and make the best of it. 
As it happened, Camerone Day, the 

French Foreign Legion's annual com
memoration of their 1863 battle with Mex
ican cavalry, was that very weekend. Com
memoration probably isn' t the best way to 
describe Camerone Day. In years past it was 
a drunken brawl, and although the Legion 
has tried to moderate that sort of behavior, 

THE LEGION GETS ITS 
MAN'S GOAT 

Soldier of For.tune's " Man In Paris" 
- G.B. Crouse - had reason to be 
distrustful and know exactly what he 
was signing when he checked into the 

, Legion:post. The Legion, like the United 
States Marine Corps, is always looking 
for "a few good men" and has not al
ways been particular about who they 
were or hQw it got them. 

Intrigued by stories told by former 
Legionnaire Paul Fanshaw at SOF social 
gatherings in my home in Washington, a 
young congressional aide came closer to 
being shanghaied into the Legion than he 
wanted to just a few years ago. 

Our young aide was on a tour through 
France after finishing six months of Re
serve service in the U.S. Army in 1986. 
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SOF Staffer 
Risks Life and 
Liver with 
French 
Foreign Legion 
by G. B. Crouse 

the celebration still bears more resemblence 
to St. Patrick's Day than to Easter. I decided 
to try and link up with a Legion unit to 
celebrate. 

Every year on 30 April the Legion com
memerates Camerone, their most celebrated 
battle . Fought in Mexico in 1863 the battle 
is a story of determination against 
tremendous odds, courage in the face of 
certain death and a willingness to die before 

Told by Phil that one could find a Legion 
recruiter in any major French city, he 
popped into a muncipal building in Nice 
just to meet a serving Legionnaire. After 
locating the Legion office, he marched 
up to the squared away sergeant chef 
sitting behind his desk and then stumped 
for something to say, foolishly said: ''I 
would like to talk to you about joining 
the Legion. " 

The sergeant chef looked up, looked 
down, looked up, saw a blond-haired, 
blue-eyed American with ears, eyes, arms, 
hands, legs and feet (two each), but pre
sumably recognized that he had a joker on 
his hands and said: " You're in." 

Our shocked young hero , grasping the 
seriousness of his situation - he swore 
there was no sign of humor whatsoever 
in chef's expression- began casting for 
a way out. He said, "Wait a minute . 
Isn't there a physical?" "Yes," re~ 

surrendering. Legionnaires are told of the 
battle while in basic training and shown the 
wooden hand of Captian Danjou , the 
Legions's most sacred relic. 

A small column of 62 legionnaires were 
attacked by nearly 2,000 Mexican cavalry 
and infantry near the abandoned hamlet of 
Camerone in Mexico . After beating back 
the initial charge, the legionnaires retreated 
to the ruins of Camerone. Captian Danjou, 
the detachment commander, was killed ear
ly in the battle but asked the remainder of his 
force to fight to the death rather than surren
der. They promised to do so. 

After several hours of fighting, and refus
ing two offers to surrender, only five men 
remained standing. After firing their last 
round , they charged the Mexicans. One was 
killed instantly , another critically wounded . 
The others were saved from certain death by 
the intervention of a Mexican colonel , who 
called on the remaining three to surrender. 
They agreed to do so , but only if they could 
keep their weapons and were promised 
treatment for their wounded. The Mexican 
officer agreed. 

All Legion units carry the name of 
Camerone on their regimental colors, and 
all serving and former legionnaires cele
brate the battle each year. 

A long-time associate of the magazine , 
Paul Fanshaw, had served 13 years in the 
Foreign Legion, raising to the rank of 
sergeant chef. Before I left for Chad he' d 
given me the names of several friends still 
serving and suggested I contact them ifl had 
the opportunity. One of them, an American , 
was serving with the 6th Foreign Engineer 
Regiment near Avignon . I called the camp 
and after a confused conversation with a 
legionnaire whose French was only margin
ally better than my own, I got Sergeant 
Corcoran on the line . I casually dropped 
Fanshaw's name and mentioned that I had 
served in the Marine Corps (I knew Corcor
an had also) and now worked for Soldier of 
Fortune Magazine. Corcoran extended an 

sponded the chef. ''You just passed it.'' 
Certain then that two burly Legion

naires were about to leap from a closet 
and drag him kicking and screaming off 
to the Legion ' s boot camp, he suddenly 
remembered Fanshaw's stories that the 
Legion preferred recruits with docu
ments . Our young hero said, ''But I 
can't go now. I have to return to my hotel 
to get my passpoft. '' 

" We'll just get the car and drive 
you," the sergeant chef responded. 

As the chef pulled out his keys, our 
young hero 's expression went from se
rious concern to serious horror. To this 
day our young hero claims his heart just 
stopped - until a devilish grin spread 
across the chef's face and he broke out 
laughing. He was still laughing up
roariously as our young hero slunk off 
down .the hall. - Jim Graves 
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Members of DINOPS, author's hosts on 
Camerone Day. At front left is the "Mad 
Canadian," front right is Sergeant 
Corcoran. Photo: Corporal Andy Lofts 

invitation to visit the Regiment and drink 
myself into oblivion. I quickly accepted. 

I jumped on a train at the Gare du Nord in 
Paris and headed south . I was the first one 
off the train when we finally rolled into 
Avignon. I asked a cab driver to take me to 
the genie (engineer) camp in nearby L' Ar
doise . Apparently there are two and he 
asked which one I wanted. I didn't have the 
slightest idea, but when I mentioned Legion 
Etranger he looked askance and nodded. 
After a brief negotiating session with the 
driver, in which I probably offered to pay 
more than he had intended to charge, we set 
off for L' Ardoise . Some 150 francs later we 
arrived at the front gate. 

The driver wasted no time driving off 
after I got out of the car. Apparently there 
weren ' t many return fares from the camp. 
As I approached the gate a legionnaire in 
dress uniform replete with red epaulettes 
and armed with a FA MAS asked me to halt. 
I explained I was here to visit Sergeant 
Corcoran , stressing the sergeant part, hop
ing that would carry some weight. He made 
a call while I signed a logbook - after first 
checking to see that the word d 'engagement 
(enlistment) did not appear on the page -
and a few minutes later a legionnaire arrived 
to escort me to the orderly room where 
Corcoran was on duty. Walking through the 
camp it became apparent that whoever lived 
here took very good care of the place . No
thing was out of order, the legionnaires 
were smartly turned out and salutes were 
crisply given and returned. 

Sergeant Corcoran was waiting in the 
orderly room. Quiet and unassuming, Cor
coran bore little resemblence to the Beau 
Geste stereotype of a legionnaire. He'd 
already served nearly 10 years in the Le
gion . He had been a varsity swimmer at 
Yale and a Marine Corps officer before 
corning to France in 1978. He'd known 
Fanshaw when the two had served together 
in the 2nd Foreign Parachute Regiment (2nd 
REP). He apologized for not being able to 
escort me through the celebration as he was 
on duty for the rest of the week. Nonethe
less , he was free to show me around the base 
and introduce me to the men in his unit. 
Since he was required to stay in duty quar
ters for the weekend, he also gave me his 
room in the NCO quarters and offered me 
the use of his car. 

Vic, as he insisted I call him , was a 
friendly guy, but I was soon to discover it 
was Fanshaw' s name that guaranteed a 
warm reception . As we toured the base, 
which comprises only a few acres and was 
home to just the one regiment, we stopped 
frequently to meet people. Vic always men
tioned that I was a friend of Fanshaw' s. This 
was invariably greeted with a look of awe 
and an offer to buy me a drink. I quickly had 
more free drink promises than I could con-
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ABOVE: Captain Cattaneo, carrying the 
hand of Captain Danjou, is escorted by 
pioneers of the 1st Regiment Etranger. 
Photo: Jim Shortt 

LEFT: Wooden hand of Captain Danjou, 
commander of the Legion detachment at the 
battle of Camerone. The hand is the 
Legion's most sacred relic. Photo: Jim 
Shortt 

sume in a weekend. 
The tour ended up in the sous offlciers 

popote, the NCO's club as it were. Inside 
the club was a picture of General Paul Rol
let, the most famous of Legion officers , for 
whom the camp was named. The popote had 
its own particular protocol. Upon entering, 
a salute is rendered to no one in particular. 
You then salute and shake hands with every
one who outranks you , unless you've 
already done so that day. Your rank deter
mines where you stand around the tradition
al "L" shaped bar. The senior NCOs stand 
nearest the door while the sergeants stand at 
the other end, with the others - in order of 
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ABOVE: Troops of the Premier Regiment 
Legion Etranger (l RE) on parade for 
Camerone Day. Photo: Jim Shortt 

precedence - in the middle . The bartenders 
are legionnaires. No money changes hands , 
as the bartenders know each NCO by name 
and mark the purchases on their mess bills, 
which are paid at the end of the month. 

It was in the mess that the magic of Fan
shaw' s name became apparent. Some of the 
NCOs we'd met walking around camp were 
there, and they were quickly joined by 
others . They all came to say hello and buy 
me a bottle of Kronenbourg beer, which is 
fondly known in the Legion as ''vitamin 
K." At the mention of Fanshaw's name 
they would launch into rapid, excited 
French which I hadn't a prayeroffollowing. 
The only word I recognized was Fanshaw, 
the stories always ended with laughter and 
the shaking of heads . Everyone seemed to 
know Fanshaw, and there was nothing they 
wouldn't do for one of his friends . 

I soon discovered an amazing.thing. My 
French is just good enough to get by, but the 
more we drank the more I understood . By 
midnight I could hardly remember how to 
speak English, but I was babbling away in 
French like a native . Whether or not anyone 
could understand me I don't know. 

After a half-dozen beers, we went to meet 
the men in Vic's unit, known as DINOPS (a 
detachment of divers attached to the en
gineers , whose mission is to clear rivers 
ahead of an armored advance) . All were 
parachute qualif1ed and many of them had 
served in 2nd REP. Vic 's friends, who were 
to be my escorts for the weekend, included 
Sergeant Chef Mogey, who had served as 
Fanshaw's antitank gunner in Zaire; Andy 
Lofts, an Englishman who served with 2nd 
REP in Chad; and the "Mad Canadian," 
who'd also served in the REP. Their unit 
boasted its own bar, known as the SAF, to 
which we quickly retired . The Kronenbourg 
once again began flowing. As we talked 
about Fanshaw and the Legion, the gifts 
started . Everyone wanted to give me some
thing for having come to visit. By the time I 
left I'd accquired a Legion track suit, two 
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Legion's Memorial to the Dead. At left is 
Captain Cattaneo, with the hand of Captain 
Danjou. At right is General Roue, 
commandant of the Foreign Legion. Photo: 
Jim Shortt 

sets of fatigues, rank insignia, para and 
commando badges , a lighter, Legion de
cals, a pair of French pattagas (canvas 
boots) and a set ofred epaulettes. It was all I 
could do to carry it all back to Paris . I tried 
to return the favor with copies of SOF, 
knives and SOF patches and decals . 

Dinner with Sergeant Corcoran in the 
mess was another memorable event. 
Legionnaires brought the food to the table 
and asked if we preferred red, white or rose 
wine. We decided on rose, and sure enough, 
when the first bottle was gone the " wine 
steward" was standing by with another. 
The table was cleared and coffee , which I 
was sorely in need of by this time, was 
delivered by another legionnaire. The folks 
at Marine Corps ' "dining facilities " could 
learn a great deal from the Legion. 

The !st Foreign Cavalry Regiment (!st 
REC) is headquartered in nearby Orange. It 
was decided that since they were a larger 
regiment and would throw a bigger party I 
should go and see it. ChefMogey and I took 
Vic's car and drove off to Orange. We ar
rived to find hundreds of people milling 
about drinking, a live band and a conga line 
weaving its way around the area. The chef 

introduced me around and once again every
one knew Fanshaw and they all wanted to 
buy me a beer. 

It was all going well until I stepped on the 
poodle . It was rather small and I was quite 
drunk and didn't really think much of it. But 
the dog's owner, an Englishman who 'd 
served with the 1st REP in Algeria, seemed 
to take offense. I apologized . Realizing I 
was an American , the Brit asked if I had 
served in the Legion . I said no . He muttered 
something unprintable and turned to his 
date , an attractive girl who couldn't have 
been half his age . Naturally I responded to 
his unkind comment. He probably would 
have let it go if I hadn' t referred to his girl 
friend as his daughter. But he heard that and 
the fight was on . We were eventually pulled 
apart . I gave as good as I got, but my neck, 
which he 'd done his best to try and separate 
from the rest of my body, hurt for days. 

You'll have to excuse a break in the 
narrative, but I honestly have no recollec
tion of what occurred between the last brawl 
in Orange and noon the next day . Somehow 
the chef had driven us the 15 or so miles 
back to L 'Ardoise and gotten me to the my 
room in the NCO quarters. How , being 
nearly as intoxicated as I was, he managed 
to accomplish this I have no idea. Sergeant 
Corcoran and Cpl. Lofts woke me up 
around 1100 hours on Sunday. Once I man
aged to focus my eyes we took off for the 
SAF. Vitamin K seemed the only remedy 
for my condition and so I quickly began 
therapy . Remarkably, it wasn ;t long before 
I was feeling much the same as I had 24 
hours before . 

Sunday was spent eating and drinking with 
the legionnaires and talking to the guys in the 
SAF. I managed to avoid any more fights . 

Leaving for Paris Monday morning was 
disappointing . Paris, especially in the 
spring, is a very nice place to be. But no
thing could compare to drinking with the 
Legion . As we left the SAF, I could see the 
camp had changed. It was no longer a party , 
with everyone laughing and drinking . The 
legionnaires were back in their battle dress. 
Working parties were hard at it , and pla
toons ran by with packs and rifles headed for 
the hills surrounding the camp. The front 
gates were locked shut. It was a very fore
boding place. Camerone Day was over. 
Strangers were not welcome. 

After saying goodbye to the divers , I grab
bed my rucksack and jumped into a Renault 
sedan with Cpl. Lofts, who was going on 
leave. A sergeant chef from DINO PS drove us 
to the train station. We had one last beer and 
boarded our separate trains. 

On the train back to Paris I couldn' t help 
but think how fortunate I was to have spent 
the weekend with the Legion. I'd met a 
remarkable group of soldiers , made a few 
good friends and attended an affair that 
made a college frat party seem like a church 
picnic. Whatever else happened on the trip 
- in Chad, France or back in the United 
States - the best memories (or lack of 
them) of the assignment would always be 
those of Camerone Day with DINOPS. ~ 
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SOF VIETNAM 

ONE FLEW OVER 
THE AMMO DUMP 

Part I - " Each aircraft loaded to the max
imum with crew, rockets and all the fuel the 
tanks would hold was ready to taxi . . . then 
a screeching, 'INCOMING!' .. . followed 
by a bracket of rocket fire . .. " 

NO ONE has asked me what it was like 
to fly as an air artillery observer in 

Vietnam, but so what. This is written in case 
somebody is ever polite enough to ask. 

Home on leave, just before shipping out 
to Vietnam, I went to the airport and saw the 
old World War II-era aviators who'd taught 
me to fly when I was a high school kid. I told 
them that I was coming up as a brand new 
captain in the Army . They asked if the 
Army had sent me to its flight school, and I 
told them that they had already taught me 
enough and I didn ' t need to learn again. 
Five minutes later they had $20 of mine and 
we were preflighting a shiny new Cessna 
150. After an hour of bumps and grinds my 
flight proficiency was partially restored. 

Soon I left the beautiful golden hills of 
California for 'Nam. Shortly after arriving at 
America! Division Artillery Headquarters, the 
adjutant asked if there were any of us who 
could pass a flight physical. Affinning my 
flight experience, I immediately became an 
artillery air observer. My job was to work in 
the divisional artillery intelligence section 
flying reconnaissance missions. 

Several days later I visited the reconnais
sance airplane company and there they were 
- a few old relics out of some other past. 
The tail-dragging 0 I Bird Dogs were defi
nitely more dog than bird, looking like old 
civilian Cessna 180s, with yellowing plexi
glass and flaking olive-drab paint. They 
were underpowered, overloaded and cram
med full of radios and equipment that those 
who 'd designed them as pleasure aircraft 
never intended. Additional weight and drag 
hung below each wing in the form of four 
paltry 3.5-inch " Willie Peter" rockets . The 
look of these airplanes left no room for doubt 
that among birds and aviators this was defi
nitely the very bottom of the pecking order. 

On my first mission we were up about 
1,500 feet and the pilot said, "I hear you 're 
a civilian pilot. Unstrap the auxiliary stick 
and put it in the socket between your feet so 
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Putting the Big Bang on 

Charlie's 'Hospital' 
by Richard P. Wagner 

Bird Dogs carried the designation L19 until 
September 1962 when DoD standardized 
aircraft designations and renamed it 01. 
Photo: Al Adcock 

you can fly the plane." 
When it was in place, I told him I was 

ready . The feel of the stick was heavy and 
sluggish and not like the quick response of a 
spirited little Cessna 150. 

About a minute later the captain in the 
seat in front of me said, " Now do an 
emergency landing," and pulled back the 
throttle . 

With its flow of fuel constricted , the little 
Continental engine gave a " pop-pop" as 
sparks coughed out of its exhaust, and the 
staccato growl of 100 or so horsepower be
came a ringing whine of idled power and the 
aircraft went down. Without power but with 

definite and continuous corrections , the air
craft made its way to the long stretch of 
grassy turf chosen as its ad hoc landing 
strip . As tires began to brush the tops of the 
blades of very green grass, the captain 
pushed ahead on the throttle and the engine 
pulled the aircraft slowly back into the sky. 
" Not bad. You can fly an airplane. That's 
nice to know," he said . 

Working with me in the division CP was 
one Marine second lieutenant. He was the 
naval gunfire liaison officer. His job was to 
call in fire from the battleship New Jersey, 
which never fired into our area of operation, 
and from a ship called the USS Francis 
Rivers, which fired rockets into our area 
about once a month. This Marine had been 
an officer for three years. He apparently had 
been given to the Army to serve out his· 
non-career. Although interesting and excit-
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ing work, being an intelligence officer in the 
field artillery was strongly rumored not to 
be on the career track. ·My contemporaries 
and I, for whatever reason, seemed not to be 
among the elite. 

As weeks passsed, a spot on my intelli
gence map became interesting . We were 
getting readings from our electronic sur
veillance equipment that indicated some 
type of activity in a valley to the north of us. 
An agent report came from a traveling trader 
saying there was a hospital in this area. 
Strangely, the report gave a very accurate 
description of its exact location, including 
eight-place grid coordinates . Its location 
was far inland, almost in Laos , so we de
cided to fly a reconnaissance mission with 
two planes . One was to fly close to the 
ground to look and the other was to fly high 
to keep radio communications and navigate. 

In the briefing shack, two pilots, the Marine 
second lieutenant and I decided what we 
would do. The Marine was to fly in the low 
ship and the high ship was to be mine. 

As the July morning became hotter, two 
Bird Dogs taxied out to the arming point. 
Grounding cables were connected to the 
aircraft, firing electrodes turned down into 
each rocket motor and safety pins removed . 
Each aircraft , loaded to the maximum with 
crew, rockets, and all the fuel the tanks 
could hold , was ready to taxi into position 
and take off. 

Over on an adjacent airfield used by the 
big birds , a pair of sleek, high-performance 
fighters carrying tons of bombs under their 
proud wings could be seen taxiing through 
the shimmering heat. 

The low ship slowly took off ahead ofus. 
Then we heard the monotone voice of the 

tower controller in our helmet earphones 
say , " Huebird Three Six, you are cleared 
for takeoff. ' ' 

Our small tail wheel started thumping 
over the holes in the pierced steel planking 
runway with increasing frequency as the 
aircraft ever-so-slowly lumbered down the 
strip. Over the sound of the engine droning 

Ovr=:r< 'NAM •~E TINY 0-1 
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away like a fat bee came a slightly audible 
yell : " Incoming, " then " INCOMING," 
and then a screeching "INCOMING!" 
Slowly and deliberately the racket of the 
rear wheel stopped as the tail of the aircraft 
came up and the second Bird Dog ascended 
after the first. 

The two fighter aircraft lay stopped at 
random angles to the edge of their taxiway. 
Their crews had had to instantly dismount 
and run from their explosive-laden aircraft, 
trapped within a bracket of rocket fire. Less 
fortunate than us, they cquld not take off 
away from the rockets as we just barely 
were able to do. 

Little red balls of fire followed by puffs of 
black smoke appeared where the incoming 
rockets exploded . Then a pillar of red flame 
and billowing clouds of black smoke 
appeared behind us as we climbed higher. 

My aircraft's pilot called back and asked 
if we should divert to the rocket pocket , but 
we were told to proceed as planned. Each of 
us confronted this situation in our own 
minds and flew on. 

Part II - "Four more trees began to fall. 
Vapor rose from the green canopy, and the 
top of the jungle began to boil . .. " 

The low ship circled LZ Stinson at 2,000 
feet while it waited for us to climb to 4 ,000 
feet and catch up. When the low ship was in 
sight, I radioed , ' 'Huebird Three Four, pro
ceed west . We have you in sight." 

After we were westofLZCindy , we were 
over total Charlie country . Below us were 
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ABOVE: Bird Dogs spotted for artillery 
throughout the Vietnam war. Here an OID 
waits on the runway at Tay Ninh while H21 
Shawnees fly into action. Photo: USAF via 
Wayne Mutza 

RIGHT: Pilot examines white phosphorous 
rockets on his 01 Bird Dog. Four "Willie 
Petes," used for marking targets, hung 
below each wing. Photo: USAF via R. 
Pickett 

mountains and valleys covered by triple 
canopy jungle. Very tall trees stuck out 30 
feet above the dense, solid green foliage that 
was 100 feet deep. 

At the fork in the river below us was a 
village. The pilot in the low ship decided to 
shoot his rockets at it. They landed near the 
village , but nothing moved. White phos
phorous rounds made nice puffs of white 
smoke and nothing more. "Willie Petes" 
were only for marking the kill, not making 
the kill . Once fired to mark a target, the 
fighters and gunships have a reference point 
from which to place their fire. 

I radioed for the low ship to go back down 
the valley. We got Bravo Battery, 3118 
Field Artillery at LZ Cindy on the radio and 
gave them proper grid coordinates of the 
location. 

Soon rounds began exploding on target. 
The Marine radioed up, " Hey, there's no
thing here. This can't be it." My reply was, 
" OK, let's try the next valley north. " 

The valley 1,000 meters north also had a 
stream that ran east. Along this next stream, 
now below us, were bridges and a trail that 
contrasted muddy brown against the jun
gle 's deep green. This heavily worn muddy 
trail told us there was more down there than 
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a hospital. The trail became covered by the 
thick canopy jungle exactly 1,000 meters 
north of where we had fired our first two 
rounds to confirm our grid. 

The call for fire was given: " From your 
last target, north 1,000 meters , two 
rounds. " The Fire Direction Officer (FOO) 
called back saying, " We don' t have a lot of 
rounds to play with. Are you sure of your 
target?" He reluctantly let us have another 
round that hit the trunk of a tree sticking out 
of the top of the jungle canopy and burst into 
a red ball . A few seconds later we heard the 
loud "kerwhump" of the 8-inch round . 

"Fuze delay, one round repeat," was our 
subsequent call . 

A minute later came, " Shot, over." 
Then 30 seconds later, "Splash, over." 

We flew in continuous circles through the 
hot tropical air and strained to see where the 
round landed. I wondered if maybe it was a 
dud. 

Then, beneath us, where the prior round 
hit a tree, four more trees began to fall. 
Vapor rose from the green canopy, and the 
top of the jungle began to boil. 

"Two Niner-err! Are you all right down 
there?" I called. 

Then the sound reached us: " WHUMP 

-WHUMP-WHUMP-DA -DADA 
- DA - WHUMP - WHUMP -
WHUMP.' ' 

The Marine's voice in my helmet ear
phones crackled, "Wow! Look what we 
found, One Eight. " 

The FDO's voice queried, " One Eight! 
What's happening?" 

My reply: "Multiple secondaries. Add 
five zero . Repeat." 

"Hey! I'll give you my other fat tube." 
Each of Bravo's two 8-inch guns metho

dically continued to pound the ammunition 
dump with two rounds per correction. The 
first round would penetrate about halfway 
down into the jungle before exploding. The 
corresponding second round fired by the 
same very accurate howitzer would go 
deeper down into the hole made by the first 
round and cause the jungle to again boil with 
secondary explosions. 

The FOO, frustrated by the slowness of. 
his two 8-inch guns, called, " Observe long 
tube rounds on your target. " 

The l 75mrn round slammed down out of 
the stratosphere at twice the speed of sound, 
roaring more like a high pe1formance fighter 

Continued on page 81 
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SOI~ HOW NOT TO 

OOPS OPS 
Building a Better Mantrap 

''IF it wasn't the best, the U.S . Army 
wouldn't issue it!" How many times 

have you heard someone say that? And it's 
true. We have always been blessed with 
councils of experts who sit around and ask 
themselves, "What do soldiers really need 
to win the war?" 

Back in the 1860s, for example, what the 
soldier really needed was a good cup of 
coffee. The Army then issued raw coffee 
beans, and the soldier was expected to take 
it from there. Soldiers being what they are, 
the usual solution was to split a canteen in 
half along the seam to make an improvised 
frying pan for roasting the beans, then 
pulverize them with the haft of a bayonet. 
So the boys in Ordnance put their heads 
together, and the result was a Sharps carbine 
with a coffee grinder built into the butt 
stock. Juan Valdez would have been 
pleased. 

Ry the 1870s, with the coffee problem 
solved, the designers turned their thoughts 
to more serious problems. Soldiers have to 

Big deal,youstill 
gotta dig a damn 

bo1e to put it in! 
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by Munremur MacGerrcinn 
Illustrations by Ralph Butler 
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Munremur MacGerrcinn served with 

the 1st Brigade, 5th Infantry Division 
(Mechanized) in I Corps, RVN, spent 
four yours as cadre in the Infantry 
School at Ft. Benning and did a tour as 
Deputy G-3 in the 2nd Infantry Division. 
He is a frequent contributor to SOP, 
Military Review and Infantry maga
zines, and has authored a novel for 
SOF's action adventure series. He cur
rently works as a military specialist de
veloping training programs in the 
Washington, D.C. area, keeping an 
analytical and sometimes skeptical eye 
on military developments. 

.dig in, right? So the experts designed a 
combination bayonet and entrenching tool. 
Just fix bayonets, and you've got yourself a 
dandy shovel. Of course, once you finished 

The Pederson Device, or "Pistol, .30, 
M1918" converted an M1903 Springfield 
rifle to fire pistol-type ammunition from a 
40-round box magazine. They were never 
issued. Photo: courtesy Bill Brophy 

digging, you'd probably want to check to 
see if maybe, just maybe, you got a little 
mud in the bore of your Trapdoor Spring
field . Legend has it that a trooper hit some 
hard digging and thus invented the "shoot 
around the comer rifle." 

But 100 years later, men still needed 
holes to hide in. In Vietnam we tested the 
''instant' ' foxhole, a kit which was simply a 
small plastic bottle of hydrazine mononi
trate and a blasting cap. The soldier was to 
stab his bayonet into the ground, pour the 
hydrazine in the hole, attach the detonator, 
step back, and blasto- instant foxhole. We 
also tried pouring hydrazine mononitrate 
into tunnels, and when it had reached the 
end of the tunnel , detonating tunnel, Charlie 
and all. It worked OK until somebody re
membered that hydrazine mononitrate is 
highly toxic, and using it thus might violate 
chemical warfare protocols. 

But, dammit, our boys still need holes to 
hide in. More recent innovations included 
the ' 'boxhole,'' which was a trailer-like de
vice that infantrymen would pull behind 
themselves . When he got to where he was 
going the infantryman was to bury his box
hole, and crawl inside to all the comforts of 
home. In practice, of course, this inanity 
didn ' t work any better than the iron "turtle 
shell" the Japanese tried to carry on their 
backs in World War II. 

During World War I, when both sides 
were already uncomfortably dug in and 
stayed that way for months on end, Ord
nance boffos developed the "M1918 Pis
tol" or Pederson device. Despite its name, 
the M1918 was actually a strange cross be
tween a bolt-action rifle and a submachine 
gun. A special bolt (which was actually. a 
complete action in its own right) was issued 
to replace the bolt in a modified M 1903 
Springfield rifle. In combat, the rifle was to 
be used with the regular bolt until assault 
units neared German trenches. Then the sol
dier removed the regular bolt, installed the 
. M 1918 device, loaded a 40-round magazine 
of special, pistol-type .30 caliber cartridges 
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(the magazine loaded into the action from 
the right, and ejected the empties through a 
port cut in the left side of the receiver), and 
he was all ready for close-in action in the 
trenches - or would have been, if the war 
hadn't ended before the top secret Ml918 
Pistol could be issued. 

Marines in the Pacific in World War II 
encountered a devilish weapon in the form 
of a small 50mm Japanese mortar. Lighter 
and more suited to jungle warfare than any
thing in the U.S. inventory , this little mortar 
had a small, curved baseplate designed to fit 
a rock or log in order to provide firing stabil
ity . Because of its size - in firing position , 
it was about knee high - it was called the 
" knee mortar." It turned out that one of the 
most dangerous things about the knee mor
tar was its nickname. Some Marines took 
that name literally , and tried to fue captured 
knee mortars by bracing what appeared to 
be an ergonomically curved baseplate 
against their thighs. This resulted in a knee 
that bent in both directions . 

In an attempt to produce an American 
light-weight mortar, the Marines simply 
threw away the bipod and baseplate of the 
60mm mortar. In use, the gunner would turn 
his steel helmet upside down, fill it with 
gravel or dirt , and shove the spherical base 
projection of the mortar into the helmet. 
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This worked fairly well, and the Marines 
called this arrangement the " ball mortar." 

"Unfortunately," as one grizzled veter
an put it, "the Japanese weren' t so easily 
fooled by terminology." 

During the Spanish-American War, the 
U.S. Anny was already on the leading edge 
of technology, this time with aerial observa
tion. As U.S. troops advanced through the 
Cuban jungle, they towed an observation 
balloon along with them. It worked great 
for the Spanish artillery, who used the bal
loon as an aiming point. 

The Vietnam War brought its own share 
of better ideas . In the early days, someone 
in the State Department designed a nifty 
little solid-state radio for use by Vietnamese 
units . Because the designer was concerned 
that these radios might fall into the wrong 
hands , each radio had a self-destruct button. 
When faced with capture, the radio operator 
was supposed to push the button, sending a 
surge of power through the radio and burn
ing out its circuits. 

This feature was a real pain in the neck for 
Army advisers who had to train the radio 
operators. As they began to explain the self
destruct feature , the students - who auto
matically assumed that the self-destruct fea
ture also applied to the operator - would 
make a mad dash for safety. Sometimes it 

would take half a day to coax them back in. 
And every now and then, you'd run into 

someone whose curiosity was greater than 
his fear. 

" ... and this is the self destruct button." 
"Ah, sooo? This button?" ZZZAP! 
Later on, in the late 1960s, " McNamara's 

Wall" was constructed across northern I 
Corps, just below the Demilitarized Z.One. 
The idea was to put in a band of sensors, 
which would pick up infiltrating NV A units, 
who could then be attacked by artillery and 
air. A good part of this "electronic fence" 
was put in by the Air Force, which had some 
real winning ideas. To enhance the effective 
range of seismic intrusion detectors (which 
picked up the ground vibrations of passing 
men and vehicles) someone decided that 
small explosive charges, something like the 
old railroad "torpedo," could be used . The 
result was a triangular fabric device filled 
with a friction agent and an explosive . 
When stepped on or squeezed, these would 
go off with about the power of an M80 
fuecracker. 

These devices were produced in camou
flage colors and packed in air-dispensed can
nisters. The cannisters were filled with a vola
tile liquid, such as acetone, which rendered the 

Continued on page 83 
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SOI~ MORE HOW NOT TO 

DEMENTED, 
INVENTED, 
LAMENTED 

Retrospective Critique of 

'Better Idea' Weapons 

OFfEN, the more specific a mission , 
the more specialized is the hardware 

required to complete it. Nowhere and at no 
time has this axiom been played out to more 
logical (and illogical) extremes than in 
"Wild Bill" Donovan's World War II 
Office of Strategic Services (OSS) -
dauntless precursor of today's CIA. 
Charged not only with gathering intelli
gence but with carrying out risky covert 
operations, organizing resistance and 
generally raising hell behind enemy lines, 
OSS personnel, in comparison to their con
ventional military counterparts, were a no
holds-barred imaginative lot. Consequent
ly, support organizations chartered to keep 
pace with this fast and loose menagerie of 
unconventional warriors, and to supply 

The Beano "baseball" impact grenade 
sprang froJD knowledge that any American 
boy can throw a baseball - but it turned 
out to be one of the best weapons the enemy 
had. Photo: Vortex Archives 
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by Don McLean 

them with the appropriate toys of their 
peculiar trades, were given the incentive , 
license and budgets to wax equally creative. 

Division 19 of the National Defense Re
search Committee (NDRC), an agency of 
the Office of Emergency Management 
(which was directly under FDR), was large
ly responsible for envisioning, creating and 
procuring "special" ordnance and devices 
for men operating b~hind enemy lines, 
especially the OSS. Division 19 had assem
bled a considerable brain trust , and they 
produced dozens of remarkable items -
many of which are still in use - and did so 
on a budget which would break hearts 
among the defense contractors of today . In 
the pressure of wartime, they also nurtured 
some "better ideas" which resulted not in a 
birth but a whelping . While gratefully ac
knowledging their considerable contribu
tion to the war effort, now is our chance to 
peek into their kennel and consider some of 
the hounds which also ran. 

BEANO 
When partisan resistance groups orga

nized or supplied by the OSS actually en
gaged the enemy, it was on a hit-and-run 
basis. Always outnumbered, they would 
quickly do their thing and melt away. Thus 
they needed a grenade which would deto
nate on impact. There had long existed a 
similar requirement within the legitimate 
services; nobody wants the enemy to throw 
a grenade back at him, and troops would 
often lose count when "cooking" one off. 
And they wanted one which had the shape 
and weight of a baseball, 'cause every red
blooded 'merican boy knows how to put a 
baseball where he wants it. 

In a mutual effort between Division 19, 
British SO,E (Special Operations , Execu
tive - British counterpart to the OSS) and 
Army Ordnance a series of experimental 
grenades based upon the British "all-ways" 
impact fuze · were produced, tinkered and 
tested. Once they had a model with the 
dimensions of a baseball which would arm 
itself when it left the hand and detonate 
when dropped 6 inches onto sponge rubber, 
thousands were made and sent to various 
theaters and depots for trial. 

Many testers and observers were killed , 
and dozens more were injured. Aside from 
the fact it was a little overly sensitive, troops 
had a hard time bearing in mind its peculiar 
sequence of arming and detonation. As an 
upshot of the numerous casualties we in
flicted on ourselves with the Beano, General 
Stilwell, then commander of ground forces , 
quashed the project and they were not issued 
operationally during World War II. 

One incident was typical. A field-grade 
officer stood before a group of spectators, 
explaining the workings of this new "base
ball" grenade which would help us win the 
war. Behind him was a lieutenant in spit
shined boots holding the grenade . Any 
lieutenant in spit-shined boots, of course, is 
a red-blooded 'merican. Hand a baseball to 
any red-blooded 'merican boy, of course , 
and he will throw it up (arm it), and catch it 
(detonate it) . Oops! 

WHO? ME? 
Demoralizing enemy occupation troops , 

Who? Me? Dummy planes to be targets, 
phoney signals to confuse . . . but synthetic 
filth? Photo: Vortex Archives 
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This "ounce of prevention" accounted for 
thousands of enemy vehicles during World 
War II. Photo: Vortex Archives 

especially in a fashion that will raise the 
morale of those occupied, is a legitimate 
mission as it can help raise the spirit of 
resistance. In atypical , un-British fashion , 
SO,E had been issuing artificial feces to 
street urchins in the subjugated low coun
tries. They would then use the stuff to soil the 
britches of strutting Nazi subjugators, which 
embarrassed the Nazis and in tum made the 
subjugatees feel better. Now that's putting 
dirt in your bag of dirty tricks. 

The thought of the Brits having all the fun 
was too much for the OSS, which submitted 
to Division 19 a requirement for "a small 
container holding a liquid which, squirted in 
very small amounts on invading troops as in 
a crowd, would produce very strong evi
dence of personal uncleanliness." With 
supreme efficiency, just such a compound 
was formulated. There were only two small 
problems: one was packaging such a mix
ture (no leaks could be tolerated), and the 
other was keeping such a compound secure 
from unauthorized OSS personnel. Being 
an inherently imaginative lot, OSS opera
tives could envision too many uses for it~ 
some of them - heh, heh - in-house. 
Fortunately, it was found that a lead tube 
with an opthalmic tip would work as a con
tainer/applicator. And, mercifully, records 
reflect that only 600 of these had actually 
been procured by the time the war was 
winding down in Europe. 

CACCOLUBE "TURTLE EGGS" 
When can a condom become a war drum? 

When you consider that one of the first 
functions of guerrillas and saboteurs is to 
interrupt enemy traffic and transportation. 
In World War II the Nazis had such great 
success in glomming other nations' real 
estate that they found themselves at the end 
of a very long - and thus vulnerable -
transportation net. A great deal of routine 
maintenance on German vehicles was per
formed by slave labor, easily recruited by 
the OSS for contrary purposes. 

Thus was invented by Division 19 the 
" turtle egg," which was simply a generic 
latex condom containing a carefully formu
lated abrasive mixture, some 35,000 of 
which were issued for clandestine insertion 
into the fuel and lubricating systems of 
enemy vehicles. Petroleum products dis
solved the condom, releasing the abrasive to 
put a quick 100,000-miles of wear on the 
engine. We should note here that this was an 
idea that only sounded hokey - it worked 
very well indeed in practice. 
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Aunt Jemima exploding flour being tested 
against a steel plate. It could also be baked 
and eaten with no ill effect. Photo: Vortex 
Archives 

BELCHER 
It was assumed that the Japanese had laid 

sneaky, wiley, oriental plans to poison 
American water supplies. So it was decided 
that "work of an entirely defensive nature 
should be performed on compounds which 
in traces or parts per million or less would 
render drinking water unpalatable although 
not poisonous. " 

So in a collaborative effort between Divi
sions 9 (chemical warfare) and 19 of the 
NDRC, the University of Illinois, and the 
Sanitary Corps of the Chemical Warfare 
Service at Edgewood Arsenal, suitably 
terrible-tasting but non-toxic ''water de
nial" agents were compounded. Ah, were 
they vile! Absolutely disgusting to the 
American palate. But how to test them? On 
the enemy, of course! Japanese POWs who 
had just performed arduous labor and were 
very thirsty were given, without comment, 
some of the specially treated water. To the 
surprise of all, the Japanese received the 
water with relish, apparently unaware of the 
added chemicals. This discouraging out
come ended the project. But could these 
Japanese have really been secret agents , _ 
planted to sabotage this plan (which might 
have by itself changed the tide of the war) by 
pretending to like the water? Alas, we will 
never know. 

AUNT JEMIMA 
Another National Defense Research 

Committee project was initiated to disguise 
explosives in order to facilitate their being 
smuggled into enemy territory. One odd 
project resulted in the manufacture of some. 
15 tons of exploding flour (not by Pillsbury, 
but by DuPont), code named " Aunt Jemi
ma." The flour was edible, non-toxic (a 
requirement imposed by the OSS, as flour 
of any sort in occupied countries during 
World War II could be a tempting target for 
pilferage by friendlies), and highly explo
sive. It could be mixed, baked, roasted, 
eaten ... and detonated. And speaking of 
flour, Division 19 also developed a special 
detonator that could be inserted into an 
ordinary sack of kitchen flour to create a 
dust explosion which would part the seams 
of a ship like a sardine can. Sound corny? 
Well, why do you think grain elevators 
blow up now and then? Yes, history records 

"Hedy" created panic to cover an agent's 
escape. Photo: Vortex Archives· 

that Nobel made a lot of money in the explo
sives business, but it was DuPont who made 
all the real dough. 

SCARE 'EM TO DEATH 
Division 19 was asked to develop a de

vice which would "create the maximum 
panic over the largest possible area" by 
methods which would not contravene the 
Geneva Convention. Fire , odor, and color 
were all suggested in a research program 
coded "Hedy" (after actress Hedy Lamar, 
who created disturbances in a crowd). 

The device was wanted, of course, as a 
throw-down to facilitate the escape of an 
agent who had accomplished his act of 
sabotage and needed a turmoil which would 
hide his E&E. The upshot of this program 
was a device produced by the National Fire
works Company, which was much like the 
modern artillery simulator. More than 
6,000 were produced. 

Not produced, however, was the device 
code named ''Fantasia.'' Psychologists 
within the OSS claimed that the Japanese 
would be terrified by an apparition appear
ing in the night sky over the battlefield 
which looked like a glowing, barking fox. 
The problem was submitted through Divi
sion 19 to the National Fireworks Com
pany, MIT, and others, including firms that 
manufactured meteorological balloons. The 
only person who did not politely decline this 
request for proposal was a Mr. Bufano, who 
made a living specializing in large-scale 
theatrical displays. Since there appeared to 
be no viable takers, the project was termi
nated with the note, " I trust that this will 
serve as a critique to us in the field of pure 
reason." Well , I should hope! 

BRIMSTONE-TALES OF BATS, 
RATS AND CATS 

The usefulness of fire to a saboteur needs 
no elaboration. The "critique in the field of 
pure reason" noted above, however, 
seemed to break down in part of the project 
code named "Brimstone. " Brimstone bore 
many suitable fruits, from an arson manual 
to spiffy pocket incendiaries to hand-sized 
incendiaries so hot they would ignite an oil 
slick on the high seas. Less wonderful, 
however, was the Bat Bomb. 

In 1942 Dr. Lytle S. Adams, a Los 
Angeles dentist, submitted an idea to the 
National Inventor's Council for an attack on 
Japan by bat-born incendiaries (see " Bats 
Out of Hell ," SOF, November '87). He 
believed it would be possible to trap bats in 
Carlsbad Caverns, load them with tiny 
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Bats in the belfry led to plan for bats in the 
arsenal, which would carry this 
micro-incendiary into Japanese buildings. 
Photo: Vortex Archives 

timed incendiaries, and release them off the 
coast of Japan, where they would then seek 
refuge in Japanese buildings. That this plan 
received serious attention from the NDRC 
was due to a personal relationship between 
Dr. Lytle and the family in the White House 
at the time. I don't know, but I suspect he 
was Eleanor's orthodontist. 

Some of the more obvious problems had 
been carefully thought out. For instance, 
one of the socially redeeming aspects of a 
bat is that he has a terrific metabolic rate, 
and as a result must eat a Jot of bugs. Thus, 
if you are going to transport a boatload of 
little bats to Japanese waters from here, you 
must follow it with another boatload of little 
bugs for the bats to eat en route. So it was 
decided to refrigerate the bats, which would 
put them into a hibernative state. So far, so 
good. The "Adams Plan" eventually in
volved the Army and Bureau of Naval 
Ordnance, and became a top secret project 
coded "X-Ray." 

Tests indicated that a bomber load of 
conventional M69 incendiary bombs could 
be expected to produce from 167 to 400 fires 
in typical Japanese buildings, but the same 
bomber loaded with incendiary bats would 
produce somewhere between 3,625 and 
4,748 fires. But there were insurmountable 
problems. Such things as when you drop a 
wee little bat from an airplane, the slip
stream blows his gossamer wings off. And it 
proved impractical to release them from 
nearby ships because, they found out the 
hard way, a bat will orient to his new abode 
and "home" back just like a pigeon. 

Some time before Division 19's involve
ment in the Adams Plan/X-Ray project, a 
Dr. Griffin of the Fatigue Laboratory at 
Harvard had been consulted regarding what 
sort of payload a bat might be expected to 
carry. Before the end of the original Adams 
Plan, Griffin came forward with a sugges
tion that Norway rats be used instead of 
bats, delineating how he could attach 75 
grams of incendiary near the base of the tail 
in such a fashion that it could not be re
moved by the rat. The OSS rejected the idea 
of using rats as impractical (and not spon
sored from the White House) . 

Indeed, proper sponsorship led to trials of 
other zany ideas from Dr. Doolittle-type 
inventors . One idiot, who happened to have 
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Dog Drag, shown in drawing from OSS 
catalog of special devices, was supposed to 
confuse Gestapo bloodhounds. Drawing: 
courtesy Vortex Archives 

a friend on a congressional appropriations 
committee, spawned the idea that a cat 
could guide a bomb to a ship, based on the 
"fact" that a cat hates water and always 
lands on its feet. During the first trials the 
idea - and the hapless cat - died. 

SERGEANT McGRUFF ON 
COCAINE? 

British SO,E agents were supplied with 
a device known as Dog Drag that was to 
be used in the event they were pursued by 
Gestapo bloodhounds. Consisting of a 
crushable glass ampule of strong
smelling chemicals in a cloth bag, it was 
to be dragged behind the agent on a string 
while he executed complicated and con
fusing maneuvers. It appeared to work 
satisfactorily in British hands . The OSS 
received the formula from SO,E and trial 
lots were tested jointly by the OSS and 
Quartermaster Corps , which had a similar 
requirement for paratroopers and downed 
aviators. 

Unfortunately, the Army 's dogs were not 
baffled at all and the test was a complete 
failure. The OSS then submitted a request to 
the men in the skunk works at Division 19 
for "development of a suitable means of 
preventing dogs from following a man." 
Consulting the foremost experts on odors, 
eight types were formulated and tested: 
chemicals paralyzing the sense of smell 
(cocaine) , nose-tiring chemicals , pain
causing chemicals, chemicals arousing 
fear, chemicals arousing emotions other 
than fear (as in a female in heat), distracting 
odors of other animals, repulsive odors, and 
pleasurable odors . 

The tests were a complete failure as no 
properly trained dogs were deceived or con
fused. In the end, they opted to use the 
British formula unchanged, wear special pap
er overshoes, and pay particular attention to 
the technique used in applying Dog Drag. 

NEMO 
Although there seemed no practical 

likelihood of being able to carry out sabo
tage against enemy submarines, the OSS 
nevertheless submitted the problem 'in 
hopes that if some startling discovery were 
made, they could put it to good use. As subs 
of that era used wet cell batteries when 
running submerged, those batteries seemed 
to be the most vulnerable point. And, in-

The Bushmaster was to fire random shots 
after the agent bad left the area, confusing 
pursuers. Drawing: courtesy Vortex 
Archives 

deed, Dr. Linus Pauling came up with a 
compound, a pound and a half of which 
could ruin the batteries of an entire sub
marine. 

But as is often the case, the simplest and 
least sophisticated attack can be the most 
effective if applied in the most subtle man
ner. SO,E agents in Norway learned a par
ticular cannery was producing sardines for 
stores of German U-Boats which operated 
on extended patrols in the North Atlantic 
from bases in occupied Norway. The im
mediate thought, of course, was to poison 
the sardines . But the occupied Norwegians 
suggested a more appropriate tack: they 
thoroughly dosed the entire cannery run 
with croton oil. Croton oil, you may recall , 
is one of the most violent laxatives known to 
medicine. 

PNEUMONIA 
The OSS requested the study, evaluation 

and recommendation of chemical com
pounds that would cause death in humans 
and which would in case of an autopsy re
veal only a natural death. 

Although poison and bacteria have been 
used with telling effect to inflict casualties 
throughout the history of warfare, such insi
dious and non-selective weapons have been 
viewed with repugnance by virtually all 
conventions whereat civilized men sat down 
to set forth the rules whereby they might 
honorably kill one another. Thus the NDRC 
trod only very lightly around the perimeter 
of this subject. A couple OSS failures in this 
arena are worth a chuckle, however. 

The OSS developed a tiny wafer contain
ing botulin, to be sneaked into the food of 
selected Japanese general officers in China. 
As the Office of Naval Intelligence (ONI) 
was currently covering that theater, the 
compound was sent to them. ONI personnel 
couldn't believe such a tiny speck could 
actually kill a general, and probably would 
barely sicken a colonel, although it might 
have telling effect on a private. Deciding a 
test was in order before they went to the 
trouble to smuggle it into some general's 
lunch, they administered it to a local burro. 
The plan was thus never carried out, as a 
burro has a total natural immunity to botu
lism poisoning. 

Aiming at the king instead of a pawn was 
also tried on Hitler, using the glandular 
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approach. As those in the OSS think tank 
were of the opinion Hitler was a borderline 
case as regards gender anyway, female hor
mones were to be injected into Hitler's pri
vate vegetable patch, the reasoning being 
that the German people would not follow a 
leader who walked like Jack Benny and 
talked like Mary Livingstone. His private 
gardner was paid off and issued the neces
sary hormones, but there was no observable 
change in the Nazi leader. C'est la guerre. 

A FISTFUL OF PROTECTION 
The ONI Fist Gun, a plunger-fired device 

riveted to a glove to be fired by pressing 
against the opponent, has always fascinated 
arms historians . Many special-purpose 
weapons are odd, as they are designed to 
suit a very particular purpose. But this?lt is 
odd and suits no conceivable purpose. Not 
only were some actually manufactured, but 
the design was even patented. Science, but 
perhaps not reason, marches on. 

THE BUSHMASTER 
While we are firing odd guns, let's ex

amine the World War II version of a remote
ly fired gun. This spiffy device was de
signed for - and actually issued to - OSS 
agents to help cover their escapes. It was 
simply a single-shot gun with a wire clip to 
attach to a tree, activated by a time-delay 
pencil. A random shot now and then was 
supposed to impede progress by those in 
pursuit. Another version would attach to the 
trigger of a conventional weapon, such as an 
M3 "greasegun," and when the activation 
device went off, it would fire a whole maga
zine. Now that will keep their heads down! 

One ingenious OSS operative in Burma 
had a Japanese patrol about an hour behind 
him. As he crossed over a swinging rope 
bridge· he conceived a clever delay plan: He 
lashed his .30 carbine to a tree at the far end 
of the bridge and rigged a cord to the trigger, 
attaching the other end to the rope bridge. 
When anyone stepped on the end of the 
bridge, the supporting rope tightened and 
pulled the trigger. When they scrambled 
off, the trigger was released. He heard shots 
from his carbine answered by sustained vol
leys from the Japanese until he laughed him-· 
self out of earshot, two watersheds away. 

RAZOR BLADE GUN 
While we are in the trees, here is a final 

Device-In-Spite-of-Which-We-Won-The
War. The Japanese were pretty adept at 
bushcraft, in particular climbing up a palm 
tree to hide among the fronds and snipe. 
Well now, we can't have that! So the order 
went out to Army Ordnance to develop a 
shinnying denial device. The result was, I 
kid you not, the Hammer, Blade Driving Tl 
and the Hammer, Blade Driving T2. What 
did they do? Why of course they stuck spe
cial razor blades in the stalks of palm trees 
so Japanese snipers couldn't shinny up!~ 

IMPERFECT '10s' 
Continued from page 29 

SOF tested both PMC (Pan Metal Corpora
tion, Dept. SOF, 4800 S . Alameda St., 
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Vernon, CA 90058 ; phone 1-800-289-
2666) and Norma (Federal Cartridge Com
pany , Dept. SOF, 900 Ehlen Drive, Anoka, 
MN 55303 ; phone 612-422-2840) 170-
grain JHP ammunition. 

Both the PMC and Norma bullets have a 
truncated cone shape. Cavity depth on the 
PMC bullet is .155 inch and there are six 
serrations around the mouth of the jacket. 
Cavity depth on the Norma projectile is only 
. 128 inch, and the jacket is not serrated. 

Velocity measurements were conducted 
with an Oehler Model 35P chronograph . 
Ambient temperature at the time of testing was 
56 degrees F. Ten feet from the muzzle, the 
PMC ammunition clocked 1,205 fps with a 
standard deviation of only 12 fps out of the 
Colt Delta Elite's 5-inch barrel. There was an 
insignificant 20 fps drop in velocity when this 
ammunition was fired from the Omega's 5-
inch polygonal-rifled and ported barrel. 

The Norma ammunition was dreadful. 
Twenty-round sequences were clocked 
from each of the two pistols. Velocities 
ranged from 718 fps to 1,327 fps. Standard 
deviation was almost 200 fps, and any fig
ure given for an average velocity would be 
without interpretive meaning . At-the lower 
velocities, not enough energy was gener
ated to drive the slide group fully rearward, 
and these cases failed to eject. We paid 
more than 70 cents a round for this ammuni
tion. That's outrageous and no excuse can 
justify placing such shabby quality control 
on the dealers ' shelves . We understand that 

fresh lots are supposedly more consistent, 
but that does little to placate those who 
stocked up on this erratic junk. 

When fired into soft tissue, the PMC bul
let expanded to approximately .63 caliber 
and penetrated somewhat over 15 inches in 
total depth . Expansion was ragged with 
long trailing shards of the copper alloy jack
et clinging to the mushroomed mass. Frag
mentation was erratic and varied from four 
to 13 percent. All of the fragments were 
found near the wound track , where they 
would have little effect on enlarging the 
permanent cavity. The temporary cavity 
was approximately 3.5 inches in diameter. 

Norma ammunition performed in a simi
lar manner, whenever its capricious veloci
ties approached 1,280 fps . With a shallower 
interior cavity , this bullet expanded to an 
average diameter of only .58 caliber. 
Penetration varied from 14Y2 to 15 Y2 inches. 
Mushrooming was completely symmetric
al. Fragmentation was more consistent at 
about 12 percent. Again, the fragments 
were found near the wound track . At these 
slightly higher velocities, a temporary cav
ity of approximately 4.5 inches in diameter 
was produced. 

This 170-grain JHP I Omm Auto ammuni
tion would provide effective performance 
against human targets. It's not spectacular 
by any means, but it will do . Expansion is 
about one and a half times the original dia
meter. This isn't excessive and does not 
degrade penetration. About 20 inches of 

penetration in soft tissue is ideal and 12 
inches about minimum. So, penetration is 
within the acceptable range. Does this jus
tify the introduction of a new caliber and 
handguns to accommodate it? I don ' t think 
so. If provided with bullets of the proper 
design and driven at moderate velocities , 
there are handgun calibers which date back 
to the first decades of this century that will 
do as well and, in some instances, outper
form the IOmm Auto . 

Accuracy potential of both the Colt Delta 
Elite and Springfield Armory Omega was 
approximately the same with the PMC 170-
grain JHP ammunition. Firing from a strong 
Weaver position at 21 feet will produce 2- to 
3-inch groups . These are not target pistols. 
Although you can stuff eight rounds into 
both the Omega and Delta Elite magazines , 
if you do so , you won ' t be able to seat the 
magazine completely into the magazine
well. Ejection patterns were to the right , 
nine to I 5 feet from the weapon. There were 
no stoppages , other than the failures to eject 
produced by the Norma ammunition. Lat
rine rumors have been circulated by those 
disgruntled with Colt for one reason or 
another to the effect that the Delta Elite will 
self-destruct after 5,000 rounds. I doubt 
that, but durability was not one of our test 
parameters as we would have required a 
budget of $7 ,000 to fire 5 ,000 factory 
rounds through each of these pistols. 

Every author who has written about the 
lOmm Auto cartridge has offered his opin-
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ion concerning the perceived recoil and 
muzzle climb that it generates in a handgun. 
Some believe it delivers no greater felt re
coil than a .45 ACP pistol. Others have 
insisted that the muzzle whip is so severe as 
to seriously degrade the weapon's potential 
as a defensive arm. All of these impressions 
are no more or less than qualitative assess
ments. No doubt about it, the lOmm Auto 
cartridge in either bullet weight seems to 
whip the muzzle up and rearward somewhat 
more than the .45 ACP round. And, the 
Omega's ported barrel and slide appears to 
moderate this a bit. But to what extent does 
this effect recovery time and target reac
quisition after the first shot has been fired? 
Is this a specialist's instrument for use only 
by the most highly trained? 

In an effort to quantify some useful in
formation about the handling characteristics 
of these lOmm pistols, we resorted to a 
well-known drill called "El Presidente," 
for which performance standards have been 
established over a long period of time. 
Although it has no relevance to the real 
world, El Presidente is a useful training tool 
and provides a means for measuring prog
ress in some of the basic skills required of a 
pistolero. 

Three combat-type targets with approx
imately 8x 12-inch scoring areas in the upper 
torso (center of mass) are required. The drill 
is usually shot from 10 meters. The shooter 
commences with his back to the targets. On 
command he pivots, draws and fires two 

shots into each of the three targets, then 
reloads and fires two more shots into each of 
the three targets. The clock stops after the 
twelfth round has been fired, Using an Isos
celes stance and firing weak-sister loads, 
the very best IPSC shooters can clean this 
exercise in seven seconds. Drawing from 
concealed carry and firing full-house .45 
ACP loads through a Light Weight Com
mander from a strong Weaver position, 
those practicing for the asphalt jungle can 
expect, at best, a nine- to 10-second string 
with all 12 shots in the scoring zone. Times 
with the Delta Elite averaged slightly more 
than 10 seconds. 

It does not appear that those who have 
graduated from Jeff Cooper's API or re
ceived equivalent training would have diffi
culty defending themselves with a lOmm 
Auto pistol. However, there seems to be no 
increase in effective performance when we 
examine the wound ballistics of this car
tridge. Some will be attracted for no other 
reason than it is a new cartridge that appears 
on paper (no pun intended) to be more 
powerful than those previously available. 
When loaded down, it will be popular with 
the IPSC gong shooters. For the rest of us it 
offers no justification for flushing our 230-
grain .45 caliber pumpkins down the drain. 

If pressed to decide between the Colt 
Delta Elite and the Springfield Armory 
Omega, I would choose the Omega. That, 
so I could slip in a .45 ACP barrel and 
magazine when no one else was looking. ~ 

WINNING PEACE 
Continued from page 39 

likely to find approval in Moscow and New 
Delhi but cut no ice in Afghanistan. 

In October-November 1988, there were 
reports of a purge of hard-liners from the 
PDPA government. One former minister, 
appointed ambassador to Moscow, was 
escorted to the plane under armed guard lest 
he try to make a break for it. Kabul is going 
along with the Soviet plan. While hard
liners may want to chance a purely military 
solution, the Soviets apparently still favor 
stressing U .N. negotiations and links to tra
ditionalist resistance groups to try to set up a 
coalition government that would leave the 
current armed forces and WAD intact. 

But this is unlikely to happen. Still, the 
war cannot end until Kabul changes hands. 
Abdul Haq, Kabul Province resistance lead
er, has developed his own scenario for the 
fall of Kabul. Once the Soviets leave, he 
sees a chance for a rising within the city, 
with strikes and demonstrations hopefully 
paralyzing a government weakened by the 
call-up, supposedly, of all PDPA members 
for military service. This would be com
bined with intense resistance pressure, in
cluding rocket attacks on military targets. 
This, according to Abdul Haq's plan, 
should collapse the whole rotten edifice. 
But there are factors working against this 
taking place, including the assumed wil-
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EXPLOSIVE DOCU·VIDEO. 
The True Facts Of This Brave 
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Recently slandered in death by TV net
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ing been a "Georgia Hitman" for porno 
publisher Larry Flynt, The General barks 
back through sons Mitchell IV and Geoffrey. 
h::cusations of WerBell having been paid 
$1,000,000 to "hit" Frank Sinatra, Bob Guc
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__ _..,,,..__,. ___ _L._'-'L.--=""-"'•·--.,,· · WerBell's admittedly complex life via secret 
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lingness of the Kabul regime to use intense 
and brutal force against any demonstrations 
or anti-government moves. 

While his attention is fixed on the north, 
Ahmad Shah Massoud also views Kabul as 
vital. His goal- organization of a 13,000-
strong army by the time of the Soviet with
drawal - is not to be limited to the north of 
Afghanistan in its impact. Jamiat is wary of 
counting on an easy fall of Kabul, or assum
ing that the Abdul Haq scenario will come to 
pass . Its leadership is aware that throughout 
the war Pathans, who make up most of the 
resistance south of the Hindu Kush, have 
never taken a defended fort, let alone a 
major city . 

There are fears that Kabul could hang on 
for a number of months past February . This 
could be made more likely if the Soviets 
leave large numbers of advisers with the 
Kabul regime's armed forces, which they 
have the right to do under the Geneva 
Accords. Soviet air strikes could still take 
place, using aircraft with Kabul government 
markings spray-painted over the red stars, 
their aircrews now "advisers." It would 
still be, on paper, a Soviet withdrawal. The 
Soviets would then redouble their diplomat
ic and political offensive. The West and the 
Pakistanis would be pressured to cut off aid 
to the resistance in what would be portrayed 
as a civil war. 

But in the end the regime, which has had 
since 1978 to become a legitimate, viable 
government and has failed miserably, is not 
likely to pull itself together at literally the 
last minute. Militarily, Kabul can be de
fended indefinitely, but the roads which 
must supply it cannot. It is likely that 1989 
will see the Kabul regime as constituted 
since 1978 finally receiving its long
overdue death blow. ~ 

FULL AUTO 
Continued from page 14 

If you like to blast for peanuts, Action 
Arms Ltd., now offers a .22 LR caliber
conversion kit for all of the semiautoma
tic-only UZI series of firearms, which sells 
for $110. 

One final note. For those with selec
tive-fire Mini-UZ!s who feel their first
shot hit probability would be enhanced 
by closed-bolt operation, Action Arms 
Ltd. , can convert your Mini-UZI SMG 
to that method of operation for $250. 
In addition to a new bolt group and 
trigger assembly (actually only the sear 
needs to be replaced), a new ejector 
must be installed, so this is not a drop
in conversion. Since the closed-bolt 
assembly, with its separate striker unit, 
is shorter, it would impinge on the back 
of the standard Mini-UZI ejector and 
the firing pin would fail to reach the 
primer by about 3/16 inch. It is claimed 
that this closed-bolt kit will lower the 
Mini-UZI' s best cyclic rate by 50 rpm. I 
doubt it. If anything, closed-bolt opera-
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tion should increase the cyclic rate. In 
any event, a change of only 50 rpm 
can result from different lots of 
ammunitior;i, changes in atmospheric 
conditions, fouling or any number of 
other uncontrolled parameters. 

All of these bits and pieces should 
provide enough variety and excite
ment to keep the justifiably famous UZI 
series chugging along well into the next 
millennium . ~ 

BEAUFORT CASTLE 
Continued from page 47 

the trench in the most dangerous manner 
imaginable: They began moving, upright 
and unprotected , along the trench 's edge, 
firing and throwing grenades as they went. 

In the Israeli army , there is no such thing 
as a point man . The main pillar of IDF 
leadership doctrine is the theme of personal 
example. From their first day of basic train
ing , young Israeli soldiers are taught that a 
commander's place is to lead from the front. 
An NCO or officer must pull his troops 
forward, not push them. The motto of the 
IDF officers ' school is "After Me. " Thus , 
it is not surprising to find that the leading 
Sayeret trooper advancing along the edge of 
the trench was A vikam. 

A vikam got no more than I 00 yards along 
the trench, when both he and Razi, his radio
man, were cut down and killed by a burst of 
automatic rifle fire which wounded another 
lsareli trooper as well. Now that the Palesti
nians were obviously aware of the Israeli 
presence in their rear, things became much 
more difficult. Once more Motti was forced 
to assume command of a unit during the 
middle of a firefight. Motti took the lead and 
slowly and methodically began to work his 
way along the 250 remaining yards of 
trench. The Palestinian defenders put up a 
fierce resistance. With I 00 yards of trench 
left to clear, Motti discovered that he had 
only one loaded magazine left for his Gali! 
assault rifle. He backtracked a few meters to 
the last terrorist he had killed and found 
beside the body an AK with five full maga
zines. Using the Soviet-made assault rifle, 
Matti proceded to clear the remainder of the 
trench. 

The toughest nut to crack was yet to 
come. Some 50 yards to the north of the 
trench system, the Palestinians had built a 
large, rein forced concrete bunker. As 
Sayeret troopers warily approached, the 
bunker's occupants opened fire with assault 
rifles and machine guns, pinning down 
Matti and the remnants of the Vatika. Motti 
summoned the team 's RPG man to try to 
knock out the bunker. The RPG man fired 
rocket after rocket into the bunker's walls, 
but they exploded with no visible effect on 
the Palestinians inside. 

Leaving a pair of RPDs as a firebase 
element, Motti led four men in an attempt to 
approach the bunker by a right flanking 
movement. However, the full moon had 
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#3010 FIRST HEROES The first non-fiction book 
with compelling evidence that American POWS are 
being held in Southeast Asia. $23.35 

#3030 VIETNAM: OPENING DOORS TO THE 
WORLD Experience this captivating culture 
through the pages of this book of photographs. 
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since risen and its light betrayed the Israelis . 
The advancing Sayeret troopers were spot
ted almost immediately and three of the 
Israelis were wounded by Palestinian fire. 
This final blow finished the Vatika as a 
combat-worthy team. Of the 14 troopers 
who had started the castle ridge ascent two 
hours earlier, six were now wounded and 
four, including the team commander, were 
dead. The four surviving members of the 
Vatika were emotionally drained by the ex
perience of seeing most of their friends 
killed or wounded. They hunkered down in 
their positions before the bunker and re
turned the enemy fire . They would need 
some assistance before an assault on the 
final bunker could be launched. 

That aid was on its way in the form of 
Guni and his JO-man command team. From 
reports that Guni had been receiving at the 
hairpin tum, it was clear that aside from 
Matti and the Vatika, elsewhere the battle 
was developing satisfactorily. T and his 
troopers had taken the Nikba position and 
were in the process of clearing the remain
der of the antenna fortifications . In order to 
renew the impetus of Matti 's advance, he 
would reinforce the depleted Vatika team 
pinned down in front of the bunker with the 
members of his command team. True to the 
precepts of the IDF, Guni came forward to 
lead his men in the assault. 

During all this time, Yuval and his team 
were doing yeoman service as a firebase 
element. They managed to lay down an 
effective curtain of suppressive fire on the 
helipad fortifications directly above them. 
However, the Israelis did not operate with
out cost to themselves. The Palestinians in 
the trenches and bunkers did not remain 
idle. They used their height advantage to lay 
down a constant stream of automatic 
weapons fire on the Sayeret troopers below. 
One by one, the Israelis were picked off 
until little more than half th.e team remained 
unwounded. Yuval and his men , however, 
remained in their positions, giving Matti 
and the Vatika the vital covering fire they 
needed to take the helipad fortifications 
from above. 

When Guni linked up with Matti , he pro
ceded to reorganize the composite little 
force. He left the two RPDs and RPG as a 
firebase element and formed an assault ele
ment from the remaining troopers. To neu
tralize the effects of the full moon and cover 
the assault element's approach, Guni threw 
four smoke grenades upwind of the bunker. 
As the smoke began to spread, the machine 
guns and RPG of the firebase opened fire. 
One by one, the assault team squirmed from 
cover to cover until they reached the blind 
side of the bunker. Guni threw a grenade 
into the nearest firing port, but was re
warded with only the briefest of halts in the 
firing of the bunker's Palestinian occupants. 
Several more grenades quickly followed , 
but with no more success than the first . Guni 
then realized that the bunker was internally 
partitioned into two or more rooms. When a 
grenade was thrown into one room, the ter
rorists scuttled, post haste, into an adjoining 
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room and resumed firing. 
The solution to the problem was simple. 

Climbing on to the bunker's roof, Guni 
arranged his men until each was posted be
side a firing port or a door. Upon his signal, 
ail the troopers were to simultaneously throw 
a grenade. By this tactic, the persistant 
Palestinians would certainly be put out of 
business for good. As his men stood ready, 
Guni yelled " One, two, three - throw!" 
However, as Guni leaned over to throw his 
own grenade, he inadvertently exposed him
self to one of the Palestinians inside. 

The terrorist fired a single round, hitting 
the Sayeret commander in the chest. Guni 
collapsed with a groan at the feet of his 
radioman. Suddenly, that mournful, battle
field cry which never fails to send shivers 
down the spine of ail those who hear it, 
reverberated through the night. "Medic, 
medic," Guni's radioman cried as he knelt 
beside his fallen commander. " Guni 's 
down! " The Vatika's team medic arrived 
within seconds and began to treat the 
wounded officer, but Guni· was mortally 
stricken. Despite the medic's ministrations, 
within a quarter of an hour he was dead. 

Guni's multiple grenade tactic had effec
tively silenced the bunker, but Motti was in 
a rage at seeing his commander and friend 
killed. He proceded to throw a Gur charge 
through one of the bunker's firing ports, 
destroying it completely. 

With the destruction of the bunker at 
0100, ail of Beaufort's external fortifiica
tions had been captured and their Palestini
an defenders killed. Motti , who had inher
ited command of Sayeret Golani for the 
second time in six hours, decided to adhere 
to Guni 's battle plan and delayed the assault 
on Beaufort itself until daylight. In the 
meantime, Sayeret troopers replenished 
their ammunition, ate something and even 
got a little sleep. As his soldiers got them
selves organized, Motti radioed the firebase 
force to make its way to the Beaufort ridge 
in time to take part in the upcoming assault. 

The Centurion tank from the firebase ar
rived at the castle ridge a little before 0500, 
and hour prior to the scheduled attack time. 
The final minutes before assault Motti spent 
briefing his troops. The tank and three 
APCs he positioned on a hillock directly 
opposite the castle's southern entrance. 
From this vantage point they could follow 
the advancing Sayeret infantry and provide 
support fire as needed. When the attack 
jumped off at 0600 exactly, Yu val and his 
team led the advance. They reached the 
castle entrance with no incident. 

Once inside, the Israelis began to clear it 
floor by floor, utilizing the standard IDF 
house-clearing technique. Upon reaching 
the doorway, the # 1 man in the three-man 
team opens the door with either a kick, or by 
applying a small explosive " leech charge" 
above the lock. The leech charge is an ex
plosive charge developed expressly for 
house-clearing operations . It consists of 150 
grams of plastic explosive, encased in a 
plastic shell. The shell has a magnet on one 
side and four nails sticking out on the other. 
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Thus, the charge is equally effective against 
both wooden and metal doors. 

Once the door is open, # 1 throws in a 
fragmentation grenade into the room. 
Directly afterthe grenade explosives, the #1 
and #2 men enter, firing semi-auto from the 
hip. The #3 man then proceeds to crouch in 
the doorway to cover the remainder of the 
uncleared hall or street, while all the time 
shouting "clear, clear" to prevent one of the 
following teams from trying to clear the 
same room a second time by mistake. 

However, the ammunition expended by 
the Sayeret that morning was for naught. 
The castle was deserted. The sole reminder 
of Beaufort's previous tenants were the 
PLO propaganda posters adorning the 
walls. The Sayeret spent the remainder of 
the morning collecting large amounts of 
Soviet-Bloc weapons and ammunition left 
behind by the departed Palestinians. The 
ridge was also combed for any possible PLO 
stragglers. No one , however, was found. 

At around noon, Sayeret troopers were 
graced by a visit from Israeli Prime Minister 
Menachem Begin, who arrived at Beaufort 
by helicopter. Afterward, Sayeret Golani 
mounted its APCs and drove northward to 
participate in the capture of Nabitye. The 
Israelis left behind them the bodies of 37 
dead PLO terrorists, one of whom was 
strangely blond haired and fair complex
ioned. Sayeret suffered casualties of eight 
killed and 21 wounded, out of an attacking 
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force of about 80. 
The Sayeret continued to lead the Golani 

Brigade in its drive northward for the re
mainder of ·the war. It fought Syrian com
mando units both at Jezzin and Ein Zahlate 
near the Beirut-Damascus highway. 
However, no battle was as hard , or as 
famous, as the one that took place on the 
Beaufort Castle ridge during the first night 
of the war. But what of the young men, 
hardly out of their teens, who had gone forth 
from Israel's kibbutzim and towns to rid 
their country of threat to its northern border? 

On the second day of the war, Yuval's 
father rescinded the consent he had given 
for his son to serve in a combat unit. By the 
time the word reached the Sayeret, Yuval 
had commanded his team through a bitter 
series of battles all the way north to Beirut. 
Yuval was reassigned to the Infantry Corps 
Doctrine Development Command near Tel 
Aviv, where he unhappily spent the remain
der of his regular service. He is now study
ing chemical engineering at the Technion 
Institute in Haifa. 

Kaplan recovered from his wound and 
returned to command Sayeret Golani. After 
completing his tour of command, Kaplan 
spent a year at Fort Benning attending the 
U.S. Army' s Advanced Infantry Officer's 
Course. He later returned to the Golani Bri
gade where he commanded a line battalion 
and is now attached to the IDF general staff. 
During the fighting on the outskirts of 

Beirut, Motti was badly wounded by Syrian 
artillery. He was invalided out of the army 
and now lives quietly on his cooperative 
farm. For the valor and initiative that he 
displayed during the Beaufort battle, Motti 
was awarded Israel's second highest de
coration for military bravery. Erez recov
ered quickly from the bullet wound in the 
arm ·and went to study law at Tel Aviv 
University. After finishing his degree, he 
decided that he didn't wish to be a lawyer 
after all and returned to regular service in 
the army. He presently is in command of 
Sayeret Golani . In 1984, Twas wounded in 
Lebanon and later became an intelligence 
officer for real. He has since been dis
charged and is currently studying at Tel 
Aviv University . Upon completing his de
gree, he plans to return to the United States 
to pursue a law degree. 

The battle for Beaufort Castle is by far the 
most well-known battle oflsrael's Lebanon 
war. More important than its military sig
nificance was the salutary effect that its 
capture had on the civilian population along 
Israel's northern border. For the first time in 
years, inhabitants of the Galilee's kibbut
zim and towns could go about their daily 
affairs freely, not under the malevolent gaze 
of PLO observers perched on the mountain 
above. The feeling of liberation brought 
about by the castle's capture was perhaps 
best expressed by Prime Minister 
Menachem Begin on the day following the 
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battle. In a speech before the Israeli Parlia
ment, Begin made the following statement: 
"We can all thank from the bottom of our 
souls, the brave soldiers of Sayeret Golani 
for removing the nightmare of the Beaufort 
from the consciousness of our citizens.'' "'° 

BIRD DOGS 
Continued from page 67 

aircraft than an artillery shell, and landed so far 
away we could barely spot it. "Drop one 
thousand. Forget it," was our correction. 

"Hey, let's get our friendly Air Force For
ward Air Controller (FAQ to give us some 
bombs. This is too slow," I said. 

The pilot huniedly went through his Signal 
Operating Instructions (SOI) to find the Air 
Force frequency and call sign. The Air Force 
FAC had obviously been eavesdropping on 
us, for less than a minute later an OV-10 
Bronco came barrel rolling in on location like 
the star dog in a dog and pony show .. 

"Hey, Helix. Watch our next splash," we 
called over as more secondaries impacted. We 
further asked, ''Can you give us any bombs?'' 

Helix replied, "I don'thave any. The fight
ers are still stuck on the ground at Chu Lai." 
There was a pause and then a long drawn out, 
"Dammmn!" Helix quickly climbed away. 

The next thing we saw was Helix's sleek 
OV-10 diving at the ammunition dump 

with, it must have been, 30 or more rockets 
blazing away in a rage of frustrated anger. 
The white phosphorous rockets made hann
less puffs of white smoke to mark the kill 
that he could not make. With no goodbyes, 
the OV-10 left the prey to two lowly Bird 
Dogs. 

A wry Marine voice mocked, ''Don't get 
your blue scarf caught around the ejection 
seat handle," just before Helix faded in 
with the green horizon. 

In the meantime, the two 8-inch guns that 
were effective and within range continued 
to pound away. 

In the wet-hot tropical air three Army 
men and a Marine circled endlessly in their 
two little aircraft, heads in helmets and tor
sos wrapped in flak vests and soggy wet 
parachute packs. We were concentrating 
totally on the kill we'd tried in vain to share 
with Helix. 

The concentration on the kill was broken 
by Huebird Three Four saying, "Hey, we 
don't have much time to make it back to the 
barn." 

Section ill - "The needles on the fuel 
indicators stood still on 'E' . . . The little 
aircraft plummeted . .. '' 

The last rounds fell unobserved as our 
two aircraft stopped their endless circling 

and headed east for Chu Lai. ·Now our 
bodies got the attention they needed. Hours 
had gone by since we had water. My legs 
were cramping and longed for a place to 
stretch in the small cockpit. The earphones 
in my helmet clamped on my swollen head 
like a vice. 

Thermal currents boiled up from the 
jungle below and slammed our underpow
ered little aircraft, causing airspeed to sud- · 
denly drop and then slowly advance, as if a 
giant hand were reaching out and grabbing 
us and continually retarding our already 
slow trip home. With most of the fuel's 
weight now gone, the little airplanes darted 
through the turbulence like hummingbirds 
on a spring day. 

The low ship was two miles ahead as our 
aircraft bucked its way over the rice paddies 
south of Chu Lai. We could see a big black 
pillar of smoke in the distance ahead. 

The needles on the two fuel indicators 
stood still on "E," not wiggling as they 
usually did when the plane bounced. Power· 
was reduced to allow our plane to descend to 
the proper altitude for the landing pattern. 

The low ship had made its left tum from the 
downwind leg parallel to the runway and was 
about to touch down. Our throttle was pushed 
forward to maintain level flight as we entered 
the downwind leg of the landing pattern. It 
was nice to be almost home. My pilot was 
stretching his left arm before he would reach 
down and pull the throttle back. 
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DOES NOT OBSTRUCT 
TRIGGER ... * NO ALTERATIONS 
REQUIRED 

Yes, from plinking to home defense, the Tri·Burst TM 

Trigger Activator will allow your gun to shoot three 
round bursts at a full automatic-type rate accurately 
and controllably. This device is perfectly legal and 
backed by our lifetime warranty. Comes complete 
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" Pop-Pop. Sputter. Pow," went the en
gine as showers of sparks flew out of the 
exhaust, streaking red past oµr right side . 
There was no whine of idle power, only the 
churning sound of a slowly windmilling 
propeller as the engine without fuel ignored 
the command of the throttle . 

Our little aircraft plummeted down and 
around steeply , trying desperately to catch 
the last few hundred feet of the PSP runway . 

First the flare out. Then the rapid thrum
ming of the tiny tail wheel over holes in the 
PSP. Next the shrilling of brake pads clamp
ing to stop the plane from overshooting the 
rapidly approaching end of the runway. 

Too much pressure on the brakes caused 
the thrumming of the tail wheel to stop as 
the plane's tail rotated above its nose level. 
The pilot instantly released both brakes and 
slammed down the tail wheel. Barely 
enough runway remained. 

Coming around the comer of the runway 
and onto the short taxiway that Jed directly 
to the refuel point was one relieved 01 pilot 
with a broad, sly smile of chagrin. The 
plane rolled to a rest about 75 feet from the 
aviation gas storage tanks. 

Relays clicked open as the master switch 
was turned off. The whir of gyros and fan 
motors slowly faded in lowering pitches. 
This time there was no gurgle and slosh of 
fuel coming to rest in the fuel tanks. 

As the pilot stepped out I looked to see if 
anyone was watching and turned the magne
to switch from "Both" to "Off." The Spec 
Four crew chief said to the pilot , "Sir, you 
know my hose isn't that Jong,'' and the pilot 
replied, "Mine is. I step on it all the time." 

"It's a good thing you don 't wear track 
shoes, sir," ended the good-natured foray 
of words in favor of the Spec Four. We all 
helped push the Bird Dog a few feet further 
so the hose would reach and erase our sin. 

Four still armed rockets confronted the 
6 ,000-gallon aviation fuel tank as we ex
citedly walked off to dazzle the world with 
our new war story. 

Back in the division command post the 
story continued. Around 1600 an Air Force 
captain by the name of Lew , who later be
came a good war buddy, took hold of both 
my arms, shook me , and gleefully shouted, 
"We got eight more secondaries!" 

Lew, who turned out to be good old "Mr. 
Helix ,'' had gone back to Chu Lai, landed, 
refueled, rearmed his OV-10 from his ru
mored unlimited supplies , ate a sandwich , 
and took off again to rendezvous with some 
Navy tactical air from Danang. 

Fortunately it was Friday, which was di
vision artillery party night, and Lew, two 
Huebirds, the Marine and I were stars that 
evening as we briefed and rebriefed from 
our bar stools. 

Next month an agent report came in tell
ing us that more than 125 of the enemy had 
perished in the artillery and bomb strikes of 
that day.~ 

MILITARY SURPLUS 

BDU Wood., jkt. or pants, each ..... $22.95 
The complete set ......... . .. $43.50 
BDU, Hot Weather, each ............. $24.95 
The complete set, ..... .. . .. $47.50 
BDU, Desert, jkt. or pants, each . .. $24.95 
The complete set ....... .. $47.50 
Tiger Stripes, jkt. or pants, each ... $24.95 
The complete set ........ .. $47.50 
Black Swat, jkt. or pants, each ..... . $24.95 
The c;Omplete set .... . .. $47.50 
M65 Field Jacket, Woodland or OD$47.95 
M65 Field Jacket Liner, OD .. ......... $15.95 
MA-1 Pilots Jacket, OD or Black .... $45.95 
N3-B Arctic Parka, OD ....... .......... $103.95 
N2-B Arctic Parka, OD ..... .............. $79.95 
BDU Hat, with earflaps, Woodland .. $6.95 
G.I. Boonie Hat, Wood., Blk., Tiger .. $9.95 
Woodland Camouflage T-Shirt ......... $5.25 
G.I. lntermed. Cold Sleeping Bag .. $74.95 
G.I. Sleeping Pad, OD..... . . .. $950 
LC-1 "ALICE" Pack, Medium, OD .. $44.95 
LC-2 "ALICE" Pack Frame ............. $44.95 
Pack and Frame together .... $85.95 
G.I. Anglehead Flashlight, OD ......... $5.25 
G.I. OD 1-quart plastic canteen ....... $1.50 
G.I. Canteen Cup with wire handles $6.50 
G.I. 2-quart Canteen and Cover .... $14.95 
LC-1 Nylon Canteen Cover .. ............ $5.50 
LC-1 Nylon Suspenders .... ............. $11.95 
LC-1 Nylon Compass Pouch. . . .. $2.50 
LC-2 Nylon Pistol Belt, Med. or Lge. $7.95 
LC-1 Nylon Mag. Pouch, 30 round ... $7.50 
G.I. Butt Pack, OD .... $12.95 
G.I. .45Auto. Magazines .. .. $4.95 
G.I. M16 Magazines, 30 round .. ....... $6.75 
G.I. M-7 Shoulder Holster, Black ... $23.95 
G.I. Hip Holster, Black .............. $17.95 
Meal Ready to Eat, Case ........ ....... $55.95 
Individual Meal, our choice ............. . $5.25 
Dummy Hand Grenade, Pineapple .. $4.95 
Dummy Hand Grenade, Baseball .... $4.95 
G.I. Wet Weather Poncho, OD .... ... $17.95 
G.I. Wet Weather Poncho, Wood .. $26.95 
G.I. Poncho Liner, Woodland ... ...... $28.50 
USMC Combat Knife ...................... $20.95 
USAF Pilots Survival Knife ....... ...... $15.95 
US Navy "SEALS" Knife ................ $35.95 
G.I. Waterproof Match Container ..... $1.25 
G.I. Camouflage Facepaint ..... ......... $1.95 
G.I. Mechanics Tool Bag, OD ....... $15.95 
USAF Pilots Sunglasses, Lge. Lens$27.95 
USAF Pilots Sunglasses, Sm. Lens$24.95 
G.I. Riftebore Cleaner, 3 for .......... ... $1.00 

For clothing please send sizes. Military 
manuals, ribbons, patches, badges, etc., 
paintball supplies and much more are also 
available. All Military items are genuine G.I. 
and in new condition. 
For complete catalog send self-addressed 
stamped (65¢) envelope, outside U.S. send 
$2.00. 

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS 
Cash, check or money order. Mastercard 
and Visa accepted. Minimum Postage, U.S. 
$2.75, foreign $7.00. 

J.R. SALES CO. 
1206-28th AVE. E. #D(F) 
ELLENTON, FL. 34222 

(813) 722-0380 
Orders only: (800) 727-2827 
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COMBAT 
WEAPON CRAFT 
Continued from page 8 

der to do this, so you add one by using 
a non-magnetic wire (Figure 8) and 
pliers to form a metal eyelet. Poke this 
eyelet through the wall of the lens cap 
holder (Figure 9) about a half inch 
from the cap end but above the face of 
the inserted compass. The pliers are 
then used to flatten out the inside ends 
of the paper-clip piece (Figure 10) so 
the compass/lenses can be removed 
and the cap still slid on to the flashlight 
itself. At this point you simply attach 
the lanyard to the eyelet outside, 
directly or through use of a small key 
ring (Figure 11 ). 

Now your Mini-Mag flashlight can be 
used with all of its spare lenses at hand. 
Since the compass is on the cap holder 
which is connected by the lanyard, it can 
be read far enough from the body of the 
Mini-Mag flashlight to avoid magnetid 
electrical disturbances. 

The regular light beam is used until a 
colored beam is needed. Then the 
compass can be popped out with your 
finger and the colored lens you need 
removed. The unused lenses and com
pass can then be placed in your pocket 
until you need to return to a normal 
light beam. While this arrangement is 
not ideal, it is far better than losing your 
lenses or not having them at hand 
when you need them. 

The ideal storage option would be a 
small compartment on the outside of 
the lens cap holder, but this would 
mean a redesign by the manufacturers. 
Until this happens, I believe the above 
field expedient will prove useful. ~ 

OOPS OPS 
Continued from page 69 

devices inert. Once scattered through the 
jungle, the acetone would evaporate, activat
ing the devices. After a few days, they would 
absorb enough water from the atmosphere to 
become inactive again, and a new batch 
would have to be dropped. 

Of course, nobody bothered to tell the 
in,<antry about this. I was in the Tactical 
Op.:rations Center when one of our com
pany commanders called in to report finding 
something " really strange." 

" What does it look like?" 
"Well , sort of like shoulder pads for 

ladies' dresses . ' ' 
There was a long silence from our end. 

" How long have you been out in the jung
le?" 

There was an even longer silence from 
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IMAGES OF VIETNAM 
NAM HOME MOVIES 

Videotapes Bring The War To The Homefront 

These tapes incorporate actual f ilm footage taken by troops 
during their tours of duty. Narrated by veteran pilots. soldiers 
and servicemen. VHS format. Approx. 60 min. each. 
Vol. I. Features the assault of American gunships. 
SF07-2585 ........... .. .. . . ....... . . . .... S29.95 
Vol. II. Show s day-to·day living of U.S. troops. plus scenes of 
Vietnam countryside, villages and people. 
SF07·2589 .. . ... .. . .. . . ... .... .. . . . .. .... S29.95 
Vol. Ill. Footage was shot during 1968-69 by a 9th Infantry 
Division soldier who carried a movie camera in his ammo can. 
SF07·2594 ... . ........ . ... . . . ... ... . S29.95 
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U.S. CAVALRY 

CATALOG 
136 color pages of action 
packed military equipment 
and adventure gear. Clo· 
th ing, weapons. train ing 
manuals and souvenirs. 

SF07-2585 Nam Movie Vol. I 

SF07·2589 Nam Movie Vol. II 

SF07-2594 Nam Movie Vol. Ill 

SF07-0310 Dear America Book 

U.S.Cavalry Catalog ($3.00) 

Shipping/ Handling/ Insurance $4 95 
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~ 
DEAR AMERICA 

Written by more than 100 servicemen 
and women during their Vietnam tours. You' ll f ind mes· 
sages addressed to Mom, Darl ing or Folks. each tell ing a 
story that only a soldier could tell . 316 pages complete 
w ith photos. map and index of contributors. 
SF07·0310 .. ... . .. . . ............. . ..... S7.95 

(Prices good through August 31 , 1989.) 
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QUAllTY SUNGLASSES 
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Each pair features: Impact resistant lenses • 
Handcrafted •Polished glass lenses• Hardened 
metal frames ·•Ho non-sense guarantee. 
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Credit cards accepted. Dealer inquiries invited. 
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..____ - -
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Professional Driving & Shooting Glasses 
Wide angle amber lenses brighten visibility, gold frames. 

A $30.00 value only $14.95. 2 pairs for $28.00. 

Style #SC Only 
$14.95 

Lenses darken outdoors, change back to lighterlint inlloors, 
gold frames. A $30.00 value only $14.95. 2 pairs for $28.00. 
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Flight Glasses 
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the other end. "I'm not kiddin' . When you 
step on them they go bang! And they make 
your feet feel funny . . . Holy shit! Get me a 
medevac, fast!" 

The TOC team scrambled frantically , 
alerting artillery, air support, gunships, and 
directing a nearby company to move to the 
pick-up zone, ready to be lifted into sup
porting positions . The battalion commander 
pushed the operations NCO out of the way 
and grabbed the mike. "What happened? 
How many casualties?" 

The reply was much calmer, almost 
sheepish. "Just one ... my interpreter 
picked up one of these things and squeezed 
it - and blew off three of his fingers!'' The 
PSID (Personnel Seismic Intrusion Device) 
was subsequently fabricated to imitate in
digenous animal feces, in hopes that 
although Charlie was used to stepping on 
unavoidable biological waste in the jungle, 
no GI is going to pick up a turd and play with 
it. Well , probably not. 

There's something about jungle warfare 
that seems to stimulate better ideas . 
Apparently a lot of people back in the lab 
were racking their brains to come up with 
some way the infantryman could locate 
enemy in the jungle. What they came up 
with was a marvel: a cylinder about 2 inches 
in diameter and about 6 inches long that 
could be attached to an Ml6 rifle like a 
bayonet. 

A little battery-powered fan drew air 
through a screen in the front of the cylinder. 
Air then passed over a cage full of bedbugs 
(I am not making this up), and if there was 
the slightest hint of human presence in the 
air, the bedbugs sounded an alarm through 
the soldier' s headphones . 

It seems that bedbugs only feed on human 
blood, and when a hungry bedbug smells a 
man , it goes bananas. 

Supposedly, it worked fairly well -
until feeding time. Guess how you feed a 
bedbug? 

Yes, locating the enemy is an important 
consideration. During the Vietnam war, 
sensitive airborne instruments were de
veloped which could detect urine in the 
jungle. Once the instruments detected 
urine, the flyboys would come back and 
bomb the piss .out of the area. It worked OK 
until Charlie caught on and started leaving 
large pots of water buffalo urine for us to 
target in the empty jungle. 

If it 's important for you know where the 
enemy is, it follows that it is also important 
for him to not know where you are . Units 
like LRRPs in particular didn't want to 
leave evidence of their passing. So they 
were issued a normal jungle boot with a 
raised sole having the design of a bare foot. 
The few LRRPs who tried the " barefoot 
boot" laughingly recall that it left a print 
that looked exactly like a G.I. boot with a 
footprint design on the sole. 

Helicopters are fruitful areas for the de
velopment and application of better ideas. 
One of the characteristics of a helicopter is 
that most of them can't be flown " hands 
off. ' ' In fact , it takes both hands and both 

feet to fly the typical helicopter. As a result , 
a great deal of thought is put into designing 
controls so the pilot doesn't have to take his 
hands off the controls while performing 
some important task not directly related to 
flying the helicopter. 

Now, one of the things a pilot does fre
quently is to talk to the crew. So on the 
CH-46 helicopter, the intercom switch was 
put on the stick so the pilot could communi
cate with the crew with a flick of the thumb. 
The CH-46 was used as a general cargo and 
troop helicopter, and frequent) y had to carry 
heavy sling loads of such things as ammuni
tion , howitzers , and so on. When a helicop
ter is carrying a sling load and gets in trou
ble, the first thing to do is jettison the sling. 
This is done with a control called a " pick
le ," a separate switch on a cable . 

When the CH-53 was designed , some
body remembered problems the CH-46 had 
in dropping sling loads , and came up with a 
better idea. Why not put the pickle switch 
on the stick - right where the intercom 
switch had been on the CH-46? Of course, 
lots of CH-46 pilots were transitioned into 
the CH-53. Guess what happened the first 
time they tried to use the intercom? (We lose 
more howitzers that way!) 

Better ideas didn't end with the Vietnam 
war. For quite a while now, the Infantry 
School has been looking for ways of dealing 
with Soviet tanks . One of the solutions 
apparently is the " Eagle Cocktail, " an im
provised weapon which the infantryman is 
supposed to make on the spot. The direc
tions are found in FM 21-7 5, Combat Skills 
of the Soldier (August , 1984): 

" . . . fill the bag [a waterproof or plastic 
bag] with the gas and oil mixture . .. attach 
the thermite and smoke grenades to the bag 
using tape, string , or communications wire 
. .. tie a piece of string or cord to the safety 
pins of the grenades. Before throwing the 
eagle co.cktail, pull the safety pins in both 
grenades. ' ' 

Let me see if I've got this right . . . a 
waterproof bag would hold a couple of gal
lons of gas - say 15 pounds or so . Add two 
grenades and we're up to about 18 pounds. 

.And smoke and thermite grenades don't 
have delay fuses; as soon as you pull those 
pins , you' re going to get a jet of flame out of 
the base of each grenade ... Hmnunmm. 
You throw the eagle cocktail , and I'll stand 
back here and watch through binoculars. 

Antitank: weapons are all candidates for 
better ideas. The current standard man
packed antitank: weapon, the M47 Dragon , 
is a shoulder-fired, wire-guided missile. 
The soldier sits or kneels with the rear of the 
launch tube on his shoulder and the front of 
the tube supported by a monopod. He puts 
the cross hairs of the sight on the target and 
fires . A computer in the sight keeps the 
missile flying along the line of sight, so all 
the soldier has to do is keep those cross hairs 
on the target until the missile gets there. 
What could be more simple? 

Except that the average soldier can' t hit 
anything with the Dragon. Tests showed 
that after firing a few missiles , the hit prob-
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ability rose dramatically. But, the Dragon is 
so expensive that the average soldier won't 
get to fire even one missile during his entire 
term of service. 

So the obvious answer was to develop 
training devices . The first was a simple 
bracket that allowed a videotape camera to 
be attached to the weapon . An instructor 
could watch the gunner' s tracking through 
the monitor, and the gunner could review 
his mistakes after firing. 

It didn't work. So they tried again. The 
simulators got more and more expensive. 
And none of them worked. 

The problem was the weight of the mis
sile . When the gunner fires a live missile, 
the launcher suddenly becomes about 25 
pounds lighter as the missile leaves the tube. 
The back end of the launcher has a tendency 
to rise, which causes the sight to go down. 
And the missile flies down the line of sight 
right into the ground. Attempts were made 
to design a simulator that could duplicate 
the sudden weight loss coupled with all the 
smoke and noise of an actual launch. They 
were unsuccessful. 

But some soldiers did very well on their first 
attempt at firing a live round . The Army 
attempted to find out why. And they found a 
lot of these successful gunners were trained by 
the same sergeant. So they asked him how he 
did it. 

"Wal," he said, "I just have 'em prac
tice. We use the video camera, just like 
everybody else." 

''But you must be doing something diffe
rent, " said the scientists. 

He scratched his head . "I can' t think of 
anything .. . 'cept that I stand behind 'em, 
an' a little to one side. An' when they fire, I 
wang 'em between the shoulder blades with 
my helmet. ' ' 

Now if we could just design a multi
million dollar simulator that would wang 
'em between the shoulder blades with a 
helmet . . . ~ 

IN REVIEW 
Continued from page 10 

ancillary gear used by U.S . Army 
forces is Vietnam, including such items 
as helicopter crewman armored plates 
and light-weight chaplain accessories. 
He also covers dog attack training en
sembles, indigenous camouflage uni
forms, and Special Forces berets, as 
well as the placement of name tapes 
and other uniform items. This book 
also features a specially prepared 
Army uniform map of Vietnam. 

The only drawback to this work is 
the lack of color photographs when 
describing camouflage clothing, espe
cially those worn by U.S. advisers. As a 
Vietnam clothing collector, I noticed he 
left a few items out, such as Thai 

Continued on page 96 
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Super Powerful 
FM TRANSMITTER 

Many times more powerful lhan other lransmlters. 
Transmits up to y, mile lo any FM radl:I ·Easy 10 
As5"rnble Kil · up kl 9V battery (not Ind.I 

' $19.95 
Call 407-725-1000 or send $195.00 plus $5.00 shipping for Hound 
Dog and $19.95 and $1.00 shipping for FM Transmitter to USI 
Corp. P.O. Box SF-2052. Melbourne, FL 32902. COD's OK. For a 
catalog of transmitters, voice scramblers & other speciality items 
enclose $2.00 to USI Corp. 

OUR NEW FULL COLOR 
CATALOG PUTS THE CROSS

HAIRS ON HARD TO FIND 
MILITARY CLOTHING & EQUIP

MENT TACTICAL & 
SURVIVAL PRODUCTS. 
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PAINT GRENADES! 
Hand Grenades • Booby Traps 

Paint Shotguns • Security Devices 

\ 

o, 
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\ 
\ I 
\ I 
\ ~ 
\ I 

I 

Not a balloon filled with paint wrapped in 
paper mache, but actual exploding hand 
grenades and booby traps that throw sever
al paint balls in a 1 to 4 meter radius. Espe
cially made for the Survival Game, or mark
ing and stunning burglars and prowlers. 
Pull pin ignites charge in 0 to 7 seconds. No 
shrapnel, easily camouflaged. Materials 
available locally, build several the same 
day! 
Illustrated step by step instructions. Trip 
wire or command detonation, no fragment
ing casings or metal shrapnel. 
For fun and excitement, you can't beat grenades. 

Send $19.95 cash, check or money order to: 

Advertiser 

CAL 
P.O. Box 231 

Sedona, AZ 86336 
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American Historical Foundation . ... . .... 13 

Assault Systems . .. . .... . .... . . .. .. ... 74 

Auto-Ordnance Corporation ............ 85 

Becker Knife & Tool. .... ....... .. . .. .. 77 

Brigade Quartermasters .....•..... .... 76 

B-Square Company ......... . .. .. . . . .. 79 

CCS Communications . . . . ........ . ... . 77 
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Greene Military Distributors .... . . .. . ... 75 
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111ll\O\C:1f ? 
Avoid BIG BROTHER. 
Best techniques for creating 

COMPLETE PRIVACY! 
Avoid Surveillance, Eavesdropping 
Become "lnvlsible'1 to Investigators 
Stop Generating Financial Records 
Communications Privacy . . Phone, Mail 
How to Stay Out of Government Files 
Begin Eliminating Negative Records 
How to Create Helpful New Records 
Generating Quick Cash Income 
Hiding Your Assets • Privacy Afloat 
Banking Alternatives • "Low Profile" 
Privacy from Taxes • Nomadic Living 
Multiple Addresses 
Hideouts, Deep Cover 
How to "Disappear" 

ALL THE PRIVACY YOU 
WANT - and MOREi 

Don't wait! Order TODA YU 

ONLY $18.95 • v•tll. ~aj:y'r. .• 

r:------ ... -.-...-:.. EDEN PRESS I 11623 Slater "C", Box 841G-AP, Fountain Valley, CA 92728 I 
I Your {D Regular P&H, $2.00 (Please add I 

Choice D FIRST CLASS, $5.00 to order.) 
I ICallfornfa residents please add 6% sales tax.) I 
I D Send latest Book Catalog - FREE. I 
I Name I 
I Address I 
. City I 
• ~h no _1 

______________ .. 

ADVERTISERS INDEX 

Hans Klepper Corporation .. ......... .. .. 23 

Heckler & Koch, Inc ......... . . . . ... Cover 4 

J.R. Sales Company ......... ... ........ 82 

Kaufman's West ... . . . ..•... ... • .. .. . .. 19 

L.L. Baston Company . .......... . .. . .. . . 85 

Orpheus ..... .. . . .... . . . ..... . ... . .. . . 82 

PTK International ... . .. . .. .. ..... . Cover 3 

Paladin Press ............. ... ... . ....... 3 

Phoenix Production ........ ... .. .. .... .. 73 

Pioneer & Company . ....... ... . . ....... 79 

SOF Bookshelf ...... . . . ... . ........... 78 

SOF Exchange ..... . .. .. .. . .. . . 20, 90, 95 

SOF '89 Convention ........ . . .. ........ 15 

Stano ........... . . .. ..... .. . . .... . .... 78 

Shooters Depot .. . . . .......... . ... . . . . . 82 

Sturm Ruger .......... ....... .... . Cover 2 

Thedema . . .. . ........ . ....... . ........ 76 

U.S. Cavalry, Inc ...... .............. . .. 83 

U.S. Optics .. . .. . .......... . .......... . 84 

Your Supply Depot, Ltd .. . ......... . .... 11 

C.l.A. CLOTHING 

0 
T-SHIRT- High quality, blue ringed shirt carries four 
color official 3" CIA crest: S·M·L-XL. ..... ...... .......... $8.95 
NEW T-SHIRTS- Blue ringed shirts with large 8" CIA 
crests in full color: two styles; STAFF, LANGELY; or 
WEAPONS INSTRUCTOR: S-M·L·Xl. ... .......... .. ..... $8.95 
POLO SHIRT- Best quality white polo with official 
3" CIA crest: shown above: S-M·L·XL ................... $17.95 
SWEAT SHIRT- Long sleeve white sweat shirt with 3" 
CIA crest; soft & durable; S-M-L-XL. ..................... $18.95 
HA TS- Professional quality cloth/mesh hats: Available in 
black-blue/white-navy-camo.... .. ....... ....... .... $7.95 
3"CIA PATCH- Best quality available!. ............... $3.95 

N.l.C. INC. 1600 Fairfield, Suite 233-SD 
Shreveport, LA 71101 

24 hr. Order No. 1-318-222-2970 (FREE catalog) 

Name --- ------------< 

Address----------------< 

City/State/ZIP ____________ __. 

Card# __________ Exp. Date 

C C C C C C UPSCOD 
VISA M/C Check M/0 Cash ($4.00 Extra) 

SUPPLY LOCKER 

Alpine Military Sales ... . ..... . ... . ...... 87 

American Pistol Institute .. . .. ....... . ... 86 

Badboy, Inc .. . ............ . ....... . .... B7 

Blowgun World ........•...•..... ... ... 88 

C.A.L .......................• . .. ... .. . 89 

California's Glamour Girls ... . ... ........ 86 

Cloak & Dagger ... .... . ............... . B7 

National ID Center . .......... . .. 86, BB, 89 

David Steele Enterprises, Inc ..... . ...... B7 

Delta Press . .... ................. . .... . 86 

Eden Press ............ . ....... . ....... B9 

Global School of Investigation ....... . ... B6 

Gun Parts Corporation ... . ..... . ........ B8 

LRRP Security Services ... .. .......... . 87 

Mark Sport Mace ......... .. . . . ......... 86 

Matthews Police Supply .... . . . .. .. . ..... BB 

Quartermaster Military ... .. .. . ... .. ..... B8 

Seaboard . . ........... .. .. . .... . ...... 86 

Survival Books ......... . .... . .......... 87 

T-J Jewelry Company . .... ... ...... . ... 88 

USI Corporation ......... . •. . ..... . .. ... 88 

Westbury Sales ... ..... . . . .. .. ...... . .. BB 
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38-40 SURA WONG ,ROAD 
2347021 

BANGKOK 
Backy 

#~-1-0-25-----~ Front .___~_~_4_L_T_E_~~-~ 
Lucy's Tiger Den 
White $12.95 

#1033 NEW! 
POW/MIA 
$9.95 

#1018 
Seal Team 
Sliver $9.95 

#1011 
Grenada 
Sliver $9.95 

#1005 

#1024 
Anytime Khadaffi 

U . Blue $10.95 

SOG 
Black 
$9.95 

Back 

Back 

#1015 
World Tour 

Front 

Navy, Long Sleeve 
$14.95 ·or· 
Black Short Sleeve 
#1003 $10.95 

#1006 

#1002 · Peace 
White $9.95 

Back 

#1021 
Delta + 
U. Blue $9.95 ~-~ 

Front 

Front 

LEBANON 
Help A Syrian Meet Allah 

~ 
" Hey; we just 
stepped in some 
Shiite!" 

#1008 Back 

Visit Lebanon 
Tan $9.95 

AEROFLOT # 1031 
AeroHot 
Sliver with 
design in Red 
$10.95 

~)S{~-· 
OFFICIAL AIRLINES OF 

THE AFGHANISTAN 
ll!llM9IOlll WITHDRAWAL 

8iiil~ 
e=r=t .. ~: -~:. 

#1009 
SOFHK 

Black $9.95 '--------------' 

Special Forces 
Black $9.95 

Marines 
,--- - - --- ----, Gold $9.95 

SPECIAL FORCES 

" SOL .D JER OF 
FORTUNE LIVING BY CHANCE 

LOVING BY CHOICE 

#1001 
KILLING BY PROFESSION 

SOF Lpgo Front 
•Pl!:ClAL FO•CU 

Black $9.95 

>ff 
Back 

QTY. ITEM NO. SIZE 

T-Shirts available In S, M, L, XL. SUB TOTAL 

XXL available for $1 .00 addition· 
al. Please include $1.75 for the Postage & Handling 
first item ordered, include 75¢ for 

3.7% Sales Tax each additional item for postage (Colo. res.) 
and handling. Overseas orders 
add 30%. Please allow 4-6 weeks 

TOTAL 
for delivery. 

#1032 NEW! 
FDN 
$9.95 

AMOUNT 

.---~~----~ 

MAIUNES 
llTME WINYUlll 

HWITS AND MINDS, 

llRntBUllllYUlll 
DAMN lllTS JIOWll 

lfi 
Back 

Front #1007 
S.E.Asla 
Black $9.95 

SOF EXCHANGE 

RHODESIAN 
ARMY 

Mail to: SOF EXCHANGE, P.O. Box 687, Boulder, CO 80306 

PAYMENT: 0 VISA 0 MASTERCARD 0 CHECK ENCLOSED 

Card#--- - ------------------
Exp. _ _____ _ ________ _ ______ _ 

NAM~--------------------~ 
ADDRESS, _ _ __________________ _ 

CITY _____ ________ STATE _ _ z 1p ___ 
4
_
19
_
9 

We accept telephone orders on MasterCard & VISA - call us at toll-free -
1-800-323-1776, operator 131 . For customer service calls, dial (303) 449-3750. 



CLASSIFIED 
~ • 1t: • ~- - "' CURRENT REQUIREMENTS - $2.00 per word per Inser

tion - $40.00 minimum. All ads MUST BE PREPAID and 
received by the 1st, four months prior to Issue cover date. 
Ad copy must be typed or written clearly with authorizing 
signature, a telephone number (for our flies) and full pay
ment. Advertisers ottering Information packets for a fee 
must send a sample of packet (packets wlll not be r&
turned). Name, address and telephone number are to be 
Included In your word count. EXAMPLE: P.O. Box 693 = 2 
words ; 80306 = 1 word. Abbreviations such as DI, SGT, 
20mm, U.S., etc., count as one word each. Hyphenated 
words and telephone numbers are counted as two words. 
No personal services ads accepted. We reserve the right 
to refuse, delete or change any copy which we determine 
to be objectionable. Mall classified ads with payment to 
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE, Classified Dept., P.O. Box 693, 
Boulder CO 80306 

READERS OF BOTH DISPLAY AND CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING ARE ADVISED THAT SOLDIER OF 
FORTUNE MAGAZINE DOES NOT VERIFY VALIDI
TY OF EVERY ADVERTISEMENT AND/OR THE 
LEGALITY OF EVERY PRODUCT CONTAINED 
HEREIN. SHOULD ANY READER HAVE A PROB
LEM WITH PRODUCTS OR SERVICES OFFERED 
BY AN ADVERTISER, HE- SHOULD SEEK ASSIST
ANCE FROM HIS NEAREST POSTAL INSPECTOR 
AND ALSO CONTACT OUR ADVERTISING DE
PARTMENT. SOLDIER OF FORTUNE DOES NOT 
INTEND FOR ANY PRODUCT OR SERVICE ADVER
TISED TO BE USED IN ANY ILLEGAL MANNER. 

NOTICE TO READERS 
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE Magazine is 
a magazine of national and interna
tional distribution. There may be 
products for which sale, possession 
or interstate transportation may be 
restricted, prohibited or subject to 
special licensing requirements in 
your state. Purchasers should con
sult the local law enforcement au
thorities in their area. 

APPAREL 
FRENCH FOREIGN LEGION CAMOUFLAGE , Current Issue 
F· 1 Suit in "'LIZARD"' Camo NEW $69, Matching Camo Cap 
$17. AHA, Box 21606, Denver, CO 80221 . (138) 

CAPS, WITH MILITARY insignias ol elite lighting forces. Send 
SASE for illustrated folders. A&D Products. Box 286·S049, 
Belair, MD 21014. (140) 

VIETNAM "SPECIAL OPERATIONS" TIGERSTRIPE as 
worn in 1968 and in the movie "THE GREEN BERETS"' $70 
Sui t. Shortbrimmed Boonie Hats $16. A.HA. Box 21606, De
nver. CO 80221. MasterCard and VISA accepted! (138) 

FAMOUS GERMAN JACK BOOTS $59 ppd. Sz 6-12 Limited 
Supply. Used #1 condition. Catalog 1000"s items $1.00. 
AMMO DUMP. 2607 Hennepin #405. Minneapolis, MN 55408. 
(140) 

RUSSIAN GEAR, "RED DAWN" Camo Smock $52, Pants 
$46. Paratrooper Berets $32. Complete listing of ORIGINAL 
and Reproduction Items $1. A.HA, Box 21606, Denver, CO 
80221. (138) 

JR CAMO BOU JACKETS $15; 2 for $26. Pants $12; 2 for 
$22. all ppd, Sz 8-18, used, washed. Huge catalog $1. AMMO 
DUMP, 2607 Hennepin #410, Minneapolis, MN 55_408. (:'._4El.._ 

Survive in hot, cold, desert, ocean, nuclear, or 
hostile environmenls. Procure food , water, shelter. 
Ideal tor hunters, backpackers, sportsman, etc. 
121 waterproof, illustrated pages. This book 
could save a life! $12.95 post paid to: MANTA 

. ENTERPRISES 3015 N. Ocean Blvd.Room 16.J 
FT. Lauderdale, Fla. 33308 Allow 3-6 weeks. 

EDINBURGH MILITARY TATTOO 

I J'~tvl on Video for the first time 1$39.951 
75 minutes of pageantry. precision formation marching and ..militorl.J 
ceremonial splendor. 

BRITISH REGALIA IMPORTS 
Deportment 6 

P.O. Box 50473. • Nash v ille. TN 37205 
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XXLG & XXXLG CAMOUFLAGE We Sell U.S. Woodland, 
Desert Camo & Tigerstripe Camo for $67 Suit, 0 .D., Black & 
Metro Camo lor $75 Suit., Woodland Camo & 0.D. M·65 Field 
Jackets $80 each. A.HA, Box 21606, Denver, CO 80221. 
(138) 

FOREIGN CAMOUFLAGE UNIFORMS Unissued, best 
prices , vast inventory. Brazilian, Omani, Indian, German, 
Pakistani, Iraqi, Egyptian, many others. Send for lastest listing. 
812-876-2171. Western Survival, PO Box 48, Spencer, IN 
47460. (140) 

BOOKS • MAGAZINES 
MOST UNIQUE, INFORMATIVE, REALISTIC KNIFE FIGHT· 
ING book ever published I Put 'Em Down - Take 'Em Out -
Knile Fighting Techniques from Folsom Prison, by Don Pante· 
cost, Paladin Press. $12.95 plus $2.00 postage/handling. 
Make check payable: Don Pentecost, (PO Box 172, Lake 
Elsinore, CA 92331 ). Free inlormation, additional products: 
Arnis·Kali , Philippine training, Tired of the same old B.S.? The 
latest counter-violence of America's toughest maximum secur
ity prison. Learn from the only individual who has "been there" 
and willing to instruct. (139) 

LEARN PRISON KNIFE FIGHTING Most unique, informative, 
realistic knile lighting book ever published! Put 'Em Down -
Take 'Em Out! Knife Fighting From Folsom Prison, by Don 
Pentecost, Paladin Press. $12.95 plus $2.00 postage/hand· 
ling. Make check payable: Don Pentecost, (PO Box 172, Lake 
Elsinore, CA 92331 ). Free information/additional programs: 
Phillipine-Thail and overseas self-defense training . World ulti
mate program experience. Arnis·Kali , private prison knife fight
ing instruction, Philippine afterhours entertainment, investor 
opportunities. Author (Don Pentecost) world 's foremost knife/ 
prison weapon instructor will exchange experience/private in
struction for two-year expenses paid stay in Philippines. (138) 

"101 WAYS TO EASE OUT OF THE RAT RACE" ... start 
planning NOW! Over 200 pages tell how to change identity, 
drop your cost of living to zero, make your earnings tax free. 
where to move for privacy and much more! $14.95 to: Cheribe 
Publishing Co, Box 100, Wolverton, MN 56594. (139) 

DIVORCE DIRTY TRICKS Protect property. Win custody. 
Sharpest tactics revealed. 228-page book, $16.95. Visa/MC 
accepted. EDEN PRESS, PO Box 8410-DD, Fountain Valley, 
CA 92728. (140) 

RHODESIAN/SOUTH AFRICAN WAR BOOKS unobtainable 
USA. Write: SABS, PO Box 1645, Alberton 1450, South Africa. 
Catalog $1 . (140) 

ORIGINAL CIA Black Book of improvised weapons, 2 giant 
volumes reduced to pocket size. $12.95 ppd. GROUND 
ZERO, PO Box 228A, Croton, OH 43010. (140) 

INTRIQUE PUBLICATIONS 
SURVIVAL • DISGUISE • PRIVACY 

LEGAL SELF HELP • UNDERGROUND BUSINESS 
NEW IDENTITY • NEW WAYS OF FIGHTING BACK 

THESE AND MANY MORE CONTROVERSIAL 
SUBJECTS AVAILABLE 

HUGE 64-Pg DISCOUNT CATALOG - $1.00 (ref.) 

/NTR/QUE • 1008X Tenth St. Sacramento, CA 95814 

MILITARY COLLECTORS 
postpaid. • German War Badges • postpaid. 

lllLY $995 
POSTPAID 

Fires 22 c al. tear 
~as o r blcmk ammo. 

t.;'d'. dRig;; I~1i;~;;;.0~i f~ifn-
s tru ctions. 
For self- pro tection, theatre , doq . 
£~1g~~~ '2 T~~~~·eyPirggkasg~rar:1~~~e . , 1.0 s111pmen t 10 

New Yotk 01 

WESTBURY SALES CO. c"''~'"· 
Dept. TA-4-SF, 156 Post Avenue, Westbury, New York 11590 

IS YOUR LIFE WORTH 3 BUCKS? Our new catalog of milit· 
ary, outdoor & survival gear is! Dog Tags $5.50/set. Ground 
Zero, PO Box 228A, Croton, OH 43013. (140) 

LE MERCENAIREI Monthly Intelligence newsletter on terror
ism, communist subversion, covert operations. $15/year. $17 
overseas . Sample $2. LE MERCENAIRE, PO Box 507, 
Fredericktown, MO 63645. (141) 

UNARMED COMBAT Survive the Streets ! New, ultra· 
powertul self-defense system. Hardcore book reveals secrets, 
$13. Libra Enterprises, PO Box 31719, Dept. SOF, San Fran· 
cisco, CA 94131·0719. (138) 

THE INTELLIGENCE LIBRARY Many unusual informative 
books on Electronic Surveillance, Weapons, Investigations, 
Unusual Technologies, Documents, etc. Free Brochures: 
MENTOR, Dept. G·2, 135·53 Northern Blvd., Flushing, NY 
11354. (141) 

THE BEST OF JEFF COOPER I To Ride, Shoot Straight, and 
Speak the Truth is a hardcover collection of essays on 
lirearms. shooting techniques and more. Send $29.50 ppd to: 
Paladin Press, PO Box 1307-9DQK, Boulder, CO 80306. (303) 
443-7250. (139) 

WWII GERMAN /--J CLOSE OUT 

IELD CAPS L/"•~btLi~t~1~N 
for African Corps. Division GREEN BERET 
~ONLY IN $8 ONLY IN $10 \?"'"" SMA LL SIZE ea. SIZE 7 ', ea. 

Add $3.00 for shipping and handling. 

~Ii~~ IJ~ ~ J ~~\9"" 
MILITARY MEDALS 

Full Size U.S. and Vietnamese Medals. Ribbons. 
Badges, Fine Display Cases. Miniature Medals , 
Personal Service. Display the valuable Medals 
awarded you or your family. Guaranteed! 
C!:J o FREE CATALOG! o 

"V:iiii'f'f'fOoAYf~"'M'EDALS, BOX 16279SF" 
FT HARRISON P.O . INOIANAPOLIS, IN 46216-9998 

A.pproY<d by Calif. D<pt. of Public lnstrw:t. 

r THE ROUSE SCHOOL of Special Detective Training , 

I DEPT. SF903, P.O. Box 25750, Santa Ana, CA 92799 
Rush me your "Detective" Career Kit-Ho salesman wllf call. I ,_ ·-· 1~- I .. ~~!!!, ___________ ;.i 
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NOTICE TO READERS 
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE Magazine is 
a magazine of national and interna
tional distribution. There may be 
products for which sale, possession 
or interstate transportation may be · 
restricted, prohibited or subject to 
special licensing requirements in 
your state. Purchasers should con
sult the local law enforcement au
thorities in their area. 

NEW BOOK CATALOG! 50-page catalog describes over 300 
fascinating titles. The best books available on weaponry and 
dozens of other subjects! Send $1 to: PALADIN PRESS, PO 
Box 1307QT, Boulder, CO 80306. (140) 

~COMBAT GLASSES r ' ~~ . lits under gas & scuba mask ..JJ -....... • accepts prescription lenses 
Frame with 

- Frame only: prescription lenses 

VIS< • $29~ $59i~ 
1710 S. Hillside 

1-316-684-2362 Wichita. KS 67211 

FREE CATALOG 
UNIQUE 

ESPIONAGE & MILITARY MEMORABILIA 

1lish1ricnl l ltili tnru )\rt nnb Cfiollrctiblrs 
P.O. BOX 1806 · SF Lafayette, CA 94549 

Phone :!4 hours (415) 283-1771 

MOVING? 
... 

PLACE LABEL HERE 

MR / MS 

S treet Apt . l"'lo. 

City I Stat e I Zip 

Mail it to: SOLDIER Of FORTUNE Magazine, 
P.O. Box 348, Mt. Morris, IL 61054 

'=tr ' AFRICA-KORP. CAP & GOGGLES 
,..... \ German 194 2 Mlg. ORIGINALsan<l&duslgoggles, 

A.A . still in their pocket pouch. 
• : Tan Ole. caps =New REPLICA State S·M· or 

. • 1. Lg. Sile. Both - Only $39.00 
\ _. ·,, • We pay postage. Our 250 page lully illustrated 

""rt I catalog $5 00 (FREE with order) 
J { -t; l•l'J JitS•B•N•l*fGfJf\Jj<HQI 

'W.W. #2 Ltd., Box 2063 ·f St. Lou la, MO 83158 

LEATHER G~,O ONL y 
BACKPACK ~" s2950 

HISTORIC EXPLORERS ol America 
required backpacks that were tough1 
Now YOU can enjoy the richness 
(smell !hat tea1herl and durabl111y or 
sof\, 100% leather In lhis modein ver
sion ol the famous tran pack of 
yesteryear. Rich golden color. All 
chrome hardware. Roomy 14"x17"x5" 
cargo compartment plus 3 handy ex
pandable.outside pockets. 2" wide ad· 
/ustable shoulder streps. Oilers 1,000 
uses for any ourdoorsman and a touch 
of class for those "long hours on the 
trail ." Send $29.50 + $2.90 delivery. 
u se 30 days, money b'ack II not 
pleased. MasterCard & Visa accepted 
(phone 3\2-44~166). C.O.O. require 

~.:.~~=l=~Plf!~~~1,~~~ 
BONUS: ORDER NOW 

RECEIVE A COMPASS FREE 
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SILENT BIRDMEN dramatic 496 page story of a 20-year-old 
Vietnam helicopter pilot. The 281 st AHC, Fifth Special Forces 
PROJECT DEL TA. Hardcover signed on request. $24.95. 
Albert Rampone, Rampone Ridge Road, Knob Noster, MO 
65336. (138) 

TRACE MISSING PERSONS big money and adventure with 
our proven professional techniques. Learn how In our critically 
acclaimed bestseller. Send $14.95 to Tower Hill Press, PO Box 
1132, Doylestown, PA 18901. (142) 

WORLD fNTEL REPORT Hot spots! Weapons! Intel! Analysis! 
US$3 for sample. US$32.50 for 24 issues (one year guaran
teed) Robert C. Smith , PO Box 1265, Merchantville, NJ 08109-
0265. (141) 

"SPECIALTY PERIODICALS FOR SURVIVORS" (300 + de
scribed) $6. Stephens Press $1 INFOPACKET included free! 
Don Stephens, Drawer 1441SFA, Spokane, WA 99210. (138) 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
IMPORT-EXPORT, a home business, or a great side business 
for adventurers. Details. Birdco, Box 1249-SF, Chiefland, FL 
32626. (139) 

BUMPERSTICKER PRINTER Cheap, Simple, Portable, Free 
Details, Bumper, PO Box 22791 (ABM) , Tampa, FL 33622. 
(140) 

BE A GUN DEALER! Buy firearms wholesale! Kit includes 
license application, instructions, advice. Sell from home/apart
ment. $5. Sandhill Arms, Dept. SF1, Box 336, Roswell , NM 
88202. (139) 

COLLECTORS 
RHODESIAN AND SOUTH AFRICAN BADGES medals, 
books and militaria. Send $1 for list. Kaplans, Box 890638, 
Lyndhurst, 2106 Johannesburg, South Africa. (140) 

VIETNAM VETS & COLLECTORS Combat tapes, books, 
souvenirs, posters, militaria and more. Send two 25e stamps 
for catalog. Bien Hoa Productions, (DSOF) , Box 56, Fayettevil
le, AK 72702. (140) 

BRITISH Ml LIT ARIA Authentic collectibles for the serious col
lector, from the 1800's through WWII, send $5 for catalog, $12 
overseas. British Collectibles Ltd., Dept. A, 2113 Wilshire 
Blvd., Santa Monica, .CA 90403. (140) 

WWII RELICS! Cheaper than Globe, WWII ltd, Collector's 
Armory! Flags, daggers, medals, insignia, helmets. Illustrated 
catalog $5 (refundable) . Relics, Box 261-D, Cambridge, MN 
55008. (139) 

FREEDOM COUNT!\\" 

~ 
20 BIG acres in WESTERN MONTANA, start ing at $9850 . 
Trout fishing , backpacking , camping . El k, deer, moose, 
bear. ADJACENT to National Forest , near established towns. 
Yellowstone and Glacier National Parks nearby. GUARAN
TEED ACCESS, INSURED TITLE, WARRANTY DEED. FREE 
co lor brochure, photos, maps. 

-FULL MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE-
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-5q2-5990 

TREASURE STATE RANCHES 
210 Milwaukee Street, Dept. S 

Deer Lodge, Montana 59722 · (406) 846- 1000 

4 TO 6 WEEK DB.NERY 
NO ""'8Sl.ES • NO DB.AYS TARGET USE TM 

Add 5% Shipping & Ina. In U.S.A. PRICES: ORIGI:,~~ f2.1t m:::~ 
- Foreign Add 25% - LEATHER BELT CARRIER $9.95 

NOTE THIS! 9UllWHIPS •A RlFIMDA8l£ SURVIVAL TOOL• 

:~~E~g~ T~~E· ~g~v~~~:; When~ Prcperty .. KJHrnc ~ERGY Makes 
• T theJ!~~~;:,,:·~ 

• wttP.ffAlrfOl.IE Instructions lnclUded. 
The tlGHEST QUAUTY, TIX.IGHEST SUU.WHIPS 

Avaiable - Peflectly BAl.N«:ED For N:fJJiW:(. 

CREDIT CARD PHONE ORDERS Call (512) 697-8900 
Send VISA CATTLE BARON LEATHER CO. 

. MC, Check P.O. Box 100724 Dept SOF-4 
or M.0. To SAN ANTONIO TEXAS 78201 

BRITISH/SCOTTISH MILITARIA COLLECTORS REGIMEN
TAL Insignia, Blazer Crests, Ties, Plaques, Tankards, etc., of 
Elite British/Scottish Regiments. SAS, Para, Guards, etc., and 
RAF. Also Scottish Clan Regalia, weaponry and miniatures. 
Import catalog $2. BRITISH REGALIA IMPORTS, Dept. 6, PO 
Box 50473, Nashville, TN 37205. (140) 

WWII WAR SOUVENIRS! Includes daggers, swords, helmets, 
everything! Illustrated catalog $10. (refundable) Disco, Box 
331-X, Cedarburg, WI 53012. (143) 

BRITISH WWII STEEL HELMET w/liner and chin straps, VG. 
$14.95 pp. Send $1. for current listings: Globe Militaria, Inc., 
RFD 1 Box 269, Keene, NH 03431. (139) 

VIETNAM COLLECTOR? Veteran? Patches, books, DI pins, 
T-shirts, New: Grenada, Lebanon tributes. Catalog $1. Sat
gong Box 177VF, Syracuse, NY 13208. (138) 

WWII GERMAN Ml LIT ARIA Insignia, flags, medals, uniforms, 
daggers, camouflage, books. World 's biggest catalog, $2. 
Krupper, Box 177SF, Syracuse, NY 13208. (138) 

EMPLOYMENT 
OVERSEAS, STATESIDE OPPORTUNITIES Now hiring. 
Free list. $100 to $1000 daily potentials. Zinc 117, Box 13110, 
Las Vegas, NV 89112. (138) 

JOBS: CRUISESHIPS, TUGS, SHIPS, RIVERBOATS, OIL
RIGS: Women-Men. Work month-home month. USA plus 
overseas. Information $3. Marine Employment, Box B242, 
Central, IN 47110. (141) 

FIREARMS• ACCESSORIES 
MAGS MAGS MAGS: Standard and large capacity magazines 
available for most pistols and rifles, modern and obsolete. 
FREE SHIPPING on all orders. For FREE price list write to: 
PATHFINDER SALES, PO Box 10707, Gladstone, M064118. 
(139) 

FOR SALE 
CAMO LCD WATCHES 0.D. Band; Garno Face, Quartz 
Movement $4.50 or 3 for $10.00. A.HA, Box 21606, Denver, 
co 80221. (138) 

JANE FONDA SUCKS bumper stickers 4x15". Color. Show 
your contempt for America's traitors. $3. 75. AMG Partners, 
Box 276222, San Antonio, TX 78227. (139) 

LC-1 "ALICE" PACKS, Medium Pack with Straps $42 NEW, 
Woodland Garno LC-1 Experimental Medium Packs with 
Frames $80. AH.A, Box 21606, Denver, CO 80221 . (138) 

MILITARY PRC-6 RADIOS, walkie-talkies, 51.0 MHZ crystal, 
handset, antenna, manual. New, sealed boxes $59, add $4 
shipping . AAS Electronics, RD-2 Box 265, Waterville, NY 
13480. (138) 

S.E.A.L. ITEMS, Reversible Blue/Gold Swimmer T-Shirts with 
SEAL Logo $18, Tigerstripe UDT Shorts $24, Khaki UDT 
Shorts $20, Marine Cap in Tigerstripe $17, SEAL Cap Crest 
$9, SEAL Shirt Crest $12. A.HA, Box 21606, Denver, CO 
80221. (138) 

TRANS-WORLD CABLE CO. 
12062 Southwest 117th Ct., Suite 126 

Miami, Florida 33186 
800-442-9333 

VIETNAM 
VETERANS 

RINGS 

cWMF/F. Hart 
Royalties go to Vietnam 
Veterans Memorial Fund 

Cast in stainless steel. Expertly modeled 
Vietnam Veterans' statue and the RVN medal 
are displayed in bold relief on ring sides. Bezel 
reads VIETNAM VETERAN. 
Red or Blue European spine/ stones . . .... . ... . . . .. . . $69.95 
Marine Corp emblem mounted on red stone . $79.95 
Green spinal and birthstones available ....... . . $79.95 

Size accuracy is very important due t.o the hardness of 
the metal. Allow 6-8 weeks delivery times. Add $2.00 
for shipping. 

Major Don Wortman, USAF Retired 
EAGLE LTD. 1051 Opal Dr. 

Prescott, AZ. 86303 • (602) nB-5656 
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BOOBY TRAP ALARMS smoke grenades, flares (aerial· 
ground), fuse, bird bombs , simulators, pyrotechnics. Catalog 
$2. Aztec, Dept. S· 1, Box 1888, Norcross, GA 30091. (140) 

MILITARY ELECTRONICS: CPRC-26 Infantry Manpack 
Radio, compact, 50-54 MHz FM, Receiver-Transmitter sec
tions, case, antenna, crystal: $17.50 a piece complete, $32.50/ 
pair. Patrol Seismic Intrusion Device (PSID) TRC-3: $42.50 a 
piece, $147.50/set of four. R-108 Vehicular/Field Receiver, 
20·28 MHz: $27.50 mint. Baytronics, PO Box 591 , Sandusky, 
OH 44870. (139) 

GET THE ADVANTAGE! The following supplies will get you 
respect, protect you, and give you the advantage! Authentic 
badges made from diecast steel: SPECIAL POLICE, SPECIAL 
OFFICER, SECURITY GUARD. Silver, $13. Gold, $15. 
Optional l.D. badge case, $6. Handcuffs: Police issue style, 
double lock, nickel plated, $24. Handcuff carrying case, heavy 
gauge black leather with belt hook, $19. In 1oday's world you 
need the advantage! We have what it takes. All prices include 
shipping/handling. Send cash, check, or M.O. to Ideal Dis
count, 228 Main St. , Brockton, MA 02401 . (138) 

DOG TAGS Set of 2 tags, long and short chain. 5 fifteen space 
lines. $4/set. No extra charge for printing or shipping. Hill, 2908 
Elm Hill; Nashville, TN 37214. (140) 

DOG TAGSI GENUINE MILITARY IOI Double set w/chain and 
silencers. SPECIAL! $5./set. 5 lines, 15 characters each line. 
Send payment with your tag information to: ALLIED SUR· 
PLUS, Dept. SFDT, 5618 Jefferson, New Orleans, LA 70123. 
Army Surplus Catalog also available, only $1. (140) 

.50 CAL MACHINE GUN Complete Inert Shells. (Slight Sur
face Tarnish) . 194 314 Marked Issue. Packed 10 rds. per box; 
25/$1 3.50 plus $4; 50/$23.50 plus $6; 100/$42.50 plus $9. 
Metal belt links 6¢ each. Free ammo/artillery listingl Joe 
Jelinek, 1201 F Cottage Grove, Chicago Heights, IL 60411. 
312-758-2183. (140) 

MONTAGNARD BRACELETS Solid brass 'Yard bracelets 
again available. Limited quantities. Send $19.95 each to Mon· 
tagnard, PO Box 123644, Fort Worth, TX 76116. Allow 4 weeks 
for delivery. (138) 

WATERBALLOON SLINGSHOT Launches waterballoons 
130 yards. Guaranteed. Send check or money order for $12 to 
C.X. Blaster, PO Box 3843F, South Pasadena, CA 91030· 
6843. (138) 

THE ARROW ADAPTER converts any sling shot into a bow. 
$4 ppd. Stack Enterprises, Box 6081 ·S, Lincoln, NE 68506. 
(1 38) 

AIRBORNE LOG BOOKS to record up to 100 jumps, $8. St. 
Michael, Patron of Parachutists patch three color $8. Field belt 
(A7A strap type) OD color $6. (list waist size). Airborne T-shirt, 
B, S, or Master wings, no slogans, $8. The Apple S-4, PO Box 
331, Des Moines, IA 50302. (138) 

SAMPLEASSORTMENT$10 each plus$5 P&H 100-7.62x39 
or 7.62x54r ball ammo. 100 Springfield stripper clips or 100 
Garand clips. Cop condoms (for undercover work) or camouf
lage condoms (don't let them see you coming) $2.50 ea., 3 for 
$5 ppd. C.D. Surplus E., 3018 Sinto, Spokane, WA 99202. 
(138) 

BUSHPILOT WINGS 
BADGE QUALITY - CORROSION FREE RHODIUM 

SEND $6.95 TO: BUSHPILOT 
P.O. BOX 541384 
DALLAS, TX 75354-1384 

CATALOG WITH PURCHASE-ALLOW 4-6 WEEKS 

FREE FALL TRAINING 
HALO-HAHO 

Now available for the first time from one of the most respected 
parachute training centers in the U.S. AFF East Inc. is offering a 
Free Fall Training course which will put you in the company of the 
elite· the Halo qualified jumper! Classes for 1989 will be limited 
so act now! Training is discreet! 

Become Free Fall qualified in 1 O days and 12 jumps - basic 
course only $1995.00. 
•All jumps from 10,500 feet + 
•60 seconds of free fall per jump 
·Ram·air canopies 
·Modern training techniques 
·Parachute packing course 
·1st jump certificate and log book 
'Graduation certificate and wings 
'Optional free fall photos/video of your jumps (additional cost) 
'Optional OJ! familiarization jump· $150.00 (includes 1-day 
flight physiology course) 
·optional Haho course (additional cost) 
Call or write now to1 inlormation and class dates. 
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AFF EAST INC. 
MFF DEPT. 

3506 AIRPORT ROAD 
CHAMBERSBURG, PA 17201 

(717) 264-1111 

GERMAN M43 WWII HELMETS cpl w/liner & strap $69 plus $5 
pp. Genuine steel like new - very limited supply. VISA/MC 
612-377-6714 . Complete catalog $1. (or 4-25¢ stamps) 
Adolf's, 2607 Hennepin, #310, Minneapol is, MN 55408. (141) 

FREE 
SAVE$$$ ON AMMUNITION & ACCESSORIES No licence 
required to purchase. For our FREE 36 page catalog mai l us 
your name and address or call (24 hours) 404-446-2429. 
ATLANTA DISCOUNT AMMO, Dept. M, Box 627, Norcross, 
GA 30091. (140) 

FREE KUNG FU LESSONS Guaranteed satisfaction. Send $1 
for postage. Melisa, PO Box 1755, Dept. SF89·D, Honolulu, HI 
96806. (140) 

FREE CATALOG I Army Navy surplus, collectible WWII items, 
Nazi regalia, medals, flags, weapons, send five (5) 22¢ stamps 
postage. Ammo Dump, 2607 Hennepin #433, Minneapolis, 
MN 55408. (1 40) 

GET AICHI The only easy way to Millionaire revealed. Free 
information. Dept. S, Box 3398, Arlington, VA 22203. (138) 

FREE DISCOUNT KNIFE catalog. Major brands, Military Dag
gers, Swords, Butterfly. Stars. Airguns, Gift with order. Save. 
Write! Midwest, C5711 , 9043 South Western, Chicago, IL 
60621. (1 43)· 

INSTRUCTION 
"PHONES BUGGED?" Find Out! Easy to follow steps written 
by expert. No expensive equipment. Residential only. Details 
$5. Box 3255, Boston, MA 02101 . (139) 

GREEN BERETS JOURNAL Self Reliance How To-Monthly 
Journal for Great Living Today and Tomorrow by America's 
Best. Example $2. ASC, PO Box 5188, Athens, GA 30604. 
(140) 

OVER 900 TITLES-ALL AT DISCOUNT PRICES! 
MANY AVAILABLE NOWHERE ELSE 

PRIVACY • UNDERGROUND BUSINESS • NEW IDENTITY 
BLACK MARKET • LEGAL SELF·HELP • SURVEILANCE 

SURVIVAL • DISGUISE • CRIME • REVENGE • CHEMISTRY 
EXOTIC WEAPONS • FIREWORKS • LOCATING PERSONS 

PLUS MANY OTHER CONTROVERSIAL SUBJECTS·DISCOUNTEDI 
HUGE 112 PAGE DISCOUNT CATALOG-$1 (Rel.) 

ANVIL • Box 640383F •El Paso, TX 79904 

BUTTERFLY KNIVES 
The Folding BALISONG 
knives originated in the 
Philippines - used by their 
fighting forces . Now made into 
fine quality hunting knives. 
The blade is of surgical 
steel. The butterfly design 
protects the working 
portion of the knife. A 
lever iocks the 
handle securely 
in the open or 
closed position . 

Model K98-P 
saso Ea. 

and •150 UPS charges 

WESTBURY SALES CO. 
DEPT P+SF 

156 Post Avenue 
Westbury, NY 11590 

db Are You Safe From 
~ Harmful Radiation? 
VIGILANS I Breakthrough in 

radiation detection. 
RADIATION ALARM State-01-the-artalarm 

will alert you and your family to possible effects of deadly 
radiation . Battery powered (not incl.) or optional wall 
transformer. Maintenance free-belongs in every home! 

Send check or money order: $149.00 
INSTRUMENTS UNLIMITED 

2227 Artesia Blvd., Suite 200, Redondo Beach, CA 90278 
(CA residenls add 61'2% sales lax.) (213) 214·3130 

Include this ad for FREE Wall Transformer- $12 Value 
100% Satisfaction or Money Back! 

INVESTIGATORS LICENSES Fifty State Directory $14.95. 
Postpaid. lnfokit on Commissioned Ranks, training, Custom 
Identification, Badges, $2. Includes Espionage Newsletter. 
Eagle, Box 6303, Corpus Christi. TX (SF) 78466. (141) 

BECOME A PARALEGAL Work with attorneys. Home study. 
Choose your specialization. Free catalog. 1-800-223-4542 
Dept. LE 171. (138) 

KNIVES• BAYONETS 
KNIVES, SURVIVAL GEAR Wholesale, volume discounts, 
top quality, satisfaction guaranteed. Catalog $1. Rebitski & 
Co., DSF, 2770 Sherry Lane, Green Bay, WI 54302. (140) 

KNIVES Combat, military, survival , butterfly. Latest models, 
low prices. Catalog $1. Athena International, PO Box 19058, 
Dept. SOF, Baltimore, MD 21284. (139) 

ROOM SURVEILLANCE ~ 
TELEPHONE ~ 

This is a normal lunctioning telephone! 
EXC EPT it has a secret built in room monitor. 
Only YOU can call and monilor all room conversa1ions. 
using a seciet code. and neve1 be detected' 

S175.0D · 6monlhWarranly · PhoneTap Ca1alo1153.00 
LISTHI ELECTRONICS. 603 Elgin, Muskogee . OK 74401 

1·800·633-TAPS 

LAW ROUND, INERT 
66MM NEW $65 

Shipping included 
conrincmal 
U.S. on ly. 
VISA/MC 
coos $3 

602-749-5730 

C&T ENTERPRISES 
P.O. Box 18564 Tucson, AZ 85731 

.. llliiilill~IA~lliillli;.,ilillll : ~~~~~~~~~~~D~~TA, 
ANO DATES OF SERVICEI 

' MULTI-COLOR/ OFFICIAL TYPEI 
' FINISH IN PRIVACY AT HOMEI 
' FREE CATALOG WITH ORDERI 
' LARGEST SELECTION IN LISI 

~~n'i~:~~J~i1?ia~~~l~~rsi~~t~f~~r;s~n6r~~~~~~~S1~1~~in~~~ij 
24 hour shipment! MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! 

D RA· l ARMY RANGER D 82-i" 82ndAiRBORNE 
0 SF-1 SPECIAL FORCES 0 l 0 l · l l 0 l st AIRBORNE 
0 SL· l SEAL TEAM 0 RC· l MARINE RECON 
0 DF· l DELTA FORCE 0 PP· l PHOENIX PGM. 

National l.D. Center $4.95 ea. 
1600 Fo1rf1eld Ave. Suite 233-SU 3 FOR $11.95 

Shreveoprf. LA 7110 1 ALL 8 FOR $23.95 
1·318-222-2970 (24hours) VISA!MC/ UPS·COD 

W.W. II COLLECTORS 0\ EH 40.000 l'l'EllS f. Hats·Badges·Medals of all Nations. 
U.S. Officer's Cap (new from 
original U.S. maker), tan with 
brown leather visor, chin strap 
and U.S. Eagle pin. Slate size S, 
M. or Lg ...... ...... ..... .............. $58.00 

~1fy~~~~~~Jl~a~~ 2gg_~9e 
(Free with order} 

W.W.#2 Ltd., Box 2063-T, St. Louis, MO 63158 

Subscribe to . . , 

~llU'l'Alll' ~ \'ElllCl.ES 

ADS ·All'l'ICl.ES ·NEWS 
MILITARY JEEPS, TRUCKS, TANKS & MOREi 

Over 5,000 paid subscribers larger circulation than 
any other magazine for military vehicle en
thusiasts . .. and still growing rapidly/ Many more 
advertisements than any other magazine . . . Ex
clusive comprehensive listing of upcoming 
rallies . .. and much morel 

SUBSCRIBE NOW! 
One Year (6 Issues) $12 

l'wo Years (IZ 1 .. ues) $20 
Foreign • Canada $15, other $20 
US Dollars payable by US Bank 

Sample Issue ~3 USA, $5 outside 

P.O. Box 1748-L, Union, NJ 07083 
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NOTICE TO READERS 
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE Magazine is 
a magazine of national and interna
tional distribution. There may be 
products for which sale, possession 
or interstate transportation may be 
restricted, prohibited or subject to 
special licensing requirements in 
your state. Purchasers should con
sult the local law enforcement au
thorities in their area. 

MAILING SERVICES 
MAIL FORWARDING State Income TAX FREE Florida. Low 
Cost. Reliable. Confidential. Free INFO: Call 800-321-9950 or 
write FAST FORWARD # SF, Box 917729, Longwood , FL 
32791 . (142) 

MOVING FAST? Keep a permanent address for as low as 
$7/month. Not a box number but your own address and ste. 
number. Alsc available-phone number, remailing , mail for
ward ing and more. ALL CONFIDENTIAL. For information en
close a stamp to THE BRANCH OFFICE, 3341 W.· Peoria Ave., 
Phoenix, AZ. 85029. (140) 

CONFIDENTIAL MAIL FORWARDING Fast, easy, inexpen
sive and very, very private. Write for details "SK", PO Box 
66302, Los Angeles, CA 90066. (140) 

600+ MILITARY DESIGNS 

" 

FREE 24 Page ILLUS . CATALOG 
W E DO CUSTOM WORK 
Dealer Inquires W elcome 

HOOVE R'S MFG. CO. '=. 
401 SSF PROGRESS BLVD. 

.., PERU, IL 61354 

Iii (815) 223- 1159, Ask For David 

KOREAN 
VETERANS 

RINGS 
Cast in stainless steel. 

Expertly modeled Korean 
Service medal and United 

Nations medal are displayed in bold relief on 
ring sides. Bezel reads KOREAN VETERAN . 

Red European spinel stone . . . . . . . . . $69.95 
Birthstone . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . 79.95' 
10K Gold available (inquire for price) 

Size accuracy is very important due to the hard· 
ness of the metal. Allow 6-8 weeks delivery 
times. Add $2.00 for shipping. 

Major Don Wortman, USAF Retired 

EAGLE LTD• 1051 Opal Dr. 
Prescott, AZ 86303 • (602) 778-5656 

HIGHLY DETAILED 
COLORED BUCKLES 

$9.00 ea. 
(fi ts 1112" to 13;4 belts) 

Add $1.75 Postage & Ins. 
PA residents add 6% sales tax. 

1 'h' ' Sculpted belt, 
antique brown \genuine lea1her), 

$12.50 each 

Please give waist size --
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PRIVATE/CONFIDENTIAL OVERSEAS MAIL DROP Profes
sional remailing/forwarding. Economical rates. Private num
bered address $24.95/year. KA TTEGAT, TSTPO 98108, Kow
loon, HONGKONG. (142) 

PRIVATE MAIL SERVICE Letters Packages, whatever, re
route, hold or rendezvous at your convenience. Wilson, PO 
Box 22, Amherst , OH 44001 . (141) 

PRIVACY-CONFIDENTIAL mail forwarding/receiving single 
remails $1. , since 1981 , street address, phone available. 
OMD, Box 608039-SOF (131) Orlando, FL 32860. (142) 

"HAVE A CANADIAN ADDRESS" Confidential, dependable. 
Write: Security Mail Services, PO Box 404 , Winnipeg, Manito
ba, R3M 3V3, Phone: (204) 788-4656. (138) 

REMAILING: West Germany $2 includes postage. Confiden
tial forwarding, receiving, holding. Brochure $1. TWG, Post
fach 11 51, 6460 Gelnhausen, West Germany. (142) 

HAVE A NJ MAILING ADDRESS Confidential, dependable 
mail forwarding and remail service. Free information. Bay, PO 
Box 687, Forked River, NJ 08731. (138) 

MISCELLANEOUS 
MILITARY HOTLINE Intelligence-Current Situation Summar
ies-Special Operations-Plus More for Military Profession
als-Example $2, ASC, PO Box 5188, Athens, GA 30604. 
(140) 

WORLDWIDE CAMOUFLAGE & EQUIPMENT Spring 1989 
Catalog of Uniforms & Gear from the U.S. and over 25 Coun
tries, ONLY $1. INTERNATIONAL MILITARY SUPPLY, Box 
21606, Denver, CO 80221. (138) 

CRIMEFIGHTERS send $2 for Police Catalog . BPEC, Dept. 
SN1188, Box 7638, Moreno, CA 92303. (150) 

WALL SAFES, FLOOR SAFES, CAR SAFES Unseen Doors, 
False Walls. Optional hydrolics, spring loaded, or conventional 
pivots. Hidden underground structures. Some completely self
contained. Self-build plans, or will build to suit. All work con
fidential. For information send $2 (refundable). CUSTOM EN
GINEERING AND DESIGN, PO Box 93, St. Helens, OR 
97051. (138) 

40-PAGE PRIVACY CATALOG Cash income opportunities. 
Secret loans. Home businesses. Get new credit, jobs, de
grees , foreign passports (26 countries). Send $1 . EDEN 
PRESS, Box 8410-SR, Fountain Valley, CA 92728. (140) 

SURVEILIANCE 
Investigative and sec urity aids, o p t ical equip
ment. executive pn>tt:c tion, communications 
and coun tc nneasurcs. 

Send $2.00 to the Surveill ance Sp<.'Cia lisLs -
Sherwood Communications Assoc. Ltd. 

P.O. Box 515 S Souu1ampton, I',\ 189(,6 
(215) 357-9065 

t Looks Real, Lasts For Days ~ 
waterproof - won't wash Off 

$3.SO each plus soc s / h t 
send cneck or Mo to 10 

IAI Rocky's Temporary Tattoos 
P.O. Box 2908 

Ventura. CA 93002 
® D 

U-BOAT CAPTAIN'S CAP 
to p Gold insignia and visor b raid 

ea ther chin strap Sta te size wanted S89.00 

n ight s Cross wt th 1ts 17" neck ribbon 
a·nd oak leaf with swords $ 2 1.0 0 

We pay postage. Our 224 page fully 
illustrated catalog (free with order) $5.00 

••l''A ~ ·E;"{1J(t!t!1l l(J1 I tJM 
L d ., Box 2063 ·f, St. Louis, MO 63158 

TELEPHONE LISTENING DEVICE 

~ 
Record lelephone conversa11ons in your otlice or 
home Connects between any cassetle or ta pe 
recorder and your 1erephone !ine . Starts aulo· 
ma1ically when phone is answered . Records both 
sides of conversation. Stops recorel er when 
phone is hung up. SIZI 1cu. in. 

$1~.~5EACH O•v " " ' "" 

Super Powerful 
FM TRANSMITTER 

Many limes more power1u l !nan '>!her lransmnter:; 
Transmits up to 1/• mile !o any FM rachJ ·E.asy 10 
Assemble Kit · up. to 9V banery (nol mcl .) 
For catalog ol Tra nsm.n1ers . Vo1Ce Scramblers anel 
olher sPeciany items. enclose $?. 00 lo USI Corp 

can 407·725-1000 or send $19.95 + $1.00 
shipping per Item to: USI Corp., P.O. Box 

SF·2052, Melbourne, FL 32902 COD'a OK. 

MILITARY INSIGNIA CATALOG Over 6,000 different items 
and genuine military clothing and equipment. Send $2. l<auf
man's West Army & Navy Goods, Dept. A-312, 1660 Eubank, 
Albuquerque, NM 87112. (140) 

LAW ENFORCEMENT IMPACT WEAPONS Training manu
als, hinged handcuffs. Catalog $1 (refundable) Ronin Police 
Equipment, Box 94, Billerica, MA 01 821. (1 38) 

SMOKE GENERATING DEVICES (Candles, Bombs, Pots, 
Grenades) Largest, most extensive selection of new smoke 
products. Send $2 (refundable with order) for catalogue of 
these and much more! Signus, Box 3371 2-EK, Phoenix, AZ. 
85067. (140) 

RHODESIAN MILITARIA Price list $1. Original "Weapons" 
prints by bone. Command Post, 3025 Hwy. 31 S, Pelham, AL 
35124. (205) 663-5678. (140) 

AMAZING REPORT: The Kennedy Assassination. Send 
$12.95 to Computurn, PO Box 1771 , Louisville, KY 40201. 
(138) 

BRITISH/SCOTTISH/CANADIAN badges, RM, RN , SAS, 
PARA REGT, etc. Scottish Regimental and Clan Blazer Crest, 
wall plaques, military postcards, prints, Scottish Regalia. We 
are a complete HIGHLAND outfitter. Catalog $3. (refundable) . 
THE FL YING SCOTSMAN IMPORTS, Rt 1, Box 756-1 A, Cam
den, AR 71701 . (138) 

AIR FORCE LITHOGRAPH sets - Beautiful high quali ty re
productions - Ready for framing - Send for free price list. 
Selkirk Co. Dept-SF4, 295 Tappan St. , Brookline, MA 02146. 
(138) 

PATRIOTS SUPPORT YOUR COUNTRY! Join the American 
Guerrilla Force. For information , membership patch and ap
plication for commission send $5 to AGF, PO Box 4972, Falls 
Church, VA 22044. (138) 

SECURITY PRODUCTS 
PROTECT YOURSELF FROM ELECTRONIC EAVESDROP· 
PING! Scrambler phones, transmitter detectors, tape recorder 
detectors, executive security products, surveillance books and 
much more ! Catalog $3 (refundable) DIVERSIFIED 
WHOLESALE PRODUCTS, PO Box 1275, SF, Redondo 
Beach, CA 90278. (139) 

SURPLUS 
MILITARY SURPLUS CATALOG I Over 120 pages of military 
security, survival, recreational , cloth ing knives, and literature, 
genuine GI issue equipment for the military or outdoorsman. 
Send $2 (refunded on first purchase) to Eagle's View Lodge, 
PO Box 557, Dept. SOF, Waterford Works, NJ 08089. (140) 

ARMY SURPLUS Large inventory new and used, plus survival 
items. Send $1 (refundable) for price list: Hugh Wade's Oak
shire Place, Hwy. 51 South, Union City, TN 38261 . (1 38) 

GENUINE MILITARY CLOTHING, Gear, Equipment, and In
signia. Our name has meant quality for over 65 years. Catalog , 
$2. Kaufman's West Army & Navy Goods, Dept. A-312, 1660 
Eubank, Albuquerque, NM 87112. (140) 

$3. GETS 1,000 ITEM Fully Illustrated Military Surplus Cata
log. Deduct $3 first order. New-Used Military Surplus Clothing, 
Camping Gear, Survival Gear, War Game Supplies. Old Sarge 
PX, 4344 Archer Ave. , Dept. 171-9, Chicago, IL 60632. (139) 

SURPLUS BONANZA!! Buy Direct from Government. We 
show you how! Your area (Guaranteed!!!) Official Directory $3. 
Sandhill Surplus, Dept. SFA, Box 336, Roswell , NM 88202. 
(139) 

SURVIVAL I 

THE SURVIVAL·CHECKLIST! Finally, everyth ing you need to 
survive natural or man-made disasters. Cost $5. Value price
less. Ground Zero, PO Box 228A, Croton, OH, 43013. (140) 

International 
Military Supply 

P.O. Box 2568 • Columbus . GA 31 902 U.S.A. 

$12.95 
100% RIP 

STOP COTTON 

EMBROIDERED 
NAME TAG 
Add $2.95 

Add $3.00 Shi p ping 

1-800-24 7-4541 
GA Call Collect (404) 689-3455 

Catalog $2.00 
Refundable with order 
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SURVIVAL FOODS Ready Reserve & Yurika Storage Foods. 
Nee-Life & Mulliway Food Supplements. Free information. 
Spartan Distributors, PO Box 2085-A, Spring Valley, CA 
92077. (140) 

TRAINING 
RANGER, AIRBORNE, BODYGUARD TRAINING Catalog 
and information $5. ($7 foreign) USTC, 2020 N. Broadway, 
Ste. 103, Santa Ana, CA 92706. (1 40) 

VEHICLES 
CADILLACS, MERCEDES, PORSCHE, etc buy direct from 
government. Seized in drug raids. Available in your area. Save 
$thousands$ 216-453-3000, ext. A8183. (138) 

BUY GOVERNMENT seized & surplus vehicles from $100. 
Fords, Chevys, 4x4s, etc. Available in your area. For info call 
(602) 842-1051 ext. 003. (138) 

VIDEOS 
NAVY SEAL VIDEOS! Museum Collection includes: "NAVY 
SEALS IN VIETNAM" Cowritten by Seal Team One Members. 
Covers uniforms, weapons, equipment - all gear peculiar to 
SEALS $15.95. Also "Navy Seals On Patrol" - Incredible rare 
footage of Real Seals on patrol! Shot in Vietnam 1968 by Seal 
Team One Members. See entire operation performed and 
explained! A MUST for every serious collector $21.95. Also 
"MEN WITH GREEN FACES" and "SOMEONE SPECIAL" 
Navy Special Warfare Tapes $24.95 each. $ave get all four 
$76.95. Profit from sales benefit UDT-SEAL MUSEUM. LOTI 
GROUP, Dept. A, 8341 SW 157 Ave. Ste. 311, Miami, FL 
33193. (141) 

MILITARY VIDEOS: WWII, Korea, Vietnam. 75 programs 
available. Free list. CMI, PO Box 40461C, Nashville, TN 
37204. (139) 

WANTED 
RHODESIA VETS ANO RHODESIANS Contact RVA, PO Box 
1221, Agoura Hills, CA 91301 or call (213) 234-9201. The RVA 
is a non-political, non-military/paramilitary organization. (142) 

SUPPORT 
SOF 

ADVERTISERS 

GJ~WOOWW0 G I SUPPLY 
RD # 10 BOX 10419. NEWTON. NEW JESEY 07860 

NEW G.I. ISSUE 
HEAVY DUTY 

GASOLIN'E STOVE 
$452& 

Pre-Tested Burns 3'h hours on 1 f il
ling Boils a quart of water in about 3 
minutes Complete with pressure 
pump, folding legs, windshield, pot 
supports, controls and built in 
cleaning needle Extremely 
rugged construction not 
found in your ordinary 

Send $2.00 
FO< 200 tt.m C.talogl 

back pack stove Corn
pac! 4''• x7 2 Piece 
case/cookset 18.50 

ORDE RING INSTRUCTIONS: lhuy D1•1r. Jmml 
chth u 'tin & Muter Cu~ 11141y UUJld. 110 
coo·1. All • mknlln ll 1110% 1ur11l1d. Bu llnla 
11 Al11k1. Htwall ul Pmh Ritt di 5% 1111~1,,111. 

REGIMENml INSIGNIA & WEAPONRY 

® 
• SAS • RAF • BLACK WATCH 

· • PAAA • RM • CAMERONS 
• RSDG • RN • GUARDS etc. 

Import Catalog $1.00 
BRITISH REGAUA IMPORTS 

Department-6 
P.O. Box 50473 • Nashville, TN 37205 

U.S. MILITARY INSIGNIA: 
1940 through Current 
Large Catalog, $2.00 

SAUNDERS 
Box 3133--SF • Naples, FL 33939-3133 

C I A 
The legendary 

"get out of i~!I 
• • • free cards 

Exact reprints of the covert identification cards carried by members of 
the CIA controlled MAC-SOG. (Military Assistance Command-Special 
Operations Group)" ... DO NOT DETAIN OR QUESTION HIM I-He is 
authorized to wear civilian clothing, carry unusual personal weapons, 
pass into restricted areas, requisition equipment of all types." 

CAUTION - SOLD AS WAR RELICS ONLY! 
-A. ;;.~~~~1: ;,;~,;_-~;;;,~;~;~~ ~~ ·;.:.~;----~::: · -·::: · s!foo 
B ~~~~I v.;3~~0~~1r ~':a~~~·ei~s·u·~ . . . .......... $5.00 
C :~d AP~:~'~ .P~~~8o~~e~~~c:,~~r -~~~~.. . .. $5.00 

National l.D. Center All 3 
1600 Fa1rf1eld Ave .. Suite 233·S2 f $l2 OO 

Shreveport. LA 71101 OF • 
1-318-222-2970 (24hours) VISA!MC/Chk. 

Join The Struggle For Freedom! 

# 3020 Rcnamo 

Now Offered Through The SOF Exchange 

FREEDOM FIGHTER COMMEMORATIVES 
Freedom. Taken for gra nted by 

some and longed for by many. 
Afghanistan ... Mozambique 
... Nicaragua ... even here 
in the U.S., the struggle for 
freedom is being waged daily. 

Now, your chance to aid the world
wide fight for freedom is at hand. # 3022 Ollie 

Freedom, Inc., has been commissioned to create these beautifully minted , one ounce silver commemoratives. A portion of the purchase 
price wi ll be u~ed to aid these men and women dedicated to the fight for freedom. 

Presently available are commemoratives honoring the Renamo Freedom Fighters of Mozambique, the Jamait-i-Islami Freedom Fighters 
of Afghanistan" and rhe Contras of Nicaragua". In addition, Freedom, Inc., is minting an Oliver North commemorative. Although Col. 
North's fight for freedom is being waged in the courtroom instead of the battlefield , it is nonetheless just as important and expensive. 

T he Freedom Fighter Commemoratives represent an exceptional collecting opportunity - even for those who have not consideree 
themselves collectors. Won't you joi n the fight for freedom and liberty? Send your order in today! 

FREEDOM FIGHTER COMMEMOR A TIVES 

$35.00 each or $33.00 each w ith purchase of 3 or more. 

C redit card orders call toll free 1-800-323- 1776 opr. 13 1 
ITHI# DESCRIPTION QTY. M IOUNT Payment: 0 Visa 0 MasterCard 0 Check . 

3020 Rename Card# 

3021 *Afghan Signature 

3022 O llie Name 

3023 *Contra Address 

Subtotal City 

Colorado Residents Only Add 3. 7% Sales Tax State Z ip 

Tomi 

Please allow .J-6 week s for del ivery. No COD orders. 
• Pharo nor ava ilable a r press rime. 
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Mail to: SOF Exchange 
D ept. Pl-2 
P.O. Box 693 
Boulder, CO 80306 
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Continued from page 85 

camouflage, the horizontal tiger stripe 
uniform, and the French and British 
patterns left over from the first Indochi
na War. However, as the focus is on 
U.S. Army uniforms, it's only a minor 
omission. 

U.S. Anny Uniforms of the Viet
nam War covers all uniforms - stan
dard and experimental equipment 
ranging from headgear to footwear -
from those of privates to generals. 

Shelby Stanton, one of the leading 
military historians of the modem U.S. 
Army (and incidentally, one whose su
perb works on the war are the standard 
and well-thumbed Vietnam reference 
texts in the SOF library), has created a 
work consistent with his reputation. If 
you are a military enthusiast, a veteran, 
historian or collector, this book is a 

must. "" 

BULLETIN BOARD 
Continued from page 18 

Different Stripe," SOF, January '89), 
including a great deal of coverage in 
the regular press. We even got a call 
from one of the aviators who was 
slated to go on these aborted 
missions and who now lives in 
SOF's hometown of Boulder, 
Colorado. 

One of the more interesting letters 
we got was from one of the Flying 
Tigers who came to the American 
Volunteer Group, or AVG, from the 
Navy and who was one of the few men 
in the AVG to be captured by the 
Japanese and held as a POW (he re
turned to Naval service after the war 
and subsequently retired as a captain). 
Seems he has applied for the recently 
approved POW medal, and the Navy 
legal beagles - although sympathetic 
and quite intrigued by the whole thing 
- are prese ntly of the opinion 
(although willing to be persuaded 
otherwise) that he was not a member 
of the U.S. armed forces when he was 
captured and thus, regrettably, is not 
qualified to receive the medal. 

The good captain gave the Navy 
lawyers SOF' s article as evidence 
that the Flying Tigers were 
authorized by the U.S government 
and that American servicemen who 
served with them were authorized to 
do so by the commander-in-chief, 
and they were suitably impressed, 
but . .. The whole matter seems to 
hinge on the "Executive Order of 15 
April 1941," with which FDR 
authorized U.S. fighting men to join 
the AVG without running afoul of 
our neutrality laws. 

Although this document has been 
cited uncounted times by numerous 
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authors, SOF was unable to lay 
hands on the original. Joint Board 
Paper 355, which authorized the 
second phase of Chennault's 
operations - the bomber forces and 
their use against targets in Japan -
makes reference to the "recent 
executive action" authorizing the 
First AVG (Flying Tigers). Archivists 
at the FDR Library in Hyde Park, 
New York are of the opinion it may 
not have been an "Executive 
Order" by FDR in his role as 
president, but an "Executive 
Command" by FDR in his role a 
commander-in-chief of the armed 
forces. 

If any readers can locate or lead 
us to a copy of this document, a 
deserving veteran who volunteered 
to fight the Japanese against 
overwhelming odds in the Flying 
Tigers will get his POW medal. If 
you have any information, contact 
Associate Editor Don Mclean here 
at SOF. 

Incidentally, this sort of misplacing 
of historic documents isn't unique. 
Toward the end of the Vietnam war, 
a U.S. senator asked to see the 
1964 Gulf of Tonkin Resolution, 
which was the authorization for U.S. 
participation in the Southeast Asia 
War Games. It couldn't be found. 

MAN BITES 
DOG ... 

We couldn't have been more 
surprised if Jack The Ripper had 
come out against vivisection. 

Representative Barney Frank, the 
no-apologies gay Democrat who 
represents the district south of 

Boston (and who has one of the 
most liberal voting records in the 
Congress) has lately been telling his 
fellow libs what they have to do if 
they want to start winning elections: 

1) Give up on gun control. 
2) Support the 65 mile-per-hour 

speed limit. 
3) Be tougher on criminals. 
4) Be anti-communist and proud 

of it. · 
5) Support free enterprise. 
"Liberals are beginning to sound 

like scolds," Frank said. "Don't drive 
too fast, don't play with a gun, don't 
smoke here, don't drink this, don't 
eat that." 

Every "don't," in short, except 
"Don't tread on me." 

What Frank is really saying is that 
if you want to hold political office in 
the United States you h·ave to put 
liberty ahead of safety. That strikes 
us as a truth that's self-evident, but 
over on the Left it apparently comes 
as something of a revelation. 

UNDERSTATEMENT 
OF THE YEAR ... 

Headline on the front page of the 
Wall Street Journal, on 12 January 
(barely a month before the Soviet 
withdrawal from Afghanistan was 
due to conclude): 
People of Kabul Await 
A Soviet Withdrawal 
With Some Anxiety 

Well, yes, sort of like: 

People of Rome Await 
A visit by Atilla 
With some Anxiety ~ 
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The fastest-firing, most effective 
combat pistol in the world now 
comes in .380 caliber. 

HK P7 pistols can be drawn, cocked, and fired accurately faster 
than any other pistol. The unique cocking lever allows you to carry 
the P7 safely with a round in the chamber, yet it is instantly ready to 
fire with only the natural tightening of yoi;r fingers around the grip. 
That means time saved when you have to use your pistol. And time 
saved could mean lives saved. 

Now the P7 is made in a 
potent .380 caliber -- the P7K3. 
A sealed hydraulic buffer gives 
the P7K3 less felt recoil than any 
other handgun in its class. And 
the P7K3 can easily be converted 
to fire .22LR ammunition with an 
accessory kit. 

Like all P7 pistols, the P7K3 uses a fixed, polygonal barrel, 
a prerequisite for accuracy in pistols. 

The P7K3 has a constant uniform trigger pull on all rounds 
fired. No heavy first-shot trigger pull like a double-action pistol. 
No change in trigger pull between your critical first and second 
shots. And the simple three-dot sighting system makes aiming 
almost instinctive. All this means real, practical accuracy. 
Accuracy that could really count. 

At Heckler & Koch, form follows function. HK pistols are 
designed to meet the operational requirements of demanding 
users, not the cosmetic expectations of traditionalists. The 
choice is clear. You can use an ordinary handgun. Or you can 
own the most uncompromising pistol in the world. The P7K3. 

Available only at your Authorized HK Dealer 
For the location nearest you call (703) 631-2800 
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